





















Mapping the vacuum structure of gauged









The analysis of the extremal structure of the scalar potentials of gauged
maximally extended supergravity models in five, four, and three dimensions,
and hence the determination of possible vacuum states of these models is a
computationally challenging task due to the occurrence of the exceptional
Lie groups E6, E7, E8 in the definition of these potentials. At present, the
most promising approach to gain information about nontrivial vacua of these
models is to perform a truncation of the potential to submanifolds of the
G/H coset manifold of scalars which are invariant under a subgroup of the
gauge group and of sufficiently low dimension to make an analytic treatment
possible.
New tools are presented which allow a systematic and highly effective
study of these potentials up to a previously unreached level of complex-
ity. Explicit forms of new truncations of the potentials of four- and three-
dimensional models are given, and for N = 16, D = 3 supergravities, which
are much more rich in structure than their higher-dimensional cousins, a
series of new nontrivial vacua is identified and analysed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
While three of the four fundamental interactions – namely the strong, weak,
and electromagnetic force – can be cast into the framework of a unified
quantum theory, one immediate problem that has to be overcome to also
include the last interaction, gravity, is that the machinery of non-abelian
gauge theory, which serves so well for the other three forces, cannot be applied
directly. From the particle physicist’s point of view, one important point
is that the quantum of the field mediating gravity, the graviton, is not a
spin-1 (vector) particle, as for the other interactions, but a spin-2 (traceless
symmetric tensor) particle. Since an unified ‘theory of everything’ ultimately
should not only quantitatively describe the observed particles and forces, but
also give a good explanation why just this spectrum of matter and interaction
particles is found in nature, theoretical approaches that unify particles of
different spin deserve special interest.
While a continuous symmetry whose generators form a Lie algebra can-
not connect particles of different spin in an interacting theory (due to the
Coleman-Mandula theorem [6]), this can be achieved by employing a sym-
metry that contains anticommuting spinorial generators [29, 31, 49, 53]; such
a symmetry, which connects bosons with fermions, has been dubbed super-
symmetry. Soon after the advent of supersymmetry, it has been realized
that a supersymmetric version of Einstein’s theory of gravity exists [24, 10]1.
This can just as well be regarded as a theory with local (i.e. gauged) super-
symmetry – superficially, since the anticommutator of two supersymmetry
transformations is a translation, local supersymmetry gives rise to spacetime
diffeomorphisms. Vice versa, since supersymmetry is not an internal sym-
metry, it must be made a local symmetry when going to curved spacetime.
As a single supersymmetry transformation maps bosons to fermions and
1see e.g. [48] for a comprehensive introduction
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vice versa by changing the spin by 1/2, and has vanishing square due to
the anticommuting property, particles are grouped into supermultiplets con-
taining a fermionic superpartner for every boson and vice versa. Now, it is
possible to introduce more than one independent supersymmetry transforma-
tion [16], and hence make these multiplets spawn a larger range of spins, up
to a maximal number of N = 8 independent supersymmetry transformations
[8] combining the helicity +2 graviton with the helicity −2 graviton in one
unique supermultiplet that entirely fixes the particle content of the theory.
Two observations deserve special attention here: first, the total num-
ber of spinorial components of eight four-dimensional real (Majorana, hence
four-component) spinors is just the same as that of a fundamental eleven-
dimensional spinor, indicating the possibility to construct a theory of an
‘extremal’ eleven-dimensional N = 1 supergravity [7], which gives rise to
various other supergravity theories upon dimensional reduction, but does
not produce massless particles with spin greater than 2 (which, as common
lore tells, cannot consistently be coupled to gravity [1]) upon reduction to
four dimensions. Second, the equations of motion of maximal extended su-
pergravity in D = 4 possesses a global E7(+7) symmetry, and in fact, this
symmetry conjectured from the study of dimensional reduction of D = 11
supergravity to various dimensions considerably facilitated the construction
of maximal N = 8 D = 4 supergravity. In general, the supergravity obtained
from toroidal compactification of D = 11 supergravity on a d-torus will, after
dualization of all emerging p-forms to lowest possible rank, exhibit a global
E11−d(11−d) symmetry [9]. For the particular case of d = 8, this gives the
largest finite-dimensional exceptional group E8.
Soon after the construction of extended supergravity, it was realized that
part of the extra global symmetry can be made local[17]; in particular, in
D = 4, one can introduce a local SO(8) gauge symmetry under which the 28
vector fields of the supermultiplet transform in the adjoint representation [12,
13]. The construction is quite remarkable in many aspects: first, it contains
gravity as well as nonabelian gauge symmetry (albeit with a gauge group too
small to accommodate the fundamental interactions of the standard model),
second, it is, up to the size of the nonabelian coupling constant, a totally rigid
construction (just as D = 11 supergravity itself) that does not feature any
additional arbitrary parameters, like the number of particles per type, or their
couplings, third, re-establishing supersymmetry after gauging introduces a
potential for the scalars with a very rich extremal structure, giving rise to a
large number of different possible vacua for such a theory.
While the quantization of general relativity suffers from the fundamental
problem that in the summation over all histories leading from a given ini-
tial to a given final state, contributions from intermediate (virtual) particles
9with arbitrarily high momentum cannot be brought under control by the ad-
justment of finitely many parameters, as is required for a physical theory to
have predictive power; that is, general relativity suffers from nonrenormal-
izability. Since intermediate bosons and fermions give similar high-energy
contributions of opposite sign, it was hoped that supergravity may also pro-
vide a renormalizable, or rather, finite quantum theory of gravity, due to
cancellation of positive and negative divergences.
The state of affairs reported so far roughly mirrors the focus of very fruit-
ful research on quantum gravity and unified theories during the first half of
the 1980’s; in particular the study of siblings of D = 11 N = 1 supergravity
obtained by dimensional reduction to all possible spaces of lower dimension
turned out to provide valuable insights into the general underlying struc-
ture of such theories. With the advent of superstring theory, which contains
supergravity as a low-energy limit and seemingly bears a better prospect
to eventually lead to a viable ‘Theory of Everything’, research activity on
supergravity generally declined, but was revived by recent major discover-
ies; of prime importance is of course the observation that the five possible
consistent ten-dimensional superstring theories do not stand in isolation, as
was initially believed, but are interrelated by a ‘web of dualities’ which also
connects them to eleven-dimensional supergravity [54] and is regarded as
compelling evidence for the existence of a fundamental eleven-dimensional
‘mother’ theory which has supergravity as its low energy limit and was pre-
liminarily named M-theory. At present, it is hard to tell what will emerge
from the up to now fragmentary knowledge of the structure of M-theory,
but it is conjectured that discrete remnants of the hidden global E11−d(11−d)
symmetries that emerge in toroidal compactifications of D = 11 supergrav-
ity are already present in the original theory, and hence, obtaining a better
understanding of these exceptional symmetries in supergravity is of major
importance.
Results on vacua of gauged supergravities presented in this thesis, which
mainly deals with D = 3, are of considerable direct relevance to the cele-
brated conjectured AdS/CFT duality originally proposed by Maldacena [37]
for which a large body of evidence has been collected by now. It is claimed
that supergravity in Anti-deSitter (AdS) space has a dual description in
terms of a conformal field theory (CFT) living on the boundary of this AdS
space. Thus, for example, supergravity solutions interpolating between dif-
ferent vacua are in particular believed to encode a renormalization group flow
for the corresponding CFT [25, 27, 3, 2].
Even by itself, the three-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity mod-
els on which we focus here are quite remarkable. First, the underlying excep-
tional symmetry is the maximal one, E8(+8), second, and in marked contrast
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to higher-dimensional supergravity theories, the vector fields appear in these
models via non-abelian Chern-Simons terms rather than the usual Yang-Mills
terms. Since these terms which correspond to a non-abelian duality between
vectors and scalars that does not have an analogue in higher dimensions
cannot be obtained by any known type of dimensional reduction, it is im-
possible to get the N = 16 D = 3 gauged supergravity models from D = 11
supergravity, in contrast to higher-dimensional supergravity as well as the
ungauged and half-maximal (N = 8) D = 3 models. This might hint at a
new supergravity theory beyond the known D = 11 one, cf. [43]. Further-
more, these models, which are the ‘most symmetric’ ones in three dimensions
known, exhibit a vast richness in structure; since the choice of a subgroup of
E8(+8) as gauge group is far less constrained in D = 3 than in higher dimen-
sions, as an arbitrary number of unwanted vectors can be dualized away into
scalars, this theory allows many more gaugings than its higher-dimensional
cousins, some of which, like G2(−14) × F4(−20) or E7(+7) × SL(2) even possess
exceptional group factors2, none of which are possible isometry groups of an
eight-manifold and hence could emerge in dimensional reduction of D = 11
supergravity. Furthermore, in contrast to e.g. N = 8, D = 4, even for all
the noncompact gauge groups, there is a vacuum of maximal supersymme-
try where all scalar VEVs vanish, and the corresponding background super-
groups also encompass the exceptional supergroups G(3) and F (4). Turning
on scalar fields, the landscape of the corresponding potentials of the various
models on the coset E8(+8)/SO(16) are probably the most intricate analyti-
cal potentials encountered so far in supergravity and beyond. Indeed, from
the computational aspect, there is good evidence that, while conceptually
simple, it is probably entirely impossible to write down an explicit analytic
expression for the potential on the whole 128-dimensional manifold of scalars,
since the number of terms produced would exceed the number of particles
available in the accessible universe by many orders of magnitude!
All this makes the study of the extremal structure of these models an in-
teresting and challenging subject, despite, or maybe even because, at present
there is only a fragmentary understanding how they fit into the bigger scheme
of things.
This work is organized as follows: the present introductory chapter is
intended to provide background information and lay out the conventions for
subsequent chapters and was written with the intention to also give non-
experts in the field of supergravity/superstring theory who are interested in
this work due to the group-theoretical tools developed here at least a concep-
tual overview over the underlying physical motivation. In chapter 2, we recite
2and in fact, all exceptional groups occur here
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some important steps of the constructions of ungauged and gauged maximal
three-dimensional supergravity models. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the study
of the compact semi-simple gauge group SO(8)× SO(8), while noncompact
gaugings are investigated in chapter 4. In order to demonstrate the generality
of our tools, we present a single instructive example from four-dimensional
supergravity in chapter 5 which increases the level of complexity to which
the corresponding supergravity scalar potential has been studied by three
orders of magnitude. The novel approaches to symbolic algebra employed by
the tools developed to make such a deep investigation possible are discussed
in chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes. Restricted potentials which would have
been too lengthy to be given in the main text have been moved to appendix
A; since numerous new results on the vacuum structure of supergravity the-
ories are claimed by this work which might appear quite bold, being well
out of reach of previously existing technology, appendix B was added giving
explicit LISP code which should enable the reader (in conjunction with the
LambdaTensor software package) to redo the calculations leading to the main
results of this work and serve as a starting point for further investigations.
1.1 General Conventions
Interpretation of conventions plays a key role for this work for two reasons:
first, among our main results there are ‘charts’ where to find nontrivial vacua
of gauged maximal supergravity theories that are given as elements of excep-
tional Lie groups (not algebras); since it is difficult to develop an intuitive
understanding of these groups, it is much easier to overlook mistakes that
can be traced back to a mis-understanding of conventions than in many other
branches of supergravity/string theory where enough structure is visible to
give additional hints at correct interpretations of formulae. Second, due to
the richness of structure in three-dimensional supergravity theories, it is at-
tractive to employ computer aid in the quest for a systematic and exhaustive
treatment, which naturally favours a low-level presentation and interpreta-
tion of formulae, since all conventions eventually have to be spelled out in
detail for the machine. For the sake of reproducibility of the results presented,
a separate appendix is devoted to LambdaTensor definitions corresponding
to key formulae given in the main text.
Basically, one could – at least in principle – for the sake of definiteness
resort to abandoning all conventions, including the Einstein summation con-
vention, explicitly spelling out all summations, symmetrization factors, and
subgroup embeddings. However, it is easy to convince oneself that doing
so would clutter many formulae so badly that they become totally unpalat-
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able. Hence, finding the right level of abbreviation hidden in conventions is
a nontrivial issue for the presentation of results.
The set of rules given in the following should provide a complete and
unambiguous definition how to interpret every new result in the main text.
Although this may seem unusual and maybe even unnecessary at first, in
particular since many of these rules are widely used and well known, it is
nevertheless hard to draw a line between those for which there is general
consensus and those for which there is not.
• (Einstein summation convention) When in a product, an index name
appears twice, the product is to be prefixed with a sum of this index
over all possible values of the index with this name. Index counting
starts at 13 (Note that we do not require this index to show up once
as upper and once as lower; for example, in a sum like P jQj over
SU(8) indices, applying these rules will yield a non-SU(8)-covariant
(but SO(8) covariant) quantity.) Indices which are explicitly bound
otherwise, e.g. by a summation sign, are of course exempt from this
summation convention.
• (Index raising and lowering) When a tensor that was defined with an
upper (lower) index I is used with the corresponding index as lower
(upper), the corresponding group metric (or its inverse) is used implic-
itly to lower (raise) this index.
• (Index interpretation and index splitting) Index names are (potentially
composed) glyphs from various alphabets. The assignment of index
names to various group representations is explained in the text; when-
ever (with one sole exception given below) a tensor that is defined with
some index J corresponding to transformation under the group G oc-
curs in a formula where in place of this index J , an index A of a different
set of glyphs corresponding to a representation of a subgroup H ⊂ G
shows up, and if there is a decomposition of the G-representation la-
beled by indices of the type of J with respect to the subgroup H such
that the range of index values for A directly corresponds to a sub-range
of index values of the index J , then the A index is implicitly promoted
to a J index by offsetting; that is, one implicitly inserts an extra em-
bedding tensor factor HJA which contains entries 1 for J = A+〈offset〉,
zero for all other values of J and A.
3Here, we follow usual conventions although it would be more natural to start counting
at zero in the context of index splitting.
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• (One-to-many index splitting) If a G-index decomposes to a group of
H-indices in such a way that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween every possible combination for this group of H-indices and a
corresponding G-index, and a group of H-indices appears on a ten-
sor in a place where this tensor was defined with the corresponding G
index, then this group of indices is implicitly promoted to the corre-
sponding G index by the insertion of an appropriate extra embedding
tensor factor Hg h1h2...hn whose entries are all from the set {0; 1}.4
• ( and δ) The fully antisymmetric rank-N tensor is denoted by i1i2...iN .
Its entries are +1 for even index permutations, −1 for odd permuta-
tions, and 0 otherwise. The tensors δi1j1, δ
i1i2
j1j2
, δi1i2...ikj1j2...jk , etc. are com-
pletely antisymmetric in their upper, resp. lower indices and have
entries 1/k!, resp. −1/k! if the sequence of indices i1 . . . ik can be ob-
tained from j1 . . . jk by an even, resp. odd, index permutation, and 0




• (Index symmetrization) Wherever a pair of indices is enclosed by an-
tisymmetrizing brackets [ab],5 they are to be substituted by otherwise
unbound indices cd and an extra factor δab
cd
is to be introduced into the
corresponding summand. Likewise for antisymmetrizing in more than
two indices. (Since the translation of index symmetrization between
typographical and machine representation is a little bit awkward, and
hence error-prone if lots of formulae have to be translated manually,
we frequently do not make use of it even if it could be applied.)
• (SO(N) adjoint indices) If g1, g2 are glyphs from the alphabet used
to designate SO(N) vector indices, then composed glyphs of the form
[g1g2] will designate SO(N) adjoint indices. These N(N − 1)/2 glyphs
are consecutively labeled either by 1, 2, . . .N(N − 1)/2 or equivalently
by [12], [13],. . .,[1N ],[23],. . ., [(N − 1) N ].
• (Index mapping) Whenever index embedding has to be performed that
cannot be achieved by simple index-range splitting (like, for example,
the split of an SO(N) adjoint index into a pair of SO(N) vector in-
dices), then an explicit embedding tensor is given. Conventionally, all
4Note that these index splitting rules may generate ambiguities if one is not careful in
the choice of alphabets. This has to be avoided. Furthermore, index groups obtained by
implicit splitting will usually be offset a bit from other indices not belonging to the group
to aid visual distinction. Note that this extra convention is not well suited for recursive
application.
5
a and b are not indices, but names for indices, and hence typeset in boldface here
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embedding tensors are named H and distinguished by the types of in-
dices they are carrying. (For example, if indices I, J designate SO(16)
vector indices, and an index [IJ ] a SO(16) adjoint index in the range
1 . . . 120, then H
[IJ ]
IJ is the corresponding embedding tensor.) Hence,
such embedding tensors H themselves are exempt from the implicit in-
dex promotion rules given above. Unless stated otherwise, embedding
tensors H are defined in such a way that when they are used to map a
collection of index values to a unique other collection of index values,
the corresponding entry is ±1; for related entries, the lexicographically
first one will be +1. (For example, an SO(16) adjoint index corre-
sponds to two pairs of different SO(16) vector indices, but a pair of








• (Gamma matrices) SO(16) resp. SO(8) Gamma matrices (to be de-
fined in the next section) are are denoted by Γ, resp. γ. For both






. . . γjnβγ˙(n−1)δ
i1...in
j1...jn
, and likewise, γi1...in
α˙β˙
=






= γj1αγ˙1 . . . γ
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γ(n−1)β˙



































then discerned by the types of label only, we must not use ambiguous
expressions like γ78
α˙β˙











The Lie algebra E8(+8) plays a key role for this work. Hence we spell out all





















from which we obtain SO(8) γ-matrices using the tensor Giλµρ implementing
the 2× 2× 2→ 8 mapping6
G1111 = 1 G2112 = 1 G3121 = 1 G4122 = 1
G5211 = 1 G6212 = 1 G7221 = 1 G8222 = 1
(1.2)
6Note that this matrix tensoring convention, which seems to be more widespread, ac-
cidentally is just the opposite of that implicitly used in [21]
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as well as the abbreviation
Zαβ˙(σ(A); σ(B); σ(C)) = σ(A)α1β˙1 σ(B)α2β˙2σ(C)α3β˙3Gαα1α2α3Gβ˙β˙1β˙2β˙3 (1.3)
via
γ1 = Z(σe; σe; σe) γ
2 = Z(σ1; σz; σe)
γ3 = Z(σe; σ1; σz) γ
4 = Z(σz; σe; σ1)
γ5 = Z(σ1; σx; σe) γ
6 = Z(σe; σ1; σx)
γ7 = Z(σx; σe; σ1) γ
8 = Z(σ1; σ1; σ1)
(1.4)
from which we form SO(16) Γ-matrices using to the splitting J → (j, k¯) of
SO(16) vector and A → (αβ, γ˙δ˙), A˙ → (αβ˙, γ˙δ) of Majorana-Weyl spinor
































If we denote SO(16) adjoint indices running from 1 to 120 by [IJ ], which
naturally decompose into SO(16) vector indices I, J and split E8(8) adjoint
indices A → (A, [IJ ]), then E8(8) structure constants are given by
fAB




















In the literature, the intermediate SO(16) adjoint index in the splitting
chain A → [IJ ] → IJ frequently is not displayed explicitly. Instead, a
modification of the usual Einstein summation convention is introduced where
one has to include an extra factor 1/2 whenever a sum is performed over a
pair of antisymmetric indices, correcting IJ, JI double-counting. Since it is
not entirely clear that this rule will not leave room for interpretation in some
subtle cases (like the definition of E8(+8) tensors in index-split notation), we
will try to avoid it by explicitly including index splitting projection tensors
in our formulae just as above when presenting new results.







where g is the dual Coxeter number of the Lie algebra (30 for E8) is then
given by
ηAB = −δAB, η[IJ ] [KL] = δ[IJ ] [KL]. (1.8)
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E8(+8) is the only simple Lie algebra for which the fundamental and ad-
joint representation are the same and this property plays an important role
in the construction of N = 16 D = 3 supergravity. It can be expressed by
the relation
















It is convenient to take as a Cartan subalgebra the compact generators
X[1 2], X[3 4], . . . , X[15 16]; this gives the conventional choice for the set of E8
root vectors as 120 vectors of the form {±ei ± ej |i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 8}} plus 128
vectors of the form {1
2
(±e1 ± e2 . . .± e8)} where the total number of minus
signs is even. Most explicitly, the ladder operators corresponding to the




















= +t84 + i t86 − i t100 + t102
T 0+1−1 0 0 0 0 0 = +t159 + i t160 − i t171 + t172
T 0 0+1−1 0 0 0 0 = +t184 + i t185 − i t194 + t195
T 0 0 0+1−1 0 0 0 = +t205 + i t206 − i t213 + t214
T 0 0 0 0+1−1 0 0 = +t222 + i t223 − i t228 + t229 (1.11)
T 0 0 0 0 0+1−1 0 = +t235 + i t236 − i t239 + t240
T 0 0 0 0 0 0+1+1 = −t244 + i t245 + i t246 + t247
T 0 0 0 0 0 0+1−1 = +t244 + i t245 − i t246 + t247
where our complexity conventions are such that for these compact generators,
we have e.g.
[X[1 2], T+1+1 0 0 0 0 0 0] = +1 · i T+1+1 0 0 0 0 0 0. (1.12)
Note that if we substitute the ladder operator of the first simple root by
T+1−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 = +t130 + i t131 − i t144 + t145 (1.13)
then the new set will spawn the maximal compact subalgebra SO(16). The
ladder operator for the lowest E8 root is
T−1−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 = −t130 − i t131 − i t144 + t145. (1.14)
7w.r.t. lexicographical ordering
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+6−7
+7+8
+7−8+5−6+2−3 +3−4 +4−5−1−2 +−−−−−−+ 
Figure 1.1: The extended Dynkin diagram of E8




















, we just write a se-
quence of eight signs, hence ‘+−−−−−−+’ in this example, while for roots
of the form ±ei ± ej , we write ±i± j, e.g. +3− 4 for (0, 0,+1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Sometimes, as in the construction of the E6(+6)×SL(3) embedding tensor,





β , n ∈ 1, . . . 8. With respect to this Cartan subalgebra,
simple roots are given by
T+−−−−−−−+ = −t72 − t79 − t86 + t93 − t100 + t107 + t114 + t121
−t143 + t156 + t167 + t180 − t188 − t199 − t206 + t213
T+2−3 = 2 t11 + 2 t18 + t130 − t145 + t185 + t194 + t222 − t229 + t245 + t246
T+3−4 = −2 t20 − 2 t27 + t134 − t149 + t160 + t171 + t226 − t233 + t236 + t239
T+4−5 = −2 t29 − 2 t36 + t135 + t148 − t159 + t172 + t227 + t232 − t235 + t240
T+5−6 = −2 t38 − 2 t45 − t134 + t149 − t160 + t171 − t226 + t233 − t236 + t239
T+6−7 = −2 t47 − 2 t54 − t130 − t145 − t185 + t194 − t222 + t229 − t245 + t246
T+7−8 = +2 t56 + 2 t63 + t134 + t149 − t160 + t171 + t226 + t233 − t236 + t239
T+7+8 = −2 t56 + 2 t63 − t134 − t149 + t160 − t171 + t226 + t233 − t236 + t239
and complexity conventions are such that
[Y11, T+1+1 0 0 0 0 0 0] = +1T+1+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . (1.15)




2.1 Ungauged N = 16 D = 3 SUGRA
In the following presentation, we closely follow [43]. It is convenient to intro-
duce gauged maximal three-dimensional supergravity theories via incremen-
tal definitions that proceed through ungauged maximal three-dimensional
supergravity, which was first constructed in [38]; the physical fields of this
theory form an irreducible supermultiplet of 128 bosons and 128 fermions
which transform as spinors and co-spinors of SO(16). In three dimensions,
the dreibein eµ
α as well as the gravitini ψIµ do not carry propagating degrees
of freedom. Due to the hidden invariance of the ungauged theory under global
E8(+8) and local SO(16) transformations [9], scalar fields can be described
by an element V of the non-compact coset manifold E8(+8)/SO(16). Using
the 248-dimensional fundamental E8(+8) representation, V transforms as
V(x)→ gV(x)h−1(x), g ∈ E8(+8), h(x) ∈ SO(16). (2.1)
Following the conventions of [38] and [43, 42], the scalar fields couple to




IJ + PAµ Y
A. (2.2)





















































ν = 0, D[µP
A
ν] = 0. (2.6)
If we define the supercovariant current
PˆAµ := P
A
µ − ψ¯IµχA˙ΓIAA˙, (2.7)
then the Lagrangian






































































which can be written in the form (by using the Rarita-Schwinger and Dirac






with JMµ the conserved Noether current corresponding to the global E8(+8)
symmetry:
eJ µM = 2VMBPˆ µB − i2VMIJ χ¯γµΓIJχ
−2e−1µνρ
(




Since this current is conserved, we can introduce 248 abelian vector fields
Bµ
M, defined up to gauge transformations, whose field strength Bµν
M =
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2∂[µBν]
M obeys µνρBνρ
M = eJ µM. In order to find supersymmetry transfor-
mation rules for these vectors, one can generalize the supersymmetry trans-
formations of the 36 vector fields that are obtained by direct dimensional
reduction of D = 11 supergravity
δBµ
M = −2VMIJ ¯IψJµ + iΓIAA˙VMA ¯IγµχA˙ (2.13)
which of course has to be compatible with the duality relation for the vectors
and the Noether current, which can be re-written in supercovariant form by
using the supercovariant field strength
Bˆµν
M := Bµν
M + 2VMIJ ψ¯IµψJν − 2iΓIAA˙VMAψ¯I[µγν]χA˙ (2.14)
so that it is given by
µνρBˆνρ
M = 2eVMAPˆ µA − i
2
eVMIJ χ¯γµΓIJχ. (2.15)
This equation defines 248 vector fields as nonlocal, nonlinear functions
of the original 128 physical scalars +120 SO(16) gauge degrees of freedom
(as long as the equations of motion are obeyed, i.e. the Noether current is
divergence-free). By using the integrability equation (2.6), we can obtain the




µνρVMIJQIJνρ + 〈fermionic terms(V)〉. (2.16)
2.2 Gauged N = 16 D = 3 SUGRA
Part of the E8(+8) symmetry of the theory described in the previous section
can be made local; let G0 ⊂ E8(+8) be a subgroup of the global symme-
try group E8(+8) that can be promoted to a gauge group (we will see later
that there is a simple group-theoretical restriction for which groups this is
possible). Then, (2.1) is replaced by
V(x)→ g0(x)V(x)h−1(x), g0(x) ∈ G0, h(x) ∈ SO(16). (2.17)
The subgroup G0 of E8(+8) that will be promoted to a gauge group is
characterized by its embedding tensor ΘMN , which is the restriction of the
Cartan-Killing metric ηMN to the algebra corresponding to G0, and thus
is given as a linear combination of projectors onto the simple factors of G0
(where the relative coefficients in this linear combination turn out to be fixed
by group theory, so that only a single gauge coupling parameter survives).
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Labeling G0 adjoint indices by m,n, . . ., there is an embedding tensor
ΩAm that will map these indices to E8 indices. By choice of an appropriate
basis for the E8 algebra, we can make these ν = dim G0 indices the first block
of indices in a split 248 = ν+. . .. As usual with such index splitting, we would
then use the convention that use of aG0 indexm,n, . . . in place of an E8 index
A,B, . . . corresponds to the silent omission of some embedding tensor Ω.
Although this way of splitting indices will in general not be compatible with
the index split suitable for the SO(16) decomposition of E8(+8) explained in
section 1.2, we can nevertheless keep the convention that usage of a m,n, . . .
indices corresponds to the silent omission of such embedding tensors. In
particular, our convention shall be that silent indices are to be interpreted
as in Bµ
mtm ≡ BµAΘABtB.
From now on, let g be the gauge coupling constant; we first gauge-
covariantize derivatives
V−1∂µV = 12QµIJXIJ + PAµ Y A
⇒ V−1DµV = 12QIJµ XIJ + PAµ Y A
= V−1∂µV + gBµmV−1tmV
. (2.18)
The non-abelian field strength associated with this connection is
Bµνm = 2∂[µBν]m + gfmnpBµnBνp (2.19)
and integrability conditions (2.6) become
QIJµν + 12ΓIJABPAµ PBν = gBµνmVmIJ
2D[µPAν] = gBµνmVmA . (2.20)
Supersymmetry variations for the vectors still are given by (2.13). For the













(Note that the new currents also depend on g.) The modifications intro-
duced here violate the supersymmetry of the Lagrangian (2.8) with currents
replaced by the covariantized definitions. Restoring local supersymmetry will
therefore require additional modifications to the Lagrangian as well as the
supersymmetry variations. The extra terms that have to be added to the La-
grangian can be obtained by the Noether procedure and turn out to be (at
first order in g) Chern-Simons couplings for the vectors and scalar-fermion
couplings of Yukawa type as well as (at second order in g) a scalar field poten-
tial. These couplings as well as the scalar potential are functions of tensors
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formed from the scalar matrix VMA as well as the gauge group embedding
tensor ΘMN ; one finds that these are SO(16) representations that can be
obtained via suitable linear projections from the tensor
TAB := VMAVNBΘMN (2.22)
which is analogous to the T-tensors given in [13] and [30], but (as a conse-
quence of the equivalence of the E8 fundamental and adjoint representation)















































































1 − 12AIA˙2 AIA˙2
)
L = L0 + L(CS) + L(Y ) + L(V )
(2.27)
where L0 is the Lagrangian of the ungauged theory, but with modified covari-
antized currents, L(CS) are the Chern-Simons couplings of the vectors, L(Y )
Yang-Mills couplings between scalars and fermions, and L(V ) is the scalar








A˙ = gAIA˙2 
I . (2.28)
Explicit calculation then shows that this Lagrangian is supersymmetric un-
der the given transformations and the superalgebra closes if and only if the
T -tensor satisfies a series of linear relations which state that it is entirely de-
termined by A1, A2, A3, as well as a set of differential and quadratic identities
on A1, A2, A3. Remarkably, all these constraints can be recast into a single
group-theoretic constraint on the gauge group embedding tensor Θ which
1The index splitting is given in most explicit form here, since these quantities are of
prime importance for all subsequent investigations
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states that under the decomposition into E8 irreps 248×248sym=1+3875+
27000 the 27000 component vanishes.
Under the maximal compact subgroup SO(16), these E8 irreps decompose
into (SO(16) Dynkin labels given in parentheses):
3875 ⇒ 135(20000000) + 1920(10000001) + 1820(00010000)
27000 ⇒ 5304(02000000) + 13312(01000010) + 6435(00000020)
+1820(00010000) + 128(00000010) + 1(00000000) (2.29)








1 − 12AIA˙2 AIA˙2
)
(2.30)
which determines possible vacua of these gauged maximal three-dimensional
supergravity theories.
Of the quadratic constraints on the T -tensor which eventually are sub-
























deserves special attention for this work, since it provides a nontrivial consis-
tency check that the relative factor between the A1 and A2 contributions to
the scalar potential has been chosen correctly in the machine code translit-
eration of (2.22), (2.23), (2.30).
Taking derivatives of the A-tensors with respect to an invariant vector

































from which we obtain by re-writing projections of the T -tensor as the cor-
responding A-tensors the scalar mass matrix of second derivatives for an
arbitrary vacuum [19]
−4 g−2MAB = −8g−2 δ
2V
δΣAδΣB





























































A + . . . , (2.36)
independent of the particular vacuum.
While the vectors do not carry propagating degrees of freedom when mass
terms are absent, the vacuum will spontaneously break a gauge group G0 to a
compact subgroup H0, causing the vectors associated with the broken gener-
ators to absorb the corresponding Goldstone bosons and hence become mas-
sive by a topological three-dimensional variant of the Brout-Englert-Higgs
effect. As explained in [19], the vector mass matrix is obtained by restricting
VMAVLAΘNL to G0, and this information may be extracted directly from
MvecAB = gTAB . (2.37)
The fermionic analogue of this transfer of degrees of freedom from matter
fields to previously nonpropagating gauge fields is realized by some of the
gravitini absorbing the Goldstinos produced by supersymmetry breaking via
the super-Higgs effect [11].
2.3 Supergravity in AdS3
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Generically, stationary points of the supergravity potentials considered
here are not true minima, but either maxima (as is e.g. the origin of the
D = 4 N = 8 potential) or saddle points. Nevertheless, as has been shown
by Breitenlohner and Freedman[5], such stationary points can nevertheless
possess at least perturbative stability for negative cosmological constant if
none of the second derivatives get too large with respect to the correspond-
ing AdS radius; vacua with remaining supersymmetry will always be stable,
since the positive energy argument of Poincare supersymmetry can be gen-
eralized to the corresponding supergroups. For nonsupersymmetric vacua,
an expansion to second order in gravitational and scalar perturbations shows
that, since allowed fluctuations are required to have finite energy and hence
fall off to infinity sufficiently fast in AdS, the corresponding positive kinetic
energy term can overcompensate a negative second derivative of the potential
as long as it is not too large. In d dimensions, one finds the bound for the
scalar mass eigenvalues m [39]
4m2L2 ≥ (d− 1)2 (2.41)
hence, in our case, m2L2 ≥ −1. The AdS scale L is given by
L−2 = −2 V0 (2.42)
where V0 is the value of the potential at the vacuum. The Ricci tensor is
given by
Rµν = 4 V0gµν = Λgµν (2.43)
and the corresponding AdS3 covariant derivative is given by









with commutator [D±µ ,D±ν ] = 12 iγa (Fµνa + L−2abceµbeνc) (2.45)
Concerning the supersymmetries of a given vacuum, it has been shown
[43] by using arguments from [30] that the number of unbroken supersym-
metries is the number of eigenvalues α of A1 for which











with L being the AdS scale, given by the value of the potential at a stationary
point via
4 g−2L−2 = −8 g−2V0. (2.47)
(Note that unbroken supersymmetry cannot be realized with positive cosmo-
logical constant; maximal supersymmetry is equivalent to the vanishing of
A2.)
Chapter 3
N = 16 D = 3 Supergravity with
compact gauge group
3.1 On compact gauge groups
The maximal compact subgroup of E8(+8) is SO(16). For the obvious em-
bedding of SO(16) into E8(+8), we have Θ[IJ ]A = 0 and ΘAB = 0, hence
the projection condition P 27000Θ = 0 for subgroups of this SO(16) reduces
to the condition that Θ may only carry the 135 representation of SO(16).1
(Of the other possible pieces, the 5304 is part of the 27000 of E8, and
the 1 and 1820 have to coincide with the corresponding vanishing pieces of
ΘAB.) Hence, due to tracelessness, there is no simple compact gauge group.
One can show (cf. [43]) that of the maximal subgroups of SO(16), only for
SO(8)× SO(8) there is a choice of the relative gauge coupling constants for
which P 27000Θ = 0 (namely g2/g1 = −1). If we split SO(16) vector indices















kl −HIi¯HJj¯ HKk¯ HLl¯ δ i¯j¯k¯l¯
)
. (3.1)
The question whether a group embedding tensor Θ with vanishing 27000
component can be constructed from a nonmaximal semisimple subgroup of
SO(16) has not been answered yet.
1We may of course apply a boost to rotate (conjugate) this SO(16) inside E8(+8),
rendering the Θ[IJ]A = 0 and ΘAB = 0 components nonzero. This observation plays an
important role for the construction of nonsemisimple gaugings [20].
2that is, its (129, 129), (130, 130), . . . , (135, 135); (143, 143), . . . , (149, 149); . . . ;
(204, 204) components are 2, while its (221, 221), . . . (248, 248) components are −2. Note
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3.2 Techniques for finding nontrivial vacua
The most fruitful technique for a study of the extremal structure of these
potentials known so far appears to be that introduced in [51]: first, choose
a subgroup H of the gauge group G (SO(8) in forementioned analysis of
N = 8, D = 4 gauged supergravity, SO(8) × SO(8) for the case considered
here); then, determine a parametrization of the submanifoldM of H-singlets
of the manifold of physical scalars P . Every point of this submanifold for
which all derivatives within M vanish must also have vanishing derivatives
within P . The reason is that, with the potential V being invariant under G
and hence also under H , the power series expansion of a variation δz of V
around a stationary point z0 inM where δz points out of the submanifold M
of H-singlets can not have a O(δz) term, since each term of this expansion
must be invariant under H and it is not possible to form a H-singlet from
just one H-nonsinglet. All the stationary points found that way will break
the gauge group down to a symmetry group that contains H .
The general tendency is that, with H getting smaller, the number of H-
singlets among the supergravity scalars will increase. For H-singlet spaces
of low dimension, it easily happens that the scalar potential does not feature
any nontrivial stationary points at all, while for higher-dimensional singlet
spaces, the potential soon becomes intractably complicated. For the maximal
gauged N = 8, D = 4 model, using the embedding of SU(3) ⊂ SO(8) under
which the scalars, vectors and co-vectors of SO(8) decompose into 3+3¯+1+1
gives a case of manageable complexity with six-dimensional scalar manifold
for which five nontrivial extrema were given in a complete analysis in [51].
(It seems reasonable to expect further yet undiscovered extrema breaking
SO(8) down to groups smaller than SU(3); cf. chapter 5.)
3.3 The potential on submanifolds
3.3.1 Partial results for residual symmetry of SU(3)diag
Since it is interesting to see how the extremal structure of N = 8, D = 4
gauged SO(8) supergravity is related to N = 16, D = 3 SO(8) × SO(8)
gauged supergravity, especially since common lore tells that stationary points
in higher dimensions have corresponding counterparts in lower dimensions,
it is reasonable to try to lift the construction given in [51] to this case via
an embedding of E7(+7) in E8(+8), which works as follows: under the SO(8)L×
SO(8)R gauge group considered here, E8(+8) decomposes into 248→ (28, 1)+
(1, 28) + (8v, 8v) + (8s, 8s) + (8c, 8c) (where we could apply further triality
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rotations to each of the SO(8) that generate permutations of the left and
right v, s, c labels). Note that the compact generators from (8v, 8v) extend
SO(8) × SO(8) to the maximal compact subgroup SO(16) of E8(+8), while
the noncompact ones form a 128 of SO(16).3
When taking the diagonal of both SO(8) rotations in this scheme, each of
the (8, 8) decompose into 1+28+35v,s,c; the three singlets (two noncompact,
one compact) form an SL(2), while the compact generators from 35v may
be used to extend the diagonal SO(8) to SU(8) which is further extended
by the 35s and 35c to E7(+7) which commutes with forementioned SL(2).
Hence, under this E7(+7) × SL(2), 248→ (133, 1) + (1, 3) + (56, 2).
Re-identifying the E8(+8) generators corresponding to the SU(3) singlets,
resp. the SU(8) rotations used to parametrize the singlet manifold given
in [51] is straightforward; exponentiating them, however, is not. Looking
closely at explicit 248×248 matrix representations of these generators reveals
that, after suitable re-ordering of coordinates, they decompose into blocks
of maximal size 8 × 8 and are (by using a computer) sufficiently easy to
diagonalize.4
Considerable simplification of the task of computing explicit analytic ex-
pressions for the scalar potential by making use of as much group theoreti-
cal structure as possible is expected, but nowadays computers are powerful
enough to not only allow a head-on approach using explicit 248-dimensional
component notation and symbolic algebra on sparsely occupied tensors, but
also make this the preferable route when the aim is to investigate high-
dimensional singlet spaces. This is explained in detail in chapter 6.
One important complication arises from the fact that the manifold M of
SU(3) ⊂ SU(4) ⊂ SO(8)diag ⊂ SO(8)× SO(8) singlets from the 128 is not
six-dimensional, as in the D = 4 E7(+7) case, but twelve-dimensional, since
there are two additional singlets from the noncompact directions of SL(2) as
well as four more from the (56, 2). While explicit analytic calculation of the
potential on submanifolds ofM reveals that the full 12-dimensional potential
is5 out of reach of a complete analysis using standard techniques, it is never-
3This decomposition is particularly easy to understand starting from the set of roots
of E8 given in conventional notation by 120 ±ei ± ej and 128
∑
k ±1/2ek with an even
number of minus signs. This decomposition just corresponds to the split of 8-dimensional
root vectors into pairs of four-dimensional root vectors, where the Cartan subalgebra of
E8(+8) is taken to be the sum of the conventional Cartan subalgebras of both SO(8),
and for both SO(16) and SO(8), spinors are those vectors with entries ±1/2 and an even
number of minus signs (cospinors odd).
4One advantage of this brute-force approach in comparison to more sophisticated con-
siderations involving the octonionic structure of E8(+8) is that no extra work is necessary
to handle the same problem for E7(+7) and E6(+6).
5by now probably just
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theless possible to make progress by making educated guesses at the possible
locations of extrema; for example, one notes that for four of the five station-
ary points given in [51], the angular parameters are just such that the sines
and cosines appearing in the potential all have values {−1; 0; +1}. Hence it
seems reasonable to try to search for stationary points by letting these com-
pact coordinates of this particular parametrization run through a discrete set
of special values only, thereby reducing the number of coordinates.
The immediate problem with the investigation of only proper submani-
foldsM ′ of the full manifoldM of singlets is that, aside from the fundamental
inability to prove the exhaustiveness of the list of stationary points with re-
maining symmetry of at least H thus obtained, the vanishing of derivatives
withinM ′ does not guarantee to have a stationary point of the full potential.








which has to be checked anyway, since coordinate singularities may also create
‘fake’ stationary points.6
By doing the calculation, one finds that on the six-dimensional SU(3) ⊂
SO(8) invariant subspace of E7(+7)/SU(8) (which one can identify as the
space (SU(2, 1)/(SU(2)×U(1)))×(SL(2)/U(1))) given in [51], the E8 super-
gravity potential does not feature any true nontrivial stationary points, hence
the plan here is to extend the calculation to an eight-dimensional subspace
of the full singlet manifold by also parametrizing the noncompact directions
of SL(2). Explicitly, if we define an embedding of the su(8) algebra (here





+1/2 if I = i J = j
+1/2 if I = i+ 8, J = j+ 8
+1/2 if I = i+ 8, J = j
−1/2 if I = i, J = j+ 8
0 otherwise
(3.3)















6For the purpose of illustration, imagine a 2-sphere conventionally parametrized by θ, φ
and a scalar field Φ on the sphere whose gradient at the north pole is parallel to the φ = pi/2
great circle. Then for the scalar field given in θ, φ coordinates, ∂θΦ|N = ∂φΦ|N = 0, but
this point is not a stationary point.
7Note that G+1 and G
+
2 commute.
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V = exp(wW ) exp(zZ) exp(−wW )









exp(−ψX(ψ)) exp(−ϑX(ϑ)) exp(−φX(φ)) exp(−aX(a))





8 cos(4φ) + 3 cos(2 a) cos(2φ) +
7
2 cosh(2λ2)
+78 cosh(4λ2)− 12 cosh(2λ2) cos(4φ)
+18 cosh(4λ2) cos(4φ) − 3 cosh(2λ2) cos(2 a) cos(2φ)
+3 cosh(2λ1)− 3 cosh(2λ1) cos(2 a) cos(2φ) + 9 cosh(2λ1) cosh(2λ2)
+3 cosh(2λ1) cosh(2λ2) cos(2 a) cos(2φ) +
405
32 cosh(z) cosh(λ1)
+2332 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1)− 932 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cos(4φ)
− 332 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cos(4φ)
−38 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cos(2 a) cos(2φ)
+38 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cos(2 a) cos(2φ)
+938 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cosh(2λ2)
− 932 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cosh(4λ2)
−18 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cosh(2λ2)
−1932 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cosh(4λ2)
+38 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cosh(2λ2) cos(4φ)
− 332 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cosh(4λ2) cos(4φ)
+18 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cosh(2λ2) cos(4φ)
− 132 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cosh(4λ2) cos(4φ)
+38 cosh(z) cosh(λ1) cosh(4λ2) cos(2 a) cos(2φ)
−38 cosh(z) cosh(3λ1) cosh(4λ2) cos(2 a) cos(2φ)
8Due to right SO(16) invariance, this calculation can be greatly simplified by omitting
the exp(− . . .) factors in this expression. The computation of this potential took slightly
more than two hours of CPU time on a 1.7 GHz Pentium-IV.
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+1532 cos(w − 3 a) sinh(λ1) sinh(z) + 9916 cos(w + a) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
− 532 cos(w − 3 a) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)− 916 cos(w + a) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
− 932 cos(w − 3 a) cos(4φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
+458 cos(w − a) cos(2φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
+ 332 cos(w − 3 a) cos(4φ) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
−38 cos(w − a) cos(2φ) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
−38 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(2λ2) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
−6 cos(w + a) cosh(2λ2) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
− 332 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(4λ2) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
− 316 cos(w + a) cosh(4λ2) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
+18 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(2λ2) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
+ 132 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(4λ2) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
+ 916 cos(w + a) cosh(4λ2) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
+38 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(2λ2) cos(4φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
−6 cos(w − a) cosh(2λ2) cos(2φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
− 332 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(4λ2) cos(4φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
+38 cos(w − a) cosh(4λ2) cos(2φ) sinh(λ1) sinh(z)
−18 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(2λ2) cos(4φ) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
+ 132 cos(w − 3 a) cosh(4λ2) cos(4φ) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
+38 cos(w − a) cosh(4λ2) cos(2φ) sinh(3λ1) sinh(z)
Note that again, just as in four dimensions, the dependency on the angular
coordinates ϑ, ψ drops out. Parametrizing six dimensions, this potential is
slightly more general than the one given in [21] (which furthermore uses
a different normalization of the embedding tensor and hence has to be re-
scaled by a factor 1/4 to compare it with this result); at first, it looks a bit
surprising that the extra SL(2) angle w combines so nicely with the SU(8)
angle a, where one a priori might have expected this extra angle to at least
double the complexity of the potential.
3.3.2 Residual symmetry of G2 diag
Before we turn to the discussion of stationary points of the potential of
N = 16 D = 3 SO(8)× SO(8) gauged SUGRA, let us look at parametriza-
tions of some other particularly interesting submanifolds. The subgroup of
SO(8)diag that leaves both the vector and the spinor whose coordinates are
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) invariant isG2 which in our conventions (1.4) also leaves the co-
spinor (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) invariant. Hence, we get one G2 singlet from each of the
(8, 8) SO(8)×SO(8) representations, and the group commuting with G2 diag
is SL(2) × SL(2), yielding a four-parameter submanifold of E8(+8)/SO(16)
on which the potential can be calculated without further truncation, so one
can hope do deduce a statement about all stationary points with at least a
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remaining symmetry of G2 diag.
The simplest case featuring a nontrivial stationary point is obtained by
restriction to the submanifold of SO(7) singlets where SO(7) is chosen in
such a way that either 8s → 7 + 1 or (here, equivalently) 8c → 7 + 1.
When using a suggestive parametrization for the G2 diag case, this simpler
case follows by omitting one angular parameter.
The manifold of G2 diag singlet scalars is parametrized by




























B as in (3.4) (3.5)
V = exp(wW ) exp(zZ) exp(−wW )






cosh(2 s) + 49
8





cos(4 v) cosh(2 s) + 7
8
cos(4 v) cosh(4 s)
+1141
64










cosh(z) cos(4 v) cosh(s)
+21
64
cosh(z) cos(4 v) cosh(3 s)
+ 7
64
cosh(z) cos(4 v) cosh(5 s)
− 7
64
cosh(z) cos(4 v) cosh(7 s)
−1645
128
cos(w − v) sinh(s) sinh(z)
+651
128
cos(w − v) sinh(3 s) sinh(z)
+ 7
128
cos(w − v) sinh(5 s) sinh(z)
− 49
128
cos(w − v) sinh(7 s) sinh(z)
−315
64
cos(w + 3 v) sinh(s) sinh(z)
+133
64
cos(w + 3 v) sinh(3 s) sinh(z)
− 7
64
cos(w + 3 v) sinh(5 s) sinh(z)
− 7
64
cos(w + 3 v) sinh(7 s) sinh(z)
+ 35
128
cos(w + 7 v) sinh(s) sinh(z)
− 21
128
cos(w + 7 v) sinh(3 s) sinh(z)
+ 7
128
cos(w + 7 v) sinh(5 s) sinh(z)
− 1
128
cos(w + 7 v) sinh(7 s) sinh(z)
(3.6)
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which reduces to the SO(7) potential by setting v = 0, giving
−8g−2V = 33 + 7 cosh(4 s) + 35
2
cosh(z) cosh(s) + 7 cosh(z) cosh(3 s)
−1
2
cosh(z) cosh(7 s)− 35
2
cos(w) sinh(s) sinh(z)
+7 cos(w) sinh(3 s) sinh(z)− 1
2
cos(w) sinh(7 s) sinh(z)
(3.7)
.
3.3.3 Residual symmetry of SO(6)diag
For noncompact gauge groups (to be discussed in the next chapter), any
vacuum will break the gauge group down to a subgroup of its maximal com-
pact subgroup, thus when studying gaugings like SO(6, 2) × SO(6, 2), it is
natural to consider breaking to groups like H = SO(6)diag. Once a suit-
able parametrization of the submanifold of H-singlets is obtained, this can
often be re-cycled for other gauge groups by re-doing the calculation with
a different embedding tensor Θ. Hence, of all the possible ways to embed
SO(6) into SO(8) × SO(8), we will consider here only the case of the di-
agonal SO(6) of the SO(6, 2) × SO(6, 2) subgroup of SO(8, 8) which itself
is formed from the (1, 28) + (28, 1) + (8s, 8s) of the E8 → SO(8) × SO(8)
decomposition 248 = (1, 28) + (28, 1) + (8v, 8v) + (8s, 8s) + (8c, 8c). The
particular choice we make is that our SO(6)diag shall leave fixed the last two
spinor coordinates. Using such a diagonal embedding, there are five singlets
under SO(6)×SO(2), seven singlets under SO(6), and twelve singlets under
SU(3), so from the point of complexity, so it is reasonable to try to cal-
culate the potential on the SO(6) invariant seven-manifold, which consists
of the noncompact directions of the SL(3) × SL(2) group commuting with
SO(6)diag. The generators of this SL(3)× SL(2) are given as follows, in the
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The p-, resp. q-generators stand in one-to-one correspondence to the
following SL(3) resp. SL(2) generator matrices in the defining representa-
tions that satisfy the same commutation relations (e.g. [p8, p6] = 3 p3 and
[p˜8, p˜6] = 3 p˜3) and hence are much better suited to read off such commutation
relations than above E8 generator definitions.
p˜1 =


























































The noncompact directions of SL(3) are hence equivalent to the symmet-
ric traceless 3× 3 matrices, and since the axes of any tensor ellipsoid can be
aligned with the coordinate axes by a suitable rotation, we parametrize the
scalars from SL(3) by applying all SO(3) rotations (which we parametrize
by yzx Euler angles, since such a system is better behaved in terms of co-
ordinate singularities than a zxz system9) to all linear combinations of two
linear independent commuting diagonal matrices. Thus a convenient coordi-
nate parametrization of our seven-dimensional singlet space is given by
V = exp (r1 p1) exp (r2 p3) exp (r3 p2)
exp (zp8 − sp7) exp (−r3 p2)
exp (−r2 p3) exp (−r1 p1)
exp (r5 q1) exp (v q2) exp (−r5 q1)
(3.10)
and the potential we obtain reads
−8g−2V =
27 + 3 cosh(4 z) + 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r2)− 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1)
−3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 14 cosh(4 s)
+14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)− 14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)
9Hence, the yaw, pitch, roll system used in aviation is also of zxy type.
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−14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 9 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z)
+34 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) − 3 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2)− 14 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
−3 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) +
1
4 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1)
−9 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+34 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+14 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+ cosh(2 v) + 9 cosh(v) cosh(4 z)
−3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r2)
+3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1)
+3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) − 14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)
+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)
+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+15 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) − 34 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z)
+3 cosh(v) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2)
+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
+3 cosh(v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1)
+9 cosh(v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−34 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(v) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− cosh(2 v) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s).
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3.3.4 Residual symmetry of SO(5)diag
For an embedding of SO(5)diag analogous to the SO(6) embedding studied
in the previous section (i.e. SO(5) leaves fixed the spinor indices 6, 7, 8),
the manifold of invariant scalars is 14-dimensional, and therefore too big to
justify its use for this approach. However, a particularly interesting subgroup
to consider is an analogously formed (SO(5)× SO(3))diag, since there is a
known de Sitter vacuum of SO(5, 3) gauged N = 8 D = 4 supergravity.
Employing the techniques of the last section, it is very tempting to go even
a bit further and delete the 6, 8 and 7, 8-rotations from SO(3) to break to
SO(5)×SO(2), since the invariant manifold then is the six-dimensional space
R× SL(3)/SO(3).
We first want to consider the simpler (SO(5)× SO(3))diag case whose
three singlets are the two noncompact directions of the SL(2) commuting




















and thus the total parametrization is
V = exp(sM) exp(wW ) exp(zZ) exp(−wW ) (3.12)
from which we obtain the potential
−8g−2V = 25 + 15 cosh(4 s) + 15 cosh(s) cosh(z) + 15/2 cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
+3/2 cosh(5 s) cosh(z)− 15 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s) (3.13)
+15/2 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)− 3/2 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s).













































B = −fαβ BChαβ
p6
C



































B = fαβ B
Cδαβ − p7CB
(3.14)
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which again are given in the proper order to share the commutation relations
of the p˜ from (3.9), hence we can again use the parametrization
V = exp (r1 p1) exp (r2 p3) exp (r3 p2)
exp (zp8 − sp7) exp (−r3 p2)
exp (−r2 p3) exp (−r1 p1)
(3.15)
and obtain the potential given in the appendix.
3.3.5 Residual symmetry of (SO(4)× SO(4))diag
Of the many different ways to embed SO(4)×SO(4) into SO(8)×SO(8), we
only consider the one analogous to the previous SO(5)diag and SO(6)diag con-
structions: if we label our gauge group as SO(8)L×SO(8)R and perform the
split 8L/R,s → (4L/R,1, 4L/R,2), then we consider the diagonal SO(4)diag(L1,R1)×
SO(4)diag(L2,R2). There are four singlets under this SO(4)×SO(4), parametriz-
ing the space (SL(2)/U(1))2, five singlets under an analogous SO(4)×SO(3),
eleven singlets under SO(4) × SO(2), and ten singlets under an SO(3) ×
SO(3).














































V = exp(wW ) exp(zZ) exp(−wW )
exp(v[S1, S2]) exp(S1) exp(−v[S1, S2]) exp(xX),
we obtain the potential
−8g−2V =
21 + 3 cosh(8x) + 12 cosh(z) cosh(2x) + 4 cosh(z) cosh(6x)
+12 cos(w) sinh(2x) sinh(z)− 4 cos(w) sinh(6x) sinh(z)
+12 cosh(s) cosh(2x) + 4 cosh(s) cosh(6x) + 4 cosh(s) cosh(z)
+92 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(4x)− 12 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(12x)
−32 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(4x) sinh(z)
+12 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(12x) sinh(z) − 12 cos(v) sinh(2x) sinh(s)
+4 cos(v) sinh(6x) sinh(s) + 32 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(4x) sinh(s)
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−12 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(12x) sinh(s)
+4 cos(v) cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
−92 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(4x) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+12 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(12x) sinh(z) sinh(s)
which reduces to the potential on the SO(4)× SO(4) singlet space
−8g−2V = 24 + 16 cosh(z) + 16 cosh(s) + 8 cosh(s) cosh(z) (3.17)
by setting x = 0.
3.4 Vacua
For many submanifolds for which these restricted potentials can be analyt-
ically calculated, they turn out to be too complicated for a fully analytic
determination of their extremal structure (using presently available technol-
ogy); one way to proceed from here is to make educated guesses and further
restrict the analysis to directions in the potential with special properties by
letting the angular parameters run through a set of special values. While
this technique was used in [21] to identify analoga of all stationary points
of the SO(8) × SO(8) potential that correspond to the known extrema of
SO(8) gauged N = 8 D = 4 supergravity with at least remaining SU(3)
symmetry (except the vacuum with G2 symmetry which was identified in
[19], a more promising approach seems to be to use these analytic expres-
sions10 in a numerical search for vacua11 whose results then are subjected to
educated inspection to give conjectures about exact locations of stationary
points. Typically, numerical search will produce values for angular coordi-
nates very close to rational multiples of pi, or simple relations between some
of the hyperbolic angular coordinates (for example, one being close to the
negative value of another one). By substituting these conjectured proper-
ties back into the analytic potential, the problem typically is simplified far
enough to produce a complete set of coordinates which then are subjected to
(3.2) to filter out ’fake’ solutions this process may have generated.12
For the more accessible vacua, we collect eigenvalues of the vector and
scalar mass matrices as well as the A1 and A3 fermion and gravitino mass
10whose evaluation is much faster than a full numerical exponentiation of E8 generator
matrices – which nevertheless is also available and useful to cross-check results
11Since stationary points of this potential usually are saddle points, one has to minimize
the length of the gradient.
12This procedure is documented in full detail in one of the examples provided in the
LambdaTensor package.
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tensors in tables like the following corresponding to the trivial vacuum at the







Multiplicities are given as subscripts in these tables; the Goldstone modes
are contained in the m2 = 0 M-eigenvalues and goldstino modes (identified
by projection with A2) will be marked with an asterisk.
3.4.1 The G2 ×G2 vacuum
Finding vacua is a highly nontrivial task; checking the existence of a vac-
uum (and its properties) once it has been identified is – at least in principle
– amenable to a manual calculation. We demonstrate this by presenting
explicit intermediate quantities for the particular case of the vacuum with
unbroken gauge symmetry G2 ×G2 and (nL, nR) = (1, 1) supersymmetry.





























Even and odd powers of the generator NCB :=M
AfAB
C (from which one











ij := δij − 8 δ8i δ8j , D(7s)αβ := δαβ − 8 δ8αδ8β , D
(7c)
α˙β˙























































































































































































































































































































































































































j − 22nγiγα˙δ8i δ8β˙δ8δ
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22n−2 − 1) δikδ8j¯ δ8l¯
+
(
22n−2 − 1) δj¯ l¯δ8i δ8k − (22n−1 − 2) δ8i δ8j¯ δ8kδ8l¯ ) (3.20)


























































































































































































































































































































ik − δ8i δ8kP (7)j¯ l¯
)
















































−HIiH A˙α˙βδ8α˙δ8γ˙P (7v)ij γjβγ˙ −HIi¯H A˙α˙βδ8βδ8γP (7v)i¯j¯ γ j¯γα˙
)
(3.22)









































− 4 γiγα˙δ8βδ8δ˙ − 4 γiβδ˙δ8α˙δ8γ
)










M/g2 1040/9(×1), 16(×1), 0(×28), −112/9(×49), −80/3(×49)
Mvec/g 20/3(×7), 4/3(×7), 0(×100), −4/3(×7), −20/3(×7)
A1 4(×7), 8/3(×1), −8/3(×1), −4(×7)
A3 12(×7)∗ , 28/3(×1), 4(×7), 4/3(×49),
−4/3(×49), −4(×7), −28/3(×1), −12(×7)∗
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3.4.2 The other vacua
For the other vacua, we do not present the full calculation but just list their
locations and properties.
The vacuum with largest unbroken symmetry has a remaining symmetry
of SO(7)± × SO(7)± (both are equivalent here), and is located at
VCB = exp
(








– all supersymmetry is broken here, but it is nevertheless stable:
Λ/(2g2) −25
M/g2 96(×1), 0(×14), −9(×64), −24(×49)
Mvec/g 6(×7), 0(×114), −6(×7)
A1 7/2(×8), −7/2(×8)
A3 21/2(×8)∗ , 3/2(×56), −3/2(×56), −21/2(×8)∗
(3.24)
There is a further vacuum with (n,nR) = (2, 2) supersymmetry and a
































M/g2 160(×1), 28(×4), 0(×38), −20(×36), −32(×49)
Mvec/g 8(×7), 2(×12), 0(×90), −2(×12), −8(×7)
A1 5(×6), 3(×2), −3(×2), −5(×6)
A3 15(×6)∗ , 11(×2), 5(×14), 1(×42),
−1(×42), −5(×14), −11(×2), −15(×6)∗
(3.26)
Another AdS vacuum without any supersymmetry that breaks SO(8)×

































The mass spectrum for this vacuum is slightly more difficult to calculate
than for the preceding cases and has not been determined yet.
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A further AdS vacuum that breaks all supersymmetry and has a remain-
ing symmetry of SU(3)× U(1)× U(1) is given by















































































Again, the mass spectrum has not been determined analytically yet.
Furthermore, there is strong numerical evidence for a further vacuum
with remaining symmetry of only SU(3) at















































So far, no analytic expression has been found for this vacuum candi-
date. The corresponding parameters for (3.4) are φ = pi/4, a = 15pi/4,
w = pi/4,λ1 ≈ −0.5563132, λ2 ≈ −1.6459494, z ≈ −1.8786964.
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Chapter 4
Noncompact gauge groups
4.1 On noncompact gauge groups in super-
gravity
Standard quantum field theory textbook lore [52] tells that gauge groups
have to be compact to avoid the appearance of negative norm states [28].
Nevertheless, there are some cases of theories which contain scalar fields
where a positive definite metric can be constructed from these scalars that
allows an implementation of noncompact gauge invariance. (See [14] and,
in particular, [33] for an explanation of the construction of SO(7, 1) gauged
N = 8 supergravity.)
Generally, a necessary condition for a gauge group candidate is that a
maximal subset of the vectors transform in the adjoint representation. When
it is not possible to absorb the extra charged vectors that transform non-
trivially under the gauge group (for example, in D = 5 the vectors can
be dualized into massive self-dual 2-forms [45, 30]), as is the case in four
dimensions, then the whole set of vectors must be used. This gives quite
severe restrictions on possible gaugings in higher dimensions; in particular,
for D = 4 N = 8 one basically has just the SO(p, 8−p) noncompact versions
of SO(8) and their contractions [15], while for N = 16, D = 3 a much bigger
freedom exists due to the duality between vectors and scalars. Of the max-
imal semisimple subgroups of E8(+8), the analogous noncompact versions of
SO(8)×SO(8) of the form SO(p, 8− p)×SO(p, 8− p), which are contained
in E8(+8) via their embedding in SO(8, 8), as well as the exceptional cases
E8(+8), E7(+7) × SL(2), E7(−5) × SU(2), E6(+6) × SL(3), E6(+2) × SU(2, 1),
E6(−14) × SU(3), G2 × F4(−20), and G2(+2) × F4(+4) are possible.
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4.2 SO(p, 8− p)2
Going back to the E8 → SO(8)L × SO(8)R decomposition 248 = (1, 28) +
(28, 1) + (8v, 8v) + (8s, 8s) + (8c, 8c), we obtain SO(8, 8) from SO(16) by
using a triality rotation to exchange the role of vectors and spinors. Then,
the compact subgroup of the first factor of SO(p, 8 − p)1 × SO(p, 8 − p)2
is obtained by splitting each (8s) → (p, 8− p) and combining the SO(p)L
with the SO(8 − p)R subgroup. (And vice versa for the second factor.)
As before, the P 27000Θ = 0 projection condition requires a ratio of gauge







β, Qαβ := δαβ − Pαβ












































QαγQβδ − P αγP βδ)
+2HαβA H
γδ
B PαγQβδ − 2HαβA HγδB QαγPβδ. (4.1)
The subgroups presented in the previous chapter have been chosen in
such a way to maximize the amount of information that can be obtained on
various gaugings of the theory by simply redoing the calculations using the
invariant scalar submanifold parametrizations given there with other (com-
patible) embedding tensors.1 It may happen that in some cases, some of
the singlets under the subgroup in question of the compact subgroup of the
gauge group are part of the noncompact gauge group, and hence correspond
to trivial flat directions of the potential, but this does not spoil the analysis.
1Note that the double ratio
Effort(Submanifold M, hand calculation Nr. 2)
Effort(Submanifold M, hand calculation Nr. 1)/
Effort(Submanifold M, machine calculation Nr. 2)
Effort(Submanifold M, machine calculation Nr. 1) hardly
could be larger, since all we have to do in the machine approach is to change the value p
and go for a cup of coffee!
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Using the G2 diag singlet parametrization (3.5) for SO(7, 1)
2 gives
−8g−2V = 90932 − 78 cosh(2 s)− 4932 cosh(4 s) + 6461512 cosh(s) cosh(z)
−1001512 cosh(3 s) cosh(z) − 203512 cosh(5 s) cosh(z)− 137512 cosh(7 s) cosh(z)
+218 cos(2 v) +
63
32 cos(4 v) +
7
2 cos(2 v) cosh(2 s)
−498 cos(2 v) cosh(4 s)− 218 cos(4 v) cosh(2 s) + 2132 cos(4 v) cosh(4 s)
+51451024 cos(2 v) cosh(s) cosh(z) − 52291024 cos(2 v) cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
+ 2171024 cos(2 v) cosh(5 s) cosh(z)− 1331024 cos(2 v) cosh(7 s) cosh(z)
− 21512 cos(4 v) cosh(s) cosh(z)− 63512 cos(4 v) cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
+147512 cos(4 v) cosh(5 s) cosh(z)− 63512 cos(4 v) cosh(7 s) cosh(z)
− 1051024 cos(6 v) cosh(s) cosh(z) + 1891024 cos(6 v) cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
− 1051024 cos(6 v) cosh(5 s) cosh(z) + 211024 cos(6 v) cosh(7 s) cosh(z)
−289872048 cos(v −w) sinh(z) sinh(s)− 651512 cos(v + w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
−28352048 cos(v − w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)− 3255512 cos(v + w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)
− 6232048 cos(v − w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s) + 21512 cos(v + w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s)
− 3432048 cos(v − w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)− 63512 cos(v + w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)
+13231024 cos(3 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(s)− 78752048 cos(3 v +w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 3851024 cos(3 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s) + 25412048 cos(3 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)
+ 351024 cos(3 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s) + 6092048 cos(3 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s)
− 491024 cos(3 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)− 3992048 cos(3 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)
+ 352048 cos(5 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(s) + 3151024 cos(5 v +w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 1892048 cos(5 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s) + 631024 cos(5 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)
+ 1752048 cos(5 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s)− 1891024 cos(5 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s)
− 492048 cos(5 v − w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s) + 631024 cos(5 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)
+ 3152048 cos(7 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(s)− 1892048 cos(7 v +w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)
+ 632048 cos(7 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s)− 92048 cos(7 v + w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s)
(4.2)
and by setting v = 0, we again obtain the potential on the manifold of SO(7)
singlets
−8g−2V = 33− 7 cosh(4 s) + 35
2
cosh(s) cosh(z)− 7 cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
−1
2
cosh(7 s) cosh(z)− 35
2
cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
−7 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)− 1
2
cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(7 s).
(4.3)
The potentials obtained by using the SO(6)diag singlet parametrization
(3.9) for the embedding tensors of SO(7, 1)2 and SO(6, 2)2 as well as the
(SO(5) × SO(2))diag potential for (SO(5)× SO(3))2 are given in appendix
A. The potential of the (SO(5)× SO(3))2 gauged theory on the manifold of
(SO(5)× SO(3))diag singlets parametrized by (3.11) reads
−8g−2V = 25− 15 cosh(4 s)− 15 cosh(s) cosh(z) + 152 cosh(3 s) cosh(z)
+32 cosh(5 s) cosh(z) + 15 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+152 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(3 s)− 32 cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(5 s).
(4.4)
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For the gauge group SO(4, 4)2, the potential on the manifold of (SO(4)×
SO(4))diag singlets parametrized by (3.16) with x = 0 is
−8g−2V = 24− 16 cosh(z)− 16 cosh(s) + 8 cosh(s) cosh(z), (4.5)
and including the extra (SO(4)× SO(3))diag singlet, this reads
−8g−2V = 21 + 3 cosh(8x) − 12 cosh(z) cosh(2x)− 4 cosh(z) cosh(6x)
−12 cos(w) sinh(2x) sinh(z) + 4 cos(w) sinh(6x) sinh(z)
−12 cosh(s) cosh(2x) − 4 cosh(s) cosh(6x) + 4 cosh(s) cosh(z)
+92 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(4x)
−12 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(12x) − 32 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(4x) sinh(z)
+12 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(12x) sinh(z) + 12 cos(v) sinh(2x) sinh(s)
−4 cos(v) sinh(6x) sinh(s) + 32 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(4x) sinh(s)
−12 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(12x) sinh(s) + 4 cos(v) cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
−92 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(4x) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+12 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(12x) sinh(z) sinh(s).
(4.6)
If we do the same calculation with the embedding tensor of SO(7, 1)2, we
obtain
−8g−2V = 21− 3 cosh(8x) + 12 cosh(z) cosh(2x)− 4 cosh(z) cosh(6x)
+12 cos(w) sinh(2x) sinh(z) + 4 cos(w) sinh(6x) sinh(z)
+12 cosh(s) cosh(2x) − 4 cosh(s) cosh(6x) + 4 cosh(s) cosh(z)
−32 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(4x)
−12 cosh(s) cosh(z) cosh(12x) + 92 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(4x) sinh(z)
+12 cosh(s) cos(w) sinh(12x) sinh(z)− 12 cos(v) sinh(2x) sinh(s)
−4 cos(v) sinh(6x) sinh(s)− 92 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(4x) sinh(s)
−12 cos(v) cosh(z) sinh(12x) sinh(s) + 4 cos(v) cos(w) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+32 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(4x) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+12 cos(v) cos(w) cosh(12x) sinh(z) sinh(s)
(4.7)
4.3 Exceptional gauge groups
4.3.1 E7(+7) × SL(2)
Since for the gauge group E8(+8), the potential reduces to just a cosmolog-
ical constant, the nontrivial case with the largest number of noncompact
directions in the gauge group is that of E7(+7) × SL(2).
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Here, the embedding tensor is given by
Θ
E7(+7)×SL(2)































































δα˙γ˙δβ˙δ˙ + δβ˙γ˙δα˙δ˙ − δα˙β˙δγ˙δ˙
)
(4.8)
Using the tools we developed in previous sections, it is natural to consider
the scalar potential on the manifold of SO(6) ⊂ SO(8) singlets by using the
parametrization (3.10). Since the SL(2) parametrized by v, r5 is part of
the gauge group, and hence corresponds to flat directions in the potential,
these two parameters drop out. Furthermore, three of the five noncompact
directions of the SO(6)-invariant SL(3) singlets lie in the gauge group, and
the smallest group containing the remaining two orthogonal directions is


















V = exp (v V ) exp (s S) exp (−v V )
(4.9)
and obtain the potential
−8g−2V = 22− 6 cosh(4 s) , (4.10)
which obviously does not have any nontrivial stationary points.
4.3.2 E7(−5) × SU(2)
An embedding of this gauge group into E8(+8) can be obtained by deleting
the +2−3 root from the extended Dynkin diagram 1.2. The ladder operators
corresponding to the remaining roots will generate the noncompact real form
E7(−5)×SU(2). In order to define the embedding tensor, we have to introduce
a further 8→ 4+ 4 index split for the vectors of the left SO(8) of SO(8)×
SO(8); using superscripts A,B to discern both 4, we have I → (i, j¯) →
(iA, iB, j¯).
2Note that SCB was incorrectly translated from machine form – where index counting
starts at zero – to conventional notation in [19].
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Shooting into the blue sky, we take the positive roots + + + +++++
and + + ++−−−− and parametrize the four noncompact directions of the
corresponding SL(2)× SL(2) via





















































V = exp (vV ) exp (sS) exp (−vV ) exp (wW ) exp (zZ) exp (−wW )
(4.12)





cosh(4 z) + 1
4
cosh(4 s)
+6 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z)− 1
4
cosh(4 s) cosh(4 z)
(4.13)
which indeed does have a stationary point corresponding to a true vacuum at
s = z = 1
2






breaks the (SO(12)× SO(3))E7×SU(2)SU(2) compact subgroup of theE7(−5)×
SU(2) gauge group in quite an interesting way: the SU(2) gauge group
factor with positive root +1 + 2 forms a diagonal SO(3) with an SO(3)
factor within the SO(12) of the SO(12) × SO(3) maximal compact sub-
group of E7(−5); the positive root of this latter SO(3) is +3 + 4. The SO(3)
factor of forementioned SO(12) × SO(3) (with positive root +1− 2) re-
mains unbroken, and a third SO(3) factor with positive root +3− 4 ap-
pears. The rest of SO(12) then forms a SO(7) with an SU(4) with simple
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roots +5− 6,+6− 7,+7− 8 as simply laced subgroup. Hence, the remain-
ing gauge symmetry is SO(7)×SO(3)×SO(3)×SO(3)diag, and this vacuum
furthermore features N = 4 supersymmetry.
4.3.3 E6(−14) × SU(3)
For this gauge group, no attempt has been made so far to find a nontrivial vac-
uum; here, we only give the embedding tensor. The subset +4− 5, +5− 6,
+6− 7, +7− 8, +7 + 8, +−−−−−−+ of simple roots from (1.11) with
respect to the compact Cartan subalgebra corresponds to an embedding of
E6(−14) into E8(+8). SU(3) is likewise obtained from the roots−1− 2, +2− 3.


















































































4.3.4 E6(+2) × SU(2, 1)
Applying a + + ++++++ Weyl reflection to the previously given set of
simple E6 roots yields the roots +1 + 8, +4− 5, +5− 6, +6− 7, +7− 8, and
−−−−−−++, which correspond to an embedding of E6(+2) into E8(+8).
In the same way, we obtain the corresponding SU(2, 1) from−−++++++
and +2− 3. Unfortunately, the corresponding embedding tensor is quite un-
wieldy, so we do not give it here, as it perhaps makes sense to try to find a
construction which is more convenient for further calculations.
4.3.5 E6(+6) × SL(3)
One way to obtain the embedding tensor for this group is to take as SL(3)
the subgroup of E8(+8) that commutes with the compact (SO(6)×SO(2))diag
subgroup of the diagonal of the gauge group SO(6, 2)2 constructed in sec.
3.3.3; the corresponding generators were explicitly given by p1...8 in (3.8). The
group commuting with this SL(3) is just E6(+6). With the intention to embed
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F4(+4) into E6(+6) in mind, a perhaps somewhat more useful construction is
given by starting again from the extended Dynkin diagram, but this time with
roots corresponding to the noncompact Cartan subalgebra, that is, (1.15).






























































































































































































































The F4(+4) subgroup can be obtained from E6(+6) above; G2(+2) is then the
space of all F4(+4) singlets. In particular, the F4(+4) Lie algebra is gener-
ated by (T+7+8 + T−7−8), (T+7+8 − T−7−8), (T+6−7 + T−6+7), (T+6−7 − T−6+7),
(T+−−−−−−+ + T−++++++−+ T+4−5 + T−4+5), (T+−−−−−−+ − T−++++++−+
T+4−5 − T−4+5), (T+5−6 + T−6+5+ T+7−8 + T−7+8), (T+5−6 − T−6+5+ T+7−8 − T−7+8).
Unfortunately, this construction mutilates the SO(8) × SO(8) components
of E8(+8) so badly that no reasonably simple expression for the embedding
tensor could be found in that language.
4.3.7 G2(−14) × F4(−20)
The subgroup of SO(8)L that leaves the last vector, spinor, and co-spinor in-
dex fixed is G2; all generators of E8 that commute with this G2 form a F4(−20)
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whose compact subgroup is SO(9). The linear combination of embedding
tensors of these two groups with a relative gauge coupling gG2/gF4 = 3/2
satisfies the P 27000 projection condition and thus corresponds to a possible
gauging. It is given by




























































































The main problem in this case is to find a suitable invariance subgroup
of the gauge group which is small enough to show nontrivial structure, but
does not give too many singlets. Here, we choose that particular subgroup
SU(3) × SU(3) of the group SO(8)L × SO(8)R which stabilizes the vectors
vi1 = δ
i7, vi2 = δ
i8, v i¯3 = δ
i¯7, v i¯4 = δ
i¯8 as well as the spinors ψαL = δαL8,
ψαR = δαR8 (and which therefore is also a subgroup of G2 × F4(−20)).
This group is stabilized by a subgroup SU(2, 1) × SU(2, 1) of E8(8),
hence we have to deal with an eight-dimensional submanifold of the su-
pergravity scalars here. The intersection of this eight-dimensional mani-
fold with the gauge group is four-dimensional, but unfortunately, unlike
for the parametrization considered in the E7(7) × SL(2) case, the smallest
group containing the four directions orthogonal to the gauge group is the full
SU(2, 1) × SU(2, 1), hence we parametrize the full eight-dimensional mani-
fold. Using the generators X(A,B) of both SO(3) subalgebras as well as those
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of two noncompact directions Y(A,B)

































C − δ i¯7δj¯8 f[¯ij¯]BC
)












































we parametrize the eight-dimensional singlet manifold as
V = exp(r1X(A)1) exp(r2X(A)2) exp(r3X(A)3)
exp(r4X(B)1) exp(r5X(B)2) exp(r6X(B)3)




and obtain the potential given (A.6).
4.4 Vacua
For every model with noncompact gauge group for which we find a nontrivial
vacuum, we also give data for the trivial VCB = δCB vacuum; of relevance is
for example the square root of the ratio of cosmological constants, since this
should correspond to the ratio of central charges of the boundary CFT.
For the gauge group SO(7, 1)× SO(7, 1), the vacuum at the origin has:
Λ/2g2 −9
M/g2 16(×1), 0(×14), −5(×64), −8(×49)
Mvec/g 2(×7), 0(×114), −2(×7)
A1 3/2(×8), −3/2(×8)
A3 7/2(×8), 1/2(×56), −1/2(×56), −7/2(×8)
(4.19)
There is a further stable AdS vacuum with remaining symmetry G2×G2














M/g2 195/4(×1), 45/2(×1), 0(×28), −9/2(×49), −33/4(×49)
Mvec/g 9/2(×7), 3(×7), 0(×100), −3(×7), −9/2(×7)
A1 35/8(×1), 19/8(×7), −19/8(×7), −35/8(×1)
A3 105/8(×1)∗ , 57/8(×7)∗ , 33/8(×7), 15/8(×49),
−15/8(×49), −33/8(×7), −57/8(×7)∗ , −105/8(×1)∗
(4.21)
Furthermore, there is strong numerical evidence for another vacuum with







−1.1311837 δα7 δβ7 + 0.3317440 δα7 δβ8
+0.1023203 δα8 δ
β
7 − 0.0084405δα8 δβ8
))
(4.22)
or, in parameters for (3.10), z ≈ −s ≈ 0.2906220, v ≈ −1.2037291, r1 ≈ 3 pi,
r3 ≈ 5pi/2, r2 ≈ 6.3825153, r5 ≈ 0.3689107. So far, no corresponding analytic
expression has been obtained for this vacuum.
For the SO(5, 3)× SO(5, 3) gauged model, the origin is an AdS vacuum:
Λ/2g2 −1
M/g2 8(×9), 3(×64), 0(×55)
Mvec/g 2(×15), 0(×98), −2(×15)
A1 1/2(×8), −1/2(×8)
A3 5/2(×24), 3/2(×40), −3/2(×40), −5/2(×24)
(4.23)
Furthermore, we find a deSitter vacuum with remaining symmetry of























M/g2 96(×5), 45(×48), 24(×25), 0(×33), −3(×16), −48(×1)
Mvec/g 6(×15), 0(×98), −6(×15)
A1 5/2(×8), −5/2(×8)
A3 15/2(×8∗, ×16), 9/2(×40), −9/2(×40), −15/2(×8∗, ×16)
(4.25)
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M/g2 12(×49), 9(×32), 0(×46), −12(×1)
Mvec/g 3(×16), 0(×96), −3(×16)
A1 1(×8), −1(×8)
A3 3(×8∗, ×56), −3(×8∗, ×56)
(4.28)
For the G2(−14) × F4(−20) gauged model, the origin has N = (7, 9) su-
persymmetry, and the gauge group is broken down to its maximal compact







There is a further AdS vacuum with N = (0, 1) supersymmetry which breaks















M/g2 24(×1), 0(×37), −9/4(×48), −6(×42)
Mvec/g 4(×1), 3(×6), 3/2(×8), 1(×7), 0(×91), −1/2(×8), −3(×7)
A1 11/4(×1), 7/4(×6), −5/4(×1), −7/4(×8)




For the E7(−5) × SU(2) exceptional gauging, the vacuum at the origin



















with remaining symmetry SO(7)× SO(3)× SO(3)× SO(3)diag, N = (0, 4):
Λ/(2g2) −25/4
M/g2 24(×1), 0(×106), −6(×21)
Mvec/g 4(×4), 3(×3), 3/2(×32), 1(×28),
0(×22), −1/2(×32), −3(×7)
A1 11/4(×4), −5/4(×4), −7/4(×8)
A3 33/4(×4)∗ , 17/4(×4), 11/4(×32),
9/4(×28), 3/4(×24), −7/4(×28), −21/4(×8)∗
(4.34)
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Chapter 5
A four-dimensional example
For maximal (N = 8) gauged supergravity in four dimensions with compact
gauge group SO(8), the known nontrivial vacua are one with a remaining
symmetry of SO(3) × SO(3) and cosmological constant −14g2 [50] as well
as five further ones for which it has been proven by exhaustive analysis of
the potential restricted to a submanifold of six scalars that they are the only
vacua with a remaining symmetry of at least SU(3). It is tempting to try to
apply the tools presented here to go even further and break SO(8) down to
a smaller subgroup. In particular, among the different embeddings of SO(3)
into SO(8), there is a very simple one for which the SO(3)-invariant sub-
manifold of the 70-dimensional space E7(7)/SU(8) is ten-dimensional. This
is given by the following construction: under its maximal compact subgroup,
SU(8), E7(7) decomposes into the adjoint representation as well as the self-
dual and anti-self-dual 4-forms 133 → 63 + 35sd + 35asd. With respect to
the gauge group SO(8), the 35sd and 35asd are just the symmetric traceless
matrices over the spinors and co-spinors, while 63 decomposes into the ad-
joint 28 and a further 35 given by the symmetric traceless matrices over the
vectors. Hence we split E7(7) adjoint indices via A → ((αβ), (α˙β˙), (ab), [ij]).
If we furthermore split the fundamental representation via 56→ 28 + 28,
























(αβ) = n ∈ {8 . . . 35},
[pq] = n− 8,




:= ditto, with γijkl
α˙β˙
in place of γijklαβ (5.2)
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(ij) = n ∈ {8..35},
[pq] = n− 8,
p, q such that Hpq[pq] = 1
(5.3)
then generators in the E7(7) fundamental representation can be obtained

































































































































Structure constants of E7(7) then satisfy tAP
Qtbq








metric tensor entries are ±1 on the diagonal and ±1/2 for neighbouring
entries on diagonals on a 35.
The potential for this model is given as follows: for an element of E7(7)
given as 56× 56 matrix VQP, one first forms the tensor Tlkij via
uij
IJ := V [ij][IJ ]H ij[ij]aH
[IJ ]a
IJ
1What happens here is quite obvious, but considerably obfuscated by the necessity of
successive index mappings to get rid of all factor-two ambiguities: in Matrix notation, the
generators of E7 in the fundamental representation decompose into 28 × 28 blocks; the
right-top and left-bottom blocks are formed from the self-dual and anti-self-dual SU(8) 4-
forms, which are equivalent to the 35s and 35c from SO(8), while the blocks on the major
diagonal are essentially given by SU(8) generators and their conjugates; cf. (3.10) in [50].
(Note that the generators in the right-bottom corner should be the complex conjugated
ones there!)
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uklKL := V [kl][KL]Hkl[kl]bH
[KL]b
KL
vijKL := V [ij][KL]H ij[ij]aH
[KL]b
KL (5.6)

























and the potential is














If we consider the SO(3) subgroup leaving invariant the vector coordinates























where n ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}









with ten parameters sn, cn. Although it is easily possible to analytically
exponentiate every single one of the (noncommuting) generators Sn, Cn, this
is not the case for an arbitrary linear combination, hence it is necessary to
find a different parametrization of this space more amenable to an analytic
treatment. It is mostly the complexity of these other parametrizations which
allow analytic treatment that make the resulting formulae so complicated,
thus it is natural to ask the question whether there might be an alternative
approach to this class of problems that avoids this step entirely.
Here, we will make use of V(SX) = U(S)V(X)U(S−1) with S ∈ su(8) and
start with exp (ρS4) to which we apply an alternating sequence of SU(8) rota-
tions with real and imaginary generators that turn part of the 4s-component
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into the 4c component, then part of the 4s component into the 5s component,
then 5s → 5c, 4s → 6s, etc. In particular, if we define
wn := sn + icn
RSO(8) ab(j, k, α) := δab + δajδkb sinα− δajδkb sinα
+ (δajδbj + δakδbk) (cosα− 1) (5.10)
RSU(8) ab(j, k, α) := δab + δajδbj
(
eiα − 1)+ δakδbk (e−iα − 1)

























































































α := Argw48 ρ := |w48|
φ := −φ˜ ω := −ω˜
R := RSU(8)(4, 5, φ45)R
SO(8)(4, 5, ω45)R
SU(8)(4, 6, φ46)×
×RSO(8)(4, 6, ω46)RSU(8)(4, 7, φ47)RSO(8)(4, 7, ω47)×
×RSU(8)(4, 8, φ48)RSO(8)(4, 8, ω48)
W := 2 [S4, C4]
APQ := δ
P
Q −W PQ sin(α/2) +W PRW RQ (cos(α/2)− 1) .
(5.13)
With this parametrization, the calculation of the potential is straightfor-
ward, but still a solid computational challenge, even if we make use of the
observation that it is independent of α. By trial and error, the author found
out that forming the tensors A1 and A2 is unproblematic, but even after
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reducing the maximal number of variables which the LambdaTensor package
can handle from 28 to 14 (in order to halve memory requirements to store
terms), the calculation of their abs-squares, in particular the component A441 ,
exceeds memory limitations of 32-bit computer architectures. This step was
performed by splitting the corresponding difficult terms into four pieces each,
doing multiplication component-wise and writing out intermediate quantities
to disk.2 Even then, peak memory requirements well exceed 1 GB of RAM.
The result is quite long, but numerical checks indicate its correctness. To
conserve it in printed form, it is given in appendix A.4, where a special nota-
tion is also introduced to present it. Furthermore, it has been made available
in electronic form [23].
One may well consider this potential as defining the present upper limit
of what may be done with the LambdaTensor package with reasonable ef-
fort. Since memory requirements are much more a problem than run time
here, it would be possible to add code to the package which makes use of
the experience gained in this calculation to automatically handle such sit-
uations. Corresponding functionality will be included in a new version of
the LambdaTensor package as soon as some related nontrivial design deci-
sions have been resolved. Remarkably, despite its complexity, it is possible
to translate this formula to a machine code version which can be evalu-
ated in a sufficiently short time3 and with sufficient accuracy to make a
numerical search for vacua feasible. So far, there is only numerical evi-
dence for one further nontrivial stationary point of this potential with a
cosmological constant close to −14g2 which also shows up when setting
φ47 = ω47 = φ48 = ω48 = 0 and thereby restricting this potential further
to the submanifold of SO(3) × SO(2)-invariant scalars. Since there is a
known vacuum with SO(3) × SO(3) symmetry and cosmological constant
−14g2, no attempt was made so analyze this candidate for a vacuum any
further.
2The advantages to have direct access to low-level details of the implementation of
symbolic algebra should be obvious.
3roughly 1.2 ms on a 1.8 GHz Pentium-IV




6.1 The LambdaTensor package
Due to considerable complexity of the group-theoretic calculations involved,
as well as due to the large number of different individual possible gaugings
to be considered, there is a strong incentive to employ computer aid in the
study of supergravity scalar potentials. Since none of the readily available
packages for symbolic algebra turned out to be powerful enough to perform
computations on the level of complexity required here, a new tool had to
be developed for interactive work with large Lie algebras and Lie groups on
the symbolic as well as numeric level. This approach eventually led to the
implementation of the LambdaTensor package, designed for efficient symbolic
and numeric calculations on sparse and nonsparse higher-rank tensors, which
finally was released as a library under a free software license (version 2.1 of
the GNU Lesser General Public License), since the expectation is that other
areas of research may as well benefit from an efficient implementation of this
functionality.
This chapter is intended to explain not only why LambdaTensor does exist
at all, but also give reasons underlying the design decisions that give it its
present form, hence providing important background information for users
of LambdaTensor.
Concerning the original formulation of the problem, there are two com-
plementary ways how such a package could be designed: either as a tool
to perform symbolic manipulations on the level of tensor equations them-
selves, or as a tool to operate on explicit coordinate instantiations of tensor
equations. For LambdaTensor, the latter approach was chosen for a variety
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of reasons: first, as desirable as a toolkit for computer-controlled interac-
tive tensor equation manipulation may be, one important drawback when it
comes to the application of such a framework to the problem at hand is that
it would a priori not be possible to switch over to numerical counter-checks of
results obtained on the purely symbolic level, or to do a fully numeric search
for stationary points in the high-dimensional potentials of gauged extended
supergravity theories which would not be accessible at the symbolic level.
Second, since the most promising method available at present to system-
atically obtain information about vacua of these theories is to consider the
potential on a subspace of the full scalar manifold which is invariant under
a subgroup of the gauge group, and since one is in particular interested in
making this investigation as exhaustive as possible by making the invariant
subspace as large, and hence the subgroup of the gauge group as small as is
feasible with available resources, the number of terms in such a purely ana-
lytic approach is bound to explode, removing some of the aesthetic as well
as computational advantages of this route.
Furthermore, the change in perspective induced by the choice to focus on
explicit coordinate representations of generators of exceptional groups turned
out to be very fruitful for the solution of the mundane sub-problem of finding
exact analytic expressions for Lie group elements obtained by exponentiation
of certain generators of special relevance, practically rendering this important
step trivial. For investigations of the potential of N = 8, D = 4 supergravity,
this step is greatly simplified by the peculiar SU(8) sub-structure of the
fundamental 56 of E7(7) available there, while for E8(8), no corresponding
construction seems to exist. Since no attempt was made to understand how
the underlying structure of the exceptional Lie algebras involved simplifies
exponentiation of generators given explicitly in coordinate representation,
this is (for this work) perhaps to be considered a lucky coincidence.
6.2 Design and implementation
Judging from the design of similarly specialized packages for computer-aided
calculations, such as GAP, LiE, Form, R, SPSS, and the like, one very com-
mon approach is to implement a standalone executable program which em-
ploys an interpreter for a simplistic programming language (frequently also
usable interactively), providing commands that wrap internal functionality
implementing the relevant algorithms. For LambdaTensor, an approach fun-
damentally different from this conventional one was chosen, which therefore
should be justified.
The task to implement an interactively usable symbolic algebra package
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asks for a run-time system which takes care of dynamic memory manage-
ment, provides an interactive top-level, and allows to define new values and
functions at run-time. It turns out that these requirements which one would
like to impose on a run-time system are common enough to be relevant for
a much wider class of highly dynamic programs, and therefore the question
arises whether it is feasible to do an efficient and aggressively optimized
implementation of a bare core of such a programmable run-time system pro-
viding a high-quality implementation of widely used functionality, with the
idea in mind that having such a standardized system available should take
away the burden of writers of dynamic programs to build one themselves
as the foundation for their work. Instead, the idea is to evolve an existing
core system by supplementing it with additional definitions. Although it is
therefore of vital importance that this core subsystem is extensible and pro-
grammable at the level of its implementation itself (in contrast to systems
that provide an extension language built on top of them), it should be seen
an an advantage if it provided metasyntactic capabilities but hardly any syn-
tax by itself; any existing syntax imposes restrictions on the language the
application writer is going to build on top of it, and it can not be anticipated
(and should not be tried to) what form the final application language is going
to have.
Such a programmable efficiently implemented minimal core system is just
what a COMMON LISP system is intended to provide; the fact that LISP
syntax looks so different from almost anything else is readily explained in this
context: LISP is not intended to have any syntax; instead, a LISP program
essentially is the syntax tree which in other languages is generated from code
during the first compilation step.
A decision was made not to supplement LambdaTensor with an own
package-specific language, as for example MAXIMA – which is also LISP-
based – does, since this would only have meant restricting functionality avail-
able to the end user to a subset of LISP, while adding the burden for the
user to learn yet another language1 which he eventually is bound to drop
again, since advanced users will most likely sooner or later want to work
with LambdaTensor at the level it was written itself. Hence, since there is
no reason to assume LISP to be worse than any proprietary limited language
specific to only a single application, the application and extension language
for LambdaTensor is also LISP.
The immediate price that has to be paid by implementing a system like
1not to speak of the author to design and implement and document one – which cer-
tainly is quite far away from the original research topic of investigating the extremal
structure of gauged extended supergravity!
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LambdaTensor by extending a COMMON LISP system, in particular CMU
Common LISP (CMUCL), is that due to CMUCL containing an optimizing
machine code compiler with debugger as well as a base set of further LISP-
and Unix-related definitions of considerable size, a running LambdaTensor
process will typically occupy more than 40 MB of RAM. (This, however, has
to be seen in relation to the size of typical intermediate values that appear in
calculations one uses this package for, usually some 100 MB.) Furthermore,
and perhaps even much more important, CMUCL is (with a few exceptions)
only well supported on x86-based free unix platforms (Linux and BSD), hence
in particular not available for some workstation or supercomputer architec-
tures one would like to run LambdaTensor on. This is of importance, since
x86 is a 32-bit architecture, meaning that one has to deal with an address
space limit of 4 GB. As there is no realistic problem-induced limit to which su-
pergravity potential calculations could be taken using the present approach,
technical limitations how far one can go will be either induced by a memory
or computation time barrier. Tests have shown that for these calculations,
memory limitations are much more severe than calculation time limitations.
There is a variant of CMU CL, called SBCL, which (with minor adjust-
ments) can be used to run LambdaTensor on non-x86 Unix workstations,
like PPC- or Alpha-based architectures, which might at a first glance seem
especially attractive, since the 64-bit Alpha processor offers a 43-bit virtual
address space. Unfortunately, SBCL only runs as 32-bit application on all
64-bit architectures it has been ported to, so nothing is gained here. In fact,
to the present author’s best knowledge, there does not exist a freely available
sufficiently evolved COMMON LISP implementation using 64-bit addressing
at the time of this writing. For the LISP derivative Scheme, such solutions
do exist, e.g. Marc Feely’s Gambit[26]. Since the LambdaTensor code em-
ploys only a comparatively small subset of the COMMON LISP language,
which was deliberately chosen to simplify semi-automatic porting to other
LISP-like systems, migration to Scheme may become an interesting option
in the future.
6.3 Central Algorithms
The LambdaTensor package is by orders of magnitude more efficient than
general-purpose symbolic algebra packages would be for the specialized task
it was designed for.2 Due to its novel ways to handle symbolic algebra, we will
give an overview over the central algorithms that make it fast. This section
2Therefore, it was nominated as one of the best three contributions to the Heinz Billing
Award for the Advancement of Scientific Computation in 2002[4].
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should also help to clarify questions on which optimizations are performed
automatically by LambdaTensor and which are not. For more details, the
reader should also consult [18], the LambdaTensor documentation, and the
LISP source.
As explained in [18], one fundamentally important idea is to utilize the
observation that tensors showing up in group theory calculations frequently
are very sparsely occupied – for example, in the conventions used here, struc-
ture constants of the largest (248-dimensional) exceptional Lie group E8 fAB
C
contain only 49 440 out of 2483 = 15 252 992 nonzero entries – and hence, we
can make good use of efficient implementations of abstract algorithms that
can handle sparsely occupied higher-rank tensors. Efficient code working on
sparse matrices is widely used and readily available; the appropriate algo-
rithms for handling higher-rank tensors are also quite well-known, albeit in
a very different context: relational databases.





translates as follows into the language of relational databases (SQL syntax
used here):




FROM tensor1 t1, tensor2 t2
WHERE t1.index1=t2.index1 AND t1.index2=t2.index2
GROUP BY t1.index3, t2.index3, t2.index4;
Unfortunately, it is not feasible to just connect to an existing SQL data-
base system (like PostgreSQL), create relations for tensors, and use exist-
ing implementations of these algorithms by doing all the calculations in the
database, for various reasons. Besides considerations concerning the effi-
ciency of communication, and considerable additional computational over-
head due to databases having different aims, one major problem is that
extending the database system to abstract from the implementation of sum
and product here, as is necessary as soon as we want to work with data
types not natively supported by the database (which are frequently limited
to integers and floatingpoint numbers) would bring along too many technical
problems. Hence, what is required is a re-implementation of the underlying
database algorithms with numerical as well as symbolic tensor computations
as applications in mind. Furthermore, this implementation has to be ab-
stract enough to allow all relevant arithmetic operations to be provided as
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parameters, so that one may switch between approximate numerics, exact
(i.e. rational number) numerics, and symbolic calculations.3
The underlying data structure chosen for the implementation of sparse
tensors is that of a multidimensional hash. Just as an array can be regarded
as a dictionary mapping every index from a given range of natural numbers
to a corresponding value with fast (i.e. independent of the size of the array)
lookups, a hash is a generalization of this concept where the set of keys of
the dictionary is not restricted to a range of natural numbers, but may be
an arbitrary set of values which can effectively be compared for equality.
(In our case, a vector of indices.) In brief, the idea behind implementations
of hashing algorithms4 in its simplest (one-dimensional) form is to make a
naive implementation of a dictionary which does lookups by traversing a
list of key-value pairs (and hence has O(N) time complexity for lookups
in a dictionary of N elements) fast by splitting this key-value list into an
array of such key-value lists of limited average length, where the first lookup
step consists of finding the right array entry (called a hash bucket) holding
the key-value list in which a given key, if present in the hash, is bound to
lie. This is done by the help of a hash function which maps keys to bucket
numbers. Such hash functions should be easy to calculate and distribute
keys evenly between buckets. Whenever a new entry is made into a hash,
its key is also first mapped to a bucket number, and then, the corresponding
key-value-pair is either appended to the key-value-list in that bucket, or
merged with a previously existing entry for this key. Should the average
occupation of a hash grow beyond a given limit (like, two key-value pairs per
bucket), then a rehash is initiated, which means that the underlying array
is deleted and all the data it contained is transferred to another array larger
than the previous one by a given factor. This process is invisible to the user
of the hash data structure. One-dimensional hashing is easily generalized
to the multi-dimensional case (using a higher-rank array of buckets), which
is not explained in detail here. (Readers wanting to know more may find
it instructive to use the LISP inspector5 to get an impression how this is
done in the underlying implementation. At least, it should be noted here
that although LISP has built-in support for higher-rank arrays, it would do
3The ability to implement and use arbitrary arithmetics on tensor entries has proven to
be of great value during the debugging phase of the symbolic algebras provided within this
package. For example, it is easy to (even automatically) lift an existing implementation of
arithmetic operations on symbolic terms to an implementation working on pairs of terms
and numerical values of these terms for a given occupation of variables that signals an
error whenever a discrepancy between these values shows up.
4see e.g. [36]
5(inspect 〈TENSOR〉)
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considerable harm to efficiency to actually use these instead of implementing
higher-rank arrays on flattened rank-1 arrays, despite recommendations in
[46]. The reason is that LISP’s method of array access for higher-rank arrays
whose rank is not known at compile time (as in our case) via (apply #’aref
...), resp. (setf (apply #’aref ...) ...) would cause an intolerable
amount of unnecessary consing.)
While for usual applications, the effectivity of hashing will increase with
increasing number of buckets (and hence, decreasing average occupation),
one frequent operation in database-related applications (like tensor multipli-
cation in the example above) is to iterate over all entries of a hash. This,
of course, works best if the number of unoccupied hash buckets is small, so
creating overly sparse hashes also hinders performance. Note that version 1.0
of LambdaTensor does not shrink hashes automatically for which occupation
density falls below a given threshold, so e.g. calculations with an empty (i.e.
all entries zero) tensor which was created from a sparsely occupied one by
setting entries to zero will at the average not be much faster than calcula-
tions with the original sparsely occupied tensor. (In most cases, this is not an
issue.) If more than a certain share of all possible entries of a sparse tensor
are set to nonzero values (currently, about one-quarter), LambdaTensor will
internally rehash the tensor to a conventional nonsparse representation.
The tensor index hash function must map a dimension-N index from the
range 0 . . . (N − 1) to the range of hash buckets.6
For LambdaTensor, the hash function currently employed is simple inte-
ger modulus. At a first glance, this may seem to be a very dangerous design
decision, since a good hash function should try to distribute entries evenly
among buckets, and therefore apply some perturbing operations on the hash
key before taking the modulus. Here, the idea is that in most cases, group
theory itself will take care of the task of even distribution of elements among
buckets (since there usually are no preferred coordinates, or obvious special
relations causing hash bucket clashes).7 In fact, looking in detail at a typical
higher-rank tensor in the current implementation, like the 49 440 nonzero
entries of the structure constants of E8(8) e8-fabc,
8 one discovers that these
are stored in a sparse 41× 41× 27 array with hash bucket occupation statis-
6In LISP, it is conventional to start counting of indices at zero, just as in C. One
important advantage of such a convention is that linear indices corresponding to flattened
versions of higher-rank arrays are more naturally expressed in the original indices than
with the FORTRAN convention to start array index counting at 1.
7Note that simple integer modulus is also the hash function for integer numbers in
CMU CL and GCL, though not in CLISP.
8Using package-private internal functions, this information can be extracted
via (array-dimensions (lambdatensor::sp-array-data e8-fabc))
and (sort (seq-statistics (map ’simple-array #’length
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tics 0×15948 1×15740 2×9143 3×3230 4×1019 5×222 6×63 7×16 8×6, which is reasonably
close to a typical random distribution on available hash buckets.9
Since the sparse array handling part of LambdaTensor has to deal with
sparse and nonsparse arrays without exposing this to the user, in particu-
lar provide tensor arithmetic operations for the cases nonsparse-nonsparse,
nonsparse-sparse and sparse-sparse, and furthermore supports specialized ef-
ficient implementations for certain types of sparse and nonsparse tensors
which employ machine arithmetics where available (i.e. for double-float
and (complex double-float) tensors), this module contains a considerable
amount of code to cover all the possible cases resulting from the product of
these distinctions.
One further notable feature of LambdaTensor is that in products of mul-
tiple tensors, the order in which multiplications are executed is scheduled
in such a way as to minimize the total number of multiplications to be per-
formed. Let us briefly illustrate this in a very simplistic matrix example: if A
is a nonsparse 10×2 matrix, B a nonsparse 2×4 matrix, and C a nonsparse
4× 8 matrix, then the 10× 8 matrix ABC can be calculated by performing
the first or second product first. Calculating (AB)C will require 10 · 2 · 4
multiplications for the calculation of the 10 × 4 matrix AB and 10 · 4 · 8
multiplications to form the other matrix product, for a total of 400 multipli-
cations. Likewise, calculation of A(BC) only requires 2 ·4 ·8+10 ·2 ·8 = 224
multiplications. LambdaTensor is aware of such optimizations even for prod-
ucts of multiple tensors with arbitrary contractions between tensors and will
automatically try to choose that particular multiplication order which re-
sults in the smallest number of arithmetic operations. For sparse tensors,
this is done heuristically by assuming independent equidistribution of tensor
entries. (Should this heuristic approach fail due to non-independence of the
distribution of entries and produce overly expensive calculations, one may
always resort to determining multiplication order by splitting such products
manually.)
Even with efficient tensor arithmetics available, one further problem is
the symbolic complexity of analytic expressions involved in supergravity po-
tential calculations. The widespread approach to first introduce coordinates
on certain special submanifolds of the symmetric space E8(8)/SO(16) by a
procedure reminiscent of Euler angle parametrizations of SO(3) inevitably
(lambdatensor::sp-array-linear-data e8-fabc))) #’< :key #’car)
9Things look worse for tensors like so8-sigma-ijkl-ab or epsilon8, but this may in
part be traced back to the small index range in every coordinate, which is supposed to
cause major distortions for every hash function mapping coordinates to a smaller range.
Still, the quality of this naive and easy to calculate hash function turns out to be sufficient
even in these cases, although there is clearly room for improvement.
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generates very complicated analytic expressions for the V-matrix and all fur-
ther intermediate quantities derived from it whose complexity will explode
with the number of (compact or noncompact) angular coordinates. There-
fore, it is also of vital importance to have an efficient machine representation
of such terms in order to make such calculations feasible on manifolds with
enough dimensions to produce interesting results (i.e. new vacua).
The conventional way to represent an analytic expression, in this partic-
ular example Maple’s internal representation of the term
2 sinhλ sinh 7µ cos 4α+ 28 cosh λ cosh 3µ, (6.2)
is shown in figure10 (6.1).11 The general underlying idea here is to use a
representation general enough to handle arbitrary terms, but to try to save
space by not duplicating subterms.12 The major drawback of such general
representations of terms is that for specialized applications, in particular for
the problem at hand, they tend to conceal some possible simplifications or
reductions which take a more natural form in a term representation that fits
the application. In this particular case, all that a general-purpose symbolic
algebra package like Maple can do is to factor out common subterms or
perform partial reductions by applying simple trigonometric identities.13
Concerning trigonometric manipulations, the most useful term represen-










where the kj and cjk are (complex) rational numbers and vjk variables. Al-
though calculations involving only terms of this form are conceptually simple,
the big drawback of this representation is the large number of individual sum-
mands; even an expression as simple as (6.2) would consist of 12 different
summands if written in this form, which come in two groups of almost identi-
cal summands that differ only in signs of coefficients. Hence, the idea suggests
itself to use this explicit exponential form but store terms in a packed format
10Diagrams have been generated with graphviz (Trademark by AT&T).
11Cf. [32] for details concerning Maple’s term representations.
12One way to implement this is to use a hash of weak pointers on all currently known
terms to map a newly generated expression to a pre-existing memory representation of
that expression.
13Indeed, only a very small subset of all possible reductions is found and applied, as
can be seen by transforming a potential like (3.5) to expanded exponential form via
simplify(normal(expand(convert(Phi,exp)))) and then trying to reduce this to an
expression of comparable length using Maple’s builtin simplification functions.




































































Figure 6.1: Maple’s internal term representation (example)
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where every such group of summands that are identical up to sign flips is
represented by the first term in a suitable lexicographical ordering and in-
formation about additional symmetrizations and anti-symmetrizations. (As
a further optimization, one observes that coefficients are either real and ra-
tional, or purely imaginary and rational, so it suffices to store only a real
number and one bit of information whether the corresponding coefficient is
real or imaginary.) Such a term representation turns out to be of remarkably
compact form, yet contain enough information to do efficient calculations
that also yield terms of such compact form – which conventional symbolic
algebra cannot do with similar efficiency. The internal representation of the
term (6.2) in this format is shown in figure (6.2). In both memory represen-
tation diagrams (on 32-bit architectures), one rectangular box corresponds
to one 32-bit cell.14
Addition of such terms is straightforward to implement. Multiplication
is much more involved, since product forming of summands with overlapping
symmetrizers involves partial unpacking of one factor. The most difficult step
for multiplication is the combination of resulting contributions into packed
terms. Indeed, there are some situations involving symmetrizers that cover
multiple variables at once in which possible symmetrizers overlap in such
an unfortunate way that the optimal form can not be found. Experiments
have shown that this rarely happens for the calculation of potentials of four
variables, but may become more common the larger the number of variables.
Nevertheless, degradation of this method due to this effect is a minor issue
in most applications.
Further attempts to use memoization or subterm identification as per-
formed by Maple with this new scheme to implement symbolic algebra have
not resulted in noticeable improvements in performance or memory require-
ments so far.
14This will also be changed in subsequent versions, which will only allow a maximum of
14 different angular variables, but considerably reduce memory requirements.

















































Figure 6.2: Specialized trigonometric term representation (example)
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6.4 Provided functionality and the user in-
terface
The main user interface to multilinear algebra, given by the function sp-x,
evolved into its present form through a process of experimentation with a
considerable number of different approaches. The basic idea is to subsume
the elementary operations of index re-ordering, tensor contraction and ten-
sor product forming in one function that resembles conventional formalism
as closely as possible. Since the underlying tensor operations themselves
typically require a large number of machine operations to be executed, it
is perhaps affordable here to add an overhead of a few extra operations to
provide a decent interface. This approach turned out to be much more con-
venient to use than the one implemented by Maple, which only provides bare
operations like tensor contraction and product forming of two (not multiple)
tensors and in which indices have to be labeled by position, not by symbolic
names. In contrast, LambdaTensor index names can be arbitrary LISP values
which are compared for equality by EQUALP.15
Although it is not difficult to implement the index matching code in such
a way that upper and lower indices are discerned and summation can only
take place between an upper and a lower index, a deliberate choice was made
not to do so, in part due to the prominent role of the special orthogonal
groups in supergravity, for which there is no need to discern between upper
and lower indices (and hence, doing so would only introduce superfluous δij-
metric tensors both in formulae and in code), and in part since it is more
advantageous in this case to build code whose main purpose is to catch user
errors on top of a library providing bare functionality than into it. (Making
it mandatory would only limit the potential given to users that know how
and when to deliberately break the rules.)
It would clearly be very desirable to have a close one-to-one correspon-
dence between formulae in a machine representation suited for calculations
and conventional notation in physics (especially since manual conversion of
a large number of formulae can be a considerable source of errors), and one
is tempted to try to use LISP’s forementioned metasyntactic capabilities to
implement such a ‘language’ that resembles conventional formalism as close
as possible, but despite considerable effort, any previous attempts in that
direction have not produced satisfactory results so far. The underlying prob-
lem seems to be that casting the somewhat casual practice of omitting simple
embedding tensors by the introduction of (sequences of) index splitting con-
15Index names of the form (cons :fix 〈number〉) play a special role and denote indices
fixed to a number.
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ventions into the framework of a set of strict rules suited for a computer so
far only produced very elaborate rulesets with many special cases that turned
out to be difficult to handle and by far not as convenient as usual physical
notation.
6.5 Future developments
Since the first public release of this package [18], this package has considerably
evolved. Besides a few bug fixes to the documentation and functions of minor
importance that did not endanger the validity of any of the results obtained
with this package, as well as necessary simple improvements in a few places
like the serializer, a considerable amount of new functionality has been im-
plemented that will be part of the next release. One important improvement
is the extension of LISP number arithmetics to finite-dimensional field exten-
sions (or even nondivision algebras) over the rational numbers. It is a happy
coincidence that a lot of data can be extracted from the D = 3 maximal
gauged supergravity potentials using almost exclusively rational arithmetics;
there nevertheless are also quite some cases where rational arithmetics is not
sufficient, and having access to a direct implementation of finite-dimensional
algebras over Q that are specified via a multiplication table can for some
tasks circumvent common problems of conventional symbolic algebra.16
In a certain sense complementary to the large sparse tensor functionality
provided by the initial release is the group-theoretic approach based on roots
and weight vectors that is implemented by LiE [47]; Since it is occasionally
very useful to have this functionality directly available when working with
explicit tensors, and not only via a detour through another program, the
next version will also implement more abstract group theory.17
As was already mentioned, the next release will change the internal repre-
sentation of trigonometric term arithmetics to a much denser format, limiting
the number of different names for angular variables in a calculation to 14; this
limit is perhaps not too unreasonable. (It can be changed back if necessary.)
On the more experimental side, the next release will also contain first






to 1. Even making
the denominator a rational number only produces − (97 + 56√3) (−97 + 56√3). While
one may get rid of such artefacts by applying x→expand(rationalize(x)) or radnormal
from the library with the same name to end results, this default behaviour certainly does
not help to reduce expression swell in intermediate quantities.
17A strong incentive to implement some important group-theoretic algorithms was given
by research that culminated in a paper with H. Nicolai on the structure of E10 and E11
[44].
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rudimentary support for distributed computing where asynchronous I/O is
used to broadcast and receive calculation requests and results via a TCP
stream socket.
Finally, the installation procedure for two major commercial Linux dis-
tributions which do not use the Debian package format will be simplified.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
As the analysis of a few example cases with interesting structure has shown,
the tools presented in this thesis greatly simplify the task of the determination
of nontrivial stationary points of gauged extended supergravity theories. The
underlying mathematical ideas of the approach taken here (i.e. restriction of
the potential to maximal submanifolds of the whole nonlinear space of scalars
which are invariant under some given subgroup of the gauge group) have been
in use for many years and still are considered the most promising ansatz to
at least obtain information about vacua with a certain amount of unbroken
gauge symmetry. By employing and inventing new methods in symbolic
algebra, it was possible to take this approach to previously unreached heights,
concerning both the study of a large variety of different related models in a
reasonable amount of time and the level of detail to which these investigations
can be carried.
On the computational side of this work, three major advances conspire to
make this technological jump possible: first, a reasonably efficient implemen-
tation of multilinear algebra on sparsely occupied tensors of higher rank and
large dimension, necessary to effectively handle explicit realisations of excep-
tional Lie groups (not algebras). This part is quite straightforward, since the
underlying algorithms by now have been known for decades in the context of
relational databases, only that an implementation of these algorithms with
group theory as an application in mind has to the author’s best knowledge
not been available so far. What should be considered as a new approach,
however, is to use λ abstraction to fully parametrize the database part by
the implementation of arithmetics on tensor entries, allowing maximal flexi-
bility in the application of this framework. Second, a highly memory efficient
problem specific encoding of symbolic expressions that appear in these calcu-
lations as tensor entries. This is noteworthy since here it is possible for terms
of sufficient complexity to outperform conventional methods for the memory
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representation of symbolic expressions by more than one order of magnitude.
Third, related to the novel problem-specific tight encoding of information
carried by symbolic expressions, term algebra can be implemented in such
a way that far more simplifying trigonometric identities are discovered than
with a conventional approach. This greatly helps in reducing intermediate
expression swell.1
The algorithmic tools developed for this work are probably at present the
most efficient ones available for working with explicit coordinate represen-
tations of large Lie groups; since they might be useful in a much broader
context, they have been made publicly available in source form under a free
software license [18].
As is exemplified by a dozen new possible vacua that have been found
in this work, the extremal structure of gauged three-dimensional supergrav-
ities is far richer than that of any higher-dimensional supergravity model. It
should be emphasized that these models are likely to still have many more
vacua than the ones given here. In particular, we mostly have been concerned
with vacua on submanifolds that are invariant under subgroups which are em-
bedded into E8(+8) in a very simple fashion. In particular, we did not consider
a single case here where the gauge group SO(8)× SO(8) is broken down to
a diagonal subgroup whose definition makes use of an extra triality rotation.
Also for the four- and five-dimensional case, a much broader investigation
would be possible. Concerning especially the four-dimensional case, there
is an embedding of SO(3) into SO(8) which gives rise to a 20-dimensional
invariant submanifold of the scalar manifold - certainly too large for an an-
alytic treatment. Nevertheless, a numerical search for vacua which employ
direct numerical exponentiation of 56 × 56 matrices should be feasible in a
highly distributed environment (maybe using computer power from volun-
teers on the internet). Another question which has not been answered so far
that might be solved by a computer-aided exhaustive search is whether there
are any semisimple nonmaximal subgroups of E8(+8) that can be promoted
1To give an explicit example, the calculations presented in [21] originally were per-
formed by employing a term representation comparable to that used by conventional sym-
bolic algebra packages, but with additional provisions to recognize some types of non-local
reductions of summands typically not performed by usual symbolic algebra systems. The
original form of the five-parameter potential as it dropped out of the tensor calculation
filled 475 pages, but could then in a separate step be reduced down to just one single
page[22]. Due to exponential swell in expression complexity, calculations with eight- or
even nine-parameter potentials, as presented here, would have been entirely impossible
with such an ‘usual’ implementation of term algebra. On the other hand, it is hard to
imagine how far out of reach of conventional symbolic algebra a potential like (5.8) which




One of the big pending problems is to clarify the relation between the
N = 16 D = 3 gauged supergravity models and higher-dimensional super-
gravity; at present one can only speculate whether this might lead to a theory
beyond eleven-dimensional supergravity. The N = 16 models may play a role
in the supergravity description of matrix string theories [35, 40]; this has to
be clarified in the future. In particular, not much is known about the (su-
per)conformal theories corresponding to the AdS solutions of gauged N = 16
supergravity.
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Appendix A
Potentials too lengthy to be
given in the main text
A.1 The SO(6)diag invariant submanifold
For the gauge group SO(6, 2)× SO(6, 2), the potential corresponding to the
parametrization (3.8) reads:
−8g−2V =
27 + 3 cosh(4 z) + 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r2)− 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1)
−3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 14 cosh(4 s)
+14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)− 14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)
−14 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 9 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z)
+34 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) − 3 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2)− 14 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
−3 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) +
1
4 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1)
−9 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+34 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+14 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s) + cosh(2 v)
−9 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) + 3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r2)
−3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1)− 3 cosh(v) cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s)− 14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)
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+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)
+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−15 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) − 34 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z)
−3 cosh(v) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2)
+14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
−3 cosh(v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1)
−9 cosh(v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−34 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(v) cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−12 cosh(v) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− cosh(2 v) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s).






64 cos(2 r5) +
9
64 cos(4 r3)
− 364 cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)− 316 cos(2 r2)
+2164 cos(4 r2) +
1
16 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 764 cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5) + 316 cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 364 cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)− 116 cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)− 964 cos(2 r1)
+ 364 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r5)− 1564 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3)
+ 564 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5) +
3
16 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+2164 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)− 116 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 764 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 316 sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
− 316 sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
− 316 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 364 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 116 cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+3 cosh(4 z) + 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r2)− 3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1)
−3 cosh(4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)− 1564 cosh(4 s)
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+ 564 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5)− 964 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r3)
+ 364 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)− 316 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)
+ 364 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) +
1
16 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 316 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 364 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 116 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 964 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)− 364 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r5)
+1564 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3)
− 564 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 316 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+ 364 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)
− 116 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 316 cosh(4 s) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 316 cosh(4 s) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 316 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 364 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 116 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+9 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) − 34 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z)
+14 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r5)
−3 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)− 3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2)
+38 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
−38 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(4 r2)
−18 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
+18 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
−3 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−38 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−38 cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+18 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+18 cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1)
−9 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−34 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−38 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−38 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)
+18 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
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+18 cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
−12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−34 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+34 sin(2 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+3 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+38 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−38 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cos(2 r5) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−14 cos(2 r5) sin(2 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+18 cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−4364 cosh(2 v)− 4364 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r5)
+ 364 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r3)
+ 364 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2)
+ 764 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2)− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 764 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 364 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1)− 364 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r5)
− 564 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3)
− 564 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+ 764 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 764 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 116 cosh(2 v) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(2 v) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+3 cos(r5) sinh(4 z) sinh(v)− 9 cos(2 r2) cos(r5) sinh(4 z) sinh(v)
−3 cos(2 r1) cos(r5) sinh(4 z) sinh(v)
−3 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(r5) sinh(4 z) sinh(v)
− 564 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s)− 564 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5)
− 364 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r3)
− 364 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2)
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− 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 364 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1)
+ 364 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r5)
+ 564 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3)
+ 564 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3)
− 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r5) sin(4 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1)
+ 116 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 v) cosh(4 s) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3) cos(2 r5)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z)
+3 cosh(2 s) cos(r5) sinh(2 z) sinh(v)
−14 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r5)
−9 cosh(2 z) cos(2 r3) cos(r5) sinh(2 s) sinh(v)
+18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(4 r2)
−9 cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2) cos(r5) sinh(2 z) sinh(v)
+18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−9 cosh(2 z) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(r5) sinh(2 s) sinh(v)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−3 cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(r5) sinh(2 z) sinh(v)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+9 cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) cos(r5) sinh(2 s) sinh(v)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2)
−3 cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(r5) sinh(2 z) sinh(v)
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−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r5)
−18 cosh(2 v) cosh(2 s) cosh(6 z) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r5)
−14 cosh(2 v) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cosh(2 v) sin(2 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+12 cosh(2 z) cos(r5) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(v)
−3 cosh(2 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(r5) sinh(2 s) sinh(v)
−14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r5) sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+14 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r5) sin(2 r3) sin(3 r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
+18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s)
−18 cosh(2 v) cos(2 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(2 r3) cos(2 r5) sinh(6 z) sinh(2 s).
A.2 The (SO(5)× SO(2))diag invariant subman-
ifold
For the gauge group SO(5, 3)× SO(5, 3), the potential corresponding to the
parametrization (3.15) reads:
−8g−2V=
23− 5 cosh(125 v)− 152 cosh(25 v + 4 z) + 158 cosh(45 v − 4 z)
−54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) + 32 cosh(2 v − 4 z) − 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z)
+52 cosh(
2




5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2)− 12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2) + 52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1)− 54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
−12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1)− 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)− 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−252 cosh(25 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) + 458 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s)
−154 cosh(85 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) + 52 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s)
−38 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) + 52 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)− 18 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
−52 cosh(25 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2) +
1
8 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
+52 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
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−158 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
−52 cosh(25 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) +
1
8 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−152 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
+458 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
+154 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
−32 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
+38 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
−52 cosh(25 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+18 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−10 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
+152 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
+5 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
−2 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
+12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z).
We skip the case of SO(6, 2)×SO(6, 2) gauging, since with this parametriza-
tion, SO(6) would be implemented on the spinor indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and
this relabelling is a bit inconvenient. If we use this parametrization with the
SO(7, 1)× SO(7, 1) gauging, we get:
−8g−2V=
23 − 5 cosh(125 v) + 152 cosh(25 v + 4 z)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) − 54 cosh(85 v + 4 z)
−32 cosh(2 v − 4 z) − 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z)
−52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2) + 12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2)− 52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1)− 54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
+12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1)− 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
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−52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)− 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+252 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) + 458 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s)
−154 cosh(85 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s)− 52 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s)
−38 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s)− 52 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
−12 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)− 18 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2) + 18 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−52 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
−12 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) + 18 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+152 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
+458 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
+154 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
+32 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
+38 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+18 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+10 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
+152 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
+5 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
+2 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
+12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
−52 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
−54 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
−12 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z).
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Finally, for the compact gauge group SO(8)×SO(8), the potential reads:
−8g−2V=




5 v + 4 z)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) + 54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) + 32 cosh(2 v − 4 z) − 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z)
−52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2) + 158 cosh(45 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2)− 12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r2)− 52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
+158 cosh(
4
5 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) + 54 cosh(85 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
−12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1)− 18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1)
−52 cosh(25 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 158 cosh(45 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+54 cosh(
8
5 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)− 12 cosh(2 v − 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−18 cosh(4 v + 4 z) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) + 252 cosh(25 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s)
+458 cosh(
4




5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s)
+52 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) − 38 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s)
−52 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z) − 158 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
+54 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)− 18 cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)− 158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2) +
1
8 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r2)
−52 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
+54 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
−54 cosh(85 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) +
1
8 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1)
+152 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
+458 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
−154 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
−32 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
+38 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
+52 cosh(
2
5 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−158 cosh(45 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
−54 cosh(85 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+12 cosh(2 v + 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+18 cosh(4 v − 2 z) cosh(2 s) cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2)
+10 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
2
5 v − 2 z)
+152 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(
4
5 v + 2 z)
−5 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(85 v − 2 z)
−2 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
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+12 sin(2 r3) sin(r2) sin(2 r1) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
−52 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(25 v − 2 z)
−158 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(45 v + 2 z)
+54 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(
8
5 v − 2 z)
+12 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(2 v + 2 z)
−18 cos(2 r1) cos(2 r2) cos(2 r3) sinh(2 s) sinh(4 v − 2 z)
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2048 cos(8 r5) +
9
2048 cos(8 r2) +
115
128 sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
− 272048 cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)− 164 cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) cos(4 r5)
− 92048 cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)− 92048 cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 164 cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) + 164 sin(4 r5) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
− 92048 cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)− 9512 cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
+115128 cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)− 92048 cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r2) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
− 164 cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2) + 449512 cosh(z)
− 652048 cosh(2 z) − 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r5) + 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5)
− 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r2) + 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
−2932 cosh(z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2) + 1128 cosh(2 z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
+ 9512 cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)− 92048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) cos(4 r5) + 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)
− 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) + 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5) + 164 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6)
− 164 cosh(2 z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
+ 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)− 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
+ 3128 cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
− 3512 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
−2932 cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
+ 3512 cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 1128 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
− 32048 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 z) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r2) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
+ 164 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
+449512 cosh(s)− 652048 cosh(2 s)− 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r5)
+ 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r5)− 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r2)
+ 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2)− 2932 cosh(s) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
+ 1128 cosh(2 s) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2) +
9
512 cosh(s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 92048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5) + 164 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) cos(4 r5)
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+ 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)− 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)
+ 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)− 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6)
− 164 cosh(2 s) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
+ 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)− 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
+ 3128 cosh(s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
− 3512 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
−2932 cosh(s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
+ 3512 cosh(s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 1128 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
− 32048 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 s) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r2) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
+341128 cosh(s) cosh(z)− 21512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z)
− 21512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z)− 1072048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z)
+ 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r5)− 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5)
− 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r5) + 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5)
+ 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2)− 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
− 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) + 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
+78 cosh(s) cosh(z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2) +
1
32 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
+ 132 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)
− 5128 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)− 3128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 3512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5) +
3
512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 32048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) cos(4 r5)
− 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) + 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)
+ 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)− 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4)
− 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
− 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
+ 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
+ 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
− 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2)
− 132 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
+ 1128 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
+ 1128 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
− 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) sin(8 r5) sin(8 r2)
+78 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
− 1128 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
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+ 132 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
+ 1512 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 132 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
+ 1512 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 5128 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r5)
− 12048 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1 − 8 r4) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) sin(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r2) sin(4 r1 − 4 r4)
+ 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+22964 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 364 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 164 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 5128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 3128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 5128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 3128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1128 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 27256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 3256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(2 r1 − 2 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 − 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(2 r2 + 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 − 2 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 1256 sin(2 r3 − 2 r6) sin(6 r2 + 6 r5) sin(6 r1 − 6 r4) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
−22964 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 164 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 364 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
− 164 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
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+ 164 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 164 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 164 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 164 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(s)
+ 5128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 1128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 3128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 1128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(s)
+ 5128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 3128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1128 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
− 1128 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(z) sinh(2 s)
+ 27256 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 1256 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 3256 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 1256 cos(2 r1 − 2 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 − 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(2 r2 + 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 − 6 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
+ 1256 cos(6 r1 − 6 r4) cos(6 r2 + 2 r5) cos(2 r3 − 2 r6) sinh(2 z) sinh(2 s)
− 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1 − 4 r4) cos(4 r3 − 4 r6) sin(4 r5) sin(4 r2)






256 cos(8 r5) +
39
256 cos(8 r4) +
39
256 cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 39256 cos(8 r2)− 9256 cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)− 9256 cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 9256 cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5) + 39256 cos(8 r1)
− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5) + 39256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+458 cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
− 9256 cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5) + 42364 cosh(z)
+157256 cosh(2 z) − 1364 cosh(z) cos(8 r5) + 13256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5)
−1364 cosh(z) cos(8 r4) + 13256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4)
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−1364 cosh(z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5) + 13256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 964 cosh(z) cos(8 r2)− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)− 964 cosh(z) cos(8 r1)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) + 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5) + 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 964 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
−6 cosh(z) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
+ 364 cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+38 cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+42364 cosh(s) +
157
256 cosh(2 s)− 964 cosh(s) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r5)− 964 cosh(s) cos(8 r4)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r4)− 964 cosh(s) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)− 1364 cosh(s) cos(8 r2)
+ 13256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2) +
3
64 cosh(s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5) + 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
−1364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) + 13256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
−1364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) + 13256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
−6 cosh(s) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
+ 364 cosh(s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+38 cosh(2 s) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
− 3256 cosh(2 s) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
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+27916 cosh(s) cosh(z) − 364 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) − 364 cosh(2 s) cosh(z)
−145256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) + 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r5)
− 364 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5) + 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r5) + 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r4)
− 364 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4) + 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r4)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4)
+ 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 364 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) +
1
64 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
− 364 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2)− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) +
1
64 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1)
− 364 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1)− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r5)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 316 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
− 364 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
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+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r5)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4)
+6 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
− 116 cosh(s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
+ 164 cosh(2 s) cosh(z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
−38 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(4 r1) cos(4 r2) cos(4 r4) cos(4 r5)
− 1256 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z) cos(8 r1) cos(8 r2) cos(8 r4) cos(8 r5)
A.4 The D = 4 potential on a manifold of ten
SO(3) singlets
For the potential whose construction was described in ch.5, we introduce the
following abbreviations:
A := cos(2ω48) B := cos(4ω48)
C := cos(6ω48) D := cos(8ω48)
E := cos(2ω47) F := cos(4ω47)
G := cos(6ω47) H := cos(8ω47)
I := cos(2φ47 − 4φ48) J := cos(2ω46)
K := cos(4ω46) L := cos(6ω46)
M := cos(8ω46) N := cos(2φ46 − 4φ47)
O := cos(2φ46 − 2φ47 − 4φ48) P := cos(4ω45)
Q := cos(8ω45) R := cos(4φ45)
S := cos(2φ45) T := cos(4φ46)
U := cos(2φ46 + 4φ47) V := cos(2φ46 + 2φ47 + 4φ48)
W := cos(2ω45) X := sin(4φ46)
Y := sin(2φ45) Z := cos(6ω45)
a := sin(2φ46 + 4φ47) b := sin(2φ46 + 2φ47 + 4φ48)
c := cosh(1/2 ρ) d := cosh(ρ)
e := cosh(3/2 ρ) f := cosh(2 ρ)
(A.1)
Furthermore, since every denominator in this potential is a power of two,
we define a%b := a/2b. Then, the 12 240 terms of the potential are given on
the following eight pages.
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−16485634681%32 +52237851%29A −64426725%30B +1082445%29C −9965235%32D 
+30603099%29E −49125861%30F +1210125%29G −41898675%32H +2491599%26EA 
−1535073%27EB +122745%26EC −3548055%29ED −5628321%27FA +2508447%28FB 
+174825%27FC −4535895%30FD +176505%26GA −20055%27GB −49665%26GC −115185%29GD 
−8379735%29HA −8379735%30HB −1197105%29HC −1197105%32HD −70257%21I −2205%19IA 
+17853%19IB +2205%19IC −1155%21ID +70479%22IE +21105%21IF +27825%22IG 
−5565%20IEA −19011%20IEB +5565%20IEC +5565%22IED +2205%19IFA −5565%19IFB 
−2205%19IFC +1155%21IFD +5565%20IGA −5565%20IGB −5565%20IGC −5565%22IGD 
+18628587%29J −31712037%30K +832125%29L −12733875%32M +1055007%26JA 
−1207569%27JB +60585%26JC −4873575%29JD −4008417%27KA +761439%28KB +181545%27KC 
−1948695%30KD +74025%26LA −203175%27LB −95025%26LC −187425%29LD −2546775%29MA 
−2546775%30MB −363825%29MC −363825%32MD +1563627%26JE −1377249%27JF 
+176925%26JG +804825%29JH −3532977%27KE +1991199%28KF +216825%27KG 
−2781975%30KH +176925%26LE +208425%27LF +37275%26LG +47775%29LH −2546775%29ME 
−2546775%30MF −363825%29MG −363825%32MH +13443%21JEA −51549%24JEB +10395%21JEC 
−594615%26JED −160329%24JFA +90723%25JFB +27825%24JFC −45675%27JFD +4515%21JGA 
−33915%24JGB −4305%21JGC −34545%26JGD +160965%26JHA +160965%27JHB +22995%26JHC 
+22995%29JHD −351897%24KEA +340179%25KEB +36225%24KEC −353115%27KED 
+482979%25KFA +551187%26KFB +6405%25KFC −280875%28KFD +22785%24KGA −38955%25KGB 
−20265%24KGC −40845%27KGD −556395%27KHA −556395%28KHB −79485%27KHC −79485%30KHD 
+4515%21LEA −33915%24LEB −4305%21LEC −34545%26LED +27825%24LFA −13755%25LFB 
−11865%24LFC −25725%27LFD +1575%21LGA +2835%24LGB −105%21LGC −1575%26LGD 
+9555%26LHA +9555%27LHB +1365%26LHC +1365%29LHD −509355%26MEA −509355%27MEB 
−72765%26MEC −72765%29MED −509355%27MFA −509355%28MFB −72765%27MFC −72765%30MFD 
−72765%26MGA −72765%27MGB −10395%26MGC −10395%29MGD −72765%29MHA −72765%30MHB 
−10395%29MHC −10395%32MHD −1155%19JI −3675%21KI −735%17JIA −105%17JIB 
+735%17JIC +1575%19JID −735%19KIA +735%19KIB +735%19KIC +735%21KID +525%20JIE 
+1155%19JIF −525%20JIG −3675%22KIE +3675%21KIF +3675%22KIG +105%18JIEA 
−105%18JIEB −105%18JIEC −105%20JIED +735%17JIFA +105%17JIFB −735%17JIFC 
−1575%19JIFD −105%18JIGA +105%18JIGB +105%18JIGC +105%20JIGD −735%20KIEA 
+735%20KIEB +735%20KIEC +735%22KIED +735%19KIFA −735%19KIFB −735%19KIFC 
−735%21KIFD +735%20KIGA −735%20KIGB −735%20KIGC −735%22KIGD −485697%25N 
−106797%22NA −119181%23NB −12075%22NC +11445%25ND −96087%22O −5355%20OA 
+24363%20OB +5355%20OC −1365%22OD +7875%23NE +70893%23NF −7875%23NG 
+202125%25NH +1155%20NEA −105%21NEB −315%20NEC −735%23NED +16593%20NFA 
+19689%21NFB +1575%20NFC −4305%23NFD −1155%20NGA +105%21NGB +315%20NGC 
+735%23NGD +40425%22NHA +40425%23NHB +5775%22NHC +5775%25NHD −128229%23OE 
+17535%22OF −28875%23OG −5985%21OEA +30561%21OEB +5985%21OEC +5985%23OED 
−525%20OFA −6195%20OFB +525%20OFC +7245%22OFD −5775%21OGA +5775%21OGB 
+5775%21OGC +5775%23OGD +770319%26NJ +36225%25NK +128625%26NL +166659%23NJA 
+171267%24NJB +9765%23NJC −43995%26NJD +10605%22NKA +20685%23NKB +5355%22NKC 
+8715%25NKD +25725%23NLA +25725%24NLB +3675%23NLC +3675%26NLD +120249%23OJ 
+26775%22OK +18375%23OL −3675%21OJA −34341%21OJB +3675%21OJC +17115%23OJD 
+5355%20OKA −5355%20OKB −5355%20OKC −5355%22OKD +3675%21OLA −3675%21OLB 
−3675%21OLC −3675%23OLD −25725%24NJE −81411%24NJF +25725%24NJG −444675%26NJH 
−7875%23NKE −17325%23NKF +7875%23NKG +33075%25NKH +25725%24NLE −25725%24NLF 
−25725%24NLG −25725%26NLH −5145%21NJEA −5145%22NJEB −735%21NJEC −735%24NJED 
−19431%21NJFA −20583%22NJFB +735%21NJFC +14175%24NJFD +5145%21NJGA +5145%22NJGB 
+735%21NJGC +735%24NJGD −88935%23NJHA −88935%24NJHB −12705%23NJHC −12705%26NJHD 
−1155%20NKEA +105%21NKEB +315%20NKEC +735%23NKED −4305%20NKFA −6825%21NKFB 
−1575%20NKFC −2415%23NKFD +1155%20NKGA −105%21NKGB −315%20NKGC −735%23NKGD 
+6615%22NKHA +6615%23NKHB +945%22NKHC +945%25NKHD +5145%21NLEA +5145%22NLEB 
+735%21NLEC +735%24NLED −5145%21NLFA −5145%22NLFB −735%21NLFC −735%24NLFD 
−5145%21NLGA −5145%22NLGB −735%21NLGC −735%24NLGD −5145%23NLHA −5145%24NLHB 
−735%23NLHC −735%26NLHD +74283%24OJE −51345%23OJF +63525%24OJG +63525%23OKE 
+2625%22OKF −4725%23OKG +55125%24OLE +11025%23OLF +3675%24OLG −24465%22OJEA 
−24687%22OJEB +24465%22OJEC +24465%24OJED −2205%21OJFA +15645%21OJFB 
+2205%21OJFC −11235%23OJFD +12705%22OJGA −12705%22OJGB −12705%22OJGC 
−12705%24OJGD +12705%21OKEA −12705%21OKEB −12705%21OKEC −12705%23OKED 
+525%20OKFA −525%20OKFB −525%20OKFC −525%22OKFD −945%21OKGA +945%21OKGB 
+945%21OKGC +945%23OKGD +11025%22OLEA −11025%22OLEB −11025%22OLEC −11025%24OLED 
+2205%21OLFA −2205%21OLFB −2205%21OLFC −2205%23OLFD +735%22OLGA −735%22OLGB 
−735%22OLGC −735%24OLGD −18718053%30P −4501875%32Q −2269473%27PA +753951%28PB 
+161385%27PC −1162455%30PD −900375%29QA −900375%30QB −128625%29QC −128625%32QD 
−2358513%27PE +478431%28PF +116025%27PG −1135575%30PH −900375%29QE −900375%30QF 
−128625%29QG −128625%32QH −243513%24PEA +207891%25PEB +26145%24PEC 
−211995%27PED +162531%25PFA +246483%26PFB −315%25PFC −166635%28PFD +12705%24PGA 
−18795%25PGB −10185%24PGC −20685%27PGD −227115%27PHA −227115%28PHB −32445%27PHC 
−32445%30PHD −180075%26QEA −180075%27QEB −25725%26QEC −25725%29QED 
−180075%27QFA −180075%28QFB −25725%27QFC −25725%30QFD −25725%26QGA −25725%27QGB 
−3675%26QGC −3675%29QGD −25725%29QHA −25725%30QHB −3675%29QHC −3675%32QHD 
−1575%21PI −315%19PIA +315%19PIB +315%19PIC +315%21PID −1575%22PIE +1575%21PIF 
+1575%22PIG −315%20PIEA +315%20PIEB +315%20PIEC +315%22PIED +315%19PIFA 
−315%19PIFB −315%19PIFC −315%21PIFD +315%20PIGA −315%20PIGB −315%20PIGC 
−315%22PIGD −2402613%27PJ +419631%28PK +160125%27PL −900375%30PM −900375%29QJ 
−900375%30QK −128625%29QL −128625%32QM −252333%24PJA +199071%25PJB +24885%24PJC 
−213255%27PJD +150771%25PKA +234723%26PKB −1995%25PKC −168315%28PKD 
+21525%24PLA −9975%25PLB −8925%24PLC −19425%27PLD −180075%27PMA −180075%28PMB 
−25725%27PMC −25725%30PMD −180075%26QJA −180075%27QJB −25725%26QJC −25725%29QJD 
−180075%27QKA −180075%28QKB −25725%27QKC −25725%30QKD −25725%26QLA −25725%27QLB 
−3675%26QLC −3675%29QLD −25725%29QMA −25725%30QMB −3675%29QMC −3675%32QMD 
−32631%21PJE +177651%25PJF +1575%20PJG −194775%27PJH +162951%25PKE 
+290163%26PKF +19425%25PKG −121275%28PKH +1575%20PLE +4725%25PLF −525%21PLG 
−11025%27PLH −180075%27PME −180075%28PMF −25725%27PMG −25725%30PMH 
−180075%26QJE −180075%27QJF −25725%26QJG −25725%29QJH −180075%27QKE 
−180075%28QKF −25725%27QKG −25725%30QKH −25725%26QLE −25725%27QLF −3675%26QLG 
−3675%29QLH −25725%29QME −25725%30QMF −3675%29QMG −3675%32QMH −69837%23PJEA 
+47931%22PJEB +15645%23PJEC −9765%22PJED +22023%21PJFA +50163%23PJFB 
−315%21PJFC −30975%25PJFD +12285%23PJGA −2835%22PJGB −7245%23PJGC −945%22PJGD 
−38955%24PJHA −38955%25PJHB −5565%24PJHC −5565%27PJHD +20553%21PKEA 
+47223%23PKEB −525%21PKEC −31395%25PKED +55203%23PKFA +36999%24PKFB 
−3675%23PKFC −25935%26PKFD +1155%21PKGA −2415%23PKGB −735%21PKGC −3045%25PKGD 
−24255%25PKHA −24255%26PKHB −3465%25PKHC −3465%28PKHD +12285%23PLEA 
−2835%22PLEB −7245%23PLEC −945%22PLED −315%21PLFA −5355%23PLFB −945%21PLFC 
−3465%25PLFD −3885%23PLGA −1365%22PLGB −1155%23PLGC −105%22PLGD −2205%24PLHA 
−2205%25PLHB −315%24PLHC −315%27PLHD −36015%24PMEA −36015%25PMEB −5145%24PMEC 
−5145%27PMED −36015%25PMFA −36015%26PMFB −5145%25PMFC −5145%28PMFD −5145%24PMGA 
−5145%25PMGB −735%24PMGC −735%27PMGD −5145%27PMHA −5145%28PMHB −735%27PMHC 
−735%30PMHD −36015%23QJEA −36015%24QJEB −5145%23QJEC −5145%26QJED −36015%24QJFA 
−36015%25QJFB −5145%24QJFC −5145%27QJFD −5145%23QJGA −5145%24QJGB −735%23QJGC 
−735%26QJGD −5145%26QJHA −5145%27QJHB −735%26QJHC −735%29QJHD −36015%24QKEA 
−36015%25QKEB −5145%24QKEC −5145%27QKED −36015%25QKFA −36015%26QKFB 
−5145%25QKFC −5145%28QKFD −5145%24QKGA −5145%25QKGB −735%24QKGC −735%27QKGD 
−5145%27QKHA −5145%28QKHB −735%27QKHC −735%30QKHD −5145%23QLEA −5145%24QLEB 
−735%23QLEC −735%26QLED −5145%24QLFA −5145%25QLFB −735%24QLFC −735%27QLFD 
−735%23QLGA −735%24QLGB −105%23QLGC −105%26QLGD −735%26QLHA −735%27QLHB 
−105%26QLHC −105%29QLHD −5145%26QMEA −5145%27QMEB −735%26QMEC −735%29QMED 
−5145%27QMFA −5145%28QMFB −735%27QMFC −735%30QMFD −735%26QMGA −735%27QMGB 
−105%26QMGC −105%29QMGD −735%29QMHA −735%30QMHB −105%29QMHC −105%32QMHD 
−525%19PJI −525%21PKI −105%17PJIA +105%17PJIB +105%17PJIC +105%19PJID 
−105%19PKIA +105%19PKIB +105%19PKIC +105%21PKID −525%20PJIE +525%19PJIF 
+525%20PJIG −525%22PKIE +525%21PKIF +525%22PKIG −105%18PJIEA +105%18PJIEB 
+105%18PJIEC +105%20PJIED +105%17PJIFA −105%17PJIFB −105%17PJIFC −105%19PJIFD 
+105%18PJIGA −105%18PJIGB −105%18PJIGC −105%20PJIGD −105%20PKIEA +105%20PKIEB 
+105%20PKIEC +105%22PKIED +105%19PKIFA −105%19PKIFB −105%19PKIFC −105%21PKIFD 
+105%20PKIGA −105%20PKIGB −105%20PKIGC −105%22PKIGD −18375%25PN −3675%22PNA 
−3675%23PNB −525%22PNC −525%25PND −2625%22PO −525%20POA +525%20POB +525%20POC 
+525%22POD −3675%23PNE +3675%23PNF +3675%23PNG +3675%25PNH −735%20PNEA 
−735%21PNEB −105%20PNEC −105%23PNED +735%20PNFA +735%21PNFB +105%20PNFC 
+105%23PNFD +735%20PNGA +735%21PNGB +105%20PNGC +105%23PNGD +735%22PNHA 
+735%23PNHB +105%22PNHC +105%25PNHD −7875%23POE −1575%22POF −525%23POG 
−1575%21POEA +1575%21POEB +1575%21POEC +1575%23POED −315%20POFA +315%20POFB 
+315%20POFC +315%22POFD −105%21POGA +105%21POGB +105%21POGC +105%23POGD 
−18375%26PNJ +18375%25PNK +18375%26PNL −3675%23PNJA −3675%24PNJB −525%23PNJC 
−525%26PNJD +3675%22PNKA +3675%23PNKB +525%22PNKC +525%25PNKD +3675%23PNLA 
+3675%24PNLB +525%23PNLC +525%26PNLD −2625%23POJ +2625%22POK +2625%23POL 
−525%21POJA +525%21POJB +525%21POJC +525%23POJD +525%20POKA −525%20POKB 
−525%20POKC −525%22POKD +525%21POLA −525%21POLB −525%21POLC −525%23POLD 
−3675%24PNJE +3675%24PNJF +3675%24PNJG +3675%26PNJH +3675%23PNKE −3675%23PNKF 
−3675%23PNKG −3675%25PNKH +3675%24PNLE −3675%24PNLF −3675%24PNLG −3675%26PNLH 
−735%21PNJEA −735%22PNJEB −105%21PNJEC −105%24PNJED +735%21PNJFA +735%22PNJFB 
+105%21PNJFC +105%24PNJFD +735%21PNJGA +735%22PNJGB +105%21PNJGC +105%24PNJGD 
+735%23PNJHA +735%24PNJHB +105%23PNJHC +105%26PNJHD +735%20PNKEA +735%21PNKEB 
+105%20PNKEC +105%23PNKED −735%20PNKFA −735%21PNKFB −105%20PNKFC −105%23PNKFD 
−735%20PNKGA −735%21PNKGB −105%20PNKGC −105%23PNKGD −735%22PNKHA −735%23PNKHB 
−105%22PNKHC −105%25PNKHD +735%21PNLEA +735%22PNLEB +105%21PNLEC +105%24PNLED 
−735%21PNLFA −735%22PNLFB −105%21PNLFC −105%24PNLFD −735%21PNLGA −735%22PNLGB 
−105%21PNLGC −105%24PNLGD −735%23PNLHA −735%24PNLHB −105%23PNLHC −105%26PNLHD 
−7875%24POJE −1575%23POJF −525%24POJG +7875%23POKE +1575%22POKF +525%23POKG 
+7875%24POLE +1575%23POLF +525%24POLG −1575%22POJEA +1575%22POJEB +1575%22POJEC 
+1575%24POJED −315%21POJFA +315%21POJFB +315%21POJFC +315%23POJFD −105%22POJGA 
+105%22POJGB +105%22POJGC +105%24POJGD +1575%21POKEA −1575%21POKEB 
−1575%21POKEC −1575%23POKED +315%20POKFA −315%20POKFB −315%20POKFC −315%22POKFD 
+105%21POKGA −105%21POKGB −105%21POKGC −105%23POKGD +1575%22POLEA −1575%22POLEB 
−1575%22POLEC −1575%24POLED +315%21POLFA −315%21POLFB −315%21POLFC −315%23POLFD 
+105%22POLGA −105%22POLGB −105%22POLGC −105%24POLGD −44855127%32R −5988267%29RA 
+460629%30RB +411075%29RC −1604925%32RD −6223467%29RE −480171%30RF +108675%29RG 
−2142525%32RH −789567%26REA +159249%27REB +50295%26REC −327705%29RED 
+18129%27RFA +152337%28RFB −45465%27RFC −347865%30RFD −3465%26RGA −79065%27RGB 
−29295%26RGC −54495%29RGD −428505%29RHA −428505%30RHB −61215%29RHC −61215%32RHD 
−6311667%29RJ −597771%30RK +196875%29RL −1672125%32RM −807207%26RJA 
+141609%27RJB +47775%26RJC −330225%29RJD −5391%27RKA +128817%28RKB −48825%27RKC 
−351225%30RKD +14175%26RLA −61425%27RLB −26775%26RLC −51975%29RLD −334425%29RMA 
−334425%30RMB −47775%29RMC −47775%32RMD −821907%26RJE +82809%27RJF +28875%26RJG 
−363825%29RJH +53409%27RKE +364017%28RKF +26775%27RKG −216825%30RKH 
+28875%26RLE −2625%27RLF −7875%26RLG −18375%29RLH −334425%29RME −334425%30RMF 
−47775%29RMG −47775%32RMH −48201%22RJEA +38109%24RJEB +2205%22RJEC 
−66465%26RJED +29289%24RJFA +32757%25RJFB −11025%24RJFC −67725%27RJFD 
+525%22RJGA −13125%24RJGB −2625%22RJGC −9975%26RJGD −72765%26RJHA −72765%27RJHB 
−10395%26RJHC −10395%29RJHD +23409%24RKEA +26877%25RKEB −11865%24RKEC 
−68565%27RKED +62157%25RKFA +12861%26RKFB −18165%25RKFC −63525%28RKFD 
+1575%24RKGA −9765%25RKGB −4095%24RKGC −7875%27RKGD −43365%27RKHA −43365%28RKHB 
−6195%27RKHC −6195%30RKHD +525%22RLEA −13125%24RLEB −2625%22RLEC −9975%26RLED 
−4305%24RLFA −15645%25RLFB −4935%24RLFC −8715%27RLFD −945%22RLGA −2835%24RLGB 
−315%22RLGC −945%26RLGD −3675%26RLHA −3675%27RLHB −525%26RLHC −525%29RLHD 
−66885%26RMEA −66885%27RMEB −9555%26RMEC −9555%29RMED −66885%27RMFA 
−66885%28RMFB −9555%27RMFC −9555%30RMFD −9555%26RMGA −9555%27RMGB −1365%26RMGC 
−1365%29RMGD −9555%29RMHA −9555%30RMHB −1365%29RMHC −1365%32RMHD −5579187%28ST 
−889527%25STA −369111%26STB −4305%25STC −95025%28STD −738327%25STE +20649%26STF 
+5775%25STG −363825%28STH −115197%22STEA −44211%23STEB −1995%22STEC 
−22365%25STED +6189%23STFA −843%24STFB −8085%23STFC −32445%26STFD −1995%22STGA 
−11445%23STGB −3885%22STGC −7035%25STGD −72765%25STHA −72765%26STHB 
−10395%25STHC −10395%28STHD −909477%25SU −143337%22SUA −54081%23SUB +945%22SUC 
−13335%25SUD −135987%22SV +9765%20SVA +29823%20SVB −9765%20SVC +16695%22SVD 
+14175%23SUE +180513%23SUF −14175%23SUG +187425%25SUH +525%19SUEA −4305%21SUEB 
−945%19SUEC −3675%23SUED +26463%20SUFA +4149%21SUFB −1575%20SUFC +1995%23SUFD 
−525%19SUGA +4305%21SUGB +945%19SUGC +3675%23SUGD +37485%22SUHA +37485%23SUHB 
+5355%22SUHC +5355%25SUHD −231129%23SVE +7035%22SVF −26775%23SVG +17115%21SVEA 
+44421%21SVEB −17115%21SVEC +53445%23SVED −3885%20SVFA −4935%20SVFB 
+3885%20SVFC +12705%22SVFD −5355%21SVGA +5355%21SVGB +5355%21SVGC +5355%23SVGD 
+128625%26STJ +1169703%26STK −128625%26STL +900375%28STM +11025%23STJA 
−33075%24STJB −15225%23STJC −29925%26STJD +177363%23STKA +47259%24STKB 
−5355%23STKC +17325%26STKD −11025%23STLA +33075%24STLB +15225%23STLC 
+29925%26STLD +180075%25STMA +180075%26STMB +25725%25STMC +25725%28STMD 
+25725%23STJE +25725%24STJF +3675%23STJG +3675%26STJH +139563%23STKE 
−50181%24STKF −7875%23STKG +84525%26STKH −25725%23STLE −25725%24STLF 
−3675%23STLG −3675%26STLH +180075%25STME +180075%26STMF +25725%25STMG 
+25725%28STMH +9555%22STJEA −735%18STJEB −11235%22STJEC −5565%23STJED 
+735%19STJFA −3675%22STJFB −525%19STJFC −4305%24STJFD +2205%22STJGA 
−525%22STJGC −315%23STJGD +735%23STJHA +735%24STJHB +105%23STJHC +105%26STJHD 
+39591%21STKEA +2049%21STKEB −1575%21STKEC +4305%23STKED −10551%21STKFA 
−8793%22STKFB +735%21STKFC +6825%24STKFD −1575%21STKGA +1575%21STKGB 
+1575%21STKGC +1575%23STKGD +16905%23STKHA +16905%24STKHB +2415%23STKHC 
+2415%26STKHD −9555%22STLEA +735%18STLEB +11235%22STLEC +5565%23STLED 
−735%19STLFA +3675%22STLFB +525%19STLFC +4305%24STLFD −2205%22STLGA 
+525%22STLGC +315%23STLGD −735%23STLHA −735%24STLHB −105%23STLHC −105%26STLHD 
+36015%22STMEA +36015%23STMEB +5145%22STMEC +5145%25STMED +36015%23STMFA 
+36015%24STMFB +5145%23STMFC +5145%26STMFD +5145%22STMGA +5145%23STMGB 
+735%22STMGC +735%25STMGD +5145%25STMHA +5145%26STMHB +735%25STMHC +735%28STMHD 
−1336479%26SUJ +176925%25SUK −128625%26SUL −208659%23SUJA −85587%24SUJB 
−8085%23SUJC −55125%26SUJD +26145%22SUKA −1575%23SUKB −6825%22SUKC 
−16065%25SUKD −25725%23SULA −25725%24SULB −3675%23SULC −3675%26SULD 
−239529%23SVJ +7035%22SVK −18375%23SVL +15435%21SVJA +46101%21SVJB 
−15435%21SVJC +55125%23SVJD −3885%20SVKA −4935%20SVKB +3885%20SVKC 
+12705%22SVKD −3675%21SVLA +3675%21SVLB +3675%21SVLC +3675%23SVLD +84525%24SUJE 
+237651%24SUJF −84525%24SUJG +385875%26SUJH +15225%23SUKE −48825%23SUKF 
−15225%23SUKG +18375%25SUKH −25725%24SULE +25725%24SULF +25725%24SULG 
+25725%26SULH +11025%21SUJEA −6615%22SUJEB −5145%21SUJEC −11025%24SUJED 
+32871%21SUJFA +2103%22SUJFB −735%21SUJFC +11025%24SUJFD −11025%21SUJGA 
+6615%22SUJGB +5145%21SUJGC +11025%24SUJGD +77175%23SUJHA +77175%24SUJHB 
+11025%23SUJHC +11025%26SUJHD +945%19SUKEA −1575%21SUKEB −525%19SUKEC 
−2205%23SUKED −7455%20SUKFA −525%21SUKFB +1575%20SUKFC +3885%23SUKFD 
−945%19SUKGA +1575%21SUKGB +525%19SUKGC +2205%23SUKGD +3675%22SUKHA 
+3675%23SUKHB +525%22SUKHC +525%25SUKHD −5145%21SULEA −5145%22SULEB 
−735%21SULEC −735%24SULED +5145%21SULFA +5145%22SULFB +735%21SULFC +735%24SULFD 
+5145%21SULGA +5145%22SULGB +735%21SULGC +735%24SULGD +5145%23SULHA 
+5145%24SULHB +735%23SULHC +735%26SULHD −378363%24SVJE +22785%23SVJF 
−55125%24SVJG +14385%23SVKE −1155%22SVKF −2625%23SVKG −55125%24SVLE 
−11025%23SVLF −3675%24SVLG +22785%22SVJEA +53247%22SVJEB −22785%22SVJEC 
+165375%24SVJED −9555%21SVJFA −13965%21SVJFB +9555%21SVJFC +33075%23SVJFD 
−11025%22SVJGA +11025%22SVJGB +11025%22SVJGC +11025%24SVJGD −11235%21SVKEA 
−12285%21SVKEB +11235%21SVKEC +34755%23SVKED −1995%20SVKFA −945%20SVKFB 
+1995%20SVKFC +4935%22SVKFD −525%21SVKGA +525%21SVKGB +525%21SVKGC +525%23SVKGD 
−11025%22SVLEA +11025%22SVLEB +11025%22SVLEC +11025%24SVLED −2205%21SVLFA 
+2205%21SVLFB +2205%21SVLFC +2205%23SVLFD −735%22SVLGA +735%22SVLGB 
+735%22SVLGC +735%24SVLGD +10088313%30RP +4501875%32RQ +1271973%27RPA 
−340251%28RPB −134925%27RPC +369075%30RPD +900375%29RQA +900375%30RQB 
+128625%29RQC +128625%32RQD +1330773%27RPE −105051%28RPF −59325%27RPG 
+503475%30RPH +900375%29RQE +900375%30RQF +128625%29RQG +128625%32RQH 
+152373%24RPEA −84831%25RPEB −19005%24RPEC +75495%27RPED −49551%25RPFA 
−83103%26RPFB +4935%25RPFC +80535%28RPFD −5565%24RPGA +13335%25RPGB 
+6405%24RPGC +12705%27RPGD +100695%27RPHA +100695%28RPHB +14385%27RPHC 
+14385%30RPHD +180075%26RQEA +180075%27RQEB +25725%26RQEC +25725%29RQED 
+180075%27RQFA +180075%28RQFB +25725%27RQFC +25725%30RQFD +25725%26RQGA 
+25725%27RQGB +3675%26RQGC +3675%29RQGD +25725%29RQHA +25725%30RQHB 
+3675%29RQHC +3675%32RQHD +1352823%27RPJ −75651%28RPK −81375%27RPL 
+385875%30RPM +900375%29RQJ +900375%30RQK +128625%29RQL +128625%32RQM 
+156783%24RPJA −80421%25RPJB −18375%24RPJC +76125%27RPJD −43671%25RPKA 
−77223%26RPKB +5775%25RPKC +81375%28RPKD −9975%24RPLA +8925%25RPLB +5775%24RPLC 
+12075%27RPLD +77175%27RPMA +77175%28RPMB +11025%27RPMC +11025%30RPMD 
+180075%26RQJA +180075%27RQJB +25725%26RQJC +25725%29RQJD +180075%27RQKA 
+180075%28RQKB +25725%27RQKC +25725%30RQKD +25725%26RQLA +25725%27RQLB 
+3675%26RQLC +3675%29RQLD +25725%29RQMA +25725%30RQMB +3675%29RQMC +3675%32RQMD 
+80229%23RPJE −65721%25RPJF −6825%23RPJG +84525%27RPJH −58371%25RPKE 
−136023%26RPKF −13125%25RPKG +47775%28RPKH −6825%23RPLE −5775%25RPLF 
+525%23RPLG +3675%27RPLH +77175%27RPME +77175%28RPMF +11025%27RPMG 
+11025%30RPMH +180075%26RQJE +180075%27RQJF +25725%26RQJG +25725%29RQJH 
+180075%27RQKE +180075%28RQKF +25725%27RQKG +25725%30RQKH +25725%26RQLE 
+25725%27RQLF +3675%26RQLG +3675%29RQLH +25725%29RQME +25725%30RQMF 
+3675%29RQMG +3675%32RQMH +60387%23RPJEA −18531%22RPJEB −9555%23RPJEC 
+7665%23RPJED −8163%21RPJFA −17193%23RPJFB +735%21RPJFC +15645%25RPJFD 
−6195%23RPJGA +1995%22RPJGB +4515%23RPJGC +1155%23RPJGD +16905%24RPJHA 
+16905%25RPJHB +2415%24RPJHC +2415%27RPJHD −1857%19RPKEA −15723%23RPKEB 
+105%18RPKEC +15855%25RPKED −24543%23RPKFA −12219%24RPKFB +3255%23RPKFC 
+14595%26RPKFD −105%18RPKGA +1155%23RPKGB +105%19RPKGC +1785%25RPKGD 
+9555%25RPKHA +9555%26RPKHB +1365%25RPKHC +1365%28RPKHD −6195%23RPLEA 
+1995%22RPLEB +4515%23RPLEC +1155%23RPLED −105%21RPLFA +2625%23RPLFB 
+525%21RPLFC +1995%25RPLFD +1155%23RPLGA +525%22RPLGB +525%23RPLGC +105%23RPLGD 
+735%24RPLHA +735%25RPLHB +105%24RPLHC +105%27RPLHD +15435%24RPMEA 
+15435%25RPMEB +2205%24RPMEC +2205%27RPMED +15435%25RPMFA +15435%26RPMFB 
+2205%25RPMFC +2205%28RPMFD +2205%24RPMGA +2205%25RPMGB +315%24RPMGC 
+315%27RPMGD +2205%27RPMHA +2205%28RPMHB +315%27RPMHC +315%30RPMHD 
+36015%23RQJEA +36015%24RQJEB +5145%23RQJEC +5145%26RQJED +36015%24RQJFA 
+36015%25RQJFB +5145%24RQJFC +5145%27RQJFD +5145%23RQJGA +5145%24RQJGB 
+735%23RQJGC +735%26RQJGD +5145%26RQJHA +5145%27RQJHB +735%26RQJHC +735%29RQJHD 
+36015%24RQKEA +36015%25RQKEB +5145%24RQKEC +5145%27RQKED +36015%25RQKFA 
+36015%26RQKFB +5145%25RQKFC +5145%28RQKFD +5145%24RQKGA +5145%25RQKGB 
+735%24RQKGC +735%27RQKGD +5145%27RQKHA +5145%28RQKHB +735%27RQKHC +735%30RQKHD 
+5145%23RQLEA +5145%24RQLEB +735%23RQLEC +735%26RQLED +5145%24RQLFA 
+5145%25RQLFB +735%24RQLFC +735%27RQLFD +735%23RQLGA +735%24RQLGB +105%23RQLGC 
+105%26RQLGD +735%26RQLHA +735%27RQLHB +105%26RQLHC +105%29RQLHD +5145%26RQMEA 
+5145%27RQMEB +735%26RQMEC +735%29RQMED +5145%27RQMFA +5145%28RQMFB 
+735%27RQMFC +735%30RQMFD +735%26RQMGA +735%27RQMGB +105%26RQMGC +105%29RQMGD 
+735%29RQMHA +735%30RQMHB +105%29RQMHC +105%32RQMHD +9113499%29WXY 
+643125%29ZXY +700875%28SPT +1403679%26WAXY +463647%27WBXY −6615%26WCXY 
+208425%29WDXY +128625%26ZAXY +128625%27ZBXY +18375%26ZCXY +18375%29ZDXY 
+123375%25SPTA +72975%26SPTB −1575%25SPTC −18375%28SPTD +1101279%26WEXY 
−315873%27WFXY −26775%26WGXY +746025%29WHXY +128625%26ZEXY +128625%27ZFXY 
+18375%26ZGXY +18375%29ZHXY +123375%25SPTE +72975%26SPTF −1575%25SPTG 
−18375%28SPTH +161619%23WEAXY +38547%24WEBXY +1365%23WECXY +48405%26WEDXY 
−62253%24WFAXY −33069%25WFBXY +14805%24WFCXY +68565%27WFDXY +1365%23WGAXY 
+21525%24WGBXY +7875%23WGCXY +14595%26WGDXY +149205%26WHAXY +149205%27WHBXY 
+21315%26WHCXY +21315%29WHDXY +25725%23ZEAXY +25725%24ZEBXY +3675%23ZECXY 
+3675%26ZEDXY +25725%24ZFAXY +25725%25ZFBXY +3675%24ZFCXY +3675%27ZFDXY 
+3675%23ZGAXY +3675%24ZGBXY +525%23ZGCXY +525%26ZGDXY +3675%26ZHAXY 
+3675%27ZHBXY +525%26ZHCXY +525%29ZHDXY +21525%22SPTEA +12075%23SPTEB 
−525%22SPTEC −3675%25SPTED +12075%23SPTFA +4515%24SPTFB −1155%23SPTFC 
−3675%26SPTFD −525%22SPTGA −1155%23SPTGB −315%22SPTGC −525%25SPTGD 
−3675%25SPTHA −3675%26SPTHB −525%25SPTHC −525%28SPTHD +1507629%26WaY 
+91875%26ZaY +109725%25SPU +229449%23WAaY +66057%24WBaY −4305%23WCaY 
+29295%26WDaY +18375%23ZAaY +18375%24ZBaY +2625%23ZCaY +2625%26ZDaY 
+19425%22SPUA +11865%23SPUB −105%22SPUC −2625%25SPUD +224619%23WbY +13125%23ZbY 
+17115%22SPV −24465%21WAbY −47151%21WBbY +24465%21WCbY −36015%23WDbY 
+2625%21ZAbY −2625%21ZBbY −2625%21ZCbY −2625%23ZDbY +1155%20SPVA −4935%20SPVB 
−1155%20SPVC +2625%22SPVD −60375%24WEaY −278601%24WFaY +60375%24WGaY 
−393225%26WHaY +18375%24ZEaY −18375%24ZFaY −18375%24ZGaY −18375%26ZHaY 
+6825%23SPUE −32025%23SPUF −6825%23SPUG +18375%25SPUH −7875%21WEAaY 
+4725%22WEBaY +3675%21WECaY +7875%24WEDaY −37701%21WFAaY +3147%22WFBaY 
+3885%21WFCaY −4515%24WFDaY +7875%21WGAaY −4725%22WGBaY −3675%21WGCaY 
−7875%24WGDaY −78645%23WHAaY −78645%24WHBaY −11235%23WHCaY −11235%26WHDaY 
+3675%21ZEAaY +3675%22ZEBaY +525%21ZECaY +525%24ZEDaY −3675%21ZFAaY 
−3675%22ZFBaY −525%21ZFCaY −525%24ZFDaY −3675%21ZGAaY −3675%22ZGBaY 
−525%21ZGCaY −525%24ZGDaY −3675%23ZHAaY −3675%24ZHBaY −525%23ZHCaY −525%26ZHDaY 
+525%19SPUEA +105%21SPUEB −105%19SPUEC −525%23SPUED −5775%20SPUFA −3885%21SPUFB 
−105%20SPUFC +525%23SPUFD −525%19SPUGA −105%21SPUGB +105%19SPUGC +525%23SPUGD 
+3675%22SPUHA +3675%23SPUHB +525%22SPUHC +525%25SPUHD +340353%24WEbY 
−26355%23WFbY +56175%24WGbY +39375%24ZEbY +7875%23ZFbY +2625%24ZGbY 
+41265%23SPVE +2205%22SPVF −2625%23SPVG −46515%22WEAbY −56397%22WEBbY 
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+46515%22WECbY −114765%24WEDbY +6825%21WFAbY +13335%21WFBbY −6825%21WFCbY 
−26985%23WFDbY +11235%22WGAbY −11235%22WGBbY −11235%22WGCbY −11235%24WGDbY 
+7875%22ZEAbY −7875%22ZEBbY −7875%22ZECbY −7875%24ZEDbY +1575%21ZFAbY 
−1575%21ZFBbY −1575%21ZFCbY −1575%23ZFDbY +525%22ZGAbY −525%22ZGBbY 
−525%22ZGCbY −525%24ZGDbY +2205%21SPVEA −12285%21SPVEB −2205%21SPVEC 
+7875%23SPVED −315%20SPVFA −945%20SPVFB +315%20SPVFC +1575%22SPVFD −525%21SPVGA 
+525%21SPVGB +525%21SPVGC +525%23SPVGD −464625%27WJXY −1796031%27WKXY 
+464625%27WLXY −1929375%29WMXY +128625%27ZJXY −128625%27ZKXY −128625%27ZLXY 
−128625%29ZMXY +39375%26SPTJ −207375%26SPTK −39375%26SPTL +128625%28SPTM 
−59325%24WJAXY +41475%25WJBXY +29925%24WJCXY +63525%27WJDXY −254451%24WKAXY 
−19443%25WKBXY +15435%24WKCXY −38325%27WKDXY +59325%24WLAXY −41475%25WLBXY 
−29925%24WLCXY −63525%27WLDXY −385875%26WMAXY −385875%27WMBXY −55125%26WMCXY 
−55125%29WMDXY +25725%24ZJAXY +25725%25ZJBXY +3675%24ZJCXY +3675%27ZJDXY 
−25725%24ZKAXY −25725%25ZKBXY −3675%24ZKCXY −3675%27ZKDXY −25725%24ZLAXY 
−25725%25ZLBXY −3675%24ZLCXY −3675%27ZLDXY −25725%26ZMAXY −25725%27ZMBXY 
−3675%26ZMCXY −3675%29ZMDXY +5775%23SPTJA −525%24SPTJB −1575%23SPTJC 
−3675%26SPTJD −37275%23SPTKA −24675%24SPTKB −525%23SPTKC +3675%26SPTKD 
−5775%23SPTLA +525%24SPTLB +1575%23SPTLC +3675%26SPTLD +25725%25SPTMA 
+25725%26SPTMB +3675%25SPTMC +3675%28SPTMD −88725%24WJEXY −76125%25WJFXY 
−7875%24WJGXY −3675%27WJHXY −178851%24WKEXY +175437%25WKFXY +20475%24WKGXY 
−172725%27WKHXY +88725%24WLEXY +76125%25WLFXY +7875%24WLGXY +3675%27WLHXY 
−385875%26WMEXY −385875%27WMFXY −55125%26WMGXY −55125%29WMHXY +25725%24ZJEXY 
+25725%25ZJFXY +3675%24ZJGXY +3675%27ZJHXY −25725%24ZKEXY −25725%25ZKFXY 
−3675%24ZKGXY −3675%27ZKHXY −25725%24ZLEXY −25725%25ZLFXY −3675%24ZLGXY 
−3675%27ZLHXY −25725%26ZMEXY −25725%27ZMFXY −3675%26ZMGXY −3675%29ZMHXY 
+5775%23SPTJE −525%24SPTJF −1575%23SPTJG −3675%26SPTJH −37275%23SPTKE 
−24675%24SPTKF −525%23SPTKG +3675%26SPTKH −5775%23SPTLE +525%24SPTLF 
+1575%23SPTLG +3675%26SPTLH +25725%25SPTME +25725%26SPTMF +3675%25SPTMG 
+3675%28SPTMH −11445%21WJEAXY +7455%22WJEBXY +5565%21WJECXY +11865%24WJEDXY 
−10185%22WJFAXY +4935%23WJFBXY +4305%22WJFCXY +9345%25WJFDXY −1155%21WJGAXY 
+105%22WJGBXY +315%21WJGCXY +735%24WJGDXY −735%24WJHAXY −735%25WJHBXY 
−105%24WJHCXY −105%27WJHDXY −21111%21WKEAXY +9657%22WKEBXY +2415%21WKECXY 
−9345%24WKEDXY +34857%22WKFAXY +27561%23WKFBXY −945%22WKFCXY −14385%25WKFDXY 
+2415%21WKGAXY −2625%22WKGBXY −1575%21WKGCXY −3255%24WKGDXY −34545%24WKHAXY 
−34545%25WKHBXY −4935%24WKHCXY −4935%27WKHDXY +11445%21WLEAXY −7455%22WLEBXY 
−5565%21WLECXY −11865%24WLEDXY +10185%22WLFAXY −4935%23WLFBXY −4305%22WLFCXY 
−9345%25WLFDXY +1155%21WLGAXY −105%22WLGBXY −315%21WLGCXY −735%24WLGDXY 
+735%24WLHAXY +735%25WLHBXY +105%24WLHCXY +105%27WLHDXY −77175%23WMEAXY 
−77175%24WMEBXY −11025%23WMECXY −11025%26WMEDXY −77175%24WMFAXY −77175%25WMFBXY 
−11025%24WMFCXY −11025%27WMFDXY −11025%23WMGAXY −11025%24WMGBXY −1575%23WMGCXY 
−1575%26WMGDXY −11025%26WMHAXY −11025%27WMHBXY −1575%26WMHCXY −1575%29WMHDXY 
+5145%21ZJEAXY +5145%22ZJEBXY +735%21ZJECXY +735%24ZJEDXY +5145%22ZJFAXY 
+5145%23ZJFBXY +735%22ZJFCXY +735%25ZJFDXY +735%21ZJGAXY +735%22ZJGBXY 
+105%21ZJGCXY +105%24ZJGDXY +735%24ZJHAXY +735%25ZJHBXY +105%24ZJHCXY 
+105%27ZJHDXY −5145%21ZKEAXY −5145%22ZKEBXY −735%21ZKECXY −735%24ZKEDXY 
−5145%22ZKFAXY −5145%23ZKFBXY −735%22ZKFCXY −735%25ZKFDXY −735%21ZKGAXY 
−735%22ZKGBXY −105%21ZKGCXY −105%24ZKGDXY −735%24ZKHAXY −735%25ZKHBXY 
−105%24ZKHCXY −105%27ZKHDXY −5145%21ZLEAXY −5145%22ZLEBXY −735%21ZLECXY 
−735%24ZLEDXY −5145%22ZLFAXY −5145%23ZLFBXY −735%22ZLFCXY −735%25ZLFDXY 
−735%21ZLGAXY −735%22ZLGBXY −105%21ZLGCXY −105%24ZLGDXY −735%24ZLHAXY 
−735%25ZLHBXY −105%24ZLHCXY −105%27ZLHDXY −5145%23ZMEAXY −5145%24ZMEBXY 
−735%23ZMECXY −735%26ZMEDXY −5145%24ZMFAXY −5145%25ZMFBXY −735%24ZMFCXY 
−735%27ZMFDXY −735%23ZMGAXY −735%24ZMGBXY −105%23ZMGCXY −105%26ZMGDXY 
−735%26ZMHAXY −735%27ZMHBXY −105%26ZMHCXY −105%29ZMHDXY +3045%22SPTJEA 
−105%19SPTJEB −1365%22SPTJEC −735%23SPTJED −105%19SPTJFA −1365%22SPTJFB 
−105%19SPTJFC −735%24SPTJFD −1365%22SPTJGA −105%19SPTJGB −315%22SPTJGC 
−105%23SPTJGD −735%23SPTJHA −735%24SPTJHB −105%23SPTJHC −105%26SPTJHD 
−13335%21SPTKEA −4305%21SPTKEB −105%21SPTKEC +735%23SPTKED −4305%21SPTKFA 
−2415%22SPTKFB +105%21SPTKFC +735%24SPTKFD −105%21SPTKGA +105%21SPTKGB 
+105%21SPTKGC +105%23SPTKGD +735%23SPTKHA +735%24SPTKHB +105%23SPTKHC 
+105%26SPTKHD −3045%22SPTLEA +105%19SPTLEB +1365%22SPTLEC +735%23SPTLED 
+105%19SPTLFA +1365%22SPTLFB +105%19SPTLFC +735%24SPTLFD +1365%22SPTLGA 
+105%19SPTLGB +315%22SPTLGC +105%23SPTLGD +735%23SPTLHA +735%24SPTLHB 
+105%23SPTLHC +105%26SPTLHD +5145%22SPTMEA +5145%23SPTMEB +735%22SPTMEC 
+735%25SPTMED +5145%23SPTMFA +5145%24SPTMFB +735%23SPTMFC +735%26SPTMFD 
+735%22SPTMGA +735%23SPTMGB +105%22SPTMGC +105%25SPTMGD +735%25SPTMHA 
+735%26SPTMHB +105%25SPTMHC +105%28SPTMHD +1873383%27WJaY −433125%26WKaY 
+275625%27WLaY +275625%27ZJaY +55125%26ZKaY +18375%27ZLaY +261975%26SPUJ 
+12075%25SPUK −18375%26SPUL +270843%24WJAaY +65019%25WJBaY +10605%24WJCaY 
+118125%27WJDaY −66465%23WKAaY −5985%24WKBaY +13545%23WKCaY +33705%26WKDaY 
+55125%24WLAaY +55125%25WLBaY +7875%24WLCaY +7875%27WLDaY +55125%24ZJAaY 
+55125%25ZJBaY +7875%24ZJCaY +7875%27ZJDaY +11025%23ZKAaY +11025%24ZKBaY 
+1575%23ZKCaY +1575%26ZKDaY +3675%24ZLAaY +3675%25ZLBaY +525%24ZLCaY 
+525%27ZLDaY +45675%23SPUJA +25515%24SPUJB −1155%23SPUJC −7875%26SPUJD 
+1575%22SPUKA −945%23SPUKB −735%22SPUKC −1575%25SPUKD −3675%23SPULA 
−3675%24SPULB −525%23SPULC −525%26SPULD +357153%24WJbY −26355%23WKbY 
+39375%24WLbY +39375%24ZJbY +7875%23ZKbY +2625%24ZLbY +41265%23SPVJ 
+2205%22SPVK −2625%23SPVL −43155%22WJAbY −59757%22WJBbY +43155%22WJCbY 
−118125%24WJDbY +6825%21WKAbY +13335%21WKBbY −6825%21WKCbY −26985%23WKDbY 
+7875%22WLAbY −7875%22WLBbY −7875%22WLCbY −7875%24WLDbY +7875%22ZJAbY 
−7875%22ZJBbY −7875%22ZJCbY −7875%24ZJDbY +1575%21ZKAbY −1575%21ZKBbY 
−1575%21ZKCbY −1575%23ZKDbY +525%22ZLAbY −525%22ZLBbY −525%22ZLCbY −525%24ZLDbY 
+2205%21SPVJA −12285%21SPVJB −2205%21SPVJC +7875%23SPVJD −315%20SPVKA 
−945%20SPVKB +315%20SPVKC +1575%22SPVKD −525%21SPVLA +525%21SPVLB +525%21SPVLC 
+525%23SPVLD −248325%25WJEaY −261627%25WJFaY +248325%25WJGaY −826875%27WJHaY 
−36225%24WKEaY +120225%24WKFaY +36225%24WKGaY −47775%26WKHaY +55125%25WLEaY 
−55125%25WLFaY −55125%25WLGaY −55125%27WLHaY +55125%25ZJEaY −55125%25ZJFaY 
−55125%25ZJGaY −55125%27ZJHaY +11025%24ZKEaY −11025%24ZKFaY −11025%24ZKGaY 
−11025%26ZKHaY +3675%25ZLEaY −3675%25ZLFaY −3675%25ZLGaY −3675%27ZLHaY 
+12075%24SPUJE −79275%24SPUJF −12075%24SPUJG +55125%26SPUJH −2625%23SPUKE 
−5775%23SPUKF +2625%23SPUKG +11025%25SPUKH −3675%24SPULE +3675%24SPULF 
+3675%24SPULG +3675%26SPULH −36225%22WJEAaY +4095%23WJEBaY +10185%22WJECaY 
+23625%25WJEDaY −26367%22WJFAaY +25089%23WJFBaY +3255%22WJFCaY −23625%25WJFDaY 
+36225%22WJGAaY −4095%23WJGBaY −10185%22WJGCaY −23625%25WJGDaY −165375%24WJHAaY 
−165375%25WJHBaY −23625%24WJHCaY −23625%27WJHDaY −4725%21WKEAaY +2835%22WKEBaY 
+2205%21WKECaY +4725%24WKEDaY +19005%21WKFAaY +3885%22WKFBaY −3045%21WKFCaY 
−8085%24WKFDaY +4725%21WKGAaY −2835%22WKGBaY −2205%21WKGCaY −4725%24WKGDaY 
−9555%23WKHAaY −9555%24WKHBaY −1365%23WKHCaY −1365%26WKHDaY +11025%22WLEAaY 
+11025%23WLEBaY +1575%22WLECaY +1575%25WLEDaY −11025%22WLFAaY −11025%23WLFBaY 
−1575%22WLFCaY −1575%25WLFDaY −11025%22WLGAaY −11025%23WLGBaY −1575%22WLGCaY 
−1575%25WLGDaY −11025%24WLHAaY −11025%25WLHBaY −1575%24WLHCaY −1575%27WLHDaY 
+11025%22ZJEAaY +11025%23ZJEBaY +1575%22ZJECaY +1575%25ZJEDaY −11025%22ZJFAaY 
−11025%23ZJFBaY −1575%22ZJFCaY −1575%25ZJFDaY −11025%22ZJGAaY −11025%23ZJGBaY 
−1575%22ZJGCaY −1575%25ZJGDaY −11025%24ZJHAaY −11025%25ZJHBaY −1575%24ZJHCaY 
−1575%27ZJHDaY +2205%21ZKEAaY +2205%22ZKEBaY +315%21ZKECaY +315%24ZKEDaY 
−2205%21ZKFAaY −2205%22ZKFBaY −315%21ZKFCaY −315%24ZKFDaY −2205%21ZKGAaY 
−2205%22ZKGBaY −315%21ZKGCaY −315%24ZKGDaY −2205%23ZKHAaY −2205%24ZKHBaY 
−315%23ZKHCaY −315%26ZKHDaY +735%22ZLEAaY +735%23ZLEBaY +105%22ZLECaY 
+105%25ZLEDaY −735%22ZLFAaY −735%23ZLFBaY −105%22ZLFCaY −105%25ZLFDaY 
−735%22ZLGAaY −735%23ZLGBaY −105%22ZLGCaY −105%25ZLGDaY −735%24ZLHAaY 
−735%25ZLHBaY −105%24ZLHCaY −105%27ZLHDaY +1575%21SPUJEA −945%22SPUJEB 
−735%21SPUJEC −1575%24SPUJED −14175%21SPUJFA −9135%22SPUJFB −105%21SPUJFC 
+1575%24SPUJFD −1575%21SPUJGA +945%22SPUJGB +735%21SPUJGC +1575%24SPUJGD 
+11025%23SPUJHA +11025%24SPUJHB +1575%23SPUJHC +1575%26SPUJHD −315%19SPUKEA 
−945%21SPUKEB −105%19SPUKEC −315%23SPUKED −945%20SPUKFA −315%21SPUKFB 
+105%20SPUKFC +315%23SPUKFD +315%19SPUKGA +945%21SPUKGB +105%19SPUKGC 
+315%23SPUKGD +2205%22SPUKHA +2205%23SPUKHB +315%22SPUKHC +315%25SPUKHD 
−735%21SPULEA −735%22SPULEB −105%21SPULEC −105%24SPULED +735%21SPULFA 
+735%22SPULFB +105%21SPULFC +105%24SPULFD +735%21SPULGA +735%22SPULGB 
+105%21SPULGC +105%24SPULGD +735%23SPULHA +735%24SPULHB +105%23SPULHC 
+105%26SPULHD +444771%25WJEbY −75705%24WJFbY +118125%25WJGbY −58905%24WKEbY 
+315%23WKFbY +6825%24WKGbY +118125%25WLEbY +23625%24WLFbY +7875%25WLGbY 
+118125%25ZJEbY +23625%24ZJFbY +7875%25ZJGbY +23625%24ZKEbY +4725%23ZKFbY 
+1575%24ZKGbY +7875%25ZLEbY +1575%24ZLFbY +525%25ZLGbY +96915%24SPVJE 
+3255%23SPVJF −7875%24SPVJG +3255%23SPVKE −1365%22SPVKF −1575%23SPVKG 
−7875%24SPVLE −1575%23SPVLF −525%24SPVLG −75705%23WJEAbY −22599%23WJEBbY 
+75705%23WJECbY −354375%25WJEDbY +17115%22WJFAbY +36645%22WJFBbY 
−17115%22WJFCbY −70875%24WJFDbY +23625%23WJGAbY −23625%23WJGBbY −23625%23WJGCbY 
−23625%25WJGDbY +20475%22WKEAbY +33285%22WKEBbY −20475%22WKECbY −74235%24WKEDbY 
+4095%21WKFAbY +2625%21WKFBbY −4095%21WKFCbY −10815%23WKFDbY +1365%22WKGAbY 
−1365%22WKGBbY −1365%22WKGCbY −1365%24WKGDbY +23625%23WLEAbY −23625%23WLEBbY 
−23625%23WLECbY −23625%25WLEDbY +4725%22WLFAbY −4725%22WLFBbY −4725%22WLFCbY 
−4725%24WLFDbY +1575%23WLGAbY −1575%23WLGBbY −1575%23WLGCbY −1575%25WLGDbY 
+23625%23ZJEAbY −23625%23ZJEBbY −23625%23ZJECbY −23625%25ZJEDbY +4725%22ZJFAbY 
−4725%22ZJFBbY −4725%22ZJFCbY −4725%24ZJFDbY +1575%23ZJGAbY −1575%23ZJGBbY 
−1575%23ZJGCbY −1575%25ZJGDbY +4725%22ZKEAbY −4725%22ZKEBbY −4725%22ZKECbY 
−4725%24ZKEDbY +945%21ZKFAbY −945%21ZKFBbY −945%21ZKFCbY −945%23ZKFDbY 
+315%22ZKGAbY −315%22ZKGBbY −315%22ZKGCbY −315%24ZKGDbY +1575%23ZLEAbY 
−1575%23ZLEBbY −1575%23ZLECbY −1575%25ZLEDbY +315%22ZLFAbY −315%22ZLFBbY 
−315%22ZLFCbY −315%24ZLFDbY +105%23ZLGAbY −105%23ZLGBbY −105%23ZLGCbY 
−105%25ZLGDbY +3255%22SPVJEA −30135%22SPVJEB −3255%22SPVJEC +23625%24SPVJED 
−1365%21SPVJFA −1995%21SPVJFB +1365%21SPVJFC +4725%23SPVJFD −1575%22SPVJGA 
+1575%22SPVJGB +1575%22SPVJGC +1575%24SPVJGD −1365%21SPVKEA −1995%21SPVKEB 
+1365%21SPVKEC +4725%23SPVKED −525%20SPVKFA +105%20SPVKFB +525%20SPVKFC 
+945%22SPVKFD −315%21SPVKGA +315%21SPVKGB +315%21SPVKGC +315%23SPVKGD 
−1575%22SPVLEA +1575%22SPVLEB +1575%22SPVLEC +1575%24SPVLED −315%21SPVLFA 
+315%21SPVLFB +315%21SPVLFC +315%23SPVLFD −105%22SPVLGA +105%22SPVLGB 
+105%22SPVLGC +105%24SPVLGD −75696411%29c −2177038053%30d −10813773%29e 
+116064589%32f −6633375%26cA +4726113%27cB −216489%26cC +1993047%29cD 
+276383%27dA +8872607%28dB +216489%27dC −1993047%30dD −947625%26eA +675159%27eB 
−30927%26eC +284721%29eD +7304617%29fA −14273879%30fB +30927%29fC −284721%32fD 
−4823007%26cE +6699105%27cF −242025%26cG +8379735%29cH +2660319%27dE 
−1488993%28dF +242025%27dG −8379735%30dH −689001%26eE +957015%27eF −34575%26eG 
+1197105%29eH +2851689%29fE −6167127%30fF +34575%29fG −1197105%32fH 
−282051%23cEA +415149%24cEB −24549%23cEC +709611%26cED +604653%24cFA 
−762195%25cFB −34965%24cFC +907179%27cFD −35301%23cGA +4011%24cGB +9933%23cGC 
+23037%26cGD +1675947%26cHA +1675947%27cHB +239421%26cHC +239421%29cHD 
−78397%24dEA −595373%25dEB +24549%24dEC −709611%27dED +263699%25dFA 
+1196371%26dFB +34965%25dFC −907179%28dFD +35301%24dGA −4011%25dGB −9933%24dGC 
−23037%27dGD −1675947%27dHA −1675947%28dHB −239421%27dHC −239421%30dHD 
−40293%23eEA +59307%24eEB −3507%23eEC +101373%26eED +86379%24eFA −108885%25eFB 
−4995%24eFC +129597%27eFD −5043%23eGA +573%24eGB +1419%23eGC +3291%26eGD 
+239421%26eHA +239421%27eHB +34203%26eHC +34203%29eHD +400741%26fEA 
+120917%27fEB +3507%26fEC −101373%29fED −954731%27fFA −325291%28fFB +4995%27fFC 
−129597%30fFD +5043%26fGA −573%27fGB −1419%26fGC −3291%29fGD −239421%29fHA 
−239421%30fHB −34203%29fHC −34203%32fHD +4221%18cI +12163%19dI +603%18eI 
−16987%21fI +441%16cIA −1113%16cIB −441%16cIC +231%18cID −441%17dIA −2983%17dIB 
+441%17dIC −231%19dID +63%16eIA −159%16eIB −63%16eIC +33%18eID −63%19fIA 
+4255%19fIB +63%19fIC −33%21fID +5565%19cIE −4221%18cIF −5565%19cIG 
−38333%20dIE +4221%19dIF +5565%20dIG +795%19eIE −603%18eIF −795%19eIG 
+31973%22fIE +603%21fIF +795%22fIG +1113%17cIEA −1113%17cIEB −1113%17cIEC 
−1113%19cIED −441%16cIFA +1113%16cIFB +441%16cIFC −231%18cIFD −1113%17cIGA 
+1113%17cIGB +1113%17cIGC +1113%19cIGD −1113%18dIEA +9305%18dIEB +1113%18dIEC 
+1113%20dIED +441%17dIFA −1113%17dIFB −441%17dIFC +231%19dIFD +1113%18dIGA 
−1113%18dIGB −1113%18dIGC −1113%20dIGD +159%17eIEA −159%17eIEB −159%17eIEC 
−159%19eIED −63%16eIFA +159%16eIFB +63%16eIFC −33%18eIFD −159%17eIGA 
+159%17eIGB +159%17eIGC +159%19eIGD −159%20fIEA −8033%20fIEB +159%20fIEC 
+159%22fIED +63%19fIFA −159%19fIFB −63%19fIFC +33%21fIFD +159%20fIGA 
−159%20fIGB −159%20fIGC −159%22fIGD −3371823%26cJ +5103777%27cK −166425%26cL 
+2546775%29cM +2781999%27dJ −3039393%28dK +166425%27dL −2546775%30dM 
−481689%26eJ +729111%27eK −23775%26eL +363825%29eM +1071513%29fJ −2793495%30fK 
+23775%29fL −363825%32fM −152019%23cJA +271005%24cJB −12117%23cJC +974715%26cJD 
+595245%24cKA −255507%25cKB −36309%24cKC +389739%27cKD −14805%23cLA 
+40635%24cLB +19005%23cLC +37485%26cLD +509355%26cMA +509355%27cMB +72765%26cMC 
+72765%29cMD +53715%24dJA −320157%25dJB +12117%24dJC −974715%27dJD 
−251181%25dKA +427539%26dKB +36309%25dKC −389739%28dKD +14805%24dLA 
−40635%25dLB −19005%24dLC −37485%27dLD −509355%27dMA −509355%28dMB −72765%27dMC 
−72765%30dMD −21717%23eJA +38715%24eJB −1731%23eJC +139245%26eJD +85035%24eKA 
−36501%25eKB −5187%24eKC +55677%27eKD −2115%23eLA +5805%24eLB +2715%23eLC 
+5355%26eLD +72765%26eMA +72765%27eMB +10395%26eMC +10395%29eMD +120021%26fJA 
+10437%27fJB +1731%26fJC −139245%29fJD −429099%27fKA −135531%28fKB +5187%27fKC 
−55677%30fKD +2115%26fLA −5805%27fLB −2715%26fLC −5355%29fLD −72765%29fMA 
−72765%30fMB −10395%29fMC −10395%32fMD −253743%23cJE +304941%24cJF −35385%23cJG 
−160965%26cJH +500157%24cKE −501459%25cKF −43365%24cKG +556395%27cKH 
−35385%23cLE −41685%24cLF −7455%23cLG −9555%26cLH +509355%26cME +509355%27cMF 
+72765%26cMG +72765%29cMH +155439%24dJE −354093%25dJF +35385%24dJG 
+160965%27dJH −156093%25dKE +673491%26dKF +43365%25dKG −556395%28dKH 
+35385%24dLE +41685%25dLF +7455%24dLG +9555%27dLH −509355%27dME −509355%28dMF 
−72765%27dMG −72765%30dMH −36249%23eJE +43563%24eJF −5055%23eJG −22995%26eJH 
+71451%24eKE −71637%25eKF −6195%24eKG +79485%27eKH −5055%23eLE −5955%24eLF 
−1065%23eLG −1365%26eLH +72765%26eME +72765%27eMF +10395%26eMG +10395%29eMH 
+134553%26fJE +5589%27fJF +5055%26fJG +22995%29fJH −415515%27fKE −100395%28fKF 
+6195%27fKG −79485%30fKH +5055%26fLE +5955%27fLF +1065%26fLG +1365%29fLH 
−72765%29fME −72765%30fMF −10395%29fMG −10395%32fMH −231%18cJEA +15225%21cJEB 
−2079%18cJEC +118923%23cJED +36981%21cJFA −15687%22cJFB −5565%21cJFC 
+9135%24cJFD −903%18cJGA +6783%21cJGB +861%18cJGC +6909%23cJGD −32193%23cJHA 
−32193%24cJHB −4599%23cJHC −4599%26cJHD +35973%21cKEA −85239%22cKEB 
−7245%21cKEC +70623%24cKED −113799%22cKFA −118839%23cKFB −1281%22cKFC 
+56175%25cKFD −4557%21cKGA +7791%22cKGB +4053%21cKGC +8169%24cKGD 
+111279%24cKHA +111279%25cKHB +15897%24cKHC +15897%27cKHD −903%18cLEA 
+6783%21cLEB +861%18cLEC +6909%23cLED −5565%21cLFA +2751%22cLFB +2373%21cLFC 
+5145%24cLFD −315%18cLGA −567%21cLGB +21%18cLGC +315%23cLGD −1911%23cLHA 
−1911%24cLHB −273%23cLHC −273%26cLHD +101871%23cMEA +101871%24cMEB 
+14553%23cMEC +14553%26cMED +101871%24cMFA +101871%25cMFB +14553%24cMFC 
+14553%27cMFD +14553%23cMGA +14553%24cMGB +2079%23cMGC +2079%26cMGD 
+14553%26cMHA +14553%27cMHB +2079%26cMHC +2079%29cMHD −3865%19dJEA 
−23417%22dJEB +2079%19dJEC −118923%24dJED −45173%22dJFA +11591%23dJFB 
+5565%22dJFC −9135%25dJFD +903%19dJGA −6783%22dJGB −861%19dJGC −6909%24dJGD 
+32193%24dJHA +32193%25dJHB +4599%24dJHC +4599%27dJHD +21371%22dKEA 
+113911%23dKEB +7245%22dKEC −70623%25dKED +142471%23dKFA +133175%24dKFB 
+1281%23dKFC −56175%26dKFD +4557%22dKGA −7791%23dKGB −4053%22dKGC −8169%25dKGD 
−111279%25dKHA −111279%26dKHB −15897%25dKHC −15897%28dKHD +903%19dLEA 
−6783%22dLEB −861%19dLEC −6909%24dLED +5565%22dLFA −2751%23dLFB −2373%22dLFC 
−5145%25dLFD +315%19dLGA +567%22dLGB −21%19dLGC −315%24dLGD +1911%24dLHA 
+1911%25dLHB +273%24dLHC +273%27dLHD −101871%24dMEA −101871%25dMEB 
−14553%24dMEC −14553%27dMED −101871%25dMFA −101871%26dMFB −14553%25dMFC 
−14553%28dMFD −14553%24dMGA −14553%25dMGB −2079%24dMGC −2079%27dMGD 
−14553%27dMHA −14553%28dMHB −2079%27dMHC −2079%30dMHD −33%18eJEA +2175%21eJEB 
−297%18eJEC +16989%23eJED +5283%21eJFA −2241%22eJFB −795%21eJFC +1305%24eJFD 
−129%18eJGA +969%21eJGB +123%18eJGC +987%23eJGD −4599%23eJHA −4599%24eJHB 
−657%23eJHC −657%26eJHD +5139%21eKEA −12177%22eKEB −1035%21eKEC +10089%24eKED 
−16257%22eKFA −16977%23eKFB −183%22eKFC +8025%25eKFD −651%21eKGA +1113%22eKGB 
+579%21eKGC +1167%24eKGD +15897%24eKHA +15897%25eKHB +2271%24eKHC +2271%27eKHD 
−129%18eLEA +969%21eLEB +123%18eLEC +987%23eLED −795%21eLFA +393%22eLFB 
+339%21eLFC +735%24eLFD −45%18eLGA −81%21eLGB +3%18eLGC +45%23eLGD −273%23eLHA 
−273%24eLHB −39%23eLHC −39%26eLHD +14553%23eMEA +14553%24eMEB +2079%23eMEC 
+2079%26eMED +14553%24eMFA +14553%25eMFB +2079%24eMFC +2079%27eMFD +2079%23eMGA 
+2079%24eMGB +297%23eMGC +297%26eMGD +2079%26eMHA +2079%27eMHB +297%26eMHC 
+297%29eMHD +4129%21fJEA +6017%24fJEB +297%21fJEC −16989%26fJED +2909%24fJFA 
+6337%25fJFB +795%24fJFC −1305%27fJFD +129%21fJGA −969%24fJGB −123%21fJGC 
−987%26fJGD +4599%26fJHA +4599%27fJHB +657%26fJHC +657%29fJHD −62483%24fKEA 
−16495%25fKEB +1035%24fKEC −10089%27fKED −12415%25fKFA +2641%26fKFB +183%25fKFC 
−8025%28fKFD +651%24fKGA −1113%25fKGB −579%24fKGC −1167%27fKGD −15897%27fKHA 
−15897%28fKHB −2271%27fKHC −2271%30fKHD +129%21fLEA −969%24fLEB −123%21fLEC 
−987%26fLED +795%24fLFA −393%25fLFB −339%24fLFC −735%27fLFD +45%21fLGA 
+81%24fLGB −3%21fLGC −45%26fLGD +273%26fLHA +273%27fLHB +39%26fLHC +39%29fLHD 
−14553%26fMEA −14553%27fMEB −2079%26fMEC −2079%29fMED −14553%27fMFA 
−14553%28fMFB −2079%27fMFC −2079%30fMFD −2079%26fMGA −2079%27fMGB −297%26fMGC 
−297%29fMGD −2079%29fMHA −2079%30fMHB −297%29fMHC −297%32fMHD +231%16cJI 
+735%18cKI −231%17dJI −735%19dKI +33%16eJI +105%18eKI −33%19fJI −105%21fKI 
+147%14cJIA +21%14cJIB −147%14cJIC −315%16cJID +147%16cKIA −147%16cKIB 
−147%16cKIC −147%18cKID −147%15dJIA −21%15dJIB +147%15dJIC +315%17dJID 
−147%17dKIA +147%17dKIB +147%17dKIC +147%19dKID +21%14eJIA +3%14eJIB −21%14eJIC 
−45%16eJID +21%16eKIA −21%16eKIB −21%16eKIC −21%18eKID −21%17fJIA −3%17fJIB 
+21%17fJIC +45%19fJID −21%19fKIA +21%19fKIB +21%19fKIC +21%21fKID −105%17cJIE 
−231%16cJIF +105%17cJIG +735%19cKIE −735%18cKIF −735%19cKIG +105%18dJIE 
+231%17dJIF −105%18dJIG −735%20dKIE +735%19dKIF +735%20dKIG −15%17eJIE 
−33%16eJIF +15%17eJIG +105%19eKIE −105%18eKIF −105%19eKIG +15%20fJIE +33%19fJIF 
−15%20fJIG −105%22fKIE +105%21fKIF +105%22fKIG −21%15cJIEA +21%15cJIEB 
+21%15cJIEC +21%17cJIED −147%14cJIFA −21%14cJIFB +147%14cJIFC +315%16cJIFD 
+21%15cJIGA −21%15cJIGB −21%15cJIGC −21%17cJIGD +147%17cKIEA −147%17cKIEB 
−147%17cKIEC −147%19cKIED −147%16cKIFA +147%16cKIFB +147%16cKIFC +147%18cKIFD 
−147%17cKIGA +147%17cKIGB +147%17cKIGC +147%19cKIGD +21%16dJIEA −21%16dJIEB 
−21%16dJIEC −21%18dJIED +147%15dJIFA +21%15dJIFB −147%15dJIFC −315%17dJIFD 
−21%16dJIGA +21%16dJIGB +21%16dJIGC +21%18dJIGD −147%18dKIEA +147%18dKIEB 
+147%18dKIEC +147%20dKIED +147%17dKIFA −147%17dKIFB −147%17dKIFC −147%19dKIFD 
+147%18dKIGA −147%18dKIGB −147%18dKIGC −147%20dKIGD −3%15eJIEA +3%15eJIEB 
+3%15eJIEC +3%17eJIED −21%14eJIFA −3%14eJIFB +21%14eJIFC +45%16eJIFD +3%15eJIGA 
−3%15eJIGB −3%15eJIGC −3%17eJIGD +21%17eKIEA −21%17eKIEB −21%17eKIEC 
−21%19eKIED −21%16eKIFA +21%16eKIFB +21%16eKIFC +21%18eKIFD −21%17eKIGA 
+21%17eKIGB +21%17eKIGC +21%19eKIGD +3%18fJIEA −3%18fJIEB −3%18fJIEC −3%20fJIED 
+21%17fJIFA +3%17fJIFB −21%17fJIFC −45%19fJIFD −3%18fJIGA +3%18fJIGB +3%18fJIGC 
+3%20fJIGD −21%20fKIEA +21%20fKIEB +21%20fKIEC +21%22fKIED +21%19fKIFA 
−21%19fKIFB −21%19fKIFC −21%21fKIFD +21%20fKIGA −21%20fKIGB −21%20fKIGC 
−21%22fKIGD +38157%22cN +60147%23dN +5451%22eN −103755%25fN +11529%19cNA 
+18921%20cNB +2415%19cNC −2289%22cND +4855%20dNA −10729%21dNB −2415%20dNC 
+2289%23dND +1647%19eNA +2703%20eNB +345%19eNC −327%22eND −18031%22fNA 
−10895%23fNB −345%22fNC +327%25fND +9387%19cO +6997%20dO +1341%19eO −17725%22fO 
+1071%17cOA −2415%17cOB −1071%17cOC +273%19cOD −1071%18dOA −1681%18dOB 
+1071%18dOC −273%20dOD +153%17eOA −345%17eOB −153%17eOC +39%19eOD −153%20fOA 
+4441%20fOB +153%20fOC −39%22fOD −1575%20cNE +567%20cNF +1575%20cNG 
−40425%22cNH +1575%21dNE −25143%21dNF −1575%21dNG +40425%23dNH −225%20eNE 
+81%20eNF +225%20eNG −5775%22eNH +225%23fNE +24495%23fNF −225%23fNG +5775%25fNH 
−231%17cNEA +21%18cNEB +63%17cNEC +147%20cNED −861%17cNFA −2709%18cNFB 
−315%17cNFC +861%20cNFD +231%17cNGA −21%18cNGB −63%17cNGC −147%20cNGD 
−8085%19cNHA −8085%20cNHB −1155%19cNHC −1155%22cNHD +231%18dNEA −21%19dNEB 
−63%18dNEC −147%21dNED −3235%18dNFA +661%19dNFB +315%18dNFC −861%21dNFD 
−231%18dNGA +21%19dNGB +63%18dNGC +147%21dNGD +8085%20dNHA +8085%21dNHB 
+1155%20dNHC +1155%23dNHD −33%17eNEA +3%18eNEB +9%17eNEC +21%20eNED −123%17eNFA 
−387%18eNFB −45%17eNFC +123%20eNFD +33%17eNGA −3%18eNGB −9%17eNGC −21%20eNGD 
−1155%19eNHA −1155%20eNHB −165%19eNHC −165%22eNHD +33%20fNEA −3%21fNEB 
−9%20fNEC −21%23fNED +4219%20fNFA +2435%21fNFB +45%20fNFC −123%23fNFD 
−33%20fNGA +3%21fNGB +9%20fNGC +21%23fNGD +1155%22fNHA +1155%23fNHB +165%22fNHC 
+165%25fNHD +5985%20cOE −3507%19cOF +5775%20cOG +26783%21dOE +3507%20dOF 
−5775%21dOG +855%20eOE −501%19eOF +825%20eOG −33623%23fOE +501%22fOF −825%23fOG 
+1197%18cOEA −1197%18cOEB −1197%18cOEC −1197%20cOED +105%17cOFA +1239%17cOFB 
−105%17cOFC −1449%19cOFD +1155%18cOGA −1155%18cOGB −1155%18cOGC −1155%20cOGD 
−1197%19dOEA −6995%19dOEB +1197%19dOEC +1197%21dOED −105%18dOFA −1239%18dOFB 
+105%18dOFC +1449%20dOFD −1155%19dOGA +1155%19dOGB +1155%19dOGC +1155%21dOGD 
+171%18eOEA −171%18eOEB −171%18eOEC −171%20eOED +15%17eOFA +177%17eOFB 
−15%17eOFC −207%19eOFD +165%18eOGA −165%18eOGB −165%18eOGC −165%20eOGD 
−171%21fOEA +8363%21fOEB +171%21fOEC +171%23fOED −15%20fOFA −177%20fOFB 
+15%20fOFC +207%22fOFD −165%21fOGA +165%21fOGB +165%21fOGC +165%23fOGD 
−36099%23cNJ −7245%22cNK −25725%23cNL −160509%24dNJ +7245%23dNK +25725%24dNL 
−5157%23eNJ −1035%22eNK −3675%23eNL +201765%26fNJ +1035%25fNK +3675%26fNL 
−13671%20cNJA −24423%21cNJB −1953%20cNJC +8799%23cNJD −2121%19cNKA −4137%20cNKB 
−1071%19cNKC −1743%22cNKD −5145%20cNLA −5145%21cNLB −735%20cNLC −735%23cNLD 
−19097%21dNJA +8039%22dNJB +1953%21dNJC −8799%24dNJD +2121%20dNKA +4137%21dNKB 
A.4. THED = 4 POTENTIAL ON AMANIFOLDOF TEN SO(3) SINGLETS105
+1071%20dNKC +1743%23dNKD +5145%21dNLA +5145%22dNLB +735%21dNLC +735%24dNLD 
−1953%20eNJA −3489%21eNJB −279%20eNJC +1257%23eNJD −303%19eNKA −591%20eNKB 
−153%19eNKC −249%22eNKD −735%20eNLA −735%21eNLB −105%20eNLC −105%23eNLD 
+34721%23fNJA +19873%24fNJB +279%23fNJC −1257%26fNJD +303%22fNKA +591%23fNKB 
+153%22fNKC +249%25fNKD +735%23fNLA +735%24fNLB +105%23fNLC +105%26fNLD 
−4389%20cOJ −5355%19cOK −3675%20cOL −28379%21dOJ +5355%20dOK +3675%21dOL 
−627%20eOJ −765%19eOK −525%20eOL +33395%23fOJ +765%22fOK +525%23fOL +735%18cOJA 
+1953%18cOJB −735%18cOJC −3423%20cOJD −1071%17cOKA +1071%17cOKB +1071%17cOKC 
+1071%19cOKD −735%18cOLA +735%18cOLB +735%18cOLC +735%20cOLD −735%19dOJA 
+6239%19dOJB +735%19dOJC +3423%21dOJD +1071%18dOKA −1071%18dOKB −1071%18dOKC 
−1071%20dOKD +735%19dOLA −735%19dOLB −735%19dOLC −735%21dOLD +105%18eOJA 
+279%18eOJB −105%18eOJC −489%20eOJD −153%17eOKA +153%17eOKB +153%17eOKC 
+153%19eOKD −105%18eOLA +105%18eOLB +105%18eOLC +105%20eOLD −105%21fOJA 
−8471%21fOJB +105%21fOJC +489%23fOJD +153%20fOKA −153%20fOKB −153%20fOKC 
−153%22fOKD +105%21fOLA −105%21fOLB −105%21fOLC −105%23fOLD +5145%21cNJE 
−13209%21cNJF −5145%21cNJG +88935%23cNJH +1575%20cNKE +3465%20cNKF −1575%20cNKG 
−6615%22cNKH −5145%21cNLE +5145%21cNLF +5145%21cNLG +5145%23cNLH −5145%22dNJE 
+62361%22dNJF +5145%22dNJG −88935%24dNJH −1575%21dNKE −3465%21dNKF +1575%21dNKG 
+6615%23dNKH +5145%22dNLE −5145%22dNLF −5145%22dNLG −5145%24dNLH +735%21eNJE 
−1887%21eNJF −735%21eNJG +12705%23eNJH +225%20eNKE +495%20eNKF −225%20eNKG 
−945%22eNKH −735%21eNLE +735%21eNLF +735%21eNLG +735%23eNLH −735%24fNJE 
−47265%24fNJF +735%24fNJG −12705%26fNJH −225%23fNKE −495%23fNKF +225%23fNKG 
+945%25fNKH +735%24fNLE −735%24fNLF −735%24fNLG −735%26fNLH +1029%18cNJEA 
+1029%19cNJEB +147%18cNJEC +147%21cNJED −1029%18cNJFA +1659%19cNJFB 
−147%18cNJFC −2835%21cNJFD −1029%18cNJGA −1029%19cNJGB −147%18cNJGC 
−147%21cNJGD +17787%20cNJHA +17787%21cNJHB +2541%20cNJHC +2541%23cNJHD 
+231%17cNKEA −21%18cNKEB −63%17cNKEC −147%20cNKED +861%17cNKFA +1365%18cNKFB 
+315%17cNKFC +483%20cNKFD −231%17cNKGA +21%18cNKGB +63%17cNKGC +147%20cNKGD 
−1323%19cNKHA −1323%20cNKHB −189%19cNKHC −189%22cNKHD −1029%18cNLEA 
−1029%19cNLEB −147%18cNLEC −147%21cNLED +1029%18cNLFA +1029%19cNLFB 
+147%18cNLFC +147%21cNLFD +1029%18cNLGA +1029%19cNLGB +147%18cNLGC +147%21cNLGD 
+1029%20cNLHA +1029%21cNLHB +147%20cNLHC +147%23cNLHD −1029%19dNJEA 
−1029%20dNJEB −147%19dNJEC −147%22dNJED +9221%19dNJFA +2437%20dNJFB 
+147%19dNJFC +2835%22dNJFD +1029%19dNJGA +1029%20dNJGB +147%19dNJGC 
+147%22dNJGD −17787%21dNJHA −17787%22dNJHB −2541%21dNJHC −2541%24dNJHD 
−231%18dNKEA +21%19dNKEB +63%18dNKEC +147%21dNKED −861%18dNKFA −1365%19dNKFB 
−315%18dNKFC −483%21dNKFD +231%18dNKGA −21%19dNKGB −63%18dNKGC −147%21dNKGD 
+1323%20dNKHA +1323%21dNKHB +189%20dNKHC +189%23dNKHD +1029%19dNLEA 
+1029%20dNLEB +147%19dNLEC +147%22dNLED −1029%19dNLFA −1029%20dNLFB 
−147%19dNLFC −147%22dNLFD −1029%19dNLGA −1029%20dNLGB −147%19dNLGC −147%22dNLGD 
−1029%21dNLHA −1029%22dNLHB −147%21dNLHC −147%24dNLHD +147%18eNJEA +147%19eNJEB 
+21%18eNJEC +21%21eNJED −147%18eNJFA +237%19eNJFB −21%18eNJFC −405%21eNJFD 
−147%18eNJGA −147%19eNJGB −21%18eNJGC −21%21eNJGD +2541%20eNJHA +2541%21eNJHB 
+363%20eNJHC +363%23eNJHD +33%17eNKEA −3%18eNKEB −9%17eNKEC −21%20eNKED 
+123%17eNKFA +195%18eNKFB +45%17eNKFC +69%20eNKFD −33%17eNKGA +3%18eNKGB 
+9%17eNKGC +21%20eNKGD −189%19eNKHA −189%20eNKHB −27%19eNKHC −27%22eNKHD 
−147%18eNLEA −147%19eNLEB −21%18eNLEC −21%21eNLED +147%18eNLFA +147%19eNLFB 
+21%18eNLFC +21%21eNLFD +147%18eNLGA +147%19eNLGB +21%18eNLGC +21%21eNLGD 
+147%20eNLHA +147%21eNLHB +21%20eNLHC +21%23eNLHD −147%21fNJEA −147%22fNJEB 
−21%21fNJEC −21%24fNJED −8045%21fNJFA −4333%22fNJFB +21%21fNJFC +405%24fNJFD 
+147%21fNJGA +147%22fNJGB +21%21fNJGC +21%24fNJGD −2541%23fNJHA −2541%24fNJHB 
−363%23fNJHC −363%26fNJHD −33%20fNKEA +3%21fNKEB +9%20fNKEC +21%23fNKED 
−123%20fNKFA −195%21fNKFB −45%20fNKFC −69%23fNKFD +33%20fNKGA −3%21fNKGB 
−9%20fNKGC −21%23fNKGD +189%22fNKHA +189%23fNKHB +27%22fNKHC +27%25fNKHD 
+147%21fNLEA +147%22fNLEB +21%21fNLEC +21%24fNLED −147%21fNLFA −147%22fNLFB 
−21%21fNLFC −21%24fNLFD −147%21fNLGA −147%22fNLGB −21%21fNLGC −21%24fNLGD 
−147%23fNLHA −147%24fNLHB −21%23fNLHC −21%26fNLHD +24465%21cOJE +10269%20cOJF 
−12705%21cOJG −12705%20cOKE −525%19cOKF +945%20cOKG −11025%21cOLE −2205%20cOLF 
−735%21cOLG −90001%22dOJE −10269%21dOJF +12705%22dOJG +12705%21dOKE +525%20dOKF 
−945%21dOKG +11025%22dOLE +2205%21dOLF +735%22dOLG +3495%21eOJE +1467%20eOJF 
−1815%21eOJG −1815%20eOKE −75%19eOKF +135%20eOKG −1575%21eOLE −315%20eOLF 
−105%21eOLG +62041%24fOJE −1467%23fOJF +1815%24fOJG +1815%23fOKE +75%22fOKF 
−135%23fOKG +1575%24fOLE +315%23fOLF +105%24fOLG +4893%19cOJEA −4893%19cOJEB 
−4893%19cOJEC −4893%21cOJED +441%18cOJFA −3129%18cOJFB −441%18cOJFC 
+2247%20cOJFD −2541%19cOJGA +2541%19cOJGB +2541%19cOJGC +2541%21cOJGD 
−2541%18cOKEA +2541%18cOKEB +2541%18cOKEC +2541%20cOKED −105%17cOKFA 
+105%17cOKFB +105%17cOKFC +105%19cOKFD +189%18cOKGA −189%18cOKGB −189%18cOKGC 
−189%20cOKGD −2205%19cOLEA +2205%19cOLEB +2205%19cOLEC +2205%21cOLED 
−441%18cOLFA +441%18cOLFB +441%18cOLFC +441%20cOLFD −147%19cOLGA +147%19cOLGB 
+147%19cOLGC +147%21cOLGD −4893%20dOJEA +21277%20dOJEB +4893%20dOJEC 
+4893%22dOJED −441%19dOJFA +3129%19dOJFB +441%19dOJFC −2247%21dOJFD 
+2541%20dOJGA −2541%20dOJGB −2541%20dOJGC −2541%22dOJGD +2541%19dOKEA 
−2541%19dOKEB −2541%19dOKEC −2541%21dOKED +105%18dOKFA −105%18dOKFB 
−105%18dOKFC −105%20dOKFD −189%19dOKGA +189%19dOKGB +189%19dOKGC +189%21dOKGD 
+2205%20dOLEA −2205%20dOLEB −2205%20dOLEC −2205%22dOLED +441%19dOLFA 
−441%19dOLFB −441%19dOLFC −441%21dOLFD +147%20dOLGA −147%20dOLGB −147%20dOLGC 
−147%22dOLGD +699%19eOJEA −699%19eOJEB −699%19eOJEC −699%21eOJED +63%18eOJFA 
−447%18eOJFB −63%18eOJFC +321%20eOJFD −363%19eOJGA +363%19eOJGB +363%19eOJGC 
+363%21eOJGD −363%18eOKEA +363%18eOKEB +363%18eOKEC +363%20eOKED −15%17eOKFA 
+15%17eOKFB +15%17eOKFC +15%19eOKFD +27%18eOKGA −27%18eOKGB −27%18eOKGC 
−27%20eOKGD −315%19eOLEA +315%19eOLEB +315%19eOLEC +315%21eOLED −63%18eOLFA 
+63%18eOLFB +63%18eOLFC +63%20eOLFD −21%19eOLGA +21%19eOLGB +21%19eOLGC 
+21%21eOLGD −699%22fOJEA −15685%22fOJEB +699%22fOJEC +699%24fOJED −63%21fOJFA 
+447%21fOJFB +63%21fOJFC −321%23fOJFD +363%22fOJGA −363%22fOJGB −363%22fOJGC 
−363%24fOJGD +363%21fOKEA −363%21fOKEB −363%21fOKEC −363%23fOKED +15%20fOKFA 
−15%20fOKFB −15%20fOKFC −15%22fOKFD −27%21fOKGA +27%21fOKGB +27%21fOKGC 
+27%23fOKGD +315%22fOLEA −315%22fOLEB −315%22fOLEC −315%24fOLED +63%21fOLFA 
−63%21fOLFB −63%21fOLFC −63%23fOLFD +21%22fOLGA −21%22fOLGB −21%22fOLGC 
−21%24fOLGD +3212769%27cP +900375%29cQ −2328033%28dP −900375%30dQ +458967%27eP 
+128625%29eQ −1343703%30fP −128625%32fQ +365421%24cPA −195027%25cPB 
−32277%24cPC +232491%27cPD +180075%26cQA +180075%27cQB +25725%26cQC 
+25725%29cQD −217965%25dPA +268755%26dPB +32277%25dPC −232491%28dPD 
−180075%27dQA −180075%28dQB −25725%27dQC −25725%30dQD +52203%24ePA −27861%25ePB 
−4611%24ePC +33213%27ePD +25725%26eQA +25725%27eQB +3675%26eQC +3675%29eQD 
−199659%27fPA −45867%28fPB +4611%27fPC −33213%30fPD −25725%29fQA −25725%30fQB 
−3675%29fQC −3675%32fQD +383229%24cPE −139923%25cPF −23205%24cPG +227115%27cPH 
+180075%26cQE +180075%27cQF +25725%26cQG +25725%29cQH −235773%25dPE 
+213651%26dPF +23205%25dPG −227115%28dPH −180075%27dQE −180075%28dQF 
−25725%27dQG −25725%30dQH +54747%24ePE −19989%25ePF −3315%24ePG +32445%27ePH 
+25725%26eQE +25725%27eQF +3675%26eQG +3675%29eQH −202203%27fPE −53739%28fPF 
+3315%27fPG −32445%30fPH −25725%29fQE −25725%30fQF −3675%29fQG −3675%32fQH 
+33957%21cPEA −48951%22cPEB −5229%21cPEC +42399%24cPED −39879%22cPFA 
−52983%23cPFB +63%22cPFC +33327%25cPFD −2541%21cPGA +3759%22cPGB +2037%21cPGC 
+4137%24cPGD +45423%24cPHA +45423%25cPHB +6489%24cPHC +6489%27cPHD 
+36015%23cQEA +36015%24cQEB +5145%23cQEC +5145%26cQED +36015%24cQFA 
+36015%25cQFB +5145%24cQFC +5145%27cQFD +5145%23cQGA +5145%24cQGB +735%23cQGC 
+735%26cQGD +5145%26cQHA +5145%27cQHB +735%26cQHC +735%29cQHD −9381%22dPEA 
+61239%23dPEB +5229%22dPEC −42399%25dPED +52167%23dPFA +59127%24dPFB −63%23dPFC 
−33327%26dPFD +2541%22dPGA −3759%23dPGB −2037%22dPGC −4137%25dPGD −45423%25dPHA 
−45423%26dPHB −6489%25dPHC −6489%28dPHD −36015%24dQEA −36015%25dQEB 
−5145%24dQEC −5145%27dQED −36015%25dQFA −36015%26dQFB −5145%25dQFC −5145%28dQFD 
−5145%24dQGA −5145%25dQGB −735%24dQGC −735%27dQGD −5145%27dQHA −5145%28dQHB 
−735%27dQHC −735%30dQHD +4851%21ePEA −6993%22ePEB −747%21ePEC +6057%24ePED 
−5697%22ePFA −7569%23ePFB +9%22ePFC +4761%25ePFD −363%21ePGA +537%22ePGB 
+291%21ePGC +591%24ePGD +6489%24ePHA +6489%25ePHB +927%24ePHC +927%27ePHD 
+5145%23eQEA +5145%24eQEB +735%23eQEC +735%26eQED +5145%24eQFA +5145%25eQFB 
+735%24eQFC +735%27eQFD +735%23eQGA +735%24eQGB +105%23eQGC +105%26eQGD 
+735%26eQHA +735%27eQHB +105%26eQHC +105%29eQHD −29427%24fPEA −5295%25fPEB 
+747%24fPEC −6057%27fPED −6591%25fPFA +1425%26fPFB −9%25fPFC −4761%28fPFD 
+363%24fPGA −537%25fPGB −291%24fPGC −591%27fPGD −6489%27fPHA −6489%28fPHB 
−927%27fPHC −927%30fPHD −5145%26fQEA −5145%27fQEB −735%26fQEC −735%29fQED 
−5145%27fQFA −5145%28fQFB −735%27fQFC −735%30fQFD −735%26fQGA −735%27fQGB 
−105%26fQGC −105%29fQGD −735%29fQHA −735%30fQHB −105%29fQHC −105%32fQHD 
+315%18cPI −315%19dPI +45%18ePI −45%21fPI +63%16cPIA −63%16cPIB −63%16cPIC 
−63%18cPID −63%17dPIA +63%17dPIB +63%17dPIC +63%19dPID +9%16ePIA −9%16ePIB 
−9%16ePIC −9%18ePID −9%19fPIA +9%19fPIB +9%19fPIC +9%21fPID +315%19cPIE 
−315%18cPIF −315%19cPIG −315%20dPIE +315%19dPIF +315%20dPIG +45%19ePIE 
−45%18ePIF −45%19ePIG −45%22fPIE +45%21fPIF +45%22fPIG +63%17cPIEA −63%17cPIEB 
−63%17cPIEC −63%19cPIED −63%16cPIFA +63%16cPIFB +63%16cPIFC +63%18cPIFD 
−63%17cPIGA +63%17cPIGB +63%17cPIGC +63%19cPIGD −63%18dPIEA +63%18dPIEB 
+63%18dPIEC +63%20dPIED +63%17dPIFA −63%17dPIFB −63%17dPIFC −63%19dPIFD 
+63%18dPIGA −63%18dPIGB −63%18dPIGC −63%20dPIGD +9%17ePIEA −9%17ePIEB 
−9%17ePIEC −9%19ePIED −9%16ePIFA +9%16ePIFB +9%16ePIFC +9%18ePIFD −9%17ePIGA 
+9%17ePIGB +9%17ePIGC +9%19ePIGD −9%20fPIEA +9%20fPIEB +9%20fPIEC +9%22fPIED 
+9%19fPIFA −9%19fPIFB −9%19fPIFC −9%21fPIFD +9%20fPIGA −9%20fPIGB −9%20fPIGC 
−9%22fPIGD +392049%24cPJ −128163%25cPK −32025%24cPL +180075%27cPM +180075%26cQJ 
+180075%27cQK +25725%26cQL +25725%29cQM −244593%25dPJ +201891%26dPK 
+32025%25dPL −180075%28dPM −180075%27dQJ −180075%28dQK −25725%27dQL 
−25725%30dQM +56007%24ePJ −18309%25ePK −4575%24ePL +25725%27ePM +25725%26eQJ 
+25725%27eQK +3675%26eQL +3675%29eQM −203463%27fPJ −55419%28fPK +4575%27fPL 
−25725%30fPM −25725%29fQJ −25725%30fQK −3675%29fQL −3675%32fQM +35721%21cPJA 
−47187%22cPJB −4977%21cPJC +42651%24cPJD −37527%22cPKA −50631%23cPKB 
+399%22cPKC +33663%25cPKD −4305%21cPLA +1995%22cPLB +1785%21cPLC +3885%24cPLD 
+36015%24cPMA +36015%25cPMB +5145%24cPMC +5145%27cPMD +36015%23cQJA 
+36015%24cQJB +5145%23cQJC +5145%26cQJD +36015%24cQKA +36015%25cQKB 
+5145%24cQKC +5145%27cQKD +5145%23cQLA +5145%24cQLB +735%23cQLC +735%26cQLD 
+5145%26cQMA +5145%27cQMB +735%26cQMC +735%29cQMD −11145%22dPJA +59475%23dPJB 
+4977%22dPJC −42651%25dPJD +49815%23dPKA +56775%24dPKB −399%23dPKC 
−33663%26dPKD +4305%22dPLA −1995%23dPLB −1785%22dPLC −3885%25dPLD −36015%25dPMA 
−36015%26dPMB −5145%25dPMC −5145%28dPMD −36015%24dQJA −36015%25dQJB 
−5145%24dQJC −5145%27dQJD −36015%25dQKA −36015%26dQKB −5145%25dQKC −5145%28dQKD 
−5145%24dQLA −5145%25dQLB −735%24dQLC −735%27dQLD −5145%27dQMA −5145%28dQMB 
−735%27dQMC −735%30dQMD +5103%21ePJA −6741%22ePJB −711%21ePJC +6093%24ePJD 
−5361%22ePKA −7233%23ePKB +57%22ePKC +4809%25ePKD −615%21ePLA +285%22ePLB 
+255%21ePLC +555%24ePLD +5145%24ePMA +5145%25ePMB +735%24ePMC +735%27ePMD 
+5145%23eQJA +5145%24eQJB +735%23eQJC +735%26eQJD +5145%24eQKA +5145%25eQKB 
+735%24eQKC +735%27eQKD +735%23eQLA +735%24eQLB +105%23eQLC +105%26eQLD 
+735%26eQMA +735%27eQMB +105%26eQMC +105%29eQMD −29679%24fPJA −5547%25fPJB 
+711%24fPJC −6093%27fPJD −6927%25fPKA +1089%26fPKB −57%25fPKC −4809%28fPKD 
+615%24fPLA −285%25fPLB −255%24fPLC −555%27fPLD −5145%27fPMA −5145%28fPMB 
−735%27fPMC −735%30fPMD −5145%26fQJA −5145%27fQJB −735%26fQJC −735%29fQJD 
−5145%27fQKA −5145%28fQKB −735%27fQKC −735%30fQKD −735%26fQLA −735%27fQLB 
−105%26fQLC −105%29fQLD −735%29fQMA −735%30fQMB −105%29fQMC −105%32fQMD 
+4683%18cPJE −42903%22cPJF −315%17cPJG +38955%24cPJH −39963%22cPKE 
−61719%23cPKF −3885%22cPKG +24255%25cPKH −315%17cPLE −945%22cPLF +105%18cPLG 
+2205%24cPLH +36015%24cPME +36015%25cPMF +5145%24cPMG +5145%27cPMH 
+36015%23cQJE +36015%24cQJF +5145%23cQJG +5145%26cQJH +36015%24cQKE 
+36015%25cQKF +5145%24cQKG +5145%27cQKH +5145%23cQLE +5145%24cQLF +735%23cQLG 
+735%26cQLH +5145%26cQME +5145%27cQMF +735%26cQMG +735%29cQMH −1611%19dPJE 
+55191%23dPJF +315%18dPJG −38955%25dPJH +52251%23dPKE +67863%24dPKF 
+3885%23dPKG −24255%26dPKH +315%18dPLE +945%23dPLF −105%19dPLG −2205%25dPLH 
−36015%25dPME −36015%26dPMF −5145%25dPMG −5145%28dPMH −36015%24dQJE 
−36015%25dQJF −5145%24dQJG −5145%27dQJH −36015%25dQKE −36015%26dQKF 
−5145%25dQKG −5145%28dQKH −5145%24dQLE −5145%25dQLF −735%24dQLG −735%27dQLH 
−5145%27dQME −5145%28dQMF −735%27dQMG −735%30dQMH +669%18ePJE −6129%22ePJF 
−45%17ePJG +5565%24ePJH −5709%22ePKE −8817%23ePKF −555%22ePKG +3465%25ePKH 
−45%17ePLE −135%22ePLF +15%18ePLG +315%24ePLH +5145%24ePME +5145%25ePMF 
+735%24ePMG +735%27ePMH +5145%23eQJE +5145%24eQJF +735%23eQJG +735%26eQJH 
+5145%24eQKE +5145%25eQKF +735%24eQKG +735%27eQKH +735%23eQLE +735%24eQLF 
+105%23eQLG +105%26eQLH +735%26eQME +735%27eQMF +105%26eQMG +105%29eQMH 
−3741%21fPJE −6159%25fPJF +45%20fPJG −5565%27fPJH −6579%25fPKE +2673%26fPKF 
+555%25fPKG −3465%28fPKH +45%20fPLE +135%25fPLF −15%21fPLG −315%27fPLH 
−5145%27fPME −5145%28fPMF −735%27fPMG −735%30fPMH −5145%26fQJE −5145%27fQJF 
−735%26fQJG −735%29fQJH −5145%27fQKE −5145%28fQKF −735%27fQKG −735%30fQKH 
−735%26fQLE −735%27fQLF −105%26fQLG −105%29fQLH −735%29fQME −735%30fQMF 
−105%29fQMG −105%32fQMH +4137%20cPJEA −10815%19cPJEB −3129%20cPJEC 
+1953%19cPJED −5019%18cPJFA −10647%20cPJFB +63%18cPJFC +6195%22cPJFD 
−2457%20cPJGA +567%19cPJGB +1449%20cPJGC +189%19cPJGD +7791%21cPJHA 
+7791%22cPJHB +1113%21cPJHC +1113%24cPJHD −4725%18cPKEA −10059%20cPKEB 
+105%18cPKEC +6279%22cPKED −11655%20cPKFA −7707%21cPKFB +735%20cPKFC 
+5187%23cPKFD −231%18cPKGA +483%20cPKGB +147%18cPKGC +609%22cPKGD +4851%22cPKHA 
+4851%23cPKHB +693%22cPKHC +693%25cPKHD −2457%20cPLEA +567%19cPLEB 
+1449%20cPLEC +189%19cPLED +63%18cPLFA +1071%20cPLFB +189%18cPLFC +693%22cPLFD 
+777%20cPLGA +273%19cPLGB +231%20cPLGC +21%19cPLGD +441%21cPLHA +441%22cPLHB 
+63%21cPLHC +63%24cPLHD +7203%21cPMEA +7203%22cPMEB +1029%21cPMEC +1029%24cPMED 
+7203%22cPMFA +7203%23cPMFB +1029%22cPMFC +1029%25cPMFD +1029%21cPMGA 
+1029%22cPMGB +147%21cPMGC +147%24cPMGD +1029%24cPMHA +1029%25cPMHB 
+147%24cPMHC +147%27cPMHD +7203%20cQJEA +7203%21cQJEB +1029%20cQJEC 
+1029%23cQJED +7203%21cQJFA +7203%22cQJFB +1029%21cQJFC +1029%24cQJFD 
+1029%20cQJGA +1029%21cQJGB +147%20cQJGC +147%23cQJGD +1029%23cQJHA 
+1029%24cQJHB +147%23cQJHC +147%26cQJHD +7203%21cQKEA +7203%22cQKEB 
+1029%21cQKEC +1029%24cQKED +7203%22cQKFA +7203%23cQKFB +1029%22cQKFC 
+1029%25cQKFD +1029%21cQKGA +1029%22cQKGB +147%21cQKGC +147%24cQKGD 
+1029%24cQKHA +1029%25cQKHB +147%24cQKHC +147%27cQKHD +1029%20cQLEA 
+1029%21cQLEB +147%20cQLEC +147%23cQLED +1029%21cQLFA +1029%22cQLFB 
+147%21cQLFC +147%24cQLFD +147%20cQLGA +147%21cQLGB +21%20cQLGC +21%23cQLGD 
+147%23cQLHA +147%24cQLHB +21%23cQLHC +21%26cQLHD +1029%23cQMEA +1029%24cQMEB 
+147%23cQMEC +147%26cQMED +1029%24cQMFA +1029%25cQMFB +147%24cQMFC +147%27cQMFD 
+147%23cQMGA +147%24cQMGB +21%23cQMGC +21%26cQMGD +147%26cQMHA +147%27cQMHB 
+21%26cQMHC +21%29cQMHD +12247%21dPJEA +12863%20dPJEB +3129%21dPJEC 
−1953%20dPJED +6043%19dPJFA +11671%21dPJFB −63%19dPJFC −6195%23dPJFD 
+2457%21dPJGA −567%20dPJGB −1449%21dPJGC −189%20dPJGD −7791%22dPJHA 
−7791%23dPJHB −1113%22dPJHC −1113%25dPJHD +5749%19dPKEA +11083%21dPKEB 
−105%19dPKEC −6279%23dPKED +12679%21dPKFA +8219%22dPKFB −735%21dPKFC 
−5187%24dPKFD +231%19dPKGA −483%21dPKGB −147%19dPKGC −609%23dPKGD −4851%23dPKHA 
−4851%24dPKHB −693%23dPKHC −693%26dPKHD +2457%21dPLEA −567%20dPLEB 
−1449%21dPLEC −189%20dPLED −63%19dPLFA −1071%21dPLFB −189%19dPLFC −693%23dPLFD 
−777%21dPLGA −273%20dPLGB −231%21dPLGC −21%20dPLGD −441%22dPLHA −441%23dPLHB 
−63%22dPLHC −63%25dPLHD −7203%22dPMEA −7203%23dPMEB −1029%22dPMEC −1029%25dPMED 
−7203%23dPMFA −7203%24dPMFB −1029%23dPMFC −1029%26dPMFD −1029%22dPMGA 
−1029%23dPMGB −147%22dPMGC −147%25dPMGD −1029%25dPMHA −1029%26dPMHB 
−147%25dPMHC −147%28dPMHD −7203%21dQJEA −7203%22dQJEB −1029%21dQJEC 
−1029%24dQJED −7203%22dQJFA −7203%23dQJFB −1029%22dQJFC −1029%25dQJFD 
−1029%21dQJGA −1029%22dQJGB −147%21dQJGC −147%24dQJGD −1029%24dQJHA 
−1029%25dQJHB −147%24dQJHC −147%27dQJHD −7203%22dQKEA −7203%23dQKEB 
−1029%22dQKEC −1029%25dQKED −7203%23dQKFA −7203%24dQKFB −1029%23dQKFC 
−1029%26dQKFD −1029%22dQKGA −1029%23dQKGB −147%22dQKGC −147%25dQKGD 
−1029%25dQKHA −1029%26dQKHB −147%25dQKHC −147%28dQKHD −1029%21dQLEA 
−1029%22dQLEB −147%21dQLEC −147%24dQLED −1029%22dQLFA −1029%23dQLFB 
−147%22dQLFC −147%25dQLFD −147%21dQLGA −147%22dQLGB −21%21dQLGC −21%24dQLGD 
−147%24dQLHA −147%25dQLHB −21%24dQLHC −21%27dQLHD −1029%24dQMEA −1029%25dQMEB 
−147%24dQMEC −147%27dQMED −1029%25dQMFA −1029%26dQMFB −147%25dQMFC −147%28dQMFD 
−147%24dQMGA −147%25dQMGB −21%24dQMGC −21%27dQMGD −147%27dQMHA −147%28dQMHB 
−21%27dQMHC −21%30dQMHD +591%20ePJEA −1545%19ePJEB −447%20ePJEC +279%19ePJED 
−717%18ePJFA −1521%20ePJFB +9%18ePJFC +885%22ePJFD −351%20ePJGA +81%19ePJGB 
+207%20ePJGC +27%19ePJGD +1113%21ePJHA +1113%22ePJHB +159%21ePJHC +159%24ePJHD 
−675%18ePKEA −1437%20ePKEB +15%18ePKEC +897%22ePKED −1665%20ePKFA −1101%21ePKFB 
+105%20ePKFC +741%23ePKFD −33%18ePKGA +69%20ePKGB +21%18ePKGC +87%22ePKGD 
+693%22ePKHA +693%23ePKHB +99%22ePKHC +99%25ePKHD −351%20ePLEA +81%19ePLEB 
+207%20ePLEC +27%19ePLED +9%18ePLFA +153%20ePLFB +27%18ePLFC +99%22ePLFD 
+111%20ePLGA +39%19ePLGB +33%20ePLGC +3%19ePLGD +63%21ePLHA +63%22ePLHB 
+9%21ePLHC +9%24ePLHD +1029%21ePMEA +1029%22ePMEB +147%21ePMEC +147%24ePMED 
+1029%22ePMFA +1029%23ePMFB +147%22ePMFC +147%25ePMFD +147%21ePMGA +147%22ePMGB 
+21%21ePMGC +21%24ePMGD +147%24ePMHA +147%25ePMHB +21%24ePMHC +21%27ePMHD 
+1029%20eQJEA +1029%21eQJEB +147%20eQJEC +147%23eQJED +1029%21eQJFA 
+1029%22eQJFB +147%21eQJFC +147%24eQJFD +147%20eQJGA +147%21eQJGB +21%20eQJGC 
+21%23eQJGD +147%23eQJHA +147%24eQJHB +21%23eQJHC +21%26eQJHD +1029%21eQKEA 
+1029%22eQKEB +147%21eQKEC +147%24eQKED +1029%22eQKFA +1029%23eQKFB 
+147%22eQKFC +147%25eQKFD +147%21eQKGA +147%22eQKGB +21%21eQKGC +21%24eQKGD 
+147%24eQKHA +147%25eQKHB +21%24eQKHC +21%27eQKHD +147%20eQLEA +147%21eQLEB 
+21%20eQLEC +21%23eQLED +147%21eQLFA +147%22eQLFB +21%21eQLFC +21%24eQLFD 
+21%20eQLGA +21%21eQLGB +3%20eQLGC +3%23eQLGD +21%23eQLHA +21%24eQLHB 
+3%23eQLHC +3%26eQLHD +147%23eQMEA +147%24eQMEB +21%23eQMEC +21%26eQMED 
+147%24eQMFA +147%25eQMFB +21%24eQMFC +21%27eQMFD +21%23eQMGA +21%24eQMGB 
+3%23eQMGC +3%26eQMGD +21%26eQMHA +21%27eQMHB +3%26eQMHC +3%29eQMHD 
−16975%23fPJEA −503%22fPJEB +447%23fPJEC −279%22fPJED −307%21fPJFA +497%23fPJFB 
−9%21fPJFC −885%25fPJFD +351%23fPJGA −81%22fPJGB −207%23fPJGC −27%22fPJGD 
−1113%24fPJHA −1113%25fPJHB −159%24fPJHC −159%27fPJHD −349%21fPKEA +413%23fPKEB 
−15%21fPKEC −897%25fPKED +641%23fPKFA +589%24fPKFB −105%23fPKFC −741%26fPKFD 
+33%21fPKGA −69%23fPKGB −21%21fPKGC −87%25fPKGD −693%25fPKHA −693%26fPKHB 
−99%25fPKHC −99%28fPKHD +351%23fPLEA −81%22fPLEB −207%23fPLEC −27%22fPLED 
−9%21fPLFA −153%23fPLFB −27%21fPLFC −99%25fPLFD −111%23fPLGA −39%22fPLGB 
−33%23fPLGC −3%22fPLGD −63%24fPLHA −63%25fPLHB −9%24fPLHC −9%27fPLHD 
−1029%24fPMEA −1029%25fPMEB −147%24fPMEC −147%27fPMED −1029%25fPMFA 
−1029%26fPMFB −147%25fPMFC −147%28fPMFD −147%24fPMGA −147%25fPMGB −21%24fPMGC 
−21%27fPMGD −147%27fPMHA −147%28fPMHB −21%27fPMHC −21%30fPMHD −1029%23fQJEA 
−1029%24fQJEB −147%23fQJEC −147%26fQJED −1029%24fQJFA −1029%25fQJFB 
−147%24fQJFC −147%27fQJFD −147%23fQJGA −147%24fQJGB −21%23fQJGC −21%26fQJGD 
−147%26fQJHA −147%27fQJHB −21%26fQJHC −21%29fQJHD −1029%24fQKEA −1029%25fQKEB 
−147%24fQKEC −147%27fQKED −1029%25fQKFA −1029%26fQKFB −147%25fQKFC −147%28fQKFD 
−147%24fQKGA −147%25fQKGB −21%24fQKGC −21%27fQKGD −147%27fQKHA −147%28fQKHB 
−21%27fQKHC −21%30fQKHD −147%23fQLEA −147%24fQLEB −21%23fQLEC −21%26fQLED 
−147%24fQLFA −147%25fQLFB −21%24fQLFC −21%27fQLFD −21%23fQLGA −21%24fQLGB 
−3%23fQLGC −3%26fQLGD −21%26fQLHA −21%27fQLHB −3%26fQLHC −3%29fQLHD 
−147%26fQMEA −147%27fQMEB −21%26fQMEC −21%29fQMED −147%27fQMFA −147%28fQMFB 
−21%27fQMFC −21%30fQMFD −21%26fQMGA −21%27fQMGB −3%26fQMGC −3%29fQMGD 
−21%29fQMHA −21%30fQMHB −3%29fQMHC −3%32fQMHD +105%16cPJI +105%18cPKI 
−105%17dPJI −105%19dPKI +15%16ePJI +15%18ePKI −15%19fPJI −15%21fPKI +21%14cPJIA 
−21%14cPJIB −21%14cPJIC −21%16cPJID +21%16cPKIA −21%16cPKIB −21%16cPKIC 
−21%18cPKID −21%15dPJIA +21%15dPJIB +21%15dPJIC +21%17dPJID −21%17dPKIA 
+21%17dPKIB +21%17dPKIC +21%19dPKID +3%14ePJIA −3%14ePJIB −3%14ePJIC −3%16ePJID 
+3%16ePKIA −3%16ePKIB −3%16ePKIC −3%18ePKID −3%17fPJIA +3%17fPJIB +3%17fPJIC 
+3%19fPJID −3%19fPKIA +3%19fPKIB +3%19fPKIC +3%21fPKID +105%17cPJIE 
−105%16cPJIF −105%17cPJIG +105%19cPKIE −105%18cPKIF −105%19cPKIG −105%18dPJIE 
+105%17dPJIF +105%18dPJIG −105%20dPKIE +105%19dPKIF +105%20dPKIG +15%17ePJIE 
−15%16ePJIF −15%17ePJIG +15%19ePKIE −15%18ePKIF −15%19ePKIG −15%20fPJIE 
+15%19fPJIF +15%20fPJIG −15%22fPKIE +15%21fPKIF +15%22fPKIG +21%15cPJIEA 
−21%15cPJIEB −21%15cPJIEC −21%17cPJIED −21%14cPJIFA +21%14cPJIFB +21%14cPJIFC 
+21%16cPJIFD −21%15cPJIGA +21%15cPJIGB +21%15cPJIGC +21%17cPJIGD +21%17cPKIEA 
−21%17cPKIEB −21%17cPKIEC −21%19cPKIED −21%16cPKIFA +21%16cPKIFB +21%16cPKIFC 
+21%18cPKIFD −21%17cPKIGA +21%17cPKIGB +21%17cPKIGC +21%19cPKIGD −21%16dPJIEA 
+21%16dPJIEB +21%16dPJIEC +21%18dPJIED +21%15dPJIFA −21%15dPJIFB −21%15dPJIFC 
−21%17dPJIFD +21%16dPJIGA −21%16dPJIGB −21%16dPJIGC −21%18dPJIGD −21%18dPKIEA 
+21%18dPKIEB +21%18dPKIEC +21%20dPKIED +21%17dPKIFA −21%17dPKIFB −21%17dPKIFC 
−21%19dPKIFD +21%18dPKIGA −21%18dPKIGB −21%18dPKIGC −21%20dPKIGD +3%15ePJIEA 
−3%15ePJIEB −3%15ePJIEC −3%17ePJIED −3%14ePJIFA +3%14ePJIFB +3%14ePJIFC 
+3%16ePJIFD −3%15ePJIGA +3%15ePJIGB +3%15ePJIGC +3%17ePJIGD +3%17ePKIEA 
−3%17ePKIEB −3%17ePKIEC −3%19ePKIED −3%16ePKIFA +3%16ePKIFB +3%16ePKIFC 
+3%18ePKIFD −3%17ePKIGA +3%17ePKIGB +3%17ePKIGC +3%19ePKIGD −3%18fPJIEA 
+3%18fPJIEB +3%18fPJIEC +3%20fPJIED +3%17fPJIFA −3%17fPJIFB −3%17fPJIFC 
−3%19fPJIFD +3%18fPJIGA −3%18fPJIGB −3%18fPJIGC −3%20fPJIGD −3%20fPKIEA 
+3%20fPKIEB +3%20fPKIEC +3%22fPKIED +3%19fPKIFA −3%19fPKIFB −3%19fPKIFC 
−3%21fPKIFD +3%20fPKIGA −3%20fPKIGB −3%20fPKIGC −3%22fPKIGD +3675%22cPN 
−3675%23dPN +525%22ePN −525%25fPN +735%19cPNA +735%20cPNB +105%19cPNC 
+105%22cPND −735%20dPNA −735%21dPNB −105%20dPNC −105%23dPND +105%19ePNA 
+105%20ePNB +15%19ePNC +15%22ePND −105%22fPNA −105%23fPNB −15%22fPNC −15%25fPND 
+525%19cPO −525%20dPO +75%19ePO −75%22fPO +105%17cPOA −105%17cPOB −105%17cPOC 
−105%19cPOD −105%18dPOA +105%18dPOB +105%18dPOC +105%20dPOD +15%17ePOA 
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−15%17ePOB −15%17ePOC −15%19ePOD −15%20fPOA +15%20fPOB +15%20fPOC +15%22fPOD 
+735%20cPNE −735%20cPNF −735%20cPNG −735%22cPNH −735%21dPNE +735%21dPNF 
+735%21dPNG +735%23dPNH +105%20ePNE −105%20ePNF −105%20ePNG −105%22ePNH 
−105%23fPNE +105%23fPNF +105%23fPNG +105%25fPNH +147%17cPNEA +147%18cPNEB 
+21%17cPNEC +21%20cPNED −147%17cPNFA −147%18cPNFB −21%17cPNFC −21%20cPNFD 
−147%17cPNGA −147%18cPNGB −21%17cPNGC −21%20cPNGD −147%19cPNHA −147%20cPNHB 
−21%19cPNHC −21%22cPNHD −147%18dPNEA −147%19dPNEB −21%18dPNEC −21%21dPNED 
+147%18dPNFA +147%19dPNFB +21%18dPNFC +21%21dPNFD +147%18dPNGA +147%19dPNGB 
+21%18dPNGC +21%21dPNGD +147%20dPNHA +147%21dPNHB +21%20dPNHC +21%23dPNHD 
+21%17ePNEA +21%18ePNEB +3%17ePNEC +3%20ePNED −21%17ePNFA −21%18ePNFB 
−3%17ePNFC −3%20ePNFD −21%17ePNGA −21%18ePNGB −3%17ePNGC −3%20ePNGD −21%19ePNHA 
−21%20ePNHB −3%19ePNHC −3%22ePNHD −21%20fPNEA −21%21fPNEB −3%20fPNEC −3%23fPNED 
+21%20fPNFA +21%21fPNFB +3%20fPNFC +3%23fPNFD +21%20fPNGA +21%21fPNGB 
+3%20fPNGC +3%23fPNGD +21%22fPNHA +21%23fPNHB +3%22fPNHC +3%25fPNHD 
+1575%20cPOE +315%19cPOF +105%20cPOG −1575%21dPOE −315%20dPOF −105%21dPOG 
+225%20ePOE +45%19ePOF +15%20ePOG −225%23fPOE −45%22fPOF −15%23fPOG 
+315%18cPOEA −315%18cPOEB −315%18cPOEC −315%20cPOED +63%17cPOFA −63%17cPOFB 
−63%17cPOFC −63%19cPOFD +21%18cPOGA −21%18cPOGB −21%18cPOGC −21%20cPOGD 
−315%19dPOEA +315%19dPOEB +315%19dPOEC +315%21dPOED −63%18dPOFA +63%18dPOFB 
+63%18dPOFC +63%20dPOFD −21%19dPOGA +21%19dPOGB +21%19dPOGC +21%21dPOGD 
+45%18ePOEA −45%18ePOEB −45%18ePOEC −45%20ePOED +9%17ePOFA −9%17ePOFB 
−9%17ePOFC −9%19ePOFD +3%18ePOGA −3%18ePOGB −3%18ePOGC −3%20ePOGD −45%21fPOEA 
+45%21fPOEB +45%21fPOEC +45%23fPOED −9%20fPOFA +9%20fPOFB +9%20fPOFC +9%22fPOFD 
−3%21fPOGA +3%21fPOGB +3%21fPOGC +3%23fPOGD +3675%23cPNJ −3675%22cPNK 
−3675%23cPNL −3675%24dPNJ +3675%23dPNK +3675%24dPNL +525%23ePNJ −525%22ePNK 
−525%23ePNL −525%26fPNJ +525%25fPNK +525%26fPNL +735%20cPNJA +735%21cPNJB 
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−225%27fRKGD −1239%27fRKHA −1239%28fRKHB −177%27fRKHC −177%30fRKHD +15%22fRLEA 
−375%24fRLEB −75%22fRLEC −285%26fRLED −123%24fRLFA −447%25fRLFB −141%24fRLFC 
−249%27fRLFD −27%22fRLGA −81%24fRLGB −9%22fRLGC −27%26fRLGD −105%26fRLHA 
−105%27fRLHB −15%26fRLHC −15%29fRLHD −1911%26fRMEA −1911%27fRMEB −273%26fRMEC 
−273%29fRMED −1911%27fRMFA −1911%28fRMFB −273%27fRMFC −273%30fRMFD −273%26fRMGA 
−273%27fRMGB −39%26fRMGC −39%29fRMGD −273%29fRMHA −273%30fRMHB −39%29fRMHC 
−39%32fRMHD +761943%25cST −172119%26dST +108849%25eST −698673%28fST 
+118923%22cSTA +44331%23cSTB +861%22cSTC +19005%25cSTD −20619%23dSTA 
+4821%24dSTB −861%23dSTC −19005%26dSTD +16989%22eSTA +6333%23eSTB +123%22eSTC 
+2715%25eSTD −115293%25fSTA −55485%26fSTB −123%25fSTC −2715%28fSTD 
+88683%22cSTE −33621%23cSTF −1155%22cSTG +72765%25cSTH +9621%23dSTE 
+82773%24dSTF +1155%23dSTG −72765%26dSTH +12669%22eSTE −4803%23eSTF −165%22eSTG 
+10395%25eSTH −110973%25fSTE −44349%26fSTF +165%25fSTG −10395%28fSTH 
+13209%19cSTEA +3927%20cSTEB +399%19cSTEC +4473%22cSTED −6153%20cSTFA 
−2289%21cSTFB +1617%20cSTFC +6489%23cSTFD +399%19cSTGA +2289%20cSTGB 
+777%19cSTGC +1407%22cSTGD +14553%22cSTHA +14553%23cSTHB +2079%22cSTHC 
+2079%25cSTHD +3175%20dSTEA +4265%21dSTEB −399%20dSTEC −4473%23dSTED 
+14345%21dSTFA +6385%22dSTFB −1617%21dSTFC −6489%24dSTFD −399%20dSTGA 
−2289%21dSTGB −777%20dSTGC −1407%23dSTGD −14553%23dSTHA −14553%24dSTHB 
−2079%23dSTHC −2079%26dSTHD +1887%19eSTEA +561%20eSTEB +57%19eSTEC +639%22eSTED 
−879%20eSTFA −327%21eSTFB +231%20eSTFC +927%23eSTFD +57%19eSTGA +327%20eSTGB 
+111%19eSTGC +201%22eSTGD +2079%22eSTHA +2079%23eSTHB +297%22eSTHC +297%25eSTHD 
−18271%22fSTEA −8753%23fSTEB −57%22fSTEC −639%25fSTED −7313%23fSTFA 
−3769%24fSTFB −231%23fSTFC −927%26fSTFD −57%22fSTGA −327%23fSTGB −111%22fSTGC 
−201%25fSTGD −2079%25fSTHA −2079%26fSTHB −297%25fSTHC −297%28fSTHD 
+122913%22cSU −24609%23dSU +17559%22eSU −115863%25fSU +18837%19cSUA 
+5901%20cSUB −189%19cSUC +2667%22cSUD −2453%20dSUA +2291%21dSUB +189%20dSUC 
−2667%23dSUD +2691%19eSUA +843%20eSUB −27%19eSUC +381%22eSUD −19075%22fSUA 
−9035%23fSUB +27%22fSUC −381%25fSUD +17367%19cSV −983%20dSV +2481%19eSV 
−18865%22fSV −1953%17cSVA −3507%17cSVB +1953%17cSVC −3339%19cSVD +1953%18dSVA 
−589%18dSVB −1953%18dSVC +3339%20dSVD −279%17eSVA −501%17eSVB +279%17eSVC 
−477%19eSVD +279%20fSVA +4597%20fSVB −279%20fSVC +477%22fSVD −2835%20cSUE 
−21357%20cSUF +2835%20cSUG −37485%22cSUH +2835%21dSUE −3219%21dSUF −2835%21dSUG 
+37485%23dSUH −405%20eSUE −3051%20eSUF +405%20eSUG −5355%22eSUH +405%23fSUE 
+27627%23fSUF −405%23fSUG +5355%25fSUH −105%16cSUEA +861%18cSUEB +189%16cSUEC 
+735%20cSUED −2835%17cSUFA +399%18cSUFB +315%17cSUFC −399%20cSUFD +105%16cSUGA 
−861%18cSUGB −189%16cSUGC −735%20cSUGD −7497%19cSUHA −7497%20cSUHB 
−1071%19cSUHC −1071%22cSUHD +105%17dSUEA −861%19dSUEB −189%17dSUEC −735%21dSUED 
−1261%18dSUFA −2447%19dSUFB −315%18dSUFC +399%21dSUFD −105%17dSUGA +861%19dSUGB 
+189%17dSUGC +735%21dSUGD +7497%20dSUHA +7497%21dSUHB +1071%20dSUHC 
+1071%23dSUHD −15%16eSUEA +123%18eSUEB +27%16eSUEC +105%20eSUED −405%17eSUFA 
+57%18eSUFB +45%17eSUFC −57%20eSUFD +15%16eSUGA −123%18eSUGB −27%16eSUGC 
−105%20eSUGD −1071%19eSUHA −1071%20eSUHB −153%19eSUHC −153%22eSUHD +15%19fSUEA 
−123%21fSUEB −27%19fSUEC −105%23fSUED +4501%20fSUFA +1991%21fSUFB −45%20fSUFC 
+57%23fSUFD −15%19fSUGA +123%21fSUGB +27%19fSUGC +105%23fSUGD +1071%22fSUHA 
+1071%23fSUHB +153%22fSUHC +153%25fSUHD +26565%20cSVE −1407%19cSVF +5355%20cSVG 
+6203%21dSVE +1407%20dSVF −5355%21dSVG +3795%20eSVE −201%19eSVF +765%20eSVG 
−36563%23fSVE +201%22fSVF −765%23fSVG −3423%18cSVEA −3969%18cSVEB +3423%18cSVEC 
−10689%20cSVED +777%17cSVFA +987%17cSVFB −777%17cSVFC −2541%19cSVFD 
+1071%18cSVGA −1071%18cSVGB −1071%18cSVGC −1071%20cSVGD +3423%19dSVEA 
−4223%19dSVEB −3423%19dSVEC +10689%21dSVED −777%18dSVFA −987%18dSVFB 
+777%18dSVFC +2541%20dSVFD −1071%19dSVGA +1071%19dSVGB +1071%19dSVGC 
+1071%21dSVGD −489%18eSVEA −567%18eSVEB +489%18eSVEC −1527%20eSVED +111%17eSVFA 
+141%17eSVFB −111%17eSVFC −363%19eSVFD +153%18eSVGA −153%18eSVGB −153%18eSVGC 
−153%20eSVGD +489%21fSVEA +8759%21fSVEB −489%21fSVEC +1527%23fSVED −111%20fSVFA 
−141%20fSVFB +111%20fSVFC +363%22fSVFD −153%21fSVGA +153%21fSVGB +153%21fSVGC 
+153%23fSVGD −25725%23cSTJ −145467%23cSTK +25725%23cSTL −180075%25cSTM 
+25725%24dSTJ −1989%24dSTK −25725%24dSTL +180075%26dSTM −3675%23eSTJ 
−20781%23eSTK +3675%23eSTL −25725%25eSTM +3675%26fSTJ +168237%26fSTK 
−3675%26fSTL +25725%28fSTM −2205%20cSTJA +6615%21cSTJB +3045%20cSTJC 
+5985%23cSTJD −20727%20cSTKA −2079%21cSTKB +1071%20cSTKC −3465%23cSTKD 
+2205%20cSTLA −6615%21cSTLB −3045%20cSTLC −5985%23cSTLD −36015%22cSTMA 
−36015%23cSTMB −5145%22cSTMC −5145%25cSTMD +2205%21dSTJA −6615%22dSTJB 
−3045%21dSTJC −5985%24dSTJD −3849%21dSTKA −10209%22dSTKB −1071%21dSTKC 
+3465%24dSTKD −2205%21dSTLA +6615%22dSTLB +3045%21dSTLC +5985%24dSTLD 
+36015%23dSTMA +36015%24dSTMB +5145%23dSTMC +5145%26dSTMD −315%20eSTJA 
+945%21eSTJB +435%20eSTJC +855%23eSTJD −2961%20eSTKA −297%21eSTKB +153%20eSTKC 
−495%23eSTKD +315%20eSTLA −945%21eSTLB −435%20eSTLC −855%23eSTLD −5145%22eSTMA 
−5145%23eSTMB −735%22eSTMC −735%25eSTMD +315%23fSTJA −945%24fSTJB −435%23fSTJC 
−855%26fSTJD +27537%23fSTKA +12585%24fSTKB −153%23fSTKC +495%26fSTKD 
−315%23fSTLA +945%24fSTLB +435%23fSTLC +855%26fSTLD +5145%25fSTMA +5145%26fSTMB 
+735%25fSTMC +735%28fSTMD −5145%20cSTJE −5145%21cSTJF −735%20cSTJG −735%23cSTJH 
−13167%20cSTKE +17409%21cSTKF +1575%20cSTKG −16905%23cSTKH +5145%20cSTLE 
+5145%21cSTLF +735%20cSTLG +735%23cSTLH −36015%22cSTME −36015%23cSTMF 
−5145%22cSTMG −5145%25cSTMH +5145%21dSTJE +5145%22dSTJF +735%21dSTJG 
+735%24dSTJH −11409%21dSTKE −29697%22dSTKF −1575%21dSTKG +16905%24dSTKH 
−5145%21dSTLE −5145%22dSTLF −735%21dSTLG −735%24dSTLH +36015%23dSTME 
+36015%24dSTMF +5145%23dSTMG +5145%26dSTMH −735%20eSTJE −735%21eSTJF 
−105%20eSTJG −105%23eSTJH −1881%20eSTKE +2487%21eSTKF +225%20eSTKG 
−2415%23eSTKH +735%20eSTLE +735%21eSTLF +105%20eSTLG +105%23eSTLH −5145%22eSTME 
−5145%23eSTMF −735%22eSTMG −735%25eSTMH +735%23fSTJE +735%24fSTJF +105%23fSTJG 
+105%26fSTJH +26457%23fSTKE +9801%24fSTKF −225%23fSTKG +2415%26fSTKH 
−735%23fSTLE −735%24fSTLF −105%23fSTLG −105%26fSTLH +5145%25fSTME +5145%26fSTMF 
+735%25fSTMG +735%28fSTMH −1911%19cSTJEA +147%15cSTJEB +2247%19cSTJEC 
+1113%20cSTJED −147%16cSTJFA +735%19cSTJFB +105%16cSTJFC +861%21cSTJFD 
−441%19cSTJGA +105%19cSTJGC +63%20cSTJGD −147%20cSTJHA −147%21cSTJHB 
−21%20cSTJHC −21%23cSTJHD −3003%18cSTKEA +819%18cSTKEB +315%18cSTKEC 
−861%20cSTKED +3339%18cSTKFA +2373%19cSTKFB −147%18cSTKFC −1365%21cSTKFD 
+315%18cSTKGA −315%18cSTKGB −315%18cSTKGC −315%20cSTKGD −3381%20cSTKHA 
−3381%21cSTKHB −483%20cSTKHC −483%23cSTKHD +1911%19cSTLEA −147%15cSTLEB 
−2247%19cSTLEC −1113%20cSTLED +147%16cSTLFA −735%19cSTLFB −105%16cSTLFC 
−861%21cSTLFD +441%19cSTLGA −105%19cSTLGC −63%20cSTLGD +147%20cSTLHA 
+147%21cSTLHB +21%20cSTLHC +21%23cSTLHD −7203%19cSTMEA −7203%20cSTMEB 
−1029%19cSTMEC −1029%22cSTMED −7203%20cSTMFA −7203%21cSTMFB −1029%20cSTMFC 
−1029%23cSTMFD −1029%19cSTMGA −1029%20cSTMGB −147%19cSTMGC −147%22cSTMGD 
−1029%22cSTMHA −1029%23cSTMHB −147%22cSTMHC −147%25cSTMHD +1911%20dSTJEA 
−147%16dSTJEB −2247%20dSTJEC −1113%21dSTJED +147%17dSTJFA −735%20dSTJFB 
−105%17dSTJFC −861%22dSTJFD +441%20dSTJGA −105%20dSTJGC −63%21dSTJGD 
+147%21dSTJHA +147%22dSTJHB +21%21dSTJHC +21%24dSTJHD −5189%19dSTKEA 
−2867%19dSTKEB −315%19dSTKEC +861%21dSTKED −5387%19dSTKFA −3397%20dSTKFB 
+147%19dSTKFC +1365%22dSTKFD −315%19dSTKGA +315%19dSTKGB +315%19dSTKGC 
+315%21dSTKGD +3381%21dSTKHA +3381%22dSTKHB +483%21dSTKHC +483%24dSTKHD 
−1911%20dSTLEA +147%16dSTLEB +2247%20dSTLEC +1113%21dSTLED −147%17dSTLFA 
+735%20dSTLFB +105%17dSTLFC +861%22dSTLFD −441%20dSTLGA +105%20dSTLGC 
+63%21dSTLGD −147%21dSTLHA −147%22dSTLHB −21%21dSTLHC −21%24dSTLHD 
+7203%20dSTMEA +7203%21dSTMEB +1029%20dSTMEC +1029%23dSTMED +7203%21dSTMFA 
+7203%22dSTMFB +1029%21dSTMFC +1029%24dSTMFD +1029%20dSTMGA +1029%21dSTMGB 
A.4. THED = 4 POTENTIAL ON AMANIFOLDOF TEN SO(3) SINGLETS107
+147%20dSTMGC +147%23dSTMGD +1029%23dSTMHA +1029%24dSTMHB +147%23dSTMHC 
+147%26dSTMHD −273%19eSTJEA +21%15eSTJEB +321%19eSTJEC +159%20eSTJED 
−21%16eSTJFA +105%19eSTJFB +15%16eSTJFC +123%21eSTJFD −63%19eSTJGA +15%19eSTJGC 
+9%20eSTJGD −21%20eSTJHA −21%21eSTJHB −3%20eSTJHC −3%23eSTJHD −429%18eSTKEA 
+117%18eSTKEB +45%18eSTKEC −123%20eSTKED +477%18eSTKFA +339%19eSTKFB 
−21%18eSTKFC −195%21eSTKFD +45%18eSTKGA −45%18eSTKGB −45%18eSTKGC −45%20eSTKGD 
−483%20eSTKHA −483%21eSTKHB −69%20eSTKHC −69%23eSTKHD +273%19eSTLEA 
−21%15eSTLEB −321%19eSTLEC −159%20eSTLED +21%16eSTLFA −105%19eSTLFB 
−15%16eSTLFC −123%21eSTLFD +63%19eSTLGA −15%19eSTLGC −9%20eSTLGD +21%20eSTLHA 
+21%21eSTLHB +3%20eSTLHC +3%23eSTLHD −1029%19eSTMEA −1029%20eSTMEB 
−147%19eSTMEC −147%22eSTMED −1029%20eSTMFA −1029%21eSTMFB −147%20eSTMFC 
−147%23eSTMFD −147%19eSTMGA −147%20eSTMGB −21%19eSTMGC −21%22eSTMGD 
−147%22eSTMHA −147%23eSTMHB −21%22eSTMHC −21%25eSTMHD +273%22fSTJEA 
−21%18fSTJEB −321%22fSTJEC −159%23fSTJED +21%19fSTJFA −105%22fSTJFB 
−15%19fSTJFC −123%24fSTJFD +63%22fSTJGA −15%22fSTJGC −9%23fSTJGD +21%23fSTJHA 
+21%24fSTJHB +3%23fSTJHC +3%26fSTJHD +8621%21fSTKEA +1931%21fSTKEB −45%21fSTKEC 
+123%23fSTKED +1571%21fSTKFA +685%22fSTKFB +21%21fSTKFC +195%24fSTKFD 
−45%21fSTKGA +45%21fSTKGB +45%21fSTKGC +45%23fSTKGD +483%23fSTKHA +483%24fSTKHB 
+69%23fSTKHC +69%26fSTKHD −273%22fSTLEA +21%18fSTLEB +321%22fSTLEC 
+159%23fSTLED −21%19fSTLFA +105%22fSTLFB +15%19fSTLFC +123%24fSTLFD 
−63%22fSTLGA +15%22fSTLGC +9%23fSTLGD −21%23fSTLHA −21%24fSTLHB −3%23fSTLHC 
−3%26fSTLHD +1029%22fSTMEA +1029%23fSTMEB +147%22fSTMEC +147%25fSTMED 
+1029%23fSTMFA +1029%24fSTMFB +147%23fSTMFC +147%26fSTMFD +147%22fSTMGA 
+147%23fSTMGB +21%22fSTMGC +21%25fSTMGD +147%25fSTMHA +147%26fSTMHB 
+21%25fSTMHC +21%28fSTMHD +149331%23cSUJ −35385%22cSUK +25725%23cSUL 
+47277%24dSUJ +35385%23dSUK −25725%24dSUL +21333%23eSUJ −5055%22eSUK 
+3675%23eSUL −217941%26fSUJ +5055%25fSUK −3675%26fSUL +22071%20cSUJA 
+7287%21cSUJB +1617%20cSUJC +11025%23cSUJD −5229%19cSUKA +315%20cSUKB 
+1365%19cSUKC +3213%22cSUKD +5145%20cSULA +5145%21cSULB +735%20cSULC 
+735%23cSULD +10697%21dSUJA +9097%22dSUJB −1617%21dSUJC −11025%24dSUJD 
+5229%20dSUKA −315%21dSUKB −1365%20dSUKC −3213%23dSUKD −5145%21dSULA 
−5145%22dSULB −735%21dSULC −735%24dSULD +3153%20eSUJA +1041%21eSUJB 
+231%20eSUJC +1575%23eSUJD −747%19eSUKA +45%20eSUKB +195%19eSUKC +459%22eSUKD 
+735%20eSULA +735%21eSULB +105%20eSULC +105%23eSULD −35921%23fSUJA 
−17425%24fSUJB −231%23fSUJC −1575%26fSUJD +747%22fSUKA −45%23fSUKB −195%22fSUKC 
−459%25fSUKD −735%23fSULA −735%24fSULB −105%23fSULC −105%26fSULD +28245%20cSVJ 
−1407%19cSVK +3675%20cSVL +4523%21dSVJ +1407%20dSVK −3675%21dSVL +4035%20eSVJ 
−201%19eSVK +525%20eSVL −36803%23fSVJ +201%22fSVK −525%23fSVL −3087%18cSVJA 
−4305%18cSVJB +3087%18cSVJC −11025%20cSVJD +777%17cSVKA +987%17cSVKB 
−777%17cSVKC −2541%19cSVKD +735%18cSVLA −735%18cSVLB −735%18cSVLC −735%20cSVLD 
+3087%19dSVJA −3887%19dSVJB −3087%19dSVJC +11025%21dSVJD −777%18dSVKA 
−987%18dSVKB +777%18dSVKC +2541%20dSVKD −735%19dSVLA +735%19dSVLB +735%19dSVLC 
+735%21dSVLD −441%18eSVJA −615%18eSVJB +441%18eSVJC −1575%20eSVJD +111%17eSVKA 
+141%17eSVKB −111%17eSVKC −363%19eSVKD +105%18eSVLA −105%18eSVLB −105%18eSVLC 
−105%20eSVLD +441%21fSVJA +8807%21fSVJB −441%21fSVJC +1575%23fSVJD −111%20fSVKA 
−141%20fSVKB +111%20fSVKC +363%22fSVKD −105%21fSVLA +105%21fSVLB +105%21fSVLC 
+105%23fSVLD −16905%21cSUJE −18039%21cSUJF +16905%21cSUJG −77175%23cSUJH 
−3045%20cSUKE +9765%20cSUKF +3045%20cSUKG −3675%22cSUKH +5145%21cSULE 
−5145%21cSULF −5145%21cSULG −5145%23cSULH +16905%22dSUJE −31113%22dSUJF 
−16905%22dSUJG +77175%24dSUJH +3045%21dSUKE −9765%21dSUKF −3045%21dSUKG 
+3675%23dSUKH −5145%22dSULE +5145%22dSULF +5145%22dSULG +5145%24dSULH 
−2415%21eSUJE −2577%21eSUJF +2415%21eSUJG −11025%23eSUJH −435%20eSUKE 
+1395%20eSUKF +435%20eSUKG −525%22eSUKH +735%21eSULE −735%21eSULF −735%21eSULG 
−735%23eSULH +2415%24fSUJE +51729%24fSUJF −2415%24fSUJG +11025%26fSUJH 
+435%23fSUKE −1395%23fSUKF −435%23fSUKG +525%25fSUKH −735%24fSULE +735%24fSULF 
+735%24fSULG +735%26fSULH −2205%18cSUJEA +1323%19cSUJEB +1029%18cSUJEC 
+2205%21cSUJED −1659%18cSUJFA +2037%19cSUJFB +147%18cSUJFC −2205%21cSUJFD 
+2205%18cSUJGA −1323%19cSUJGB −1029%18cSUJGC −2205%21cSUJGD −15435%20cSUJHA 
−15435%21cSUJHB −2205%20cSUJHC −2205%23cSUJHD −189%16cSUKEA +315%18cSUKEB 
+105%16cSUKEC +441%20cSUKED +1491%17cSUKFA +105%18cSUKFB −315%17cSUKFC 
−777%20cSUKFD +189%16cSUKGA −315%18cSUKGB −105%16cSUKGC −441%20cSUKGD 
−735%19cSUKHA −735%20cSUKHB −105%19cSUKHC −105%22cSUKHD +1029%18cSULEA 
+1029%19cSULEB +147%18cSULEC +147%21cSULED −1029%18cSULFA −1029%19cSULFB 
−147%18cSULFC −147%21cSULFD −1029%18cSULGA −1029%19cSULGB −147%18cSULGC 
−147%21cSULGD −1029%20cSULHA −1029%21cSULHB −147%20cSULHC −147%23cSULHD 
+2205%19dSUJEA −1323%20dSUJEB −1029%19dSUJEC −2205%22dSUJED −6533%19dSUJFA 
−6133%20dSUJFB −147%19dSUJFC +2205%22dSUJFD −2205%19dSUJGA +1323%20dSUJGB 
+1029%19dSUJGC +2205%22dSUJGD +15435%21dSUJHA +15435%22dSUJHB +2205%21dSUJHC 
+2205%24dSUJHD +189%17dSUKEA −315%19dSUKEB −105%17dSUKEC −441%21dSUKED 
−1491%18dSUKFA −105%19dSUKFB +315%18dSUKFC +777%21dSUKFD −189%17dSUKGA 
+315%19dSUKGB +105%17dSUKGC +441%21dSUKGD +735%20dSUKHA +735%21dSUKHB 
+105%20dSUKHC +105%23dSUKHD −1029%19dSULEA −1029%20dSULEB −147%19dSULEC 
−147%22dSULED +1029%19dSULFA +1029%20dSULFB +147%19dSULFC +147%22dSULFD 
+1029%19dSULGA +1029%20dSULGB +147%19dSULGC +147%22dSULGD +1029%21dSULHA 
+1029%22dSULHB +147%21dSULHC +147%24dSULHD −315%18eSUJEA +189%19eSUJEB 
+147%18eSUJEC +315%21eSUJED −237%18eSUJFA +291%19eSUJFB +21%18eSUJFC 
−315%21eSUJFD +315%18eSUJGA −189%19eSUJGB −147%18eSUJGC −315%21eSUJGD 
−2205%20eSUJHA −2205%21eSUJHB −315%20eSUJHC −315%23eSUJHD −27%16eSUKEA 
+45%18eSUKEB +15%16eSUKEC +63%20eSUKED +213%17eSUKFA +15%18eSUKFB −45%17eSUKFC 
−111%20eSUKFD +27%16eSUKGA −45%18eSUKGB −15%16eSUKGC −63%20eSUKGD −105%19eSUKHA 
−105%20eSUKHB −15%19eSUKHC −15%22eSUKHD +147%18eSULEA +147%19eSULEB 
+21%18eSULEC +21%21eSULED −147%18eSULFA −147%19eSULFB −21%18eSULFC −21%21eSULFD 
−147%18eSULGA −147%19eSULGB −21%18eSULGC −21%21eSULGD −147%20eSULHA 
−147%21eSULHB −21%20eSULHC −21%23eSULHD +315%21fSUJEA −189%22fSUJEB 
−147%21fSUJEC −315%24fSUJED +8429%21fSUJFA +3805%22fSUJFB −21%21fSUJFC 
+315%24fSUJFD −315%21fSUJGA +189%22fSUJGB +147%21fSUJGC +315%24fSUJGD 
+2205%23fSUJHA +2205%24fSUJHB +315%23fSUJHC +315%26fSUJHD +27%19fSUKEA 
−45%21fSUKEB −15%19fSUKEC −63%23fSUKED −213%20fSUKFA −15%21fSUKFB +45%20fSUKFC 
+111%23fSUKFD −27%19fSUKGA +45%21fSUKGB +15%19fSUKGC +63%23fSUKGD +105%22fSUKHA 
+105%23fSUKHB +15%22fSUKHC +15%25fSUKHD −147%21fSULEA −147%22fSULEB 
−21%21fSULEC −21%24fSULED +147%21fSULFA +147%22fSULFB +21%21fSULFC +21%24fSULFD 
+147%21fSULGA +147%22fSULGB +21%21fSULGC +21%24fSULGD +147%23fSULHA 
+147%24fSULHB +21%23fSULHC +21%26fSULHD +36351%21cSVJE −4557%20cSVJF 
+11025%21cSVJG −2877%20cSVKE +231%19cSVKF +525%20cSVKG +11025%21cSVLE 
+2205%20cSVLF +735%21cSVLG +29185%22dSVJE +4557%21dSVJF −11025%22dSVJG 
+2877%21dSVKE −231%20dSVKF −525%21dSVKG −11025%22dSVLE −2205%21dSVLF 
−735%22dSVLG +5193%21eSVJE −651%20eSVJF +1575%21eSVJG −411%20eSVKE +33%19eSVKF 
+75%20eSVKG +1575%21eSVLE +315%20eSVLF +105%21eSVLG −70729%24fSVJE +651%23fSVJF 
−1575%24fSVJG +411%23fSVKE −33%22fSVKF −75%23fSVKG −1575%24fSVLE −315%23fSVLF 
−105%24fSVLG −4557%19cSVJEA −819%19cSVJEB +4557%19cSVJEC −33075%21cSVJED 
+1911%18cSVJFA +2793%18cSVJFB −1911%18cSVJFC −6615%20cSVJFD +2205%19cSVJGA 
−2205%19cSVJGB −2205%19cSVJGC −2205%21cSVJGD +2247%18cSVKEA +2457%18cSVKEB 
−2247%18cSVKEC −6951%20cSVKED +399%17cSVKFA +189%17cSVKFB −399%17cSVKFC 
−987%19cSVKFD +105%18cSVKGA −105%18cSVKGB −105%18cSVKGC −105%20cSVKGD 
+2205%19cSVLEA −2205%19cSVLEB −2205%19cSVLEC −2205%21cSVLED +441%18cSVLFA 
−441%18cSVLFB −441%18cSVLFC −441%20cSVLFD +147%19cSVLGA −147%19cSVLGB 
−147%19cSVLGC −147%21cSVLGD +4557%20dSVJEA −15565%20dSVJEB −4557%20dSVJEC 
+33075%22dSVJED −1911%19dSVJFA −2793%19dSVJFB +1911%19dSVJFC +6615%21dSVJFD 
−2205%20dSVJGA +2205%20dSVJGB +2205%20dSVJGC +2205%22dSVJGD −2247%19dSVKEA 
−2457%19dSVKEB +2247%19dSVKEC +6951%21dSVKED −399%18dSVKFA −189%18dSVKFB 
+399%18dSVKFC +987%20dSVKFD −105%19dSVKGA +105%19dSVKGB +105%19dSVKGC 
+105%21dSVKGD −2205%20dSVLEA +2205%20dSVLEB +2205%20dSVLEC +2205%22dSVLED 
−441%19dSVLFA +441%19dSVLFB +441%19dSVLFC +441%21dSVLFD −147%20dSVLGA 
+147%20dSVLGB +147%20dSVLGC +147%22dSVLGD −651%19eSVJEA −117%19eSVJEB 
+651%19eSVJEC −4725%21eSVJED +273%18eSVJFA +399%18eSVJFB −273%18eSVJFC 
−945%20eSVJFD +315%19eSVJGA −315%19eSVJGB −315%19eSVJGC −315%21eSVJGD 
+321%18eSVKEA +351%18eSVKEB −321%18eSVKEC −993%20eSVKED +57%17eSVKFA 
+27%17eSVKFB −57%17eSVKFC −141%19eSVKFD +15%18eSVKGA −15%18eSVKGB −15%18eSVKGC 
−15%20eSVKGD +315%19eSVLEA −315%19eSVLEB −315%19eSVLEC −315%21eSVLED 
+63%18eSVLFA −63%18eSVLFB −63%18eSVLFC −63%20eSVLFD +21%19eSVLGA −21%19eSVLGB 
−21%19eSVLGC −21%21eSVLGD +651%22fSVJEA +16501%22fSVJEB −651%22fSVJEC 
+4725%24fSVJED −273%21fSVJFA −399%21fSVJFB +273%21fSVJFC +945%23fSVJFD 
−315%22fSVJGA +315%22fSVJGB +315%22fSVJGC +315%24fSVJGD −321%21fSVKEA 
−351%21fSVKEB +321%21fSVKEC +993%23fSVKED −57%20fSVKFA −27%20fSVKFB 
+57%20fSVKFC +141%22fSVKFD −15%21fSVKGA +15%21fSVKGB +15%21fSVKGC +15%23fSVKGD 
−315%22fSVLEA +315%22fSVLEB +315%22fSVLEC +315%24fSVLED −63%21fSVLFA 
+63%21fSVLFB +63%21fSVLFC +63%23fSVLFD −21%22fSVLGA +21%22fSVLGB +21%22fSVLGC 
+21%24fSVLGD −1486821%27cRP −900375%29cRQ +602085%28dRP +900375%30dRQ 
−212403%27eRP −128625%29eRQ +1097139%30fRP +128625%32fRQ −165921%24cRPA 
+112287%25cRPB +26985%24cRPC −73815%27cRPD −180075%26cRQA −180075%27cRQB 
−25725%26cRQC −25725%29cRQD +18465%25dRPA −186015%26dRPB −26985%25dRPC 
+73815%28dRPD +180075%27dRQA +180075%28dRQB +25725%27dRQC +25725%30dRQD 
−23703%24eRPA +16041%25eRPB +3855%24eRPC −10545%27eRPD −25725%26eRQA 
−25725%27eRQB −3675%26eRQC −3675%29eRQD +171159%27fRPA +57687%28fRPB 
−3855%27fRPC +10545%30fRPD +25725%29fRQA +25725%30fRQB +3675%29fRQC 
+3675%32fRQD −177681%24cRPE +65247%25cRPF +11865%24cRPG −100695%27cRPH 
−180075%26cRQE −180075%27cRQF −25725%26cRQG −25725%29cRQH +30225%25dRPE 
−138975%26dRPF −11865%25dRPG +100695%28dRPH +180075%27dRQE +180075%28dRQF 
+25725%27dRQG +25725%30dRQH −25383%24eRPE +9321%25eRPF +1695%24eRPG 
−14385%27eRPH −25725%26eRQE −25725%27eRQF −3675%26eRQG −3675%29eRQH 
+172839%27fRPE +64407%28fRPF −1695%27fRPG +14385%30fRPH +25725%29fRQE 
+25725%30fRQF +3675%29fRQG +3675%32fRQH −15729%21cRPEA +24339%22cRPEB 
+3801%21cRPEC −15099%24cRPED +17283%22cRPFA +20307%23cRPFB −987%22cRPFC 
−16107%25cRPFD +1113%21cRPGA −2667%22cRPGB −1281%21cRPGC −2541%24cRPGD 
−20139%24cRPHA −20139%25cRPHB −2877%24cRPHC −2877%27cRPHD −36015%23cRQEA 
−36015%24cRQEB −5145%23cRQEC −5145%26cRQED −36015%24cRQFA −36015%25cRQFB 
−5145%24cRQFC −5145%27cRQFD −5145%23cRQGA −5145%24cRQGB −735%23cRQGC 
−735%26cRQGD −5145%26cRQHA −5145%27cRQHB −735%26cRQHC −735%29cRQHD 
−8847%22dRPEA −36627%23dRPEB −3801%22dRPEC +15099%25dRPED −29571%23dRPFA 
−26451%24dRPFB +987%23dRPFC +16107%26dRPFD −1113%22dRPGA +2667%23dRPGB 
+1281%22dRPGC +2541%25dRPGD +20139%25dRPHA +20139%26dRPHB +2877%25dRPHC 
+2877%28dRPHD +36015%24dRQEA +36015%25dRQEB +5145%24dRQEC +5145%27dRQED 
+36015%25dRQFA +36015%26dRQFB +5145%25dRQFC +5145%28dRQFD +5145%24dRQGA 
+5145%25dRQGB +735%24dRQGC +735%27dRQGD +5145%27dRQHA +5145%28dRQHB 
+735%27dRQHC +735%30dRQHD −2247%21eRPEA +3477%22eRPEB +543%21eRPEC 
−2157%24eRPED +2469%22eRPFA +2901%23eRPFB −141%22eRPFC −2301%25eRPFD 
+159%21eRPGA −381%22eRPGB −183%21eRPGC −363%24eRPGD −2877%24eRPHA −2877%25eRPHB 
−411%24eRPHC −411%27eRPHD −5145%23eRQEA −5145%24eRQEB −735%23eRQEC −735%26eRQED 
−5145%24eRQFA −5145%25eRQFB −735%24eRQFC −735%27eRQFD −735%23eRQGA −735%24eRQGB 
−105%23eRQGC −105%26eRQGD −735%26eRQHA −735%27eRQHB −105%26eRQHC −105%29eRQHD 
+26823%24fRPEA +8811%25fRPEB −543%24fRPEC +2157%27fRPED +9819%25fRPFA 
+3243%26fRPFB +141%25fRPFC +2301%28fRPFD −159%24fRPGA +381%25fRPGB +183%24fRPGC 
+363%27fRPGD +2877%27fRPHA +2877%28fRPHB +411%27fRPHC +411%30fRPHD 
+5145%26fRQEA +5145%27fRQEB +735%26fRQEC +735%29fRQED +5145%27fRQFA 
+5145%28fRQFB +735%27fRQFC +735%30fRQFD +735%26fRQGA +735%27fRQGB +105%26fRQGC 
+105%29fRQGD +735%29fRQHA +735%30fRQHB +105%29fRQHC +105%32fRQHD −182091%24cRPJ 
+59367%25cRPK +16275%24cRPL −77175%27cRPM −180075%26cRQJ −180075%27cRQK 
−25725%26cRQL −25725%29cRQM +34635%25dRPJ −133095%26dRPK −16275%25dRPL 
+77175%28dRPM +180075%27dRQJ +180075%28dRQK +25725%27dRQL +25725%30dRQM 
−26013%24eRPJ +8481%25eRPK +2325%24eRPL −11025%27eRPM −25725%26eRQJ 
−25725%27eRQK −3675%26eRQL −3675%29eRQM +173469%27fRPJ +65247%28fRPK 
−2325%27fRPL +11025%30fRPM +25725%29fRQJ +25725%30fRQK +3675%29fRQL 
+3675%32fRQM −16611%21cRPJA +23457%22cRPJB +3675%21cRPJC −15225%24cRPJD 
+16107%22cRPKA +19131%23cRPKB −1155%22cRPKC −16275%25cRPKD +1995%21cRPLA 
−1785%22cRPLB −1155%21cRPLC −2415%24cRPLD −15435%24cRPMA −15435%25cRPMB 
−2205%24cRPMC −2205%27cRPMD −36015%23cRQJA −36015%24cRQJB −5145%23cRQJC 
−5145%26cRQJD −36015%24cRQKA −36015%25cRQKB −5145%24cRQKC −5145%27cRQKD 
−5145%23cRQLA −5145%24cRQLB −735%23cRQLC −735%26cRQLD −5145%26cRQMA 
−5145%27cRQMB −735%26cRQMC −735%29cRQMD −7965%22dRPJA −35745%23dRPJB 
−3675%22dRPJC +15225%25dRPJD −28395%23dRPKA −25275%24dRPKB +1155%23dRPKC 
+16275%26dRPKD −1995%22dRPLA +1785%23dRPLB +1155%22dRPLC +2415%25dRPLD 
+15435%25dRPMA +15435%26dRPMB +2205%25dRPMC +2205%28dRPMD +36015%24dRQJA 
+36015%25dRQJB +5145%24dRQJC +5145%27dRQJD +36015%25dRQKA +36015%26dRQKB 
+5145%25dRQKC +5145%28dRQKD +5145%24dRQLA +5145%25dRQLB +735%24dRQLC 
+735%27dRQLD +5145%27dRQMA +5145%28dRQMB +735%27dRQMC +735%30dRQMD 
−2373%21eRPJA +3351%22eRPJB +525%21eRPJC −2175%24eRPJD +2301%22eRPKA 
+2733%23eRPKB −165%22eRPKC −2325%25eRPKD +285%21eRPLA −255%22eRPLB −165%21eRPLC 
−345%24eRPLD −2205%24eRPMA −2205%25eRPMB −315%24eRPMC −315%27eRPMD 
−5145%23eRQJA −5145%24eRQJB −735%23eRQJC −735%26eRQJD −5145%24eRQKA 
−5145%25eRQKB −735%24eRQKC −735%27eRQKD −735%23eRQLA −735%24eRQLB −105%23eRQLC 
−105%26eRQLD −735%26eRQMA −735%27eRQMB −105%26eRQMC −105%29eRQMD +26949%24fRPJA 
+8937%25fRPJB −525%24fRPJC +2175%27fRPJD +9987%25fRPKA +3411%26fRPKB 
+165%25fRPKC +2325%28fRPKD −285%24fRPLA +255%25fRPLB +165%24fRPLC +345%27fRPLD 
+2205%27fRPMA +2205%28fRPMB +315%27fRPMC +315%30fRPMD +5145%26fRQJA 
+5145%27fRQJB +735%26fRQJC +735%29fRQJD +5145%27fRQKA +5145%28fRQKB 
+735%27fRQKC +735%30fRQKD +735%26fRQLA +735%27fRQLB +105%26fRQLC +105%29fRQLD 
+735%29fRQMA +735%30fRQMB +105%29fRQMC +105%32fRQMD −8673%20cRPJE 
+20517%22cRPJF +1365%20cRPJG −16905%24cRPJH +19047%22cRPKE +30891%23cRPKF 
+2625%22cRPKG −9555%25cRPKH +1365%20cRPLE +1155%22cRPLF −105%20cRPLG 
−735%24cRPLH −15435%24cRPME −15435%25cRPMF −2205%24cRPMG −2205%27cRPMH 
−36015%23cRQJE −36015%24cRQJF −5145%23cRQJG −5145%26cRQJH −36015%24cRQKE 
−36015%25cRQKF −5145%24cRQKG −5145%27cRQKH −5145%23cRQLE −5145%24cRQLF 
−735%23cRQLG −735%26cRQLH −5145%26cRQME −5145%27cRQMF −735%26cRQMG −735%29cRQMH 
−3615%21dRPJE −32805%23dRPJF −1365%21dRPJG +16905%25dRPJH −31335%23dRPKE 
−37035%24dRPKF −2625%23dRPKG +9555%26dRPKH −1365%21dRPLE −1155%23dRPLF 
+105%21dRPLG +735%25dRPLH +15435%25dRPME +15435%26dRPMF +2205%25dRPMG 
+2205%28dRPMH +36015%24dRQJE +36015%25dRQJF +5145%24dRQJG +5145%27dRQJH 
+36015%25dRQKE +36015%26dRQKF +5145%25dRQKG +5145%28dRQKH +5145%24dRQLE 
+5145%25dRQLF +735%24dRQLG +735%27dRQLH +5145%27dRQME +5145%28dRQMF 
+735%27dRQMG +735%30dRQMH −1239%20eRPJE +2931%22eRPJF +195%20eRPJG 
−2415%24eRPJH +2721%22eRPKE +4413%23eRPKF +375%22eRPKG −1365%25eRPKH 
+195%20eRPLE +165%22eRPLF −15%20eRPLG −105%24eRPLH −2205%24eRPME −2205%25eRPMF 
−315%24eRPMG −315%27eRPMH −5145%23eRQJE −5145%24eRQJF −735%23eRQJG −735%26eRQJH 
−5145%24eRQKE −5145%25eRQKF −735%24eRQKG −735%27eRQKH −735%23eRQLE −735%24eRQLF 
−105%23eRQLG −105%26eRQLH −735%26eRQME −735%27eRQMF −105%26eRQMG −105%29eRQMH 
+13527%23fRPJE +9357%25fRPJF −195%23fRPJG +2415%27fRPJH +9567%25fRPKE 
+1731%26fRPKF −375%25fRPKG +1365%28fRPKH −195%23fRPLE −165%25fRPLF +15%23fRPLG 
+105%27fRPLH +2205%27fRPME +2205%28fRPMF +315%27fRPMG +315%30fRPMH 
+5145%26fRQJE +5145%27fRQJF +735%26fRQJG +735%29fRQJH +5145%27fRQKE 
+5145%28fRQKF +735%27fRQKG +735%30fRQKH +735%26fRQLE +735%27fRQLF +105%26fRQLG 
+105%29fRQLH +735%29fRQME +735%30fRQMF +105%29fRQMG +105%32fRQMH −2247%20cRPJEA 
+4935%19cRPJEB +1911%20cRPJEC −1533%20cRPJED +2247%18cRPJFA +4053%20cRPJFB 
−147%18cRPJFC −3129%22cRPJFD +1239%20cRPJGA −399%19cRPJGB −903%20cRPJGC 
−231%20cRPJGD −3381%21cRPJHA −3381%22cRPJHB −483%21cRPJHC −483%24cRPJHD 
+525%16cRPKEA +3759%20cRPKEB −21%15cRPKEC −3171%22cRPKED +5523%20cRPKFA 
+2751%21cRPKFB −651%20cRPKFC −2919%23cRPKFD +21%15cRPKGA −231%20cRPKGB 
−21%16cRPKGC −357%22cRPKGD −1911%22cRPKHA −1911%23cRPKHB −273%22cRPKHC 
−273%25cRPKHD +1239%20cRPLEA −399%19cRPLEB −903%20cRPLEC −231%20cRPLED 
+21%18cRPLFA −525%20cRPLFB −105%18cRPLFC −399%22cRPLFD −231%20cRPLGA 
−105%19cRPLGB −105%20cRPLGC −21%20cRPLGD −147%21cRPLHA −147%22cRPLHB 
−21%21cRPLHC −21%24cRPLHD −3087%21cRPMEA −3087%22cRPMEB −441%21cRPMEC 
−441%24cRPMED −3087%22cRPMFA −3087%23cRPMFB −441%22cRPMFC −441%25cRPMFD 
−441%21cRPMGA −441%22cRPMGB −63%21cRPMGC −63%24cRPMGD −441%24cRPMHA 
−441%25cRPMHB −63%24cRPMHC −63%27cRPMHD −7203%20cRQJEA −7203%21cRQJEB 
−1029%20cRQJEC −1029%23cRQJED −7203%21cRQJFA −7203%22cRQJFB −1029%21cRQJFC 
−1029%24cRQJFD −1029%20cRQJGA −1029%21cRQJGB −147%20cRQJGC −147%23cRQJGD 
−1029%23cRQJHA −1029%24cRQJHB −147%23cRQJHC −147%26cRQJHD −7203%21cRQKEA 
−7203%22cRQKEB −1029%21cRQKEC −1029%24cRQKED −7203%22cRQKFA −7203%23cRQKFB 
−1029%22cRQKFC −1029%25cRQKFD −1029%21cRQKGA −1029%22cRQKGB −147%21cRQKGC 
−147%24cRQKGD −1029%24cRQKHA −1029%25cRQKHB −147%24cRQKHC −147%27cRQKHD 
−1029%20cRQLEA −1029%21cRQLEB −147%20cRQLEC −147%23cRQLED −1029%21cRQLFA 
−1029%22cRQLFB −147%21cRQLFC −147%24cRQLFD −147%20cRQLGA −147%21cRQLGB 
−21%20cRQLGC −21%23cRQLGD −147%23cRQLHA −147%24cRQLHB −21%23cRQLHC −21%26cRQLHD 
−1029%23cRQMEA −1029%24cRQMEB −147%23cRQMEC −147%26cRQMED −1029%24cRQMFA 
−1029%25cRQMFB −147%24cRQMFC −147%27cRQMFD −147%23cRQMGA −147%24cRQMGB 
−21%23cRQMGC −21%26cRQMGD −147%26cRQMHA −147%27cRQMHB −21%26cRQMHC −21%29cRQMHD 
−14137%21dRPJEA −6983%20dRPJEB −1911%21dRPJEC +1533%21dRPJED −3271%19dRPJFA 
−5077%21dRPJFB +147%19dRPJFC +3129%23dRPJFD −1239%21dRPJGA +399%20dRPJGB 
+903%21dRPJGC +231%21dRPJGD +3381%22dRPJHA +3381%23dRPJHB +483%22dRPJHC 
+483%25dRPJHD −781%17dRPKEA −4783%21dRPKEB +21%16dRPKEC +3171%23dRPKED 
−6547%21dRPKFA −3263%22dRPKFB +651%21dRPKFC +2919%24dRPKFD −21%16dRPKGA 
+231%21dRPKGB +21%17dRPKGC +357%23dRPKGD +1911%23dRPKHA +1911%24dRPKHB 
+273%23dRPKHC +273%26dRPKHD −1239%21dRPLEA +399%20dRPLEB +903%21dRPLEC 
+231%21dRPLED −21%19dRPLFA +525%21dRPLFB +105%19dRPLFC +399%23dRPLFD 
+231%21dRPLGA +105%20dRPLGB +105%21dRPLGC +21%21dRPLGD +147%22dRPLHA 
+147%23dRPLHB +21%22dRPLHC +21%25dRPLHD +3087%22dRPMEA +3087%23dRPMEB 
+441%22dRPMEC +441%25dRPMED +3087%23dRPMFA +3087%24dRPMFB +441%23dRPMFC 
+441%26dRPMFD +441%22dRPMGA +441%23dRPMGB +63%22dRPMGC +63%25dRPMGD 
+441%25dRPMHA +441%26dRPMHB +63%25dRPMHC +63%28dRPMHD +7203%21dRQJEA 
+7203%22dRQJEB +1029%21dRQJEC +1029%24dRQJED +7203%22dRQJFA +7203%23dRQJFB 
+1029%22dRQJFC +1029%25dRQJFD +1029%21dRQJGA +1029%22dRQJGB +147%21dRQJGC 
+147%24dRQJGD +1029%24dRQJHA +1029%25dRQJHB +147%24dRQJHC +147%27dRQJHD 
+7203%22dRQKEA +7203%23dRQKEB +1029%22dRQKEC +1029%25dRQKED +7203%23dRQKFA 
+7203%24dRQKFB +1029%23dRQKFC +1029%26dRQKFD +1029%22dRQKGA +1029%23dRQKGB 
+147%22dRQKGC +147%25dRQKGD +1029%25dRQKHA +1029%26dRQKHB +147%25dRQKHC 
+147%28dRQKHD +1029%21dRQLEA +1029%22dRQLEB +147%21dRQLEC +147%24dRQLED 
+1029%22dRQLFA +1029%23dRQLFB +147%22dRQLFC +147%25dRQLFD +147%21dRQLGA 
+147%22dRQLGB +21%21dRQLGC +21%24dRQLGD +147%24dRQLHA +147%25dRQLHB 
+21%24dRQLHC +21%27dRQLHD +1029%24dRQMEA +1029%25dRQMEB +147%24dRQMEC 
+147%27dRQMED +1029%25dRQMFA +1029%26dRQMFB +147%25dRQMFC +147%28dRQMFD 
+147%24dRQMGA +147%25dRQMGB +21%24dRQMGC +21%27dRQMGD +147%27dRQMHA 
+147%28dRQMHB +21%27dRQMHC +21%30dRQMHD −321%20eRPJEA +705%19eRPJEB 
+273%20eRPJEC −219%20eRPJED +321%18eRPJFA +579%20eRPJFB −21%18eRPJFC 
−447%22eRPJFD +177%20eRPJGA −57%19eRPJGB −129%20eRPJGC −33%20eRPJGD 
−483%21eRPJHA −483%22eRPJHB −69%21eRPJHC −69%24eRPJHD +75%16eRPKEA 
+537%20eRPKEB −3%15eRPKEC −453%22eRPKED +789%20eRPKFA +393%21eRPKFB 
−93%20eRPKFC −417%23eRPKFD +3%15eRPKGA −33%20eRPKGB −3%16eRPKGC −51%22eRPKGD 
−273%22eRPKHA −273%23eRPKHB −39%22eRPKHC −39%25eRPKHD +177%20eRPLEA 
−57%19eRPLEB −129%20eRPLEC −33%20eRPLED +3%18eRPLFA −75%20eRPLFB −15%18eRPLFC 
−57%22eRPLFD −33%20eRPLGA −15%19eRPLGB −15%20eRPLGC −3%20eRPLGD −21%21eRPLHA 
−21%22eRPLHB −3%21eRPLHC −3%24eRPLHD −441%21eRPMEA −441%22eRPMEB −63%21eRPMEC 
−63%24eRPMED −441%22eRPMFA −441%23eRPMFB −63%22eRPMFC −63%25eRPMFD −63%21eRPMGA 
−63%22eRPMGB −9%21eRPMGC −9%24eRPMGD −63%24eRPMHA −63%25eRPMHB −9%24eRPMHC 
−9%27eRPMHD −1029%20eRQJEA −1029%21eRQJEB −147%20eRQJEC −147%23eRQJED 
−1029%21eRQJFA −1029%22eRQJFB −147%21eRQJFC −147%24eRQJFD −147%20eRQJGA 
−147%21eRQJGB −21%20eRQJGC −21%23eRQJGD −147%23eRQJHA −147%24eRQJHB 
−21%23eRQJHC −21%26eRQJHD −1029%21eRQKEA −1029%22eRQKEB −147%21eRQKEC 
−147%24eRQKED −1029%22eRQKFA −1029%23eRQKFB −147%22eRQKFC −147%25eRQKFD 
−147%21eRQKGA −147%22eRQKGB −21%21eRQKGC −21%24eRQKGD −147%24eRQKHA 
−147%25eRQKHB −21%24eRQKHC −21%27eRQKHD −147%20eRQLEA −147%21eRQLEB 
−21%20eRQLEC −21%23eRQLED −147%21eRQLFA −147%22eRQLFB −21%21eRQLFC −21%24eRQLFD 
−21%20eRQLGA −21%21eRQLGB −3%20eRQLGC −3%23eRQLGD −21%23eRQLHA −21%24eRQLHB 
−3%23eRQLHC −3%26eRQLHD −147%23eRQMEA −147%24eRQMEB −21%23eRQMEC −21%26eRQMED 
−147%24eRQMFA −147%25eRQMFB −21%24eRQMFC −21%27eRQMFD −21%23eRQMGA −21%24eRQMGB 
−3%23eRQMGC −3%26eRQMGD −21%26eRQMHA −21%27eRQMHB −3%26eRQMHC −3%29eRQMHD 
+16705%23fRPJEA +1343%22fRPJEB −273%23fRPJEC +219%23fRPJED +703%21fRPJFA 
+445%23fRPJFB +21%21fRPJFC +447%25fRPJFD −177%23fRPJGA +57%22fRPJGB 
+129%23fRPJGC +33%23fRPJGD +483%24fRPJHA +483%25fRPJHB +69%24fRPJHC 
+69%27fRPJHD +181%19fRPKEA +487%23fRPKEB +3%18fRPKEC +453%25fRPKED 
+235%23fRPKFA +119%24fRPKFB +93%23fRPKFC +417%26fRPKFD −3%18fRPKGA +33%23fRPKGB 
+3%19fRPKGC +51%25fRPKGD +273%25fRPKHA +273%26fRPKHB +39%25fRPKHC +39%28fRPKHD 
−177%23fRPLEA +57%22fRPLEB +129%23fRPLEC +33%23fRPLED −3%21fRPLFA +75%23fRPLFB 
+15%21fRPLFC +57%25fRPLFD +33%23fRPLGA +15%22fRPLGB +15%23fRPLGC +3%23fRPLGD 
+21%24fRPLHA +21%25fRPLHB +3%24fRPLHC +3%27fRPLHD +441%24fRPMEA +441%25fRPMEB 
+63%24fRPMEC +63%27fRPMED +441%25fRPMFA +441%26fRPMFB +63%25fRPMFC +63%28fRPMFD 
+63%24fRPMGA +63%25fRPMGB +9%24fRPMGC +9%27fRPMGD +63%27fRPMHA +63%28fRPMHB 
+9%27fRPMHC +9%30fRPMHD +1029%23fRQJEA +1029%24fRQJEB +147%23fRQJEC 
+147%26fRQJED +1029%24fRQJFA +1029%25fRQJFB +147%24fRQJFC +147%27fRQJFD 
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+147%23fRQJGA +147%24fRQJGB +21%23fRQJGC +21%26fRQJGD +147%26fRQJHA 
+147%27fRQJHB +21%26fRQJHC +21%29fRQJHD +1029%24fRQKEA +1029%25fRQKEB 
+147%24fRQKEC +147%27fRQKED +1029%25fRQKFA +1029%26fRQKFB +147%25fRQKFC 
+147%28fRQKFD +147%24fRQKGA +147%25fRQKGB +21%24fRQKGC +21%27fRQKGD 
+147%27fRQKHA +147%28fRQKHB +21%27fRQKHC +21%30fRQKHD +147%23fRQLEA 
+147%24fRQLEB +21%23fRQLEC +21%26fRQLED +147%24fRQLFA +147%25fRQLFB 
+21%24fRQLFC +21%27fRQLFD +21%23fRQLGA +21%24fRQLGB +3%23fRQLGC +3%26fRQLGD 
+21%26fRQLHA +21%27fRQLHB +3%26fRQLHC +3%29fRQLHD +147%26fRQMEA +147%27fRQMEB 
+21%26fRQMEC +21%29fRQMED +147%27fRQMFA +147%28fRQMFB +21%27fRQMFC +21%30fRQMFD 
+21%26fRQMGA +21%27fRQMGB +3%26fRQMGC +3%29fRQMGD +21%29fRQMHA +21%30fRQMHB 
+3%29fRQMHC +3%32fRQMHD −1114911%26cWXY −128625%26cZXY −64737%27dWXY 
+128625%27dZXY −159273%26eWXY −18375%26eZXY +1338921%29fWXY +18375%29fZXY 
−140175%25cSPT +140175%26dSPT −20025%25eSPT +20025%28fSPT −162771%23cWAXY 
−33747%24cWBXY +1323%23cWCXY −41685%26cWDXY −25725%23cZAXY −25725%24cZBXY 
−3675%23cZCXY −3675%26cZDXY −33837%24dWAXY −64557%25dWBXY −1323%24dWCXY 
+41685%27dWDXY +25725%24dZAXY +25725%25dZBXY +3675%24dZCXY +3675%27dZDXY 
−23253%23eWAXY −4821%24eWBXY +189%23eWCXY −5955%26eWDXY −3675%23eZAXY 
−3675%24eZBXY −525%23eZCXY −525%26eZDXY +219861%26fWAXY +103125%27fWBXY 
−189%26fWCXY +5955%29fWDXY +3675%26fZAXY +3675%27fZBXY +525%26fZCXY 
+525%29fZDXY −24675%22cSPTA −14595%23cSPTB +315%22cSPTC +3675%25cSPTD 
+24675%23dSPTA +14595%24dSPTB −315%23dSPTC −3675%26dSPTD −3525%22eSPTA 
−2085%23eSPTB +45%22eSPTC +525%25eSPTD +3525%25fSPTA +2085%26fSPTB −45%25fSPTC 
−525%28fSPTD −102291%23cWEXY +122157%24cWFXY +5355%23cWGXY −149205%26cWHXY 
−25725%23cZEXY −25725%24cZFXY −3675%23cZGXY −3675%26cZHXY −94317%24dWEXY 
−220461%25dWFXY −5355%24dWGXY +149205%27dWHXY +25725%24dZEXY +25725%25dZFXY 
+3675%24dZGXY +3675%27dZHXY −14613%23eWEXY +17451%24eWFXY +765%23eWGXY 
−21315%26eWHXY −3675%23eZEXY −3675%24eZFXY −525%23eZGXY −525%26eZHXY 
+211221%26fWEXY +80853%27fWFXY −765%26fWGXY +21315%29fWHXY +3675%26fZEXY 
+3675%27fZFXY +525%26fZGXY +525%29fZHXY −24675%22cSPTE −14595%23cSPTF 
+315%22cSPTG +3675%25cSPTH +24675%23dSPTE +14595%24dSPTF −315%23dSPTG 
−3675%26dSPTH −3525%22eSPTE −2085%23eSPTF +45%22eSPTG +525%25eSPTH 
+3525%25fSPTE +2085%26fSPTF −45%25fSPTG −525%28fSPTH −12663%20cWEAXY 
+2121%21cWEBXY −273%20cWECXY −9681%23cWEDXY +22281%21cWFAXY +11529%22cWFBXY 
−2961%21cWFCXY −13713%24cWFDXY −273%20cWGAXY −4305%21cWGBXY −1575%20cWGCXY 
−2919%23cWGDXY −29841%23cWHAXY −29841%24cWHBXY −4263%23cWHCXY −4263%26cWHDXY 
−5145%20cZEAXY −5145%21cZEBXY −735%20cZECXY −735%23cZEDXY −5145%21cZFAXY 
−5145%22cZFBXY −735%21cZFCXY −735%24cZFDXY −735%20cZGAXY −735%21cZGBXY 
−105%20cZGCXY −105%23cZGDXY −735%23cZHAXY −735%24cZHBXY −105%23cZHCXY 
−105%26cZHDXY −20105%21dWEAXY −18505%22dWEBXY +273%21dWECXY +9681%24dWEDXY 
−38665%22dWFAXY −19721%23dWFBXY +2961%22dWFCXY +13713%25dWFDXY +273%21dWGAXY 
+4305%22dWGBXY +1575%21dWGCXY +2919%24dWGDXY +29841%24dWHAXY +29841%25dWHBXY 
+4263%24dWHCXY +4263%27dWHDXY +5145%21dZEAXY +5145%22dZEBXY +735%21dZECXY 
+735%24dZEDXY +5145%22dZFAXY +5145%23dZFBXY +735%22dZFCXY +735%25dZFDXY 
+735%21dZGAXY +735%22dZGBXY +105%21dZGCXY +105%24dZGDXY +735%24dZHAXY 
+735%25dZHBXY +105%24dZHCXY +105%27dZHDXY −1809%20eWEAXY +303%21eWEBXY 
−39%20eWECXY −1383%23eWEDXY +3183%21eWFAXY +1647%22eWFBXY −423%21eWFCXY 
−1959%24eWFDXY −39%20eWGAXY −615%21eWGBXY −225%20eWGCXY −417%23eWGDXY 
−4263%23eWHAXY −4263%24eWHBXY −609%23eWHCXY −609%26eWHDXY −735%20eZEAXY 
−735%21eZEBXY −105%20eZECXY −105%23eZEDXY −735%21eZFAXY −735%22eZFBXY 
−105%21eZFCXY −105%24eZFDXY −105%20eZGAXY −105%21eZGBXY −15%20eZGCXY 
−15%23eZGDXY −105%23eZHAXY −105%24eZHBXY −15%23eZHCXY −15%26eZHDXY 
+34577%23fWEAXY +16081%24fWEBXY +39%23fWECXY +1383%26fWEDXY +13201%24fWFAXY 
+6545%25fWFBXY +423%24fWFCXY +1959%27fWFDXY +39%23fWGAXY +615%24fWGBXY 
+225%23fWGCXY +417%26fWGDXY +4263%26fWHAXY +4263%27fWHBXY +609%26fWHCXY 
+609%29fWHDXY +735%23fZEAXY +735%24fZEBXY +105%23fZECXY +105%26fZEDXY 
+735%24fZFAXY +735%25fZFBXY +105%24fZFCXY +105%27fZFDXY +105%23fZGAXY 
+105%24fZGBXY +15%23fZGCXY +15%26fZGDXY +105%26fZHAXY +105%27fZHBXY 
+15%26fZHCXY +15%29fZHDXY −4305%19cSPTEA −2415%20cSPTEB +105%19cSPTEC 
+735%22cSPTED −2415%20cSPTFA −903%21cSPTFB +231%20cSPTFC +735%23cSPTFD 
+105%19cSPTGA +231%20cSPTGB +63%19cSPTGC +105%22cSPTGD +735%22cSPTHA 
+735%23cSPTHB +105%22cSPTHC +105%25cSPTHD +4305%20dSPTEA +2415%21dSPTEB 
−105%20dSPTEC −735%23dSPTED +2415%21dSPTFA +903%22dSPTFB −231%21dSPTFC 
−735%24dSPTFD −105%20dSPTGA −231%21dSPTGB −63%20dSPTGC −105%23dSPTGD 
−735%23dSPTHA −735%24dSPTHB −105%23dSPTHC −105%26dSPTHD −615%19eSPTEA 
−345%20eSPTEB +15%19eSPTEC +105%22eSPTED −345%20eSPTFA −129%21eSPTFB 
+33%20eSPTFC +105%23eSPTFD +15%19eSPTGA +33%20eSPTGB +9%19eSPTGC +15%22eSPTGD 
+105%22eSPTHA +105%23eSPTHB +15%22eSPTHC +15%25eSPTHD +615%22fSPTEA 
+345%23fSPTEB −15%22fSPTEC −105%25fSPTED +345%23fSPTFA +129%24fSPTFB 
−33%23fSPTFC −105%26fSPTFD −15%22fSPTGA −33%23fSPTGB −9%22fSPTGC −15%25fSPTGD 
−105%25fSPTHA −105%26fSPTHB −15%25fSPTHC −15%28fSPTHD −183561%23cWaY 
−18375%23cZaY −13047%24dWaY +18375%24dZaY −26223%23eWaY −2625%23eZaY 
+222831%26fWaY +2625%26fZaY −21945%22cSPU +21945%23dSPU −3135%22eSPU 
+3135%25fSPU −26229%20cWAaY −3381%21cWBaY +861%20cWCaY −5859%23cWDaY 
−3675%20cZAaY −3675%21cZBaY −525%20cZCaY −525%23cZDaY −6539%21dWAaY 
−13003%22dWBaY −861%21dWCaY +5859%24dWDaY +3675%21dZAaY +3675%22dZBaY 
+525%21dZCaY +525%24dZDaY −3747%20eWAaY −483%21eWBaY +123%20eWCaY −837%23eWDaY 
−525%20eZAaY −525%21eZBaY −75%20eZCaY −75%23eZDaY +36515%23fWAaY +16867%24fWBaY 
−123%23fWCaY +837%26fWDaY +525%23fZAaY +525%24fZBaY +75%23fZCaY +75%26fZDaY 
−3885%19cSPUA −2373%20cSPUB +21%19cSPUC +525%22cSPUD +3885%20dSPUA 
+2373%21dSPUB −21%20dSPUC −525%23dSPUD −555%19eSPUA −339%20eSPUB +3%19eSPUC 
+75%22eSPUD +555%22fSPUA +339%23fSPUB −3%22fSPUC −75%25fSPUD −25263%20cWbY 
−2625%20cZbY −7505%21dWbY +2625%21dZbY −3609%20eWbY −375%20eZbY +36377%23fWbY 
+375%23fZbY −3423%19cSPV +3423%20dSPV −489%19eSPV +489%22fSPV +4893%18cWAbY 
+4515%18cWBbY −4893%18cWCbY +7203%20cWDbY −525%18cZAbY +525%18cZBbY 
+525%18cZCbY +525%20cZDbY −4893%19dWAbY +3677%19dWBbY +4893%19dWCbY 
−7203%21dWDbY +525%19dZAbY −525%19dZBbY −525%19dZCbY −525%21dZDbY +699%18eWAbY 
+645%18eWBbY −699%18eWCbY +1029%20eWDbY −75%18eZAbY +75%18eZBbY +75%18eZCbY 
+75%20eZDbY −699%21fWAbY −8837%21fWBbY +699%21fWCbY −1029%23fWDbY +75%21fZAbY 
−75%21fZBbY −75%21fZCbY −75%23fZDbY −231%17cSPVA +987%17cSPVB +231%17cSPVC 
−525%19cSPVD +231%18dSPVA −987%18dSPVB −231%18dSPVC +525%20dSPVD −33%17eSPVA 
+141%17eSPVB +33%17eSPVC −75%19eSPVD +33%20fSPVA −141%20fSPVB −33%20fSPVC 
+75%22fSPVD +12075%21cWEaY +26229%21cWFaY −12075%21cWGaY +78645%23cWHaY 
−3675%21cZEaY +3675%21cZFaY +3675%21cZGaY +3675%23cZHaY −12075%22dWEaY 
+22923%22dWFaY +12075%22dWGaY −78645%24dWHaY +3675%22dZEaY −3675%22dZFaY 
−3675%22dZGaY −3675%24dZHaY +1725%21eWEaY +3747%21eWFaY −1725%21eWGaY 
+11235%23eWHaY −525%21eZEaY +525%21eZFaY +525%21eZGaY +525%23eZHaY 
−1725%24fWEaY −52899%24fWFaY +1725%24fWGaY −11235%26fWHaY +525%24fZEaY 
−525%24fZFaY −525%24fZGaY −525%26fZHaY −1365%20cSPUE +6405%20cSPUF 
+1365%20cSPUG −3675%22cSPUH +1365%21dSPUE −6405%21dSPUF −1365%21dSPUG 
+3675%23dSPUH −195%20eSPUE +915%20eSPUF +195%20eSPUG −525%22eSPUH +195%23fSPUE 
−915%23fSPUF −195%23fSPUG +525%25fSPUH +1575%18cWEAaY −945%19cWEBaY 
−735%18cWECaY −1575%21cWEDaY +2625%18cWFAaY −3087%19cWFBaY −777%18cWFCaY 
+903%21cWFDaY −1575%18cWGAaY +945%19cWGBaY +735%18cWGCaY +1575%21cWGDaY 
+15729%20cWHAaY +15729%21cWHBaY +2247%20cWHCaY +2247%23cWHDaY −735%18cZEAaY 
−735%19cZEBaY −105%18cZECaY −105%21cZEDaY +735%18cZFAaY +735%19cZFBaY 
+105%18cZFCaY +105%21cZFDaY +735%18cZGAaY +735%19cZGBaY +105%18cZGCaY 
+105%21cZGDaY +735%20cZHAaY +735%21cZHBaY +105%20cZHCaY +105%23cZHDaY 
−1575%19dWEAaY +945%20dWEBaY +735%19dWECaY +1575%22dWEDaY +5567%19dWFAaY 
+7183%20dWFBaY +777%19dWFCaY −903%22dWFDaY +1575%19dWGAaY −945%20dWGBaY 
−735%19dWGCaY −1575%22dWGDaY −15729%21dWHAaY −15729%22dWHBaY −2247%21dWHCaY 
−2247%24dWHDaY +735%19dZEAaY +735%20dZEBaY +105%19dZECaY +105%22dZEDaY 
−735%19dZFAaY −735%20dZFBaY −105%19dZFCaY −105%22dZFDaY −735%19dZGAaY 
−735%20dZGBaY −105%19dZGCaY −105%22dZGDaY −735%21dZHAaY −735%22dZHBaY 
−105%21dZHCaY −105%24dZHDaY +225%18eWEAaY −135%19eWEBaY −105%18eWECaY 
−225%21eWEDaY +375%18eWFAaY −441%19eWFBaY −111%18eWFCaY +129%21eWFDaY 
−225%18eWGAaY +135%19eWGBaY +105%18eWGCaY +225%21eWGDaY +2247%20eWHAaY 
+2247%21eWHBaY +321%20eWHCaY +321%23eWHDaY −105%18eZEAaY −105%19eZEBaY 
−15%18eZECaY −15%21eZEDaY +105%18eZFAaY +105%19eZFBaY +15%18eZFCaY +15%21eZFDaY 
+105%18eZGAaY +105%19eZGBaY +15%18eZGCaY +15%21eZGDaY +105%20eZHAaY 
+105%21eZHBaY +15%20eZHCaY +15%23eZHDaY −225%21fWEAaY +135%22fWEBaY 
+105%21fWECaY +225%24fWEDaY −8567%21fWFAaY −3655%22fWFBaY +111%21fWFCaY 
−129%24fWFDaY +225%21fWGAaY −135%22fWGBaY −105%21fWGCaY −225%24fWGDaY 
−2247%23fWHAaY −2247%24fWHBaY −321%23fWHCaY −321%26fWHDaY +105%21fZEAaY 
+105%22fZEBaY +15%21fZECaY +15%24fZEDaY −105%21fZFAaY −105%22fZFBaY 
−15%21fZFCaY −15%24fZFDaY −105%21fZGAaY −105%22fZGBaY −15%21fZGCaY −15%24fZGDaY 
−105%23fZHAaY −105%24fZHBaY −15%23fZHCaY −15%26fZHDaY −105%16cSPUEA 
−21%18cSPUEB +21%16cSPUEC +105%20cSPUED +1155%17cSPUFA +777%18cSPUFB 
+21%17cSPUFC −105%20cSPUFD +105%16cSPUGA +21%18cSPUGB −21%16cSPUGC 
−105%20cSPUGD −735%19cSPUHA −735%20cSPUHB −105%19cSPUHC −105%22cSPUHD 
+105%17dSPUEA +21%19dSPUEB −21%17dSPUEC −105%21dSPUED −1155%18dSPUFA 
−777%19dSPUFB −21%18dSPUFC +105%21dSPUFD −105%17dSPUGA −21%19dSPUGB 
+21%17dSPUGC +105%21dSPUGD +735%20dSPUHA +735%21dSPUHB +105%20dSPUHC 
+105%23dSPUHD −15%16eSPUEA −3%18eSPUEB +3%16eSPUEC +15%20eSPUED +165%17eSPUFA 
+111%18eSPUFB +3%17eSPUFC −15%20eSPUFD +15%16eSPUGA +3%18eSPUGB −3%16eSPUGC 
−15%20eSPUGD −105%19eSPUHA −105%20eSPUHB −15%19eSPUHC −15%22eSPUHD +15%19fSPUEA 
+3%21fSPUEB −3%19fSPUEC −15%23fSPUED −165%20fSPUFA −111%21fSPUFB −3%20fSPUFC 
+15%23fSPUFD −15%19fSPUGA −3%21fSPUGB +3%19fSPUGC +15%23fSPUGD +105%22fSPUHA 
+105%23fSPUHB +15%22fSPUHC +15%25fSPUHD −28749%21cWEbY +5271%20cWFbY 
−11235%21cWGbY −7875%21cZEbY −1575%20cZFbY −525%21cZGbY −36787%22dWEbY 
−5271%21dWFbY +11235%22dWGbY +7875%22dZEbY +1575%21dZFbY +525%22dZGbY 
−4107%21eWEbY +753%20eWFbY −1605%21eWGbY −1125%21eZEbY −225%20eZFbY −75%21eZGbY 
+69643%24fWEbY −753%23fWFbY +1605%24fWGbY +1125%24fZEbY +225%23fZFbY 
+75%24fZGbY −8253%20cSPVE −441%19cSPVF +525%20cSPVG +8253%21dSPVE +441%20dSPVF 
−525%21dSPVG −1179%20eSPVE −63%19eSPVF +75%20eSPVG +1179%23fSPVE +63%22fSPVF 
−75%23fSPVG +9303%19cWEAbY +1449%19cWEBbY −9303%19cWECbY +22953%21cWEDbY 
−1365%18cWFAbY −2667%18cWFBbY +1365%18cWFCbY +5397%20cWFDbY −2247%19cWGAbY 
+2247%19cWGBbY +2247%19cWGCbY +2247%21cWGDbY −1575%19cZEAbY +1575%19cZEBbY 
+1575%19cZECbY +1575%21cZEDbY −315%18cZFAbY +315%18cZFBbY +315%18cZFCbY 
+315%20cZFDbY −105%19cZGAbY +105%19cZGBbY +105%19cZGCbY +105%21cZGDbY 
−9303%20dWEAbY +14935%20dWEBbY +9303%20dWECbY −22953%22dWEDbY +1365%19dWFAbY 
+2667%19dWFBbY −1365%19dWFCbY −5397%21dWFDbY +2247%20dWGAbY −2247%20dWGBbY 
−2247%20dWGCbY −2247%22dWGDbY +1575%20dZEAbY −1575%20dZEBbY −1575%20dZECbY 
−1575%22dZEDbY +315%19dZFAbY −315%19dZFBbY −315%19dZFCbY −315%21dZFDbY 
+105%20dZGAbY −105%20dZGBbY −105%20dZGCbY −105%22dZGDbY +1329%19eWEAbY 
+207%19eWEBbY −1329%19eWECbY +3279%21eWEDbY −195%18eWFAbY −381%18eWFBbY 
+195%18eWFCbY +771%20eWFDbY −321%19eWGAbY +321%19eWGBbY +321%19eWGCbY 
+321%21eWGDbY −225%19eZEAbY +225%19eZEBbY +225%19eZECbY +225%21eZEDbY 
−45%18eZFAbY +45%18eZFBbY +45%18eZFCbY +45%20eZFDbY −15%19eZGAbY +15%19eZGBbY 
+15%19eZGCbY +15%21eZGDbY −1329%22fWEAbY −16591%22fWEBbY +1329%22fWECbY 
−3279%24fWEDbY +195%21fWFAbY +381%21fWFBbY −195%21fWFCbY −771%23fWFDbY 
+321%22fWGAbY −321%22fWGBbY −321%22fWGCbY −321%24fWGDbY +225%22fZEAbY 
−225%22fZEBbY −225%22fZECbY −225%24fZEDbY +45%21fZFAbY −45%21fZFBbY 
−45%21fZFCbY −45%23fZFDbY +15%22fZGAbY −15%22fZGBbY −15%22fZGCbY −15%24fZGDbY 
−441%18cSPVEA +2457%18cSPVEB +441%18cSPVEC −1575%20cSPVED +63%17cSPVFA 
+189%17cSPVFB −63%17cSPVFC −315%19cSPVFD +105%18cSPVGA −105%18cSPVGB 
−105%18cSPVGC −105%20cSPVGD +441%19dSPVEA −2457%19dSPVEB −441%19dSPVEC 
+1575%21dSPVED −63%18dSPVFA −189%18dSPVFB +63%18dSPVFC +315%20dSPVFD 
−105%19dSPVGA +105%19dSPVGB +105%19dSPVGC +105%21dSPVGD −63%18eSPVEA 
+351%18eSPVEB +63%18eSPVEC −225%20eSPVED +9%17eSPVFA +27%17eSPVFB −9%17eSPVFC 
−45%19eSPVFD +15%18eSPVGA −15%18eSPVGB −15%18eSPVGC −15%20eSPVGD +63%21fSPVEA 
−351%21fSPVEB −63%21fSPVEC +225%23fSPVED −9%20fSPVFA −27%20fSPVFB +9%20fSPVFC 
+45%22fSPVFD −15%21fSPVGA +15%21fSPVGB +15%21fSPVGC +15%23fSPVGD +92925%24cWJXY 
+182259%24cWKXY −92925%24cWLXY +385875%26cWMXY −25725%24cZJXY +25725%24cZKXY 
+25725%24cZLXY +25725%26cZMXY −92925%25dWJXY +112653%25dWKXY +92925%25dWLXY 
−385875%27dWMXY +25725%25dZJXY −25725%25dZKXY −25725%25dZLXY −25725%27dZMXY 
+13275%24eWJXY +26037%24eWKXY −13275%24eWLXY +55125%26eWMXY −3675%24eZJXY 
+3675%24eZKXY +3675%24eZLXY +3675%26eZMXY −13275%27fWJXY −320949%27fWKXY 
+13275%27fWLXY −55125%29fWMXY +3675%27fZJXY −3675%27fZKXY −3675%27fZLXY 
−3675%29fZMXY −7875%23cSPTJ +41475%23cSPTK +7875%23cSPTL −25725%25cSPTM 
+7875%24dSPTJ −41475%24dSPTK −7875%24dSPTL +25725%26dSPTM −1125%23eSPTJ 
+5925%23eSPTK +1125%23eSPTL −3675%25eSPTM +1125%26fSPTJ −5925%26fSPTK 
−1125%26fSPTL +3675%28fSPTM +11865%21cWJAXY −8295%22cWJBXY −5985%21cWJCXY 
−12705%24cWJDXY +21399%21cWKAXY −10857%22cWKBXY −3087%21cWKCXY +7665%24cWKDXY 
−11865%21cWLAXY +8295%22cWLBXY +5985%21cWLCXY +12705%24cWLDXY +77175%23cWMAXY 
+77175%24cWMBXY +11025%23cWMCXY +11025%26cWMDXY −5145%21cZJAXY −5145%22cZJBXY 
−735%21cZJCXY −735%24cZJDXY +5145%21cZKAXY +5145%22cZKBXY +735%21cZKCXY 
+735%24cZKDXY +5145%21cZLAXY +5145%22cZLBXY +735%21cZLCXY +735%24cZLDXY 
+5145%23cZMAXY +5145%24cZMBXY +735%23cZMCXY +735%26cZMDXY −11865%22dWJAXY 
+8295%23dWJBXY +5985%22dWJCXY +12705%25dWJDXY +27753%22dWKAXY +35433%23dWKBXY 
+3087%22dWKCXY −7665%25dWKDXY +11865%22dWLAXY −8295%23dWLBXY −5985%22dWLCXY 
−12705%25dWLDXY −77175%24dWMAXY −77175%25dWMBXY −11025%24dWMCXY −11025%27dWMDXY 
+5145%22dZJAXY +5145%23dZJBXY +735%22dZJCXY +735%25dZJDXY −5145%22dZKAXY 
−5145%23dZKBXY −735%22dZKCXY −735%25dZKDXY −5145%22dZLAXY −5145%23dZLBXY 
−735%22dZLCXY −735%25dZLDXY −5145%24dZMAXY −5145%25dZMBXY −735%24dZMCXY 
−735%27dZMDXY +1695%21eWJAXY −1185%22eWJBXY −855%21eWJCXY −1815%24eWJDXY 
+3057%21eWKAXY −1551%22eWKBXY −441%21eWKCXY +1095%24eWKDXY −1695%21eWLAXY 
+1185%22eWLBXY +855%21eWLCXY +1815%24eWLDXY +11025%23eWMAXY +11025%24eWMBXY 
+1575%23eWMCXY +1575%26eWMDXY −735%21eZJAXY −735%22eZJBXY −105%21eZJCXY 
−105%24eZJDXY +735%21eZKAXY +735%22eZKBXY +105%21eZKCXY +105%24eZKDXY 
+735%21eZLAXY +735%22eZLBXY +105%21eZLCXY +105%24eZLDXY +735%23eZMAXY 
+735%24eZMBXY +105%23eZMCXY +105%26eZMDXY −1695%24fWJAXY +1185%25fWJBXY 
+855%24fWJCXY +1815%27fWJDXY −52209%24fWKAXY −23025%25fWKBXY +441%24fWKCXY 
−1095%27fWKDXY +1695%24fWLAXY −1185%25fWLBXY −855%24fWLCXY −1815%27fWLDXY 
−11025%26fWMAXY −11025%27fWMBXY −1575%26fWMCXY −1575%29fWMDXY +735%24fZJAXY 
+735%25fZJBXY +105%24fZJCXY +105%27fZJDXY −735%24fZKAXY −735%25fZKBXY 
−105%24fZKCXY −105%27fZKDXY −735%24fZLAXY −735%25fZLBXY −105%24fZLCXY 
−105%27fZLDXY −735%26fZMAXY −735%27fZMBXY −105%26fZMCXY −105%29fZMDXY 
−1155%20cSPTJA +105%21cSPTJB +315%20cSPTJC +735%23cSPTJD +7455%20cSPTKA 
+4935%21cSPTKB +105%20cSPTKC −735%23cSPTKD +1155%20cSPTLA −105%21cSPTLB 
−315%20cSPTLC −735%23cSPTLD −5145%22cSPTMA −5145%23cSPTMB −735%22cSPTMC 
−735%25cSPTMD +1155%21dSPTJA −105%22dSPTJB −315%21dSPTJC −735%24dSPTJD 
−7455%21dSPTKA −4935%22dSPTKB −105%21dSPTKC +735%24dSPTKD −1155%21dSPTLA 
+105%22dSPTLB +315%21dSPTLC +735%24dSPTLD +5145%23dSPTMA +5145%24dSPTMB 
+735%23dSPTMC +735%26dSPTMD −165%20eSPTJA +15%21eSPTJB +45%20eSPTJC 
+105%23eSPTJD +1065%20eSPTKA +705%21eSPTKB +15%20eSPTKC −105%23eSPTKD 
+165%20eSPTLA −15%21eSPTLB −45%20eSPTLC −105%23eSPTLD −735%22eSPTMA 
−735%23eSPTMB −105%22eSPTMC −105%25eSPTMD +165%23fSPTJA −15%24fSPTJB 
−45%23fSPTJC −105%26fSPTJD −1065%23fSPTKA −705%24fSPTKB −15%23fSPTKC 
+105%26fSPTKD −165%23fSPTLA +15%24fSPTLB +45%23fSPTLC +105%26fSPTLD 
+735%25fSPTMA +735%26fSPTMB +105%25fSPTMC +105%28fSPTMD +17745%21cWJEXY 
+15225%22cWJFXY +1575%21cWJGXY +735%24cWJHXY +6279%21cWKEXY −49833%22cWKFXY 
−4095%21cWKGXY +34545%24cWKHXY −17745%21cWLEXY −15225%22cWLFXY −1575%21cWLGXY 
−735%24cWLHXY +77175%23cWMEXY +77175%24cWMFXY +11025%23cWMGXY +11025%26cWMHXY 
−5145%21cZJEXY −5145%22cZJFXY −735%21cZJGXY −735%24cZJHXY +5145%21cZKEXY 
+5145%22cZKFXY +735%21cZKGXY +735%24cZKHXY +5145%21cZLEXY +5145%22cZLFXY 
+735%21cZLGXY +735%24cZLHXY +5145%23cZMEXY +5145%24cZMFXY +735%23cZMGXY 
+735%26cZMHXY −17745%22dWJEXY −15225%23dWJFXY −1575%22dWJGXY −735%25dWJHXY 
+42873%22dWKEXY +74409%23dWKFXY +4095%22dWKGXY −34545%25dWKHXY +17745%22dWLEXY 
+15225%23dWLFXY +1575%22dWLGXY +735%25dWLHXY −77175%24dWMEXY −77175%25dWMFXY 
−11025%24dWMGXY −11025%27dWMHXY +5145%22dZJEXY +5145%23dZJFXY +735%22dZJGXY 
+735%25dZJHXY −5145%22dZKEXY −5145%23dZKFXY −735%22dZKGXY −735%25dZKHXY 
−5145%22dZLEXY −5145%23dZLFXY −735%22dZLGXY −735%25dZLHXY −5145%24dZMEXY 
−5145%25dZMFXY −735%24dZMGXY −735%27dZMHXY +2535%21eWJEXY +2175%22eWJFXY 
+225%21eWJGXY +105%24eWJHXY +897%21eWKEXY −7119%22eWKFXY −585%21eWKGXY 
+4935%24eWKHXY −2535%21eWLEXY −2175%22eWLFXY −225%21eWLGXY −105%24eWLHXY 
+11025%23eWMEXY +11025%24eWMFXY +1575%23eWMGXY +1575%26eWMHXY −735%21eZJEXY 
−735%22eZJFXY −105%21eZJGXY −105%24eZJHXY +735%21eZKEXY +735%22eZKFXY 
+105%21eZKGXY +105%24eZKHXY +735%21eZLEXY +735%22eZLFXY +105%21eZLGXY 
+105%24eZLHXY +735%23eZMEXY +735%24eZMFXY +105%23eZMGXY +105%26eZMHXY 
−2535%24fWJEXY −2175%25fWJFXY −225%24fWJGXY −105%27fWJHXY −50049%24fWKEXY 
−17457%25fWKFXY +585%24fWKGXY −4935%27fWKHXY +2535%24fWLEXY +2175%25fWLFXY 
+225%24fWLGXY +105%27fWLHXY −11025%26fWMEXY −11025%27fWMFXY −1575%26fWMGXY 
−1575%29fWMHXY +735%24fZJEXY +735%25fZJFXY +105%24fZJGXY +105%27fZJHXY 
−735%24fZKEXY −735%25fZKFXY −105%24fZKGXY −105%27fZKHXY −735%24fZLEXY 
−735%25fZLFXY −105%24fZLGXY −105%27fZLHXY −735%26fZMEXY −735%27fZMFXY 
−105%26fZMGXY −105%29fZMHXY −1155%20cSPTJE +105%21cSPTJF +315%20cSPTJG 
+735%23cSPTJH +7455%20cSPTKE +4935%21cSPTKF +105%20cSPTKG −735%23cSPTKH 
+1155%20cSPTLE −105%21cSPTLF −315%20cSPTLG −735%23cSPTLH −5145%22cSPTME 
−5145%23cSPTMF −735%22cSPTMG −735%25cSPTMH +1155%21dSPTJE −105%22dSPTJF 
−315%21dSPTJG −735%24dSPTJH −7455%21dSPTKE −4935%22dSPTKF −105%21dSPTKG 
+735%24dSPTKH −1155%21dSPTLE +105%22dSPTLF +315%21dSPTLG +735%24dSPTLH 
+5145%23dSPTME +5145%24dSPTMF +735%23dSPTMG +735%26dSPTMH −165%20eSPTJE 
+15%21eSPTJF +45%20eSPTJG +105%23eSPTJH +1065%20eSPTKE +705%21eSPTKF 
+15%20eSPTKG −105%23eSPTKH +165%20eSPTLE −15%21eSPTLF −45%20eSPTLG 
−105%23eSPTLH −735%22eSPTME −735%23eSPTMF −105%22eSPTMG −105%25eSPTMH 
+165%23fSPTJE −15%24fSPTJF −45%23fSPTJG −105%26fSPTJH −1065%23fSPTKE 
−705%24fSPTKF −15%23fSPTKG +105%26fSPTKH −165%23fSPTLE +15%24fSPTLF 
+45%23fSPTLG +105%26fSPTLH +735%25fSPTME +735%26fSPTMF +105%25fSPTMG 
+105%28fSPTMH +2289%18cWJEAXY −1491%19cWJEBXY −1113%18cWJECXY −2373%21cWJEDXY 
+2037%19cWJFAXY −987%20cWJFBXY −861%19cWJFCXY −1869%22cWJFDXY +231%18cWJGAXY 
−21%19cWJGBXY −63%18cWJGCXY −147%21cWJGDXY +147%21cWJHAXY +147%22cWJHBXY 
+21%21cWJHCXY +21%24cWJHDXY −693%18cWKEAXY −4389%19cWKEBXY −483%18cWKECXY 
+1869%21cWKEDXY −9429%19cWKFAXY −6741%20cWKFBXY +189%19cWKFCXY +2877%22cWKFDXY 
−483%18cWKGAXY +525%19cWKGBXY +315%18cWKGCXY +651%21cWKGDXY +6909%21cWKHAXY 
+6909%22cWKHBXY +987%21cWKHCXY +987%24cWKHDXY −2289%18cWLEAXY +1491%19cWLEBXY 
+1113%18cWLECXY +2373%21cWLEDXY −2037%19cWLFAXY +987%20cWLFBXY +861%19cWLFCXY 
+1869%22cWLFDXY −231%18cWLGAXY +21%19cWLGBXY +63%18cWLGCXY +147%21cWLGDXY 
−147%21cWLHAXY −147%22cWLHBXY −21%21cWLHCXY −21%24cWLHDXY +15435%20cWMEAXY 
+15435%21cWMEBXY +2205%20cWMECXY +2205%23cWMEDXY +15435%21cWMFAXY 
+15435%22cWMFBXY +2205%21cWMFCXY +2205%24cWMFDXY +2205%20cWMGAXY 
+2205%21cWMGBXY +315%20cWMGCXY +315%23cWMGDXY +2205%23cWMHAXY +2205%24cWMHBXY 
+315%23cWMHCXY +315%26cWMHDXY −1029%18cZJEAXY −1029%19cZJEBXY −147%18cZJECXY 
−147%21cZJEDXY −1029%19cZJFAXY −1029%20cZJFBXY −147%19cZJFCXY −147%22cZJFDXY 
−147%18cZJGAXY −147%19cZJGBXY −21%18cZJGCXY −21%21cZJGDXY −147%21cZJHAXY 
−147%22cZJHBXY −21%21cZJHCXY −21%24cZJHDXY +1029%18cZKEAXY +1029%19cZKEBXY 
+147%18cZKECXY +147%21cZKEDXY +1029%19cZKFAXY +1029%20cZKFBXY +147%19cZKFCXY 
+147%22cZKFDXY +147%18cZKGAXY +147%19cZKGBXY +21%18cZKGCXY +21%21cZKGDXY 
+147%21cZKHAXY +147%22cZKHBXY +21%21cZKHCXY +21%24cZKHDXY +1029%18cZLEAXY 
+1029%19cZLEBXY +147%18cZLECXY +147%21cZLEDXY +1029%19cZLFAXY +1029%20cZLFBXY 
+147%19cZLFCXY +147%22cZLFDXY +147%18cZLGAXY +147%19cZLGBXY +21%18cZLGCXY 
+21%21cZLGDXY +147%21cZLHAXY +147%22cZLHBXY +21%21cZLHCXY +21%24cZLHDXY 
+1029%20cZMEAXY +1029%21cZMEBXY +147%20cZMECXY +147%23cZMEDXY +1029%21cZMFAXY 
+1029%22cZMFBXY +147%21cZMFCXY +147%24cZMFDXY +147%20cZMGAXY +147%21cZMGBXY 
+21%20cZMGCXY +21%23cZMGDXY +147%23cZMHAXY +147%24cZMHBXY +21%23cZMHCXY 
+21%26cZMHDXY −2289%19dWJEAXY +1491%20dWJEBXY +1113%19dWJECXY +2373%22dWJEDXY 
−2037%20dWJFAXY +987%21dWJFBXY +861%20dWJFCXY +1869%23dWJFDXY −231%19dWJGAXY 
+21%20dWJGBXY +63%19dWJGCXY +147%22dWJGDXY −147%22dWJHAXY −147%23dWJHBXY 
−21%22dWJHCXY −21%25dWJHDXY +8885%19dWKEAXY +8485%20dWKEBXY +483%19dWKECXY 
−1869%22dWKEDXY +13525%20dWKFAXY +8789%21dWKFBXY −189%20dWKFCXY −2877%23dWKFDXY 
+483%19dWKGAXY −525%20dWKGBXY −315%19dWKGCXY −651%22dWKGDXY −6909%22dWKHAXY 
−6909%23dWKHBXY −987%22dWKHCXY −987%25dWKHDXY +2289%19dWLEAXY −1491%20dWLEBXY 
−1113%19dWLECXY −2373%22dWLEDXY +2037%20dWLFAXY −987%21dWLFBXY −861%20dWLFCXY 
−1869%23dWLFDXY +231%19dWLGAXY −21%20dWLGBXY −63%19dWLGCXY −147%22dWLGDXY 
+147%22dWLHAXY +147%23dWLHBXY +21%22dWLHCXY +21%25dWLHDXY −15435%21dWMEAXY 
−15435%22dWMEBXY −2205%21dWMECXY −2205%24dWMEDXY −15435%22dWMFAXY 
−15435%23dWMFBXY −2205%22dWMFCXY −2205%25dWMFDXY −2205%21dWMGAXY 
−2205%22dWMGBXY −315%21dWMGCXY −315%24dWMGDXY −2205%24dWMHAXY −2205%25dWMHBXY 
−315%24dWMHCXY −315%27dWMHDXY +1029%19dZJEAXY +1029%20dZJEBXY +147%19dZJECXY 
+147%22dZJEDXY +1029%20dZJFAXY +1029%21dZJFBXY +147%20dZJFCXY +147%23dZJFDXY 
+147%19dZJGAXY +147%20dZJGBXY +21%19dZJGCXY +21%22dZJGDXY +147%22dZJHAXY 
+147%23dZJHBXY +21%22dZJHCXY +21%25dZJHDXY −1029%19dZKEAXY −1029%20dZKEBXY 
−147%19dZKECXY −147%22dZKEDXY −1029%20dZKFAXY −1029%21dZKFBXY −147%20dZKFCXY 
−147%23dZKFDXY −147%19dZKGAXY −147%20dZKGBXY −21%19dZKGCXY −21%22dZKGDXY 
−147%22dZKHAXY −147%23dZKHBXY −21%22dZKHCXY −21%25dZKHDXY −1029%19dZLEAXY 
−1029%20dZLEBXY −147%19dZLECXY −147%22dZLEDXY −1029%20dZLFAXY −1029%21dZLFBXY 
−147%20dZLFCXY −147%23dZLFDXY −147%19dZLGAXY −147%20dZLGBXY −21%19dZLGCXY 
−21%22dZLGDXY −147%22dZLHAXY −147%23dZLHBXY −21%22dZLHCXY −21%25dZLHDXY 
−1029%21dZMEAXY −1029%22dZMEBXY −147%21dZMECXY −147%24dZMEDXY −1029%22dZMFAXY 
A.4. THED = 4 POTENTIAL ON AMANIFOLDOF TEN SO(3) SINGLETS109
−1029%23dZMFBXY −147%22dZMFCXY −147%25dZMFDXY −147%21dZMGAXY −147%22dZMGBXY 
−21%21dZMGCXY −21%24dZMGDXY −147%24dZMHAXY −147%25dZMHBXY −21%24dZMHCXY 
−21%27dZMHDXY +327%18eWJEAXY −213%19eWJEBXY −159%18eWJECXY −339%21eWJEDXY 
+291%19eWJFAXY −141%20eWJFBXY −123%19eWJFCXY −267%22eWJFDXY +33%18eWJGAXY 
−3%19eWJGBXY −9%18eWJGCXY −21%21eWJGDXY +21%21eWJHAXY +21%22eWJHBXY 
+3%21eWJHCXY +3%24eWJHDXY −99%18eWKEAXY −627%19eWKEBXY −69%18eWKECXY 
+267%21eWKEDXY −1347%19eWKFAXY −963%20eWKFBXY +27%19eWKFCXY +411%22eWKFDXY 
−69%18eWKGAXY +75%19eWKGBXY +45%18eWKGCXY +93%21eWKGDXY +987%21eWKHAXY 
+987%22eWKHBXY +141%21eWKHCXY +141%24eWKHDXY −327%18eWLEAXY +213%19eWLEBXY 
+159%18eWLECXY +339%21eWLEDXY −291%19eWLFAXY +141%20eWLFBXY +123%19eWLFCXY 
+267%22eWLFDXY −33%18eWLGAXY +3%19eWLGBXY +9%18eWLGCXY +21%21eWLGDXY 
−21%21eWLHAXY −21%22eWLHBXY −3%21eWLHCXY −3%24eWLHDXY +2205%20eWMEAXY 
+2205%21eWMEBXY +315%20eWMECXY +315%23eWMEDXY +2205%21eWMFAXY +2205%22eWMFBXY 
+315%21eWMFCXY +315%24eWMFDXY +315%20eWMGAXY +315%21eWMGBXY +45%20eWMGCXY 
+45%23eWMGDXY +315%23eWMHAXY +315%24eWMHBXY +45%23eWMHCXY +45%26eWMHDXY 
−147%18eZJEAXY −147%19eZJEBXY −21%18eZJECXY −21%21eZJEDXY −147%19eZJFAXY 
−147%20eZJFBXY −21%19eZJFCXY −21%22eZJFDXY −21%18eZJGAXY −21%19eZJGBXY 
−3%18eZJGCXY −3%21eZJGDXY −21%21eZJHAXY −21%22eZJHBXY −3%21eZJHCXY −3%24eZJHDXY 
+147%18eZKEAXY +147%19eZKEBXY +21%18eZKECXY +21%21eZKEDXY +147%19eZKFAXY 
+147%20eZKFBXY +21%19eZKFCXY +21%22eZKFDXY +21%18eZKGAXY +21%19eZKGBXY 
+3%18eZKGCXY +3%21eZKGDXY +21%21eZKHAXY +21%22eZKHBXY +3%21eZKHCXY +3%24eZKHDXY 
+147%18eZLEAXY +147%19eZLEBXY +21%18eZLECXY +21%21eZLEDXY +147%19eZLFAXY 
+147%20eZLFBXY +21%19eZLFCXY +21%22eZLFDXY +21%18eZLGAXY +21%19eZLGBXY 
+3%18eZLGCXY +3%21eZLGDXY +21%21eZLHAXY +21%22eZLHBXY +3%21eZLHCXY +3%24eZLHDXY 
+147%20eZMEAXY +147%21eZMEBXY +21%20eZMECXY +21%23eZMEDXY +147%21eZMFAXY 
+147%22eZMFBXY +21%21eZMFCXY +21%24eZMFDXY +21%20eZMGAXY +21%21eZMGBXY 
+3%20eZMGCXY +3%23eZMGDXY +21%23eZMHAXY +21%24eZMHBXY +3%23eZMHCXY +3%26eZMHDXY 
−327%21fWJEAXY +213%22fWJEBXY +159%21fWJECXY +339%24fWJEDXY −291%22fWJFAXY 
+141%23fWJFBXY +123%22fWJFCXY +267%25fWJFDXY −33%21fWJGAXY +3%22fWJGBXY 
+9%21fWJGCXY +21%24fWJGDXY −21%24fWJHAXY −21%25fWJHBXY −3%24fWJHCXY 
−3%27fWJHDXY −8093%21fWKEAXY −3469%22fWKEBXY +69%21fWKECXY −267%24fWKEDXY 
−2749%22fWKFAXY −1085%23fWKFBXY −27%22fWKFCXY −411%25fWKFDXY +69%21fWKGAXY 
−75%22fWKGBXY −45%21fWKGCXY −93%24fWKGDXY −987%24fWKHAXY −987%25fWKHBXY 
−141%24fWKHCXY −141%27fWKHDXY +327%21fWLEAXY −213%22fWLEBXY −159%21fWLECXY 
−339%24fWLEDXY +291%22fWLFAXY −141%23fWLFBXY −123%22fWLFCXY −267%25fWLFDXY 
+33%21fWLGAXY −3%22fWLGBXY −9%21fWLGCXY −21%24fWLGDXY +21%24fWLHAXY 
+21%25fWLHBXY +3%24fWLHCXY +3%27fWLHDXY −2205%23fWMEAXY −2205%24fWMEBXY 
−315%23fWMECXY −315%26fWMEDXY −2205%24fWMFAXY −2205%25fWMFBXY −315%24fWMFCXY 
−315%27fWMFDXY −315%23fWMGAXY −315%24fWMGBXY −45%23fWMGCXY −45%26fWMGDXY 
−315%26fWMHAXY −315%27fWMHBXY −45%26fWMHCXY −45%29fWMHDXY +147%21fZJEAXY 
+147%22fZJEBXY +21%21fZJECXY +21%24fZJEDXY +147%22fZJFAXY +147%23fZJFBXY 
+21%22fZJFCXY +21%25fZJFDXY +21%21fZJGAXY +21%22fZJGBXY +3%21fZJGCXY 
+3%24fZJGDXY +21%24fZJHAXY +21%25fZJHBXY +3%24fZJHCXY +3%27fZJHDXY 
−147%21fZKEAXY −147%22fZKEBXY −21%21fZKECXY −21%24fZKEDXY −147%22fZKFAXY 
−147%23fZKFBXY −21%22fZKFCXY −21%25fZKFDXY −21%21fZKGAXY −21%22fZKGBXY 
−3%21fZKGCXY −3%24fZKGDXY −21%24fZKHAXY −21%25fZKHBXY −3%24fZKHCXY −3%27fZKHDXY 
−147%21fZLEAXY −147%22fZLEBXY −21%21fZLECXY −21%24fZLEDXY −147%22fZLFAXY 
−147%23fZLFBXY −21%22fZLFCXY −21%25fZLFDXY −21%21fZLGAXY −21%22fZLGBXY 
−3%21fZLGCXY −3%24fZLGDXY −21%24fZLHAXY −21%25fZLHBXY −3%24fZLHCXY −3%27fZLHDXY 
−147%23fZMEAXY −147%24fZMEBXY −21%23fZMECXY −21%26fZMEDXY −147%24fZMFAXY 
−147%25fZMFBXY −21%24fZMFCXY −21%27fZMFDXY −21%23fZMGAXY −21%24fZMGBXY 
−3%23fZMGCXY −3%26fZMGDXY −21%26fZMHAXY −21%27fZMHBXY −3%26fZMHCXY −3%29fZMHDXY 
−609%19cSPTJEA +21%16cSPTJEB +273%19cSPTJEC +147%20cSPTJED +21%16cSPTJFA 
+273%19cSPTJFB +21%16cSPTJFC +147%21cSPTJFD +273%19cSPTJGA +21%16cSPTJGB 
+63%19cSPTJGC +21%20cSPTJGD +147%20cSPTJHA +147%21cSPTJHB +21%20cSPTJHC 
+21%23cSPTJHD +2667%18cSPTKEA +861%18cSPTKEB +21%18cSPTKEC −147%20cSPTKED 
+861%18cSPTKFA +483%19cSPTKFB −21%18cSPTKFC −147%21cSPTKFD +21%18cSPTKGA 
−21%18cSPTKGB −21%18cSPTKGC −21%20cSPTKGD −147%20cSPTKHA −147%21cSPTKHB 
−21%20cSPTKHC −21%23cSPTKHD +609%19cSPTLEA −21%16cSPTLEB −273%19cSPTLEC 
−147%20cSPTLED −21%16cSPTLFA −273%19cSPTLFB −21%16cSPTLFC −147%21cSPTLFD 
−273%19cSPTLGA −21%16cSPTLGB −63%19cSPTLGC −21%20cSPTLGD −147%20cSPTLHA 
−147%21cSPTLHB −21%20cSPTLHC −21%23cSPTLHD −1029%19cSPTMEA −1029%20cSPTMEB 
−147%19cSPTMEC −147%22cSPTMED −1029%20cSPTMFA −1029%21cSPTMFB −147%20cSPTMFC 
−147%23cSPTMFD −147%19cSPTMGA −147%20cSPTMGB −21%19cSPTMGC −21%22cSPTMGD 
−147%22cSPTMHA −147%23cSPTMHB −21%22cSPTMHC −21%25cSPTMHD +609%20dSPTJEA 
−21%17dSPTJEB −273%20dSPTJEC −147%21dSPTJED −21%17dSPTJFA −273%20dSPTJFB 
−21%17dSPTJFC −147%22dSPTJFD −273%20dSPTJGA −21%17dSPTJGB −63%20dSPTJGC 
−21%21dSPTJGD −147%21dSPTJHA −147%22dSPTJHB −21%21dSPTJHC −21%24dSPTJHD 
−2667%19dSPTKEA −861%19dSPTKEB −21%19dSPTKEC +147%21dSPTKED −861%19dSPTKFA 
−483%20dSPTKFB +21%19dSPTKFC +147%22dSPTKFD −21%19dSPTKGA +21%19dSPTKGB 
+21%19dSPTKGC +21%21dSPTKGD +147%21dSPTKHA +147%22dSPTKHB +21%21dSPTKHC 
+21%24dSPTKHD −609%20dSPTLEA +21%17dSPTLEB +273%20dSPTLEC +147%21dSPTLED 
+21%17dSPTLFA +273%20dSPTLFB +21%17dSPTLFC +147%22dSPTLFD +273%20dSPTLGA 
+21%17dSPTLGB +63%20dSPTLGC +21%21dSPTLGD +147%21dSPTLHA +147%22dSPTLHB 
+21%21dSPTLHC +21%24dSPTLHD +1029%20dSPTMEA +1029%21dSPTMEB +147%20dSPTMEC 
+147%23dSPTMED +1029%21dSPTMFA +1029%22dSPTMFB +147%21dSPTMFC +147%24dSPTMFD 
+147%20dSPTMGA +147%21dSPTMGB +21%20dSPTMGC +21%23dSPTMGD +147%23dSPTMHA 
+147%24dSPTMHB +21%23dSPTMHC +21%26dSPTMHD −87%19eSPTJEA +3%16eSPTJEB 
+39%19eSPTJEC +21%20eSPTJED +3%16eSPTJFA +39%19eSPTJFB +3%16eSPTJFC 
+21%21eSPTJFD +39%19eSPTJGA +3%16eSPTJGB +9%19eSPTJGC +3%20eSPTJGD 
+21%20eSPTJHA +21%21eSPTJHB +3%20eSPTJHC +3%23eSPTJHD +381%18eSPTKEA 
+123%18eSPTKEB +3%18eSPTKEC −21%20eSPTKED +123%18eSPTKFA +69%19eSPTKFB 
−3%18eSPTKFC −21%21eSPTKFD +3%18eSPTKGA −3%18eSPTKGB −3%18eSPTKGC −3%20eSPTKGD 
−21%20eSPTKHA −21%21eSPTKHB −3%20eSPTKHC −3%23eSPTKHD +87%19eSPTLEA 
−3%16eSPTLEB −39%19eSPTLEC −21%20eSPTLED −3%16eSPTLFA −39%19eSPTLFB 
−3%16eSPTLFC −21%21eSPTLFD −39%19eSPTLGA −3%16eSPTLGB −9%19eSPTLGC −3%20eSPTLGD 
−21%20eSPTLHA −21%21eSPTLHB −3%20eSPTLHC −3%23eSPTLHD −147%19eSPTMEA 
−147%20eSPTMEB −21%19eSPTMEC −21%22eSPTMED −147%20eSPTMFA −147%21eSPTMFB 
−21%20eSPTMFC −21%23eSPTMFD −21%19eSPTMGA −21%20eSPTMGB −3%19eSPTMGC 
−3%22eSPTMGD −21%22eSPTMHA −21%23eSPTMHB −3%22eSPTMHC −3%25eSPTMHD 
+87%22fSPTJEA −3%19fSPTJEB −39%22fSPTJEC −21%23fSPTJED −3%19fSPTJFA 
−39%22fSPTJFB −3%19fSPTJFC −21%24fSPTJFD −39%22fSPTJGA −3%19fSPTJGB 
−9%22fSPTJGC −3%23fSPTJGD −21%23fSPTJHA −21%24fSPTJHB −3%23fSPTJHC −3%26fSPTJHD 
−381%21fSPTKEA −123%21fSPTKEB −3%21fSPTKEC +21%23fSPTKED −123%21fSPTKFA 
−69%22fSPTKFB +3%21fSPTKFC +21%24fSPTKFD −3%21fSPTKGA +3%21fSPTKGB +3%21fSPTKGC 
+3%23fSPTKGD +21%23fSPTKHA +21%24fSPTKHB +3%23fSPTKHC +3%26fSPTKHD 
−87%22fSPTLEA +3%19fSPTLEB +39%22fSPTLEC +21%23fSPTLED +3%19fSPTLFA 
+39%22fSPTLFB +3%19fSPTLFC +21%24fSPTLFD +39%22fSPTLGA +3%19fSPTLGB 
+9%22fSPTLGC +3%23fSPTLGD +21%23fSPTLHA +21%24fSPTLHB +3%23fSPTLHC +3%26fSPTLHD 
+147%22fSPTMEA +147%23fSPTMEB +21%22fSPTMEC +21%25fSPTMED +147%23fSPTMFA 
+147%24fSPTMFB +21%23fSPTMFC +21%26fSPTMFD +21%22fSPTMGA +21%23fSPTMGB 
+3%22fSPTMGC +3%25fSPTMGD +21%25fSPTMHA +21%26fSPTMHB +3%25fSPTMHC +3%28fSPTMHD 
−138747%24cWJaY +86625%23cWKaY −55125%24cWLaY −55125%24cZJaY −11025%23cZKaY 
−3675%24cZLaY −254469%25dWJaY −86625%24dWKaY +55125%25dWLaY +55125%25dZJaY 
+11025%24dZKaY +3675%25dZLaY −19821%24eWJaY +12375%23eWKaY −7875%24eWLaY 
−7875%24eZJaY −1575%23eZKaY −525%24eZLaY +413037%27fWJaY −12375%26fWKaY 
+7875%27fWLaY +7875%27fZJaY +1575%26fZKaY +525%27fZLaY −52395%23cSPUJ 
−2415%22cSPUK +3675%23cSPUL +52395%24dSPUJ +2415%23dSPUK −3675%24dSPUL 
−7485%23eSPUJ −345%22eSPUK +525%23eSPUL +7485%26fSPUJ +345%25fSPUK −525%26fSPUL 
−14847%21cWJAaY +6657%22cWJBaY −2121%21cWJCaY −23625%24cWJDaY +13293%20cWKAaY 
+1197%21cWKBaY −2709%20cWKCaY −6741%23cWKDaY −11025%21cWLAaY −11025%22cWLBaY 
−1575%21cWLCaY −1575%24cWLDaY −11025%21cZJAaY −11025%22cZJBaY −1575%21cZJCaY 
−1575%24cZJDaY −2205%20cZKAaY −2205%21cZKBaY −315%20cZKCaY −315%23cZKDaY 
−735%21cZLAaY −735%22cZLBaY −105%21cZLCaY −105%24cZLDaY −50689%22dWJAaY 
−39425%23dWJBaY +2121%22dWJCaY +23625%25dWJDaY −13293%21dWKAaY −1197%22dWKBaY 
+2709%21dWKCaY +6741%24dWKDaY +11025%22dWLAaY +11025%23dWLBaY +1575%22dWLCaY 
+1575%25dWLDaY +11025%22dZJAaY +11025%23dZJBaY +1575%22dZJCaY +1575%25dZJDaY 
+2205%21dZKAaY +2205%22dZKBaY +315%21dZKCaY +315%24dZKDaY +735%22dZLAaY 
+735%23dZLBaY +105%22dZLCaY +105%25dZLDaY −2121%21eWJAaY +951%22eWJBaY 
−303%21eWJCaY −3375%24eWJDaY +1899%20eWKAaY +171%21eWKBaY −387%20eWKCaY 
−963%23eWKDaY −1575%21eWLAaY −1575%22eWLBaY −225%21eWLCaY −225%24eWLDaY 
−1575%21eZJAaY −1575%22eZJBaY −225%21eZJCaY −225%24eZJDaY −315%20eZKAaY 
−315%21eZKBaY −45%20eZKCaY −45%23eZKDaY −105%21eZLAaY −105%22eZLBaY 
−15%21eZLCaY −15%24eZLDaY +67657%24fWJAaY +31817%25fWJBaY +303%24fWJCaY 
+3375%27fWJDaY −1899%23fWKAaY −171%24fWKBaY +387%23fWKCaY +963%26fWKDaY 
+1575%24fWLAaY +1575%25fWLBaY +225%24fWLCaY +225%27fWLDaY +1575%24fZJAaY 
+1575%25fZJBaY +225%24fZJCaY +225%27fZJDaY +315%23fZKAaY +315%24fZKBaY 
+45%23fZKCaY +45%26fZKDaY +105%24fZLAaY +105%25fZLBaY +15%24fZLCaY +15%27fZLDaY 
−9135%20cSPUJA −5103%21cSPUJB +231%20cSPUJC +1575%23cSPUJD −315%19cSPUKA 
+189%20cSPUKB +147%19cSPUKC +315%22cSPUKD +735%20cSPULA +735%21cSPULB 
+105%20cSPULC +105%23cSPULD +9135%21dSPUJA +5103%22dSPUJB −231%21dSPUJC 
−1575%24dSPUJD +315%20dSPUKA −189%21dSPUKB −147%20dSPUKC −315%23dSPUKD 
−735%21dSPULA −735%22dSPULB −105%21dSPULC −105%24dSPULD −1305%20eSPUJA 
−729%21eSPUJB +33%20eSPUJC +225%23eSPUJD −45%19eSPUKA +27%20eSPUKB +21%19eSPUKC 
+45%22eSPUKD +105%20eSPULA +105%21eSPULB +15%20eSPULC +15%23eSPULD 
+1305%23fSPUJA +729%24fSPUJB −33%23fSPUJC −225%26fSPUJD +45%22fSPUKA 
−27%23fSPUKB −21%22fSPUKC −45%25fSPUKD −105%23fSPULA −105%24fSPULB −15%23fSPULC 
−15%26fSPULD −32109%21cWJbY +5271%20cWKbY −7875%21cWLbY −7875%21cZJbY 
−1575%20cZKbY −525%21cZLbY −33427%22dWJbY −5271%21dWKbY +7875%22dWLbY 
+7875%22dZJbY +1575%21dZKbY +525%22dZLbY −4587%21eWJbY +753%20eWKbY 
−1125%21eWLbY −1125%21eZJbY −225%20eZKbY −75%21eZLbY +70123%24fWJbY 
−753%23fWKbY +1125%24fWLbY +1125%24fZJbY +225%23fZKbY +75%24fZLbY −8253%20cSPVJ 
−441%19cSPVK +525%20cSPVL +8253%21dSPVJ +441%20dSPVK −525%21dSPVL −1179%20eSPVJ 
−63%19eSPVK +75%20eSPVL +1179%23fSPVJ +63%22fSPVK −75%23fSPVL +8631%19cWJAbY 
+2121%19cWJBbY −8631%19cWJCbY +23625%21cWJDbY −1365%18cWKAbY −2667%18cWKBbY 
+1365%18cWKCbY +5397%20cWKDbY −1575%19cWLAbY +1575%19cWLBbY +1575%19cWLCbY 
+1575%21cWLDbY −1575%19cZJAbY +1575%19cZJBbY +1575%19cZJCbY +1575%21cZJDbY 
−315%18cZKAbY +315%18cZKBbY +315%18cZKCbY +315%20cZKDbY −105%19cZLAbY 
+105%19cZLBbY +105%19cZLCbY +105%21cZLDbY −8631%20dWJAbY +14263%20dWJBbY 
+8631%20dWJCbY −23625%22dWJDbY +1365%19dWKAbY +2667%19dWKBbY −1365%19dWKCbY 
−5397%21dWKDbY +1575%20dWLAbY −1575%20dWLBbY −1575%20dWLCbY −1575%22dWLDbY 
+1575%20dZJAbY −1575%20dZJBbY −1575%20dZJCbY −1575%22dZJDbY +315%19dZKAbY 
−315%19dZKBbY −315%19dZKCbY −315%21dZKDbY +105%20dZLAbY −105%20dZLBbY 
−105%20dZLCbY −105%22dZLDbY +1233%19eWJAbY +303%19eWJBbY −1233%19eWJCbY 
+3375%21eWJDbY −195%18eWKAbY −381%18eWKBbY +195%18eWKCbY +771%20eWKDbY 
−225%19eWLAbY +225%19eWLBbY +225%19eWLCbY +225%21eWLDbY −225%19eZJAbY 
+225%19eZJBbY +225%19eZJCbY +225%21eZJDbY −45%18eZKAbY +45%18eZKBbY 
+45%18eZKCbY +45%20eZKDbY −15%19eZLAbY +15%19eZLBbY +15%19eZLCbY +15%21eZLDbY 
−1233%22fWJAbY −16687%22fWJBbY +1233%22fWJCbY −3375%24fWJDbY +195%21fWKAbY 
+381%21fWKBbY −195%21fWKCbY −771%23fWKDbY +225%22fWLAbY −225%22fWLBbY 
−225%22fWLCbY −225%24fWLDbY +225%22fZJAbY −225%22fZJBbY −225%22fZJCbY 
−225%24fZJDbY +45%21fZKAbY −45%21fZKBbY −45%21fZKCbY −45%23fZKDbY +15%22fZLAbY 
−15%22fZLBbY −15%22fZLCbY −15%24fZLDbY −441%18cSPVJA +2457%18cSPVJB 
+441%18cSPVJC −1575%20cSPVJD +63%17cSPVKA +189%17cSPVKB −63%17cSPVKC 
−315%19cSPVKD +105%18cSPVLA −105%18cSPVLB −105%18cSPVLC −105%20cSPVLD 
+441%19dSPVJA −2457%19dSPVJB −441%19dSPVJC +1575%21dSPVJD −63%18dSPVKA 
−189%18dSPVKB +63%18dSPVKC +315%20dSPVKD −105%19dSPVLA +105%19dSPVLB 
+105%19dSPVLC +105%21dSPVLD −63%18eSPVJA +351%18eSPVJB +63%18eSPVJC 
−225%20eSPVJD +9%17eSPVKA +27%17eSPVKB −9%17eSPVKC −45%19eSPVKD +15%18eSPVLA 
−15%18eSPVLB −15%18eSPVLC −15%20eSPVLD +63%21fSPVJA −351%21fSPVJB −63%21fSPVJC 
+225%23fSPVJD −9%20fSPVKA −27%20fSPVKB +9%20fSPVKC +45%22fSPVKD −15%21fSPVLA 
+15%21fSPVLB +15%21fSPVLC +15%23fSPVLD +49665%22cWJEaY −6657%22cWJFaY 
−49665%22cWJGaY +165375%24cWJHaY +7245%21cWKEaY −24045%21cWKFaY −7245%21cWKGaY 
+9555%23cWKHaY −11025%22cWLEaY +11025%22cWLFaY +11025%22cWLGaY +11025%24cWLHaY 
−11025%22cZJEaY +11025%22cZJFaY +11025%22cZJGaY +11025%24cZJHaY −2205%21cZKEaY 
+2205%21cZKFaY +2205%21cZKGaY +2205%23cZKHaY −735%22cZLEaY +735%22cZLFaY 
+735%22cZLGaY +735%24cZLHaY −49665%23dWJEaY +104961%23dWJFaY +49665%23dWJGaY 
−165375%25dWJHaY −7245%22dWKEaY +24045%22dWKFaY +7245%22dWKGaY −9555%24dWKHaY 
+11025%23dWLEaY −11025%23dWLFaY −11025%23dWLGaY −11025%25dWLHaY +11025%23dZJEaY 
−11025%23dZJFaY −11025%23dZJGaY −11025%25dZJHaY +2205%22dZKEaY −2205%22dZKFaY 
−2205%22dZKGaY −2205%24dZKHaY +735%23dZLEaY −735%23dZLFaY −735%23dZLGaY 
−735%25dZLHaY +7095%22eWJEaY −951%22eWJFaY −7095%22eWJGaY +23625%24eWJHaY 
+1035%21eWKEaY −3435%21eWKFaY −1035%21eWKGaY +1365%23eWKHaY −1575%22eWLEaY 
+1575%22eWLFaY +1575%22eWLGaY +1575%24eWLHaY −1575%22eZJEaY +1575%22eZJFaY 
+1575%22eZJGaY +1575%24eZJHaY −315%21eZKEaY +315%21eZKFaY +315%21eZKGaY 
+315%23eZKHaY −105%22eZLEaY +105%22eZLFaY +105%22eZLGaY +105%24eZLHaY 
−7095%25fWJEaY −97353%25fWJFaY +7095%25fWJGaY −23625%27fWJHaY −1035%24fWKEaY 
+3435%24fWKFaY +1035%24fWKGaY −1365%26fWKHaY +1575%25fWLEaY −1575%25fWLFaY 
−1575%25fWLGaY −1575%27fWLHaY +1575%25fZJEaY −1575%25fZJFaY −1575%25fZJGaY 
−1575%27fZJHaY +315%24fZKEaY −315%24fZKFaY −315%24fZKGaY −315%26fZKHaY 
+105%25fZLEaY −105%25fZLFaY −105%25fZLGaY −105%27fZLHaY −2415%21cSPUJE 
+15855%21cSPUJF +2415%21cSPUJG −11025%23cSPUJH +525%20cSPUKE +1155%20cSPUKF 
−525%20cSPUKG −2205%22cSPUKH +735%21cSPULE −735%21cSPULF −735%21cSPULG 
−735%23cSPULH +2415%22dSPUJE −15855%22dSPUJF −2415%22dSPUJG +11025%24dSPUJH 
−525%21dSPUKE −1155%21dSPUKF +525%21dSPUKG +2205%23dSPUKH −735%22dSPULE 
+735%22dSPULF +735%22dSPULG +735%24dSPULH −345%21eSPUJE +2265%21eSPUJF 
+345%21eSPUJG −1575%23eSPUJH +75%20eSPUKE +165%20eSPUKF −75%20eSPUKG 
−315%22eSPUKH +105%21eSPULE −105%21eSPULF −105%21eSPULG −105%23eSPULH 
+345%24fSPUJE −2265%24fSPUJF −345%24fSPUJG +1575%26fSPUJH −75%23fSPUKE 
−165%23fSPUKF +75%23fSPUKG +315%25fSPUKH −105%24fSPULE +105%24fSPULF 
+105%24fSPULG +105%26fSPULH +7245%19cWJEAaY −819%20cWJEBaY −2037%19cWJECaY 
−4725%22cWJEDaY −4557%19cWJFAaY −9933%20cWJFBaY −651%19cWJFCaY +4725%22cWJFDaY 
−7245%19cWJGAaY +819%20cWJGBaY +2037%19cWJGCaY +4725%22cWJGDaY +33075%21cWJHAaY 
+33075%22cWJHBaY +4725%21cWJHCaY +4725%24cWJHDaY +945%18cWKEAaY −567%19cWKEBaY 
−441%18cWKECaY −945%21cWKEDaY −3801%18cWKFAaY −777%19cWKFBaY +609%18cWKFCaY 
+1617%21cWKFDaY −945%18cWKGAaY +567%19cWKGBaY +441%18cWKGCaY +945%21cWKGDaY 
+1911%20cWKHAaY +1911%21cWKHBaY +273%20cWKHCaY +273%23cWKHDaY −2205%19cWLEAaY 
−2205%20cWLEBaY −315%19cWLECaY −315%22cWLEDaY +2205%19cWLFAaY +2205%20cWLFBaY 
+315%19cWLFCaY +315%22cWLFDaY +2205%19cWLGAaY +2205%20cWLGBaY +315%19cWLGCaY 
+315%22cWLGDaY +2205%21cWLHAaY +2205%22cWLHBaY +315%21cWLHCaY +315%24cWLHDaY 
−2205%19cZJEAaY −2205%20cZJEBaY −315%19cZJECaY −315%22cZJEDaY +2205%19cZJFAaY 
+2205%20cZJFBaY +315%19cZJFCaY +315%22cZJFDaY +2205%19cZJGAaY +2205%20cZJGBaY 
+315%19cZJGCaY +315%22cZJGDaY +2205%21cZJHAaY +2205%22cZJHBaY +315%21cZJHCaY 
+315%24cZJHDaY −441%18cZKEAaY −441%19cZKEBaY −63%18cZKECaY −63%21cZKEDaY 
+441%18cZKFAaY +441%19cZKFBaY +63%18cZKFCaY +63%21cZKFDaY +441%18cZKGAaY 
+441%19cZKGBaY +63%18cZKGCaY +63%21cZKGDaY +441%20cZKHAaY +441%21cZKHBaY 
+63%20cZKHCaY +63%23cZKHDaY −147%19cZLEAaY −147%20cZLEBaY −21%19cZLECaY 
−21%22cZLEDaY +147%19cZLFAaY +147%20cZLFBaY +21%19cZLFCaY +21%22cZLFDaY 
+147%19cZLGAaY +147%20cZLGBaY +21%19cZLGCaY +21%22cZLGDaY +147%21cZLHAaY 
+147%22cZLHBaY +21%21cZLHCaY +21%24cZLHDaY −7245%20dWJEAaY +819%21dWJEBaY 
+2037%20dWJECaY +4725%23dWJEDaY +20941%20dWJFAaY +18125%21dWJFBaY 
+651%20dWJFCaY −4725%23dWJFDaY +7245%20dWJGAaY −819%21dWJGBaY −2037%20dWJGCaY 
−4725%23dWJGDaY −33075%22dWJHAaY −33075%23dWJHBaY −4725%22dWJHCaY 
−4725%25dWJHDaY −945%19dWKEAaY +567%20dWKEBaY +441%19dWKECaY +945%22dWKEDaY 
+3801%19dWKFAaY +777%20dWKFBaY −609%19dWKFCaY −1617%22dWKFDaY +945%19dWKGAaY 
−567%20dWKGBaY −441%19dWKGCaY −945%22dWKGDaY −1911%21dWKHAaY −1911%22dWKHBaY 
−273%21dWKHCaY −273%24dWKHDaY +2205%20dWLEAaY +2205%21dWLEBaY +315%20dWLECaY 
+315%23dWLEDaY −2205%20dWLFAaY −2205%21dWLFBaY −315%20dWLFCaY −315%23dWLFDaY 
−2205%20dWLGAaY −2205%21dWLGBaY −315%20dWLGCaY −315%23dWLGDaY −2205%22dWLHAaY 
−2205%23dWLHBaY −315%22dWLHCaY −315%25dWLHDaY +2205%20dZJEAaY +2205%21dZJEBaY 
+315%20dZJECaY +315%23dZJEDaY −2205%20dZJFAaY −2205%21dZJFBaY −315%20dZJFCaY 
−315%23dZJFDaY −2205%20dZJGAaY −2205%21dZJGBaY −315%20dZJGCaY −315%23dZJGDaY 
−2205%22dZJHAaY −2205%23dZJHBaY −315%22dZJHCaY −315%25dZJHDaY +441%19dZKEAaY 
+441%20dZKEBaY +63%19dZKECaY +63%22dZKEDaY −441%19dZKFAaY −441%20dZKFBaY 
−63%19dZKFCaY −63%22dZKFDaY −441%19dZKGAaY −441%20dZKGBaY −63%19dZKGCaY 
−63%22dZKGDaY −441%21dZKHAaY −441%22dZKHBaY −63%21dZKHCaY −63%24dZKHDaY 
+147%20dZLEAaY +147%21dZLEBaY +21%20dZLECaY +21%23dZLEDaY −147%20dZLFAaY 
−147%21dZLFBaY −21%20dZLFCaY −21%23dZLFDaY −147%20dZLGAaY −147%21dZLGBaY 
−21%20dZLGCaY −21%23dZLGDaY −147%22dZLHAaY −147%23dZLHBaY −21%22dZLHCaY 
−21%25dZLHDaY +1035%19eWJEAaY −117%20eWJEBaY −291%19eWJECaY −675%22eWJEDaY 
−651%19eWJFAaY −1419%20eWJFBaY −93%19eWJFCaY +675%22eWJFDaY −1035%19eWJGAaY 
+117%20eWJGBaY +291%19eWJGCaY +675%22eWJGDaY +4725%21eWJHAaY +4725%22eWJHBaY 
+675%21eWJHCaY +675%24eWJHDaY +135%18eWKEAaY −81%19eWKEBaY −63%18eWKECaY 
−135%21eWKEDaY −543%18eWKFAaY −111%19eWKFBaY +87%18eWKFCaY +231%21eWKFDaY 
−135%18eWKGAaY +81%19eWKGBaY +63%18eWKGCaY +135%21eWKGDaY +273%20eWKHAaY 
+273%21eWKHBaY +39%20eWKHCaY +39%23eWKHDaY −315%19eWLEAaY −315%20eWLEBaY 
−45%19eWLECaY −45%22eWLEDaY +315%19eWLFAaY +315%20eWLFBaY +45%19eWLFCaY 
+45%22eWLFDaY +315%19eWLGAaY +315%20eWLGBaY +45%19eWLGCaY +45%22eWLGDaY 
+315%21eWLHAaY +315%22eWLHBaY +45%21eWLHCaY +45%24eWLHDaY −315%19eZJEAaY 
−315%20eZJEBaY −45%19eZJECaY −45%22eZJEDaY +315%19eZJFAaY +315%20eZJFBaY 
+45%19eZJFCaY +45%22eZJFDaY +315%19eZJGAaY +315%20eZJGBaY +45%19eZJGCaY 
+45%22eZJGDaY +315%21eZJHAaY +315%22eZJHBaY +45%21eZJHCaY +45%24eZJHDaY 
−63%18eZKEAaY −63%19eZKEBaY −9%18eZKECaY −9%21eZKEDaY +63%18eZKFAaY 
+63%19eZKFBaY +9%18eZKFCaY +9%21eZKFDaY +63%18eZKGAaY +63%19eZKGBaY 
+9%18eZKGCaY +9%21eZKGDaY +63%20eZKHAaY +63%21eZKHBaY +9%20eZKHCaY +9%23eZKHDaY 
−21%19eZLEAaY −21%20eZLEBaY −3%19eZLECaY −3%22eZLEDaY +21%19eZLFAaY 
+21%20eZLFBaY +3%19eZLFCaY +3%22eZLFDaY +21%19eZLGAaY +21%20eZLGBaY 
+3%19eZLGCaY +3%22eZLGDaY +21%21eZLHAaY +21%22eZLHBaY +3%21eZLHCaY +3%24eZLHDaY 
−1035%22fWJEAaY +117%23fWJEBaY +291%22fWJECaY +675%25fWJEDaY −15733%22fWJFAaY 
−6773%23fWJFBaY +93%22fWJFCaY −675%25fWJFDaY +1035%22fWJGAaY −117%23fWJGBaY 
−291%22fWJGCaY −675%25fWJGDaY −4725%24fWJHAaY −4725%25fWJHBaY −675%24fWJHCaY 
−675%27fWJHDaY −135%21fWKEAaY +81%22fWKEBaY +63%21fWKECaY +135%24fWKEDaY 
+543%21fWKFAaY +111%22fWKFBaY −87%21fWKFCaY −231%24fWKFDaY +135%21fWKGAaY 
−81%22fWKGBaY −63%21fWKGCaY −135%24fWKGDaY −273%23fWKHAaY −273%24fWKHBaY 
−39%23fWKHCaY −39%26fWKHDaY +315%22fWLEAaY +315%23fWLEBaY +45%22fWLECaY 
+45%25fWLEDaY −315%22fWLFAaY −315%23fWLFBaY −45%22fWLFCaY −45%25fWLFDaY 
−315%22fWLGAaY −315%23fWLGBaY −45%22fWLGCaY −45%25fWLGDaY −315%24fWLHAaY 
−315%25fWLHBaY −45%24fWLHCaY −45%27fWLHDaY +315%22fZJEAaY +315%23fZJEBaY 
+45%22fZJECaY +45%25fZJEDaY −315%22fZJFAaY −315%23fZJFBaY −45%22fZJFCaY 
−45%25fZJFDaY −315%22fZJGAaY −315%23fZJGBaY −45%22fZJGCaY −45%25fZJGDaY 
−315%24fZJHAaY −315%25fZJHBaY −45%24fZJHCaY −45%27fZJHDaY +63%21fZKEAaY 
+63%22fZKEBaY +9%21fZKECaY +9%24fZKEDaY −63%21fZKFAaY −63%22fZKFBaY 
−9%21fZKFCaY −9%24fZKFDaY −63%21fZKGAaY −63%22fZKGBaY −9%21fZKGCaY −9%24fZKGDaY 
−63%23fZKHAaY −63%24fZKHBaY −9%23fZKHCaY −9%26fZKHDaY +21%22fZLEAaY 
+21%23fZLEBaY +3%22fZLECaY +3%25fZLEDaY −21%22fZLFAaY −21%23fZLFBaY 
−3%22fZLFCaY −3%25fZLFDaY −21%22fZLGAaY −21%23fZLGBaY −3%22fZLGCaY −3%25fZLGDaY 
−21%24fZLHAaY −21%25fZLHBaY −3%24fZLHCaY −3%27fZLHDaY −315%18cSPUJEA 
+189%19cSPUJEB +147%18cSPUJEC +315%21cSPUJED +2835%18cSPUJFA +1827%19cSPUJFB 
+21%18cSPUJFC −315%21cSPUJFD +315%18cSPUJGA −189%19cSPUJGB −147%18cSPUJGC 
−315%21cSPUJGD −2205%20cSPUJHA −2205%21cSPUJHB −315%20cSPUJHC −315%23cSPUJHD 
+63%16cSPUKEA +189%18cSPUKEB +21%16cSPUKEC +63%20cSPUKED +189%17cSPUKFA 
+63%18cSPUKFB −21%17cSPUKFC −63%20cSPUKFD −63%16cSPUKGA −189%18cSPUKGB 
−21%16cSPUKGC −63%20cSPUKGD −441%19cSPUKHA −441%20cSPUKHB −63%19cSPUKHC 
−63%22cSPUKHD +147%18cSPULEA +147%19cSPULEB +21%18cSPULEC +21%21cSPULED 
−147%18cSPULFA −147%19cSPULFB −21%18cSPULFC −21%21cSPULFD −147%18cSPULGA 
−147%19cSPULGB −21%18cSPULGC −21%21cSPULGD −147%20cSPULHA −147%21cSPULHB 
−21%20cSPULHC −21%23cSPULHD +315%19dSPUJEA −189%20dSPUJEB −147%19dSPUJEC 
−315%22dSPUJED −2835%19dSPUJFA −1827%20dSPUJFB −21%19dSPUJFC +315%22dSPUJFD 
−315%19dSPUJGA +189%20dSPUJGB +147%19dSPUJGC +315%22dSPUJGD +2205%21dSPUJHA 
+2205%22dSPUJHB +315%21dSPUJHC +315%24dSPUJHD −63%17dSPUKEA −189%19dSPUKEB 
−21%17dSPUKEC −63%21dSPUKED −189%18dSPUKFA −63%19dSPUKFB +21%18dSPUKFC 
+63%21dSPUKFD +63%17dSPUKGA +189%19dSPUKGB +21%17dSPUKGC +63%21dSPUKGD 
+441%20dSPUKHA +441%21dSPUKHB +63%20dSPUKHC +63%23dSPUKHD −147%19dSPULEA 
−147%20dSPULEB −21%19dSPULEC −21%22dSPULED +147%19dSPULFA +147%20dSPULFB 
+21%19dSPULFC +21%22dSPULFD +147%19dSPULGA +147%20dSPULGB +21%19dSPULGC 
+21%22dSPULGD +147%21dSPULHA +147%22dSPULHB +21%21dSPULHC +21%24dSPULHD 
−45%18eSPUJEA +27%19eSPUJEB +21%18eSPUJEC +45%21eSPUJED +405%18eSPUJFA 
+261%19eSPUJFB +3%18eSPUJFC −45%21eSPUJFD +45%18eSPUJGA −27%19eSPUJGB 
−21%18eSPUJGC −45%21eSPUJGD −315%20eSPUJHA −315%21eSPUJHB −45%20eSPUJHC 
−45%23eSPUJHD +9%16eSPUKEA +27%18eSPUKEB +3%16eSPUKEC +9%20eSPUKED 
+27%17eSPUKFA +9%18eSPUKFB −3%17eSPUKFC −9%20eSPUKFD −9%16eSPUKGA −27%18eSPUKGB 
−3%16eSPUKGC −9%20eSPUKGD −63%19eSPUKHA −63%20eSPUKHB −9%19eSPUKHC −9%22eSPUKHD 
+21%18eSPULEA +21%19eSPULEB +3%18eSPULEC +3%21eSPULED −21%18eSPULFA 
−21%19eSPULFB −3%18eSPULFC −3%21eSPULFD −21%18eSPULGA −21%19eSPULGB 
−3%18eSPULGC −3%21eSPULGD −21%20eSPULHA −21%21eSPULHB −3%20eSPULHC −3%23eSPULHD 
+45%21fSPUJEA −27%22fSPUJEB −21%21fSPUJEC −45%24fSPUJED −405%21fSPUJFA 
−261%22fSPUJFB −3%21fSPUJFC +45%24fSPUJFD −45%21fSPUJGA +27%22fSPUJGB 
+21%21fSPUJGC +45%24fSPUJGD +315%23fSPUJHA +315%24fSPUJHB +45%23fSPUJHC 
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+45%26fSPUJHD −9%19fSPUKEA −27%21fSPUKEB −3%19fSPUKEC −9%23fSPUKED 
−27%20fSPUKFA −9%21fSPUKFB +3%20fSPUKFC +9%23fSPUKFD +9%19fSPUKGA +27%21fSPUKGB 
+3%19fSPUKGC +9%23fSPUKGD +63%22fSPUKHA +63%23fSPUKHB +9%22fSPUKHC +9%25fSPUKHD 
−21%21fSPULEA −21%22fSPULEB −3%21fSPULEC −3%24fSPULED +21%21fSPULFA 
+21%22fSPULFB +3%21fSPULFC +3%24fSPULFD +21%21fSPULGA +21%22fSPULGB 
+3%21fSPULGC +3%24fSPULGD +21%23fSPULHA +21%24fSPULHB +3%23fSPULHC +3%26fSPULHD 
−10311%22cWJEbY +15141%21cWJFbY −23625%22cWJGbY +11781%21cWKEbY −63%20cWKFbY 
−1365%21cWKGbY −23625%22cWLEbY −4725%21cWLFbY −1575%22cWLGbY −23625%22cZJEbY 
−4725%21cZJFbY −1575%22cZJGbY −4725%21cZKEbY −945%20cZKFbY −315%21cZKGbY 
−1575%22cZLEbY −315%21cZLFbY −105%22cZLGbY −120761%23dWJEbY −15141%22dWJFbY 
+23625%23dWJGbY −11781%22dWKEbY +63%21dWKFbY +1365%22dWKGbY +23625%23dWLEbY 
+4725%22dWLFbY +1575%23dWLGbY +23625%23dZJEbY +4725%22dZJFbY +1575%23dZJGbY 
+4725%22dZKEbY +945%21dZKFbY +315%22dZKGbY +1575%23dZLEbY +315%22dZLFbY 
+105%23dZLGbY −1473%22eWJEbY +2163%21eWJFbY −3375%22eWJGbY +1683%21eWKEbY 
−9%20eWKFbY −195%21eWKGbY −3375%22eWLEbY −675%21eWLFbY −225%22eWLGbY 
−3375%22eZJEbY −675%21eZJFbY −225%22eZJGbY −675%21eZKEbY −135%20eZKFbY 
−45%21eZKGbY −225%22eZLEbY −45%21eZLFbY −15%22eZLGbY +132545%25fWJEbY 
−2163%24fWJFbY +3375%25fWJGbY −1683%24fWKEbY +9%23fWKFbY +195%24fWKGbY 
+3375%25fWLEbY +675%24fWLFbY +225%25fWLGbY +3375%25fZJEbY +675%24fZJFbY 
+225%25fZJGbY +675%24fZKEbY +135%23fZKFbY +45%24fZKGbY +225%25fZLEbY 
+45%24fZLFbY +15%25fZLGbY −19383%21cSPVJE −651%20cSPVJF +1575%21cSPVJG 
−651%20cSPVKE +273%19cSPVKF +315%20cSPVKG +1575%21cSPVLE +315%20cSPVLF 
+105%21cSPVLG +19383%22dSPVJE +651%21dSPVJF −1575%22dSPVJG +651%21dSPVKE 
−273%20dSPVKF −315%21dSPVKG −1575%22dSPVLE −315%21dSPVLF −105%22dSPVLG 
−2769%21eSPVJE −93%20eSPVJF +225%21eSPVJG −93%20eSPVKE +39%19eSPVKF 
+45%20eSPVKG +225%21eSPVLE +45%20eSPVLF +15%21eSPVLG +2769%24fSPVJE 
+93%23fSPVJF −225%24fSPVJG +93%23fSPVKE −39%22fSPVKF −45%23fSPVKG −225%24fSPVLE 
−45%23fSPVLF −15%24fSPVLG +15141%20cWJEAbY −15141%20cWJEBbY −15141%20cWJECbY 
+70875%22cWJEDbY −3423%19cWJFAbY −7329%19cWJFBbY +3423%19cWJFCbY 
+14175%21cWJFDbY −4725%20cWJGAbY +4725%20cWJGBbY +4725%20cWJGCbY 
+4725%22cWJGDbY −4095%19cWKEAbY −6657%19cWKEBbY +4095%19cWKECbY 
+14847%21cWKEDbY −819%18cWKFAbY −525%18cWKFBbY +819%18cWKFCbY +2163%20cWKFDbY 
−273%19cWKGAbY +273%19cWKGBbY +273%19cWKGCbY +273%21cWKGDbY −4725%20cWLEAbY 
+4725%20cWLEBbY +4725%20cWLECbY +4725%22cWLEDbY −945%19cWLFAbY +945%19cWLFBbY 
+945%19cWLFCbY +945%21cWLFDbY −315%20cWLGAbY +315%20cWLGBbY +315%20cWLGCbY 
+315%22cWLGDbY −4725%20cZJEAbY +4725%20cZJEBbY +4725%20cZJECbY +4725%22cZJEDbY 
−945%19cZJFAbY +945%19cZJFBbY +945%19cZJFCbY +945%21cZJFDbY −315%20cZJGAbY 
+315%20cZJGBbY +315%20cZJGCbY +315%22cZJGDbY −945%19cZKEAbY +945%19cZKEBbY 
+945%19cZKECbY +945%21cZKEDbY −189%18cZKFAbY +189%18cZKFBbY +189%18cZKFCbY 
+189%20cZKFDbY −63%19cZKGAbY +63%19cZKGBbY +63%19cZKGCbY +63%21cZKGDbY 
−315%20cZLEAbY +315%20cZLEBbY +315%20cZLECbY +315%22cZLEDbY −63%19cZLFAbY 
+63%19cZLFBbY +63%19cZLFCbY +63%21cZLFDbY −21%20cZLGAbY +21%20cZLGBbY 
+21%20cZLGCbY +21%22cZLGDbY −15141%21dWJEAbY +47909%21dWJEBbY +15141%21dWJECbY 
−70875%23dWJEDbY +3423%20dWJFAbY +7329%20dWJFBbY −3423%20dWJFCbY 
−14175%22dWJFDbY +4725%21dWJGAbY −4725%21dWJGBbY −4725%21dWJGCbY 
−4725%23dWJGDbY +4095%20dWKEAbY +6657%20dWKEBbY −4095%20dWKECbY 
−14847%22dWKEDbY +819%19dWKFAbY +525%19dWKFBbY −819%19dWKFCbY −2163%21dWKFDbY 
+273%20dWKGAbY −273%20dWKGBbY −273%20dWKGCbY −273%22dWKGDbY +4725%21dWLEAbY 
−4725%21dWLEBbY −4725%21dWLECbY −4725%23dWLEDbY +945%20dWLFAbY −945%20dWLFBbY 
−945%20dWLFCbY −945%22dWLFDbY +315%21dWLGAbY −315%21dWLGBbY −315%21dWLGCbY 
−315%23dWLGDbY +4725%21dZJEAbY −4725%21dZJEBbY −4725%21dZJECbY −4725%23dZJEDbY 
+945%20dZJFAbY −945%20dZJFBbY −945%20dZJFCbY −945%22dZJFDbY +315%21dZJGAbY 
−315%21dZJGBbY −315%21dZJGCbY −315%23dZJGDbY +945%20dZKEAbY −945%20dZKEBbY 
−945%20dZKECbY −945%22dZKEDbY +189%19dZKFAbY −189%19dZKFBbY −189%19dZKFCbY 
−189%21dZKFDbY +63%20dZKGAbY −63%20dZKGBbY −63%20dZKGCbY −63%22dZKGDbY 
+315%21dZLEAbY −315%21dZLEBbY −315%21dZLECbY −315%23dZLEDbY +63%20dZLFAbY 
−63%20dZLFBbY −63%20dZLFCbY −63%22dZLFDbY +21%21dZLGAbY −21%21dZLGBbY 
−21%21dZLGCbY −21%23dZLGDbY +2163%20eWJEAbY −2163%20eWJEBbY −2163%20eWJECbY 
+10125%22eWJEDbY −489%19eWJFAbY −1047%19eWJFBbY +489%19eWJFCbY +2025%21eWJFDbY 
−675%20eWJGAbY +675%20eWJGBbY +675%20eWJGCbY +675%22eWJGDbY −585%19eWKEAbY 
−951%19eWKEBbY +585%19eWKECbY +2121%21eWKEDbY −117%18eWKFAbY −75%18eWKFBbY 
+117%18eWKFCbY +309%20eWKFDbY −39%19eWKGAbY +39%19eWKGBbY +39%19eWKGCbY 
+39%21eWKGDbY −675%20eWLEAbY +675%20eWLEBbY +675%20eWLECbY +675%22eWLEDbY 
−135%19eWLFAbY +135%19eWLFBbY +135%19eWLFCbY +135%21eWLFDbY −45%20eWLGAbY 
+45%20eWLGBbY +45%20eWLGCbY +45%22eWLGDbY −675%20eZJEAbY +675%20eZJEBbY 
+675%20eZJECbY +675%22eZJEDbY −135%19eZJFAbY +135%19eZJFBbY +135%19eZJFCbY 
+135%21eZJFDbY −45%20eZJGAbY +45%20eZJGBbY +45%20eZJGCbY +45%22eZJGDbY 
−135%19eZKEAbY +135%19eZKEBbY +135%19eZKECbY +135%21eZKEDbY −27%18eZKFAbY 
+27%18eZKFBbY +27%18eZKFCbY +27%20eZKFDbY −9%19eZKGAbY +9%19eZKGBbY 
+9%19eZKGCbY +9%21eZKGDbY −45%20eZLEAbY +45%20eZLEBbY +45%20eZLECbY 
+45%22eZLEDbY −9%19eZLFAbY +9%19eZLFBbY +9%19eZLFCbY +9%21eZLFDbY −3%20eZLGAbY 
+3%20eZLGBbY +3%20eZLGCbY +3%22eZLGDbY −2163%23fWJEAbY −30605%23fWJEBbY 
+2163%23fWJECbY −10125%25fWJEDbY +489%22fWJFAbY +1047%22fWJFBbY −489%22fWJFCbY 
−2025%24fWJFDbY +675%23fWJGAbY −675%23fWJGBbY −675%23fWJGCbY −675%25fWJGDbY 
+585%22fWKEAbY +951%22fWKEBbY −585%22fWKECbY −2121%24fWKEDbY +117%21fWKFAbY 
+75%21fWKFBbY −117%21fWKFCbY −309%23fWKFDbY +39%22fWKGAbY −39%22fWKGBbY 
−39%22fWKGCbY −39%24fWKGDbY +675%23fWLEAbY −675%23fWLEBbY −675%23fWLECbY 
−675%25fWLEDbY +135%22fWLFAbY −135%22fWLFBbY −135%22fWLFCbY −135%24fWLFDbY 
+45%23fWLGAbY −45%23fWLGBbY −45%23fWLGCbY −45%25fWLGDbY +675%23fZJEAbY 
−675%23fZJEBbY −675%23fZJECbY −675%25fZJEDbY +135%22fZJFAbY −135%22fZJFBbY 
−135%22fZJFCbY −135%24fZJFDbY +45%23fZJGAbY −45%23fZJGBbY −45%23fZJGCbY 
−45%25fZJGDbY +135%22fZKEAbY −135%22fZKEBbY −135%22fZKECbY −135%24fZKEDbY 
+27%21fZKFAbY −27%21fZKFBbY −27%21fZKFCbY −27%23fZKFDbY +9%22fZKGAbY 
−9%22fZKGBbY −9%22fZKGCbY −9%24fZKGDbY +45%23fZLEAbY −45%23fZLEBbY 
−45%23fZLECbY −45%25fZLEDbY +9%22fZLFAbY −9%22fZLFBbY −9%22fZLFCbY −9%24fZLFDbY 
+3%23fZLGAbY −3%23fZLGBbY −3%23fZLGCbY −3%25fZLGDbY −651%19cSPVJEA 
+6027%19cSPVJEB +651%19cSPVJEC −4725%21cSPVJED +273%18cSPVJFA +399%18cSPVJFB 
−273%18cSPVJFC −945%20cSPVJFD +315%19cSPVJGA −315%19cSPVJGB −315%19cSPVJGC 
−315%21cSPVJGD +273%18cSPVKEA +399%18cSPVKEB −273%18cSPVKEC −945%20cSPVKED 
+105%17cSPVKFA −21%17cSPVKFB −105%17cSPVKFC −189%19cSPVKFD +63%18cSPVKGA 
−63%18cSPVKGB −63%18cSPVKGC −63%20cSPVKGD +315%19cSPVLEA −315%19cSPVLEB 
−315%19cSPVLEC −315%21cSPVLED +63%18cSPVLFA −63%18cSPVLFB −63%18cSPVLFC 
−63%20cSPVLFD +21%19cSPVLGA −21%19cSPVLGB −21%19cSPVLGC −21%21cSPVLGD 
+651%20dSPVJEA −6027%20dSPVJEB −651%20dSPVJEC +4725%22dSPVJED −273%19dSPVJFA 
−399%19dSPVJFB +273%19dSPVJFC +945%21dSPVJFD −315%20dSPVJGA +315%20dSPVJGB 
+315%20dSPVJGC +315%22dSPVJGD −273%19dSPVKEA −399%19dSPVKEB +273%19dSPVKEC 
+945%21dSPVKED −105%18dSPVKFA +21%18dSPVKFB +105%18dSPVKFC +189%20dSPVKFD 
−63%19dSPVKGA +63%19dSPVKGB +63%19dSPVKGC +63%21dSPVKGD −315%20dSPVLEA 
+315%20dSPVLEB +315%20dSPVLEC +315%22dSPVLED −63%19dSPVLFA +63%19dSPVLFB 
+63%19dSPVLFC +63%21dSPVLFD −21%20dSPVLGA +21%20dSPVLGB +21%20dSPVLGC 
+21%22dSPVLGD −93%19eSPVJEA +861%19eSPVJEB +93%19eSPVJEC −675%21eSPVJED 
+39%18eSPVJFA +57%18eSPVJFB −39%18eSPVJFC −135%20eSPVJFD +45%19eSPVJGA 
−45%19eSPVJGB −45%19eSPVJGC −45%21eSPVJGD +39%18eSPVKEA +57%18eSPVKEB 
−39%18eSPVKEC −135%20eSPVKED +15%17eSPVKFA −3%17eSPVKFB −15%17eSPVKFC 
−27%19eSPVKFD +9%18eSPVKGA −9%18eSPVKGB −9%18eSPVKGC −9%20eSPVKGD +45%19eSPVLEA 
−45%19eSPVLEB −45%19eSPVLEC −45%21eSPVLED +9%18eSPVLFA −9%18eSPVLFB 
−9%18eSPVLFC −9%20eSPVLFD +3%19eSPVLGA −3%19eSPVLGB −3%19eSPVLGC −3%21eSPVLGD 
+93%22fSPVJEA −861%22fSPVJEB −93%22fSPVJEC +675%24fSPVJED −39%21fSPVJFA 
−57%21fSPVJFB +39%21fSPVJFC +135%23fSPVJFD −45%22fSPVJGA +45%22fSPVJGB 
+45%22fSPVJGC +45%24fSPVJGD −39%21fSPVKEA −57%21fSPVKEB +39%21fSPVKEC 
+135%23fSPVKED −15%20fSPVKFA +3%20fSPVKFB +15%20fSPVKFC +27%22fSPVKFD 
−9%21fSPVKGA +9%21fSPVKGB +9%21fSPVKGC +9%23fSPVKGD −45%22fSPVLEA +45%22fSPVLEB 
+45%22fSPVLEC +45%24fSPVLED −9%21fSPVLFA +9%21fSPVLFB +9%21fSPVLFC +9%23fSPVLFD 
−3%22fSPVLGA +3%22fSPVLGB +3%22fSPVLGC +3%24fSPVLGD 
Appendix B
Explicit definitions reproducing
all major results given in the
text
For the sake of reproducibility, LambdaTensor definitions that reproduce the
main results of this work are given here. This may also serve as a start-
ing point for further investigations of the potentials of gauged maximal su-
pergravities and furthermore gives many examples how to work with the
LambdaTensor package. In order not to make this appendix overly long,
most consistency cross-checks originally present in the code have been omit-
ted here. Furthermore, due to typographical reasons (LISP code easily tends
to become quite wide), and since this appendix presupposes quite deep knowl-
edge of LISP, the decision was made to typeset it in a rather small font.
Although the LambdaTensor package (which itself is much too large to be
presented here, consisting of 20 000+ lines of code and documentation) should
be considered an integral part of this work, no knowledge of LISP is neces-
sary to use the data on vacua obtained here. However, it should perhaps
be noted that, despite considerable diligence on the author’s side, there still
is some chance that in the process of transliteration from LISP to physical
notation, which still is not fully automatized and hence prone to human er-
rors, occasional mistakes occurred, or some ambiguity remained. Thus, for
any formula in question, the LISP definition should be considered as known
good and machine checked.
B.1 The partial SU(3)diag potential
(eval-when (compile load eval)
(progn
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;; First of all, we have to set up the set of variables
;; we are going to use
(setf *poexp-vars*
(map ’simple-array #’identity
’(w z lambda1 lambda2 a phi theta psi)))
(setf (sp-arith-converter *sp-arith-poexp*)
#’(lambda (x) (poexp-converter x *poexp-vars*)))
;; The embedding tensor
(defvar theta-so8xso8 (e8-theta-so-p 8))
;; E7 is parametrized as in [Phys.\ Lett.\ B {\bf 128} (1983) 169.]




‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp+
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 1) (:fix 2) (:fix 3)
alpha beta))
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 1) (:fix 4) (:fix 5)
alpha beta))
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)






‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp+
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 2) (:fix 4) (:fix 6)
alpha beta)))
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 2) (:fix 5) (:fix 7)
alpha beta))
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 3) (:fix 4) (:fix 7)
alpha beta))
(sp-x ‘(alpha beta)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 3) (:fix 5) (:fix 6)
alpha beta)))
alpha beta)))
;; Next, we have to lift anti-hermitian SU(8) generators
;; built out of LISP numbers to the corresponding SO(16) generators
(defun translate-su8-so16 (su8)
(declare (optimize (speed 3)))
(let ((so16 (make-sp-array ’(16 16))))
(sp-do
#’(lambda (pos val)
(declare (type (simple-array fixnum (2)) pos))
(let* ((p1 (aref pos 0))
(p2 (aref pos 1))
(p1+8 (i+ p1 8))
(p2+8 (i+ p2 8))
;; NOTE: if we were using some more generic algebra,
;; we would have to employ (sp-arith-conj arith) here.
(vr (realpart val))
(vi (imagpart val)))
(declare (fixnum p1 p2 p1+8 p2+8))
(sp-set! so16 vr p1 p2)
(sp-set! so16 vr p1+8 p2+8)
(sp-set! so16 vi p1+8 p2) ; real p2 turned into imag p1
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(defun translate-su8-gen-e8 (su8)
(let ((so16 (translate-su8-so16 su8)))
(sp-x ‘(e8-M e8-N)
‘(,so16 I J)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-i-j e8-IJ I J)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-IJ e8-N e8-M))))
;; With these, we define the E8 analoga of the a,phi,theta,psi
;; rotation generators.
(defvar gen-a
(let ((su8 (make-sp-array ’(8 8)
:with-entries
’((-3 6 6) (-3 7 7)))))
(i-dotimes (j 6)
(setf (sp-ref su8 j j) 1))
(translate-su8-gen-e8 (sp-scale su8 (complex 0 -1/4)))))
(defvar gen-phi
(let ((su8 (make-sp-array ’(8 8)
:with-entries
’((1 6 6) (-1 7 7)))))
(translate-su8-gen-e8 (sp-scale su8 (complex 0 1)))))
(defvar gen-theta
(let ((su8 (make-sp-array ’(8 8)
:with-entries
’((-1 6 7) (1 7 6)))))
(translate-su8-gen-e8 su8)))
(defvar gen-psi gen-theta)
;; Parametrization of SL(2)
(defvar ac-W
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-i-j e8-a j16 k16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* k16 k)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) j k)))
(defvar ac-z
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) alpha beta)))
;; Note that there are four further singlets from the (56,2)
;; in 248 -> (133,1) + (56,2) + (1,3) which we simply
;; ignore here to reduce complexity. Hence,
;; We will probably not obtain all stationary points
;; that break symmetry down to SU(3)_diag,
;; and furthermore, we will probably get other false positives
;; than coordinate system artefacts, which have to be eliminated.
;; This corresponds to the potential (3.9) from hep-th/0207206,






(sp-map #’(lambda (z) (poexp* z 1)) x)))
(let* ((rot-w (poexp-make-rot (e8-gen ac-w) ’w))
(rot-z (poexp-make-rot (e8-gen ac-z) ’z))
(rot-a (poexp-make-rot gen-a ’a))
(rot-phi (poexp-make-rot gen-phi ’phi))
(rot-theta (poexp-make-rot gen-theta ’theta))
(rot-psi (poexp-make-rot gen-psi ’psi))
(rot-g1+ (poexp-make-rot (e8-gen ac-g1+) ’lambda1))
(rot-g2+ (poexp-make-rot (e8-gen ac-g2+) ’lambda2))
(rot-g12+ (poexp-simplify (sp* rot-g1+ rot-g2+)))
(rot-compact-e7
(poexp-simplify (sp* (poexp-simplify (sp* rot-a rot-phi))
(poexp-simplify (sp* rot-theta rot-psi)))))
(rot-sl2 (poexp-simplify (sp* rot-w rot-z)))
(rot-e7 (poexp-simplify (sp* rot-compact-e7 rot-g12+)))
(v-matrix (poexp-simplify (sp* rot-sl2 rot-e7)))
;; Due to local SO(16) invariance of the potential, we can ignore
;; the compact rhs factors.













B.2 The SO(6)diag potentials





;; XXX still relics in the code for forming an embedding tensor!









‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i i16 i8)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i j16 j8)






‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* i16 i8*)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* j16 j8*)
‘(,so8-sigma-ij-ab i8* j8* (:fix ,j) (:fix ,k))
)))))
(if (not only-first)
(do ((j p (i1+ j)))
((i= j 8))






‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i i16 i8)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i j16 j8)






‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* i16 i8*)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* j16 j8*)
‘(,so8-sigma-ij-ab i8* j8* (:fix ,j) (:fix ,k))
))))))
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x y) (sp+ (cdr x) (cdr y))) gen-acs-1 gen-acs-2)))
(defvar diag6 (e8-so-p-8-p-diag-gen-acs 6))
(defvar diag6-singlets (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc diag6 e8-scalars))
(defvar diag6-singlets+so16 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc diag6 e8-scalars+so16))
(defvar diag6a (e8-so-p-8-p-diag-gen-acs 6 :only-first t))
(defvar diag6a-singlets (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc diag6a e8-scalars)) ;; seven
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(defvar diag6a-singlets+so16 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc diag6a e8-scalars+so16)) ; eleven (SL(3) x SL(2) = 8+3)
(defvar u1-generator (sp+ (aref diag6-singlets+so16 5) (aref diag6-singlets+so16 8)))
(defvar sl2
(make-array 3 :initial-contents
(list (sp+ ‘(1/4 ,u1-generator))
(sp-x ‘(e8)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8 alpha beta)
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((+1/2 6 6) (-1/2 7 7))) alpha beta))
(sp-x ‘(e8)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8 alpha beta)
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((+1/2 6 7) (+1/2 7 6))) alpha beta)))))
(defvar sl3
(let* ((sl3-v0 (sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc diag6-singlets+so16 diag6-singlets+so16))
(s (copy-seq sl3-v0)))
(setf (aref s 6) (sp+ ‘(-1 ,(aref sl3-v0 6)) ‘(1/4 ,(aref sl3-v0 7))))
(setf (aref s 7) (sp+ ‘(+1 ,(aref sl3-v0 6)) ‘(1/4 ,(aref sl3-v0 7))))
(map ’simple-array
#’(lambda (x scale) (sp-scale x scale)) s ’(-1/6 -1/6 -1/2 1/6 1/6 1/2 1/2 1/2))
;; The minus signs for the first three generators make the structure constants equal +epsilon3.
))
(defvar sl3-g_ab
(let ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8))))
(dotimes (j 8)
(dotimes (k 8)
(let ((sprod (* 1/60
(sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-g_ab a b) ‘(,(aref sl3 j) a) ‘(,(aref sl3 k) b))))))
(sp-set! mx sprod j k))))
mx))
(defvar sl3-g^ab (sp-invert sl3-g_ab))
(defun sl3-decompose (e8-ac)
(let ((v (make-sp-array ’(8))))
(dotimes (c 8)
(let ((coeff (* (sp-ref sl3-g^ab c c)
(sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta p q) ‘(,(aref sl3 c) p) ‘(,e8-ac q))))))
(sp-set! v coeff c)))
v))
(defvar sl3-fabc
(let ((fabc (make-sp-array ’(8 8 8))))
(dotimes (a 8)
(dotimes (b 8)
(let* ((ab (e8-ac-[] (aref sl3 a) (aref sl3 b)))
(vc (sl3-decompose ab)))
(sp-do #’(lambda (p v) (sp-set! fabc v a b (aref p 0))) vc))))
fabc))
;; (sp-check-jacobi sl3-fabc) ==> T
(defvar data-so62
(let* ((delta8-ij (sp-generate-indexsplit-tensor 16 ’(8)))
(delta8-ij-8 (sp-generate-indexsplit-tensor 16 ’(8) :offset 8))
(p1 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2 1/2
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 0 6) (1 1 7) (-1 2 5) (1 3 4))) i j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix j)))
‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix j)))
)
Ix Jx i j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j IJ Ix Jx)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a IJ)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p2 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2 1/2
‘(,(sp-id 8) i j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx j)))) Ix Jx i j)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a ij)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij Ix Jx)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p3 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
-1/2 1/2
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‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 0 6) (1 1 7) (-1 2 5) (1 3 4))) i j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx j)))
‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix j)))
)
Ix Jx i j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j IJ Ix Jx)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a IJ)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p4 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 0 1) (-1 2 3) (1 4 5) (1 6 7))) c* d*)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(a* b* c* d*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) a* c*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) b* d*)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(a* b* c* d*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) b* c*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) a* d*))))
a* b* c* d*)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-a a* b*)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p5 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2
‘(,(sp-id 8) a* b*)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-a a* b*)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p6 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 6 7) (-1 7 6))) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(p7 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2
‘(,(sp-id 8) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)





‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 6 6) (+1 7 7))) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))))
;; ==========================================================
(q1 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/4 1/2
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 0 6) (1 1 7) (-1 2 5) (1 3 4))) i j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij Ix j)))
‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx j)))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(Ix Jx i j) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Jx i) ‘(,delta8-ij-8 Ix j)))
)
Ix Jx i j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j IJ Ix Jx) ; note to include a factor 1/2 since we are mapping I J -> IJ!
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a IJ)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(q2 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 6 6) (-1 7 7))) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c)))
(q3 (sp-x ‘(e8-c e8-b)
1/2
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries ’((1 6 7) (1 7 6))) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)
‘(,e8-fabc e8-a e8-b e8-c))))
‘((:sl3 . ,(vector p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8))
(:sl2 . ,(vector q1 q2 q3)))))
#|
(dotimes (j 8)
(format t "~A: ~A " j
(sp-multiple-p (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref sl3 0))
(aref (cav data-so62 :sl3) 0))))
=> 0: 1 1: 1 2: 1 3: 1 4: 1 5: 1 6: 1 7: 1
|#
;; dr is the defining representation.
(defvar sl3-dr
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (e) (make-sp-array ’(3 3) :with-entries e))
’(
((1 1 2) (-1 2 1))
((1 0 1) (-1 1 0))
((1 2 0) (-1 0 2))
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;; ---
((1 1 2) (1 2 1))
((1 0 1) (1 1 0))
((-1 2 0) (-1 0 2))
((-1 0 0) (1 1 1))
((1 0 0) (1 1 1) (-2 2 2)))))
(defvar sl2-dr
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (e) (make-sp-array ’(2 2) :with-entries e))
‘(
((1/2 0 1) (-1/2 1 0))
((1/2 0 0) (-1/2 1 1))
((1/2 0 1) ( 1/2 1 0))
)))
(defvar sl3-g_ab-dr
(let ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8))))
(dotimes (j 8)
(dotimes (k 8)
(let ((sprod (sp-trace (sp* (aref sl3-dr j) (aref sl3-dr k)))))
(sp-set! mx sprod j k))))
mx))




(let ((v (make-sp-array ’(8))))
(dotimes (c 8)
(let ((coeff (* (sp-ref sl3-g^ab-dr c c) (sp-trace (sp* gen (aref sl3-dr c))))))
(sp-set! v coeff c)))
v)))
(let ((fabc (make-sp-array ’(8 8 8))))
(dotimes (a 8)
(dotimes (b 8)
(let* ((ab (sp-[] (aref sl3-dr a) (aref sl3-dr b)))
(vc (sl3-decompose-dr ab)))
(sp-do #’(lambda (p v) (sp-set! fabc v a b (aref p 0))) vc))))
fabc)))
;; (sp+ sl3-fabc ‘(-1 ,sl3-fabc-dr)) => 0
;; The generic SL(3) coset element (mod right SO(16) rotation),
;; extended by a SL(2) rotation
(defvar v-rot-so62
(let* ((rot-s (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 6) -1)) ’s))
;; Note: this corresponds to diag(1,-1,0)
(rot-z (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref sl3 7)) ’z))
(rot-sz (sp* rot-s rot-z))
(rot-x1 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 0) +1)) ’r1))
(rot-x2 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 2) +1)) ’r2))
(rot-x3 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 1) +1)) ’r3))
(rot-x123-sz (sp* rot-x1 (sp* rot-x2 (sp* rot-x3 rot-sz))))
(rot-v (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref sl2 1)) ’v))
(rot-x5 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref sl2 0)) ’r5))
(rot-sl2 (sp* rot-x5 rot-v))
(rot-sl3xsl2 (sp* rot-x123-sz rot-sl2))
)
(sp-map #’(lambda (x) (poexp* 1 x)) rot-sl3xsl2)))
(defvar phi-so6-so62 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so62 (e8-theta-so-p 6))))
(defvar phi-so6-so71 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so62 (e8-theta-so-p 7))))
(defvar phi-so6-so8 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so62 (e8-theta-so-p 8))))
B.3 The SO(5)diag potentials
The code given here is a bit more elaborate than for the other cases to
demonstrate the process used to identify the SL(3) generators.
(eval-when (compile load eval)
(progn




(setf *bytes-consed-between-gcs* 40000000 *gc-verbose* nil)








‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i i16 i8)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i j16 j8)





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij16 i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* i16 i8*)
‘(,ixmap-so16-I16-i* j16 j8*)
‘(,so8-sigma-ij-ab i8* j8* (:fix ,(+ j start)) (:fix ,(+ k start)))
))))
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x y) (sp+ x y)) gen-acs-1 gen-acs-2)))
(defvar so5_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 5))
(defvar so3_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 3 :start 5))
(defvar so2_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 2 :start 5))
(defvar so5xso3-singlets





‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-i-j e8-a j16 k16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* k16 k)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) j k)))
(ac-Z
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) alpha beta)))
(ac-M
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp-scale
(make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries
’((3 0 0) (3 1 1) (3 2 2) (3 3 3) (3 4 4)
(-5 5 5) (-5 6 6) (-5 7 7)))
1/4) alpha beta))))
(declare (special *HEURISTIC-FACTORIZE-POLYNOME-ALSO-TRY-THESE-ZEROES*))
(sp* (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-M) ’s)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-W) ’w)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-Z) ’z))))
(defvar phi-so5xso3-so5
(poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so5xso3
(e8-theta-so-p 5))))
(defvar phi-so5xso3-so8








(concatenate ’list so5_diag-v-ac so2_diag-v-ac)
e8-scalars+so16))
;; These are ten.
;; (length (sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc so5xso2-singlets+so16 so5xso2-singlets+so16))
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;; => 8; 3c+5nc. This must be a SL(3).
;; (length (sp-ac-commutator-closure e8-fabc so5xso2-singlets))
;; => 9
;; (sp-total-dimension (concatenate ’list (sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc so5xso2-singlets+so16 so5xso2-singlets+so16) so5xso2-singlets))
;; => there must be a singlet not contained in SL(3). Hence, 5 Singlets from SL(5) and a single extra one. This is the picture.
(defvar so3-in-sl3
(sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc so5xso2-singlets so5xso2-singlets))
(defvar non-sl3-singlet





(vector (sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta a b)
‘(,non-sl3-singlet a)
‘(,(sp-from-array v) b)))))
(map ’simple-array #’sp-to-array so5xso2-singlets))))
(defvar full-sl3 (sp-ac-commutator-closure e8-fabc sl3-noncompact))
;; (length (sp-ac-commutator-closure e8-fabc sl3-noncompact)) => 8
;; Hence, we now really have SL(3).
#|
This shows that our generators are orthonormal.
And all except the first one can easily be normalized to +-2;
for the first one, 6 is natural,
so we may want to identify this with diag(1,1,-2).
(dotimes (j 8)
(dotimes (k 8)
(format t "~A ~A: ~A~%" j k
(sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta a b)
‘(,(aref full-sl3 j) a)










‘(,x a) ‘(,x b))))))))
(format t "sqrt-abs-norm^2/2=~A~%" sqrt-abs-norm^2/2)
(if (= (floor sqrt-abs-norm^2/2) sqrt-abs-norm^2/2)





(let ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8))))
(dotimes (j 8)
(dotimes (k 8)
(let ((sprod (sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta a b) ‘(,(aref sl3-pn j) a) ‘(,(aref sl3-pn k) b)))))
(sp-set! mx sprod j k))))
mx))
(setf sl3-pn-g^ab (sp-invert sl3-pn-g_ab))
(defun sl3-pn-decompose (e8-ac)
(let ((v (make-sp-array ’(8))))
(dotimes (c 8)
(let ((coeff (* (sp-ref sl3-pn-g^ab c c)
(sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta p q)
‘(,(aref sl3-pn c) p) ‘(,e8-ac q))))))
(sp-set! v coeff c)))
v))
(defvar sl3-pn-fabc
(let ((fabc (make-sp-array ’(8 8 8))))
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(dotimes (a 8)
(dotimes (b 8)
(let* ((ab (e8-ac-[] (aref sl3-pn a) (aref sl3-pn b)))
(vc (sl3-pn-decompose ab)))
(sp-do #’(lambda (p v) (sp-set! fabc v a b (aref p 0))) vc))))
fabc))





’((1 0 7) (1 7 1) (1 1 4) (1 2 6)
(1 3 5) (1 4 3) (1 5 2) (1 6 0)))))
(sp-x ‘(ar br cr)
‘(,re-ordering a ar) ‘(,re-ordering b br) ‘(,re-ordering c cr)
‘(,sl3-pn-fabc a b c))))
;; ...and with this re-ordering, we just have the same sl3 fabc commutation relations as in the SO(6)_diag case.
(defvar sl3
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (n) (aref sl3-pn n))
#(6 7 5 4 1 3 2 0)))
(defvar sl3-g_ab
(let ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8))))
(dotimes (j 8)
(dotimes (k 8)
(let ((sprod (sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,e8-eta a b) ‘(,(aref sl3 j) a) ‘(,(aref sl3 k) b)))))
(sp-set! mx sprod j k))))
mx))
(defvar sl3-g^ab (sp-invert sl3-g_ab))
(defun sl3-decompose (e8-ac)
(let ((v (make-sp-array ’(8))))
(dotimes (c 8)
(let ((coeff (* (sp-ref sl3-g^ab c c)
(sp-ref (sp-x ‘()
‘(,e8-eta p q)
‘(,(aref sl3 c) p)
‘(,e8-ac q))))))
(sp-set! v coeff c)))
v))
(defvar sl3-fabc
(let ((fabc (make-sp-array ’(8 8 8))))
(dotimes (a 8)
(dotimes (b 8)
(let* ((ab (e8-ac-[] (aref sl3 a) (aref sl3 b)))
(vc (sl3-decompose ab)))
(sp-do #’(lambda (p v) (sp-set! fabc v a b (aref p 0))) vc))))
fabc))
;; (sp+ sl3-fabc ‘(-1 ,sl3-reordered-fabc)) => #<empty>
;; Inspection shows that fabc is also the same as for the SO(6) case.
(defvar v-rot-so52
(let* ((rot-s (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 6) -1)) ’s))
(rot-z (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref sl3 7)) ’z))
(rot-sz (sp* rot-s rot-z))
(rot-x1 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 0) +1)) ’r1))
(rot-x2 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 2) +1)) ’r2))
(rot-x3 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp-scale (aref sl3 1) +1)) ’r3))
(rot-x123-sz (sp* rot-x1 (sp* rot-x2 (sp* rot-x3 rot-sz))))
(rot-v (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc non-sl3-singlet) ’v))
(rot-sl3xR (sp* rot-x123-sz rot-v))
)
(sp-map #’(lambda (x) (poexp* 1 x)) rot-sl3xR)))
(defvar phi-so5-so8
(poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so52 (e8-theta-so-p 8))))
(defvar phi-so5-so5
(poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-so52 (e8-theta-so-p 5))))
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B.4 The SO(4)diag potentials





(eval-when (compile load eval)
(progn
(setf lambdatensor::*poexp-vars*
(coerce ’(V S W Z X R0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5) ’(simple-array * (*))))
(setf (lambdatensor::sp-arith-converter lambdatensor::*sp-arith-poexp*)
#’(lambda (x) (lambdatensor::poexp-converter x lambdatensor::*poexp-vars*)))
))
(setf *bytes-consed-between-gcs* 40000000 *gc-verbose* nil)
(defun e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs (p &key (start 0))
[as in the SO(5) case])
(defvar so4a_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 4))
(defvar so3a_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 3))
(defvar so4b_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 4 :start 4))
(defvar so3b_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 3 :start 4))
(defvar so2b_diag-v-ac (e8-so-p-diag-gen-acs 2 :start 4))
(defvar so4xso4-singlets
(sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc






















(aref (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc so4xso4-singlets so4xso3-singlets) 0))
(defun v-rot-so43 (v w s z x &key (type :symbolic))
(let* ((ac-W
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-i-j e8-a j16 k16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* k16 k)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) j k)))
(ac-Z
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,(sp-scale (sp-id 8) 1/4) alpha beta)))
(e4 (make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries
’((1 0 0) (1 1 1) (1 2 2) (1 3 3))))
(f4 (make-sp-array ’(8 8) :with-entries
’((1 4 4) (1 5 5) (1 6 6) (1 7 7))))
(ac-S1
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(1/4 ,e4) ‘(-1/4 ,f4)) a b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a a b)))
(ac-S2
(sp-x ‘(e8-a)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(1/4 ,e4) ‘(-1/4 ,f4)) a* b*)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-a a* b*)))
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(ac-V (e8-ac-[] ac-s1 ac-s2))
(ac-X (sp-x ‘(e8)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8 alpha beta)
‘(,(make-sp-array ’(8 8)
:with-entries ’((1 4 4) (1 5 5) (1 6 6) (-3 7 7)))
alpha beta))))
;; this is just so3-singlet
(if (eq type :symbolic)
(let* ((rot-wz
(sp* (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-W) w)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-Z) z)))
(rot-vs
(sp* (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-V) v)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-S1) s)))
(rot-x (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc ac-X) x)))





(sp-change-arith (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc g) *sp-arith-double-float*)
x))))
(let* ((rot-wzw (sp* (gen ac-W w) (gen ac-Z z) (gen ac-W (- w))))
(rot-vsv (sp* (gen ac-V v) (gen ac-S1 s) (gen ac-V (- v))))
(rot-x (gen ac-X x)))
(sp* rot-wzw rot-vsv rot-x))))))
(defvar phi-so43
(poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta








(v-rot-so43 ’v ’w ’s ’z ’x :type :symbolic)
(e8-theta-so-p 7))))
B.5 The G2(−14) × F4(−20) potential
(eval-when (compile load eval)
(progn
(setf lambdatensor::*poexp-vars*
(coerce ’(V S W Z X R0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6) ’(simple-array * (*))))
(setf (lambdatensor::sp-arith-converter lambdatensor::*sp-arith-poexp*)













(defvar ac-f4 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc ac-g2 e8-scalars+so16))
(defvar theta-f4
(reduce #’(lambda (sf x) (sp+ sf (sp-x ‘(a b) ‘(,x a) ‘(,e8-eta c b) ‘(,x c)))) ac-f4
:initial-value (make-sp-array ’(248 248))))
;; Now, for g2, we have to trick a bit...
(defvar ac-g2o
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x) (sp-from-vector x ’(248)))
(orthogonal-basis (map ’simple-array #’sp-to-vector ac-g2))))
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;; Note that theta-g2 has an extra factor -1 sneaking in from the division by (negative) generator "length^2".
(defvar theta-g2
(reduce #’(lambda (sf x)
(let ((iprod (sp-ref (sp-x ‘() ‘(,x a) ‘(,e8-eta a b) ‘(,x b)))))
(sp+ sf (sp-scale (sp-x ‘(a b) ‘(,x a) ‘(,e8-eta c b) ‘(,x c)) (/ 1 iprod)))))
ac-g2o :initial-value (make-sp-array ’(248 248))))
(defvar theta-g2xf4 (sp+ theta-f4 ‘(+3/2 ,theta-g2)))
;; (e8-p27000 theta-g2xf4) => 0
(setf explicit-theta-g2xf4
(let*
((delta7 (sp-antisymmetrizer 7 2))
(proj7 (sp+ (sp-id 8) (make-sp-array ‘(8 8) :with-entries ’((-2 7 7)))))
(delta78 (sp-x ‘(i j k l)
‘(,delta7 i7 j7 k7 l7)
‘(,proj7 i7 i) ‘(,proj7 j7 j)
‘(,proj7 k7 k) ‘(,proj7 l7 l)))
(traceless
(sp+ (sp-id 8) (make-sp-array ‘(8 8) :with-entries ‘((-7 7 7))))))
(sp+
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-b gamma delta)
‘(,(sp-id 8) alpha gamma)
‘(,(sp-id 8) beta (:fix 7)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) delta (:fix 7)))
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-a alpha* beta*)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-b gamma* delta*)
‘(,(sp-id 8) alpha* gamma*)





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)





‘(,(sp-id 8) j l)
‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 7))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)










‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)






‘(-1/7 ,(sp-x ‘(i j k l)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab i j k l a b)
‘(,traceless a b)))
‘(-1/7 ,(sp-x ‘(i j k l)
‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-a*b* i j k l a b)
‘(,traceless a b))))
i j k l)))))
;; (sp+ ‘(-1 ,explicit-theta-g2xf4) theta-g2xf4)
;; => #<sparse (248 248) array [0/61504 entries, hash space=96, hash density=0.000]>
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(sp-heuristic-singlets (list (sp-from-vector #(0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0) ’(8)))
g2-v8-vs











(sp-heuristic-singlets (list (sp-from-vector #(0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0) ’(8)))
g2-v8-vs
:action #’(lambda (vec gen) (sp-x ‘(a) ‘(,gen a b) ‘(,vec b))))))
;; Note that these are part of G2 and F4:
;;
;; (sp-total-dimension ac-su3-left ac-g2) => 14
;; (sp-total-dimension ac-su3-right ac-f4) => 52
(defvar su3-singlets (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc (map ’simple-array #’sp+ ac-su3-left ac-su3-right)
e8-scalars)) ; 12
(defvar su3-singlets+so16 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc (map ’simple-array #’sp+ ac-su3-left ac-su3-right)
e8-scalars+so16)) ; 22
;; Since this is a bit hard to do: alternative suggestion: study breaking to SU(3)xSU(3).
(defvar su33-singlets (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc (concatenate ’list ac-su3-left ac-su3-right)
e8-scalars)) ; 8
(defvar su33-singlets+so16 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc (concatenate ’list ac-su3-left ac-su3-right)
e8-scalars+so16)) ; 16
(defvar su33-so16 (sp-ac-singlets e8-fabc (concatenate ’list ac-su3-left ac-su3-right) e8-so16)) ; 8
#|
;; Note: the derivative of the SU(3)^2 singlets 16 is also a 16, hence no U(1) factors.
(length (SP-LIN-INDEP-AC-COMMUTATORS e8-fabc su33-so16 su33-so16)) ; => 6
And these stay 6 under further derivative forming. Hence, SO(3)xSO(3).
|#
(setf a0 (SP-LIN-INDEP-AC-COMMUTATORS e8-fabc su33-so16 su33-so16))
(setf so3-a (list (sp+ (aref a0 0) ‘(-1 ,(aref a0 5)))
(sp+ (aref a0 1) ‘(-1 ,(aref a0 4)))
(sp+ (aref a0 2) (aref a0 3))))
(setf so3-b (list (sp+ (aref a0 0) (aref a0 5))
(sp+ (aref a0 1) (aref a0 4))
(sp+ (aref a0 2) ‘(-1 ,(aref a0 3)))))
(setf su21-a (sp-ac-commutator-closure e8-fabc
(concatenate ’list so3-a
(sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc so3-a su33-singlets))))
(setf su21-b (sp-ac-commutator-closure e8-fabc
(concatenate ’list so3-b
(sp-lin-indep-ac-commutators e8-fabc so3-b su33-singlets))))
(defvar v-rot-su33
(let* ((rot-s (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-a 4)) ’s))
(rot-z (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-b 4)) ’z))
(rot-sz (sp* rot-s rot-z))
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(rot-x1 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-a 0)) ’r1))
(rot-x2 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-a 1)) ’r2))
(rot-x3 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-a 2)) ’r3))
(rot-x4 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-b 0)) ’r4))
(rot-x5 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-b 1)) ’r5))
(rot-x6 (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (aref su21-b 2)) ’r6))
(rot-x123 (sp* rot-x1 (sp* rot-x2 rot-x3)))
(rot-x456 (sp* rot-x4 (sp* rot-x5 rot-x6)))
(rot-xsz (sp* rot-x123 (sp* rot-x456 rot-sz))))
(sp-map #’(lambda (x) (poexp* 1 x)) rot-xsz)))
(map ’simple-array
#’sp-multiple-p
(vector (aref su21-a 4) (aref su21-b 4)
(aref su21-a 0) (aref su21-a 1) (aref su21-a 2)





‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8 alpha* beta*)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(alpha* beta*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) alpha* (:fix 1)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) beta* (:fix 7))))




‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8 alpha* beta*)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(alpha* beta*) ‘(,(sp-id 8) alpha* (:fix 1)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) beta* (:fix 7))))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i j) ‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 7))))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i j) ‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 6))))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 7))))
‘(-1 ,(sp-x ‘(i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i j) ‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 7))))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i j) ‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 6))))





‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16)
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‘(,(sp+ ‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 7))))
‘(+1 ,(sp-x ‘(i16 j16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* i16 i)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,(sp-id 8) i (:fix 6)) ‘(,(sp-id 8) j (:fix 7)))))
i16 j16))
))
;; => #(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
(defvar phi-g2xf4 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-su33 theta-g2xf4)))
(defvar phi-g2xf4-so8 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-su33 (e8-theta-so-p 8))))
;; (defvar phi-g2xf4-so7 (poexp* 1 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-su33 (e8-theta-so-p 7))))
B.6 The E7(−5) × SU(2) potential






(defvar r+ (sp-find-root-operator e8-fabc e8-v-cartan-ac #(-1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2)))
(defvar r- (sp-map #’conjugate r+))
(setf r1 (sp+ ‘(1/2 ,r+) ‘(1/2 ,r-)))
(setf r2 (sp+ ‘(#c(0 1/2) ,r+) ‘(#c(0 -1/2) ,r-)))
(setf r0 (e8-ac-[] r1 r2))
;; These indeed do close and form a SL(2).
;; Let us add #(-1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2), which are also not in e7xsu2:
(defvar r2+ (sp-find-root-operator e8-fabc e8-v-cartan-ac #(-1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2)))
(defvar r2- (sp-map #’conjugate r2+))
(defvar r21 (sp+ ‘(1/2 ,r2+) ‘(1/2 ,r2-)))
(defvar r22 (sp+ ‘(#c(0 1/2) ,r2+) ‘(#c(0 -1/2) ,r2-)))
(defvar r20 (e8-ac-[] r21 r22))
(defvar v-rot-sl2^2
(let* ((r0-scaled (sp-scale r0 1/2)) ; then, [r0,r1]=-2r2, [r1,r2]=2r0, [r2,r0]=-2r1
(r20-scaled (sp-scale r20 1/2))
(rot-vs
(sp* (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc r0-scaled) ’v)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc r1) ’s)))
(rot-wz
(sp* (poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc r20-scaled) ’w)
(poexp-make-rot (sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc r21) ’z))))
(sp* rot-vs rot-wz)))
(setf theta-e7xsu2
(let* ((8-4a (sp-generate-indexsplit-tensor 8 ’(4)))
(8-4b (sp-generate-indexsplit-tensor 8 ’(4) :offset 4))
(part-abcd
(sp-x ‘(p a q b)
1/2
‘(,(sp-id 8) p q)
‘(,(sp+ (sp-id 8)
(sp-x ‘(a b) ‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-ab (:fix 0) (:fix 1) (:fix 2) (:fix 3) a b))) a b)))
(part-a*b*c*d*
(sp-x ‘(p a q b)
1/2
‘(,(sp-id 8) p q)
‘(,(sp+ (sp-id 8)
(sp-x ‘(a b) ‘(,so8-sigma-ijkl-a*b* (:fix 0) (:fix 1) (:fix 2) (:fix 3) a b))) a b)))
(part-ijkl
(sp+ ‘(+1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a8 b8 c8 d8)
‘(,(sp-antisymmetrizer 4 2) a4 b4 c4 d4)
‘(,8-4a a8 a4) ‘(,8-4a b8 b4) ‘(,8-4a c8 c4) ‘(,8-4a d8 d4)))
‘(-1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a8 b8 c8 d8)
‘(,(sp-antisymmetrizer 4 2) a4 b4 c4 d4)
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‘(,8-4b a8 a4) ‘(,8-4b b8 b4) ‘(,8-4b c8 c4) ‘(,8-4b d8 d4)))
‘(+12 ,(sp-x ‘(i j k l) ‘(,(sp-antisymmetrizer 8 4) i j k l (:fix 0) (:fix 1) (:fix 2) (:fix 3))))))
(part-i*j*k*l* (sp-scale (sp-antisymmetrizer 8 2) -1/2))
(part-ij*kl*
(sp-x ‘(i j k l)
-1
‘(,(sp-id 8) j l)
‘(,(sp-id 4) i4 k4)
‘(,8-4b i i4) ‘(,8-4b k k4))))
(sp+
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-a alpha beta)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alphabeta e8-b gamma delta)
‘(,part-abcd alpha beta gamma delta))
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-a alpha* beta*)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-alpha*beta* e8-b gamma* delta*)
‘(,part-a*b*c*d* alpha* beta* gamma* delta*))
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a ij) ‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-b kl)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16) ‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j kl k16 l16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i k16 k) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i l16 l)
‘(,part-ijkl i j k l))
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a ij) ‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-b kl)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16) ‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j kl k16 l16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* i16 i) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* k16 k) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* l16 l)
‘(,part-i*j*k*l* i j k l))
(sp-x ‘(e8-a e8-b)
‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-a ij) ‘(,ixmap-e8-so16-ij e8-b kl)
‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j ij i16 j16) ‘(,ixmap-so16-ij-i-j kl k16 l16)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i i16 i) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* j16 j)
‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i k16 k) ‘(,ixmap-so16-i16-i* l16 l)
‘(,part-ij*kl* i j k l)))))
(defvar phi-e7xsu2 (e8-potential-from-v-theta v-rot-sl2^2 theta-e7xsu2))
#|
* PHI-E7XSU2
#<poexp-term 39/4+1/4 cosh(4 z)+1/4 cosh(4 s)+6 cosh(2 s) cosh(2 z)-1/4 cosh(4 s) cosh(4 z)>
|#
(defvar v-stationary-sl2^2
(let* ((k (* 1/2 (log (+ 2 (sqrt 3.0d0)))))
(rot (sp-exp
(sp-change-arith
(sp-ac-to-generator e8-fabc (sp+ ‘(,k ,r1) ‘(,k ,r21)))
*sp-arith-double-float*))))
rot))
;; (e8-numeric-potential-all-derivs v-stationary-sl2^2 theta-e7xsu2) => truly stationary.
;; A123 condition also shows this.
B.7 The D = 4 N = 8 potential
Since this problem is so complex that it requires splitting of sub-problems,
the code given here is especially instructive when machine limitations have
to be overcome.





(eval-when (compile load eval)
(progn
(setf lambdatensor::*poexp-vars*
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(map ’simple-array #’identity ’(rho alpha
f34 w34 f35 w35 f36 w36 f37 w37
)))
(setf (lambdatensor::sp-arith-converter lambdatensor::*sp-arith-poexp*)
#’(lambda (x) (lambdatensor::poexp-converter x lambdatensor::*poexp-vars*)))
))
(setf *bytes-consed-between-gcs* 40000000)
(defvar e7-eta_ab (sp-x ‘(a b) 1/288 ‘(,e7-fabc a p q) ‘(,e7-fabc b q p)))
(defvar e7-eta^ab (sp-invert e7-eta_ab))
(defvar v-e7-so3-singlets-re-ac ; from spinors
(map ’(simple-array * (*))
#’(lambda (n)
(let* ((indices (append ’(0 1 2) ‘(,n)))






’(3 4 5 6 7)))
(defvar v-e7-so3-singlets-im-ac ; from co-spinors
(map ’(simple-array * (*))
#’(lambda (n)
(let* ((indices (append ’(0 1 2) ‘(,n)))






’(3 4 5 6 7)))
(defvar so8-T28-8-8 (sp-generate-so-split-tensor 8))
(defvar so3-in-e7-v-ac




e7-ac (:fix ,(hv so8-ht-ij-i+j so8-ij)))))
’((0 . 1) (0 . 2) (1 . 2))))
(defvar so3-in-e7 (map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x) (sp-ac-to-generator e7-Tabc x)) so3-in-e7-v-ac))
(defvar v-e7-so3-singlets-re (map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x) (sp-ac-to-generator e7-Tabc x)) v-e7-so3-singlets-re-ac))
(defvar v-e7-so3-singlets-im (map ’simple-array #’(lambda (x) (sp-ac-to-generator e7-Tabc x)) v-e7-so3-singlets-im-ac))
(defvar v-e7-Tab
(map ’simple-array #’(lambda (n) (sp-x ‘(a b) ‘(,e7-Tabc (:fix ,n) a b))) (v-int-range 133)))
(defun angles-by-coeffs (&rest li-coeffs)
(let* ((v-coeffs (coerce li-coeffs ’(simple-array * (5)))) ; error on wrong length.
(phi3 (aref v-coeffs 0))
(phi4 (aref v-coeffs 1))
(phi5 (aref v-coeffs 2))
(phi6 (aref v-coeffs 3))
(phi7 (aref v-coeffs 4))
;;
(f34 (* 0.5 (phase (/ phi4 phi3))))
(ef34+ (cis f34))
(ef34- (cis (- f34)))
(phi4f (* ef34- phi4))
(phi3f (* ef34+ phi3))
(w34 (atan (/ phi4f phi3f)))
(phi3f4 (/ phi3f (cos w34)))
;;
(f35 (* 0.5 (phase (/ phi5 phi3f4))))
(ef35+ (cis f35))
(ef35- (cis (- f35)))
(phi5f (* ef35- phi5))
(phi3f4f (* ef35+ phi3f4))
(w35 (atan (/ phi5f phi3f4f)))
(phi3f4f5 (/ phi3f4f (cos w35)))
;;
(f36 (* 0.5 (phase (/ phi6 phi3f4f5))))
(ef36+ (cis f36))
(ef36- (cis (- f36)))
(phi6f (* ef36- phi6))
(phi3f4f5f (* ef36+ phi3f4f5))
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(w36 (atan (/ phi6f phi3f4f5f)))
(phi3f4f5f6 (/ phi3f4f5f (cos w36)))
;;
(f37 (* 0.5 (phase (/ phi7 phi3f4f5f6))))
(ef37+ (cis f37))
(ef37- (cis (- f37)))
(phi7f (* ef37- phi7))
(phi3f4f5f6f (* ef37+ phi3f4f5f6))
(w37 (atan (/ phi7f phi3f4f5f6f)))
(phi3f4f5f6f7 (/ phi3f4f5f6f (cos w37)))
;;
)
(vector (- f34) (- w34) (- f35) (- w35) (- f36) (- w36) (- f37) (- w37) phi3f4f5f6f7)))
;; noninfinitesimal su8-so8 rotation
(defun su8-so8-rotation (alpha so8-j so8-k &key (arith *sp-arith-complex-double-float*) (converter (sp-arith-converter arith)))
(let* ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8) :arith arith))
(ca
(if (eq (sp-arith-name arith) :complex-double-float) ; special case needed, since we don’t promote a number.
(funcall converter (cos alpha))
(funcall converter ‘(cos ,alpha))))
(sa
(if (eq (sp-arith-name arith) :complex-double-float)
(funcall converter (sin alpha))
(funcall converter ‘(sin ,alpha))))
(-sa (funcall (sp-arith-sub arith) (funcall converter 0) sa))
(c1 (funcall converter 1)))
(dotimes (j 8) (sp-set! mx c1 j j)) ; init diag
(sp-set! mx ca so8-j so8-j)
(sp-set! mx ca so8-k so8-k)
(sp-set! mx sa so8-j so8-k)
(sp-set! mx -sa so8-k so8-j)
mx))
;; diag(1,...,[pos-j:=exp(i*phase)],1,...,[pos-k:=exp(-i*phase)],1,...1)
(defun su8-f-rotation (phase j k &key (arith *sp-arith-complex-double-float*) (converter (sp-arith-converter arith)))
(let* ((mx (make-sp-array ’(8 8) :arith arith))
(c1 (funcall converter 1)))
(dotimes (n 8) (sp-set! mx c1 n n))
(cond
((eq (sp-arith-name arith) :complex-double-float)
(sp-set! mx (funcall converter (cis phase)) j j)
(sp-set! mx (funcall converter (cis (- phase))) k k))
(t
(sp-set! mx (funcall converter ‘(exp (* ,(complex 0 1) ,phase))) j j)
(sp-set! mx (funcall converter ‘(exp (* ,(complex 0 -1) ,phase))) k k)))
mx))
;; combine all the alphas given by angles-by-coeffs into one big SU(8) rotation that does the miracle
(defun full-su8-tf-rotation (vec-alphas &key symbolic (how-many 10))
(mv-bind (arith converter)
(if symbolic
(values *sp-arith-poexp* #’(lambda (term) (fp-naive-to-poexp (convert-to-fp term) *poexp-vars*)))
(values *sp-arith-complex-double-float* #’(lambda (x) (coerce x ’(complex double-float)))))
(apply #’sp*
‘(
,@(if (> how-many 2) (list (su8-f-rotation (aref vec-alphas 0) 3 4 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 3) (list (su8-so8-rotation (aref vec-alphas 1) 3 4 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 4) (list (su8-f-rotation (aref vec-alphas 2) 3 5 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 5) (list (su8-so8-rotation (aref vec-alphas 3) 3 5 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 6) (list (su8-f-rotation (aref vec-alphas 4) 3 6 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 7) (list (su8-so8-rotation (aref vec-alphas 5) 3 6 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 8) (list (su8-f-rotation (aref vec-alphas 6) 3 7 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)
,@(if (> how-many 9) (list (su8-so8-rotation (aref vec-alphas 7) 3 7 :arith arith :converter converter)) nil)))))
;; We must be able to lift SU(8) rotations to E7.
;; This we have to do via a function, not a tensor,
;; since the result is quadratic in the arg.
;; Note: this version is quite slow. Hence, we try a different
;; approach further below, setting tensor indices directly.
(defun e7-su8-rotations (su8)
(let* ((arith (sp-array-arith su8))
(mult (sp-arith-mult arith))
(converter (sp-arith-converter arith))
(one (funcall converter 1))
(add (sp-arith-add arith))
(minus-one (funcall converter -1))
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(one-half (funcall converter 1/2))
(conj (sp-arith-conj arith))
(su8-conj (sp-map #’(lambda (x) (funcall conj x)) su8))
(anti8 (sp-antisymmetrizer 8 2))
(rotation
(sp+
‘(+1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a56 b56)
‘(,ixmap-56-28a a56 a28)
‘(,ixmap-56-28a b56 b28)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 a28 a8k a8l)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 b28 b8i b8j)
‘(,su8 a8k b8i)
‘(,su8 a8l b8j)))
‘(1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a56 b56)
‘(,ixmap-56-28b a56 a28)
‘(,ixmap-56-28b b56 b28)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 a28 a8p a8r)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 b28 b8q b8s)
‘(,su8-conj a8p b8q)
‘(,su8-conj a8r b8s)))))
(inv-rotation ; adjoint = hermitian conjugate
(sp+
‘(1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a56 b56)
‘(,ixmap-56-28a a56 a28)
‘(,ixmap-56-28a b56 b28)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 a28 a8k a8l)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 b28 b8i b8j)
‘(,su8-conj b8i a8k)
‘(,su8-conj b8j a8l)))
‘(1/2 ,(sp-x ‘(a56 b56)
‘(,ixmap-56-28b a56 a28)
‘(,ixmap-56-28b b56 b28)
‘(,so8-T28-8-8 a28 a8p a8r)




;; As is explicitly demonstrated by test examples,
;; this is equivalent to the function above, but works faster.
(defun e7-su8-rotations-quick (su8)
(let* ((arith (sp-array-arith su8))
(mult (sp-arith-mult arith))
(converter (sp-arith-converter arith))
(one (funcall converter 1))
(add (sp-arith-add arith))
(minus-one (funcall converter -1))
(one-half (funcall converter 1/2))
(conj (sp-arith-conj arith))
)
(let ((rotation (make-sp-array ’(56 56) :arith arith))







(if (and (i/= (aref pos1 0) (aref pos2 0))
(i/= (aref pos1 1) (aref pos2 1)))
(mv-bind (ixpair1 factor1)
(if (i< (aref pos1 0) (aref pos2 0))
(values (hv so8-ht-ij-i+j (cons (aref pos1 0) (aref pos2 0))) one)
(values (hv so8-ht-ij-i+j (cons (aref pos2 0) (aref pos1 0))) minus-one))
(mv-bind (ixpair2 factor2)
(if (i< (aref pos1 1) (aref pos2 1))
(values (hv so8-ht-ij-i+j (cons (aref pos1 1) (aref pos2 1))) one)
(values (hv so8-ht-ij-i+j (cons (aref pos2 1) (aref pos1 1))) minus-one))
(let* ((contrib (funcall mult one-half factor1 factor2 val1 val2))
;; 1/2 is nontrivial multiplicity/symmetrization factor.
(conj-contrib (funcall conj contrib))
(ixpair1+28 (i+ 28 ixpair1))
(ixpair2+28 (i+ 28 ixpair2)))
(sp-set! rotation
(funcall add contrib




(sp-ref rotation ixpair1+28 ixpair2+28))
ixpair1+28 ixpair2+28))))))
su8))
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su8)))
(build-rotation rotation su8)
(build-rotation inv-rotation (sp-map conj (sp-x ‘(b a) ‘(,su8 a b))))
(cons rotation inv-rotation)
))))










‘(,e7-35c 35c ,@(mapcar #’(lambda (x) ‘(:fix ,x)) ‘(0 1 2 3)))))
(defvar phi3s (sp-scale (sp-ac-to-generator e7-Tabc phi3s-ac) 1/16))
(defvar phi3c (sp-scale (sp-ac-to-generator e7-Tabc phi3c-ac) 1/16))
(defvar phi3v (sp-scale (sp-[] phi3s phi3c) 2))
;; without the extra factor 2, all three generators would share the same normalization,
;; but it makes sense for exponentiation.
(defvar phi3s-num (sp-change-arith phi3s *sp-arith-complex-double-float*))
(defvar phi3c-num (sp-change-arith phi3c *sp-arith-complex-double-float*))
(defvar phi3v-num (sp-change-arith phi3v *sp-arith-complex-double-float*))
;; Smallest positive angle for rotation=identity for phi3v-num = 2pi
;; Note that due to the occurrence of imaginary entries in these
;; matrices, we have to generate these rotations by hand.
;;
;; In our conventions, phi3v is quite simple: it is a submatrix of id*i/2,
;; but we can only use this isofar as to do simple naive sin/cos exponentiation.
(defvar phi3-sl2-symbolic
(let* ((phi3v-po (sp-change-arith phi3v *sp-arith-poexp*))
(sin-alpha-po (fp-naive-to-poexp (convert-to-fp ’(sin (* 1/2 alpha))) *poexp-vars*))
(sin-alpha*-po (fp-naive-to-poexp (convert-to-fp ’(sin (* -1/2 alpha))) *poexp-vars*))
(cos-alpha-1-po (poexp* -1 (poexp+ (fp-naive-to-poexp (convert-to-fp ’(cos (* 1/2 alpha))) *poexp-vars*) -1)))
(sin-part (sp-scale phi3v-po sin-alpha-po))
(sin*-part (sp-scale phi3v-po sin-alpha*-po))
(cos-1-part (sp-scale (sp* phi3v-po phi3v-po) cos-alpha-1-po))
(r-alpha (sp+ sin-part cos-1-part (sp-id 56 :arith *sp-arith-poexp*)))
(r-alpha* (sp+ sin*-part cos-1-part (sp-id 56 :arith *sp-arith-poexp*)))
(r-rho (poexp-make-rot phi3s ’rho)))
(sp* r-alpha* r-rho r-alpha)
))
;; Note that the last two components are arg and abs of the noncompact direction!
(defun e7-10-potential-numeric-angular-direct (v)
(let* ((rotations (e7-su8-rotations-quick (full-su8-tf-rotation v)))
(arg-alpha (aref v 8))
(abs-alpha (aref v 9)) ; XXX N.W. would have an extra 1/sqrt2 factor in there!
(alpha (* abs-alpha (cis arg-alpha)))
(rot-phi3s (sp* (car rotations)










;; Make use of the invariance of alpha:
(defvar e7-10-v56
(let ((rotations (e7-su8-rotations-quick
(full-su8-tf-rotation #(f34 w34 f35 w35 f36 w36 f37 w37) :symbolic t :how-many 10)))
(phi3-sl2-noalpha (poexp-make-rot phi3s ’rho)))
(sp* (car rotations)
phi3-sl2-noalpha
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(cdr rotations))))
(defvar e7-t-tensor-so3 (e7-compute-t-tensor e7-10-v56))
(save-lisp "/tmp/e7-t-tensor.core")
;; Then, in one new run
;; (note that this requires -dynamic-space-size 1660
;; and enough RAM + swap space)
(setf *e7-last-computed-t-tensor* nil)
(setf a2-tensor (e7-a2-tensor e7-t-tensor-so3))
(setf e7-t-tensor-so3 nil)
(gc :full t)
(setf a2-tensor (sp-make-equalp-eq a2-tensor))
;; Note that here, we employ the antisymmetry of a2!
;; (poexp- (sp-ref a2-tensor 0 4 7 0) (sp-ref a2-tensor 0 0 4 7)) => 0
(sp-do
#’(lambda (p v)
(if (and (< (aref p 1) (aref p 2))
(< (aref p 2) (aref p 3)))
(progn
(format t "working on ~S~%" p) (finish-output)
(let* ((v* (poexp-conj v))
(vv* (poexp* 6 v v*)))
(serialize-to





;; Starting with the original T tensor, we next calculate A1:
(setf *e7-last-computed-t-tensor* nil)
(setf a1-tensor (e7-a1-tensor e7-t-tensor-so3) b 0)
(setf e7-t-tensor-so3 nil)
;; Unfortunately, the naive approach does not work, since
;; this problem also is large.
(sp-do
#’(lambda (p v)
(if (and (<= (aref p 0) (aref p 1))
(not (unix:unix-stat
(format nil "/tmp/e7-tensor-pieces/a1/~A" p))))
(let ((symm-factor (if (= (aref p 0) (aref p 1)) 1 2)))
(format t "working on ~S~%" p) (finish-output)
(let ((v* (poexp-conj v))
(nr-terms (length (lambdatensor::poexp-term-summands v))))
(if (< nr-terms 120)
(let ((vv* (poexp* symm-factor v v*)))
(serialize-to
(format nil "/tmp/e7-tensor-pieces/a1/~A" p)
vv*)
(gc :full t))
;; Otherwise, we better split our term...
(let ((nr-terms/4 (ceiling nr-terms 4)))
(format t "~A terms - better split!~%" nr-terms) ; DDD




(subseq (lambdatensor::poexp-term-summands v) j
(min nr-terms (+ j nr-terms/4))))))




(subseq (lambdatensor::poexp-term-summands v*) k
(min nr-terms (+ k nr-terms/4)))))
(part-vjv*k (poexp* part-vj part-v*k)))
(format t "Doing part ~D/~D~%" j k) (finish-output)
(serialize-to
(format nil "/tmp/e7-tensor-pieces/a1/~A_~D-~D@~Dx~D-~D@~D" p j
(min nr-terms (+ j nr-terms/4)) nr-terms
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;; By default, symbols from the LAMBDATENSOR package are not re-serialized. Change that.
(setf (hv *SERIALIZATION-ALLOWED-PACKAGES* "LAMBDATENSOR") t)
;; Another unfortunate thing: we do not have a readdir() in LISP -











"#(0 0 3 4)"
"#(0 0 3 5)"
"#(0 0 3 6)"





(format t "re-serializing ~S~%" f)
(let ((z (re-serialize (qcat (format nil "/tmp/e7-tensor-pieces/a1/~A" f)))))





(format t "re-serializing ~S~%" f)
(let ((z (re-serialize (qcat (format nil "/tmp/e7-tensor-pieces/a2/~A" f)))))
(setf sum (poexp+ sum z))))
(poexp* sum 1)))
(defvar e7-so3-potential
(poexp+ (poexp* 1/24 a2^2) (poexp* -3/4 a1^2)))
#|
And indeed:
(poexp-assoc-eval e7-so3-potential ’((f34 . 0) (f35 . 0) (f36 . 0) (f37 . 0) (w34 . 0)
(w35 . 0) (w36 . 0) (w37 . 0) (rho . 0)))
=> #C(-6.0d0 0.0d0)
(e7-10-potential-numeric-angular-direct (to-vdf #(1.2 2.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 2.4 1.3 2.2 0.2 1.0)))
=> #C(-7.062007741314236d0 0.0d0)
(poexp-assoc-eval e7-so3-potential ’((f34 . 1.2d0) (w34 . 2.1d0) (f35 . 0.3d0) (w35 . 0.5d0)
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